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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation centers on la danza Bugabita, a rural Panamanian dance-drama 

expression of los moros y cristianos. It documents, analyzes, and contextualizes the music, text, 

choreography, and history of the festival, bringing together various types of investigation in an 

attempt to unpack the complex, dynamic meanings intertwined in its performance. In order to 

facilitate a theoretical and methodological approach that accounts for the multifaceted avenues of 

inquiry undertaken in the investigation of this dance-drama, I apply Renée Jacqueline 

Alexander’s concept of “prism.”1 Her model can be applied to la danza Bugabita, as it is a 

protean tradition that is in flux and can also be described as hybrid and malleable, both 

historically and contemporarily. To view la danza Bugabita through a prism, each chapter is 

positioned to function as a distinct refraction of the transmedial dance-drama, marking a specific 

framework that has impacted the tradition as it currently exists. All chapters refract each other 

and the overall topic, individually bringing into focus different facets and angles that allow for 

interplay among its themes through time and space. This approach brings the past into the 

present and builds connections between the diversity of perspectives as they reveal the history 

and performance of la danza Bugabita. As such, there is necessarily a lot of movement of 

chronological timeframe, geographical place, and themes between the chapters. The movements 

and intersections of these concepts throughout this study are organized in such a way as to ease 

the tension between chronology and theme, and, in many ways, reflect the way in which I 

became familiar with the material. 

In observance of the trope of prism, each chapter has a sharply focused perspective with 

defined frameworks to address the questions and issues that it explores. The opening chapter 

establishes a historical precedent and foundation of los moros y cristianos and its study, further 

explaining the various contemporary critical theory frameworks and diverse methodologies used 

in each facet of the “Bugabita prism.” The second chapter reframes the historiography of the 

“New World” and its use of this dance-drama, which confounds the distinction between center 

and periphery, as I contend that peripheral areas are not marginal to the stories that matter in the 

larger global projections of history. The third chapter presents an ethnographic exploration of the 

                                                 
1 Renée Jacqueline Alexander, Art as Survival: The Congo Tradition of Portobelo, Panama (Ph.D. Diss., 
Northwestern University, 2005), 11. Alexander applies the trope of prism to the polyvalent Panamanian identity 
formation that allows for the “malleability, hybridity and fluidity within their plural identities.” 
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festival that weaves together various source materials to build an integrated narrative of the 

dialogue, music, and choreography that is attentive to long-term processes of change. The fourth 

chapter corrects a misconception that conflates the local version with the Chanson de Roland. I 

place it in a new literary framework by tracing its textual source, and then illuminating the 

cultural implications that arise from this literature chain that deal with emergent ideas of race, 

ethnicity, religion, and identity, and its dissemination and propagation throughout the Iberian 

colonies. The fifth chapter brings together themes from the preceding chapters in a case study of 

one particular piece of material culture, la pollera, in order to contribute to the understanding of 

the place of la danza Bugabita within its specific historical conjecture. I disentangle themes of 

gender, sexuality, and race found within the tension between representations of the body and the 

live body in performance to demonstrate how music, dancing, and performance bring prior 

constructions of race and gender roles into question. The final chapter synthesizes conclusions 

about the history and performance of los moros y cristianos and traces its trajectory from Spain 

to the municipality of Bugaba, Panamá. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT FOR  

LOS MOROS Y CRISTIANOS FESTIVALS 

Focus of the Study 

This dissertation centers on la danza Bugabita, a rural Panamanian dance-drama 

expression of los moros y cristianos. It documents, analyzes, and contextualizes the music, text, 

choreography, and history of the festival, bringing together various types of investigation in an 

attempt to unpack the complex, dynamic meanings intertwined in its performance. In order to 

facilitate a theoretical and methodological approach that accounts for the multifaceted avenues of 

inquiry undertaken in the investigation of this dance-drama, I apply Renée Jacqueline 

Alexander’s concept of “prism.”2 In her study, Alexander applies the trope of prism to the 

polyvalent Panamanian identity formation that allows for the “malleability, hybridity and fluidity 

within their plural identities.”3 Her model can be applied to la danza Bugabita, as it is a protean 

tradition that is in flux and can also be described as hybrid and malleable, both historically and 

contemporarily. To view la danza Bugabita through a prism, each chapter is positioned to 

function as a distinct refraction of the interdisciplinary dance-drama, marking a specific 

framework that has impacted the tradition as it currently exists. All chapters refract each other 

and the overall topic, individually bringing into focus different facets and angles that allow for 

interplay among its themes through time and space. This approach brings the past into the 

present and builds connections between the diversity of perspectives as they reveal the history 

and performance of la danza Bugabita. As such, there is necessarily a lot of movement of 

chronological timeframe, geographical place, and themes between the chapters. The movements 

and intersections of these concepts throughout this study are organized in such a way as to ease 

the tension between chronology and theme, and, in many ways, reflect the way in which I 

became familiar with the material. 

Consistent with the trope of prism, each chapter has a sharply focused perspective with 

defined frameworks to address the questions and issues that it explores. This opening chapter 

                                                 
2 Renée Jacqueline Alexander, Art as Survival: The Congo Tradition of Portobelo, Panama (Ph.D. Diss., 
Northwestern University, 2005), 11.  
3 Ibid. 
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establishes a historical precedent and foundation of los moros y cristianos and its study, further 

explaining the various contemporary critical theory frameworks and diverse methodologies used 

in each facet of the “Bugabita prism.” The second chapter reframes the historiography of the 

“New World” and its use of this dance-drama that confounds the distinction between center and 

periphery, in which I contend that geographically peripheral areas are not marginal to the stories 

that matter in the larger global projections of history. The third chapter presents an ethnographic 

exploration of the festival that weaves together various source materials to build an integrated 

narrative of the dialogue, music, and choreography that is attentive to long-term processes of 

change. The fourth chapter corrects a misconception that conflates the local version with the 

Chanson de Roland. I place it in a new literary framework by tracing its textual source, and then 

illuminating the cultural implications that arise from this literature chain that deal with emergent 

ideas of race, ethnicity, religion, and identity, and its dissemination and propagation throughout 

the Iberian colonies. The fifth chapter brings together themes from the preceding chapters in a 

case study of one particular piece of material culture, la pollera, in order to contribute to the 

understanding of the place of la danza Bugabita within its specific historical conjecture. I 

disentangle themes of gender, sexuality, and race found within the tension between 

representations of the body and the live body in performance to demonstrate how music, 

dancing, and performance bring prior constructions of race and gender roles into question. The 

final chapter synthesizes conclusions about the history and performance of los moros y cristianos 

and traces its trajectory from Spain to the municipality of Bugaba, Panamá. 

Purpose and Significance of the Study 

Performed reenactments of the Christian reconquest of territories in Spain that had been 

under Moorish rule still exist in folk dance-dramas throughout Spain and its former colonies. 

Such persistence demonstrates that this particular expression of Spanish culture has proven 

adaptable to times and circumstances far different from those in which it was conceived, and 

establishes that successive generations have found value in them. The tradition of los moros y 

cristianos festivals has been researched within various disciplines including anthropology, 

comparative drama, comparative literature, dance studies, folklore, history, performance studies, 

and religion. Yet few musicological and ethnomusicological studies exist. Of those, the 

conventional dichotomy of the “regulative discourse” of ethnomusicologist and historical 
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musicologist at play in the contemporary literature prioritizes contemporary urban festivals.4 

That is, while ethnomusicologists study this conquest dance as practiced today without historical 

contextualization, historical musicologists have focused on metropolitan centers of the Catholic 

Church and Spanish government in México and Perú. These foci are taken for granted, 

consequently reinforcing the parameters of these studies and further perpetuating the discipline’s 

discursive divisions. This centrality promulgates a socio-spatial hierarchy that privileges urban 

over rural areas. Such valorization of centrality, conscious or not,  relinquishes the periphery to 

near invisibility in historical studies of los moros y cristianos. Additionally, discussion of music 

within these festivals remains almost non-existent. This dissertation aims to fill these voids by 

focusing on an understudied rural geographical area that preserves a manifestation of this 

tradition known locally as la danza Bugabita.  

The purpose of this project is to document, analyze, and contextualize the music, text, 

choreography, and history of the festival of los moros y cristianos in present day Bugabita 

Arriba, Panamá. It is oriented toward using the oral and documented past to comment upon the 

present state of the dance-drama and the implications of change. This research is significant 

because there has been little scholarly research on the festival of los moros y cristianos in 

Bugabita, Panamá, and none that is musicological in scope. Despite an overarching theme in los 

moros y cristianos performances, each individual performance remains open to varied local 

interpretations. However, there is a virtual absence of coordinated studies that merge emphasis 

on one particular locale, one particular time period, or one element or issue present in the dance-

drama within los moros y cristianos research. In order to better integrate these separate avenues 

of inquiry, this study illuminates the complex dynamics of meaning intertwined in the 

performance of la danza Bugabita that encompass a geographic trajectory from Spain to Panamá 

that spans centuries. By applying contemporary critical theory frameworks appropriate for the 

multifaceted avenues of inquiry undertaken in the investigation, the distinct refractions of la 

danza Bugabita provide insight into the study of contemporary festivals that have their origins in 

history, tradition, and the religious celebrations of the past. This investigation ultimately reveals 

the underlying motivations that challenge public discourse present in these performances. 

 

                                                 
4 See Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Pantheon Books, 1977). 
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Background and Historical Overview 

Festivals of los moros y cristianos refer to a tradition of mock battles between Moors and 

Christians often incorporated into large festivals including theater, dance, scripted dialogue, and 

music. These festivals are long-standing, widespread, and formally diverse. Many of the 

elements found in los moros y cristianos as currently performed in rural Bugabita Arriba, 

Panamá, can be traced to a type of pre-Renaissance European dance that emphasized war and the 

triumph of good over evil. During the late Middle Ages, this dance was commonly referred to as 

moriscas, morismas, moros y cristianos, or a Morris dance. Curt Sachs attests to the popularity 

of this dance, describing the moriscas as the most frequently mentioned European dance of the 

fifteenth century.5 Scholars who study this folk festival generally point to the Middle Ages for 

the origin of these festivals, dances, and rich repertories of music.  Hoping to pin down an exact 

date of origin is an unrealistic, improbable feat and not within the scope of this dissertation. 

Instead, this chapter constitutes a first study that explores some of the constituent elements that 

have come together to form the tradition known today as los moros y cristianos and that are 

applicable to the study of this tradition in Panamá. The following examines how the well-

documented fifteenth- and sixteenth-century spectacle of Moors and Christians manifested itself 

in the medieval period in religion; literature, poetry, and music; and mock battle.  

The Theme 

The prevalence of the themes of los moros y cristianos in Spain and its former colonies 

today must be understood through its historical context. The meaning of the word “Moor,” or 

moro in Spanish and Castilian, as defined in one of the earliest dictionaries in Castilian, 

originally indicated a Mauritanian, or North African Berber.6 Thus, the term denoted a 

geographical location and the familiar Umayyad or Almoravid “invader” of the Iberian 

Peninsula.7 According to the Arabic scholar Nevill Barbour in his article titled “The Significance 

of the Word maurus, with its Derivatives moro and moor, and of Other Terms Used by Medieval 

Writers in Latin to Describe the Inhabitants of Muslim Spain,” Latin writers used the term mauri, 

the Latin equivalent for the Castilian moros, to convey geographical belonging, because it 
                                                 
5 Curt Sachs, World History of the Dance (New York: W. W. Norton, 1937), 333. 
6 Sebastián de Covarrubias Horozco, Tesoro de la lengva castellana, o española (Madrid: L. Sanchez, impressor del 
rey N.S., 1611), fol. 556 ra. “Moro, Lat. Maurus, dicho assi de la prouincia de Mauritania. Prouerbio, A moro 
muerto gran lançada.” 
7 Ana Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities: Impersonation, Conversion, and Relocation in Historia del emperador Carlo 
Magno y los doce pares (Ph.D. Diss., University of California at San Diego, 2013), 26. 
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implied “all North Africa [and] also the whole African continent as far as the Equator.”8 Later in 

his explanation, he states that it also connoted a religious identity, as it “became a general term 

for Muslim.”9 Covarrubias’s Castilian dictionary supports this connotation with the definition of 

moriscos as “the converts from Moors to the Catholic faith.”10 Hence, moriscos are new 

Christians who were previously Muslim, that is, moros. In support of the religious affiliation of 

moros, Covarrubias denotes moros in the definition of Ramadan as “fasting of the Moors,” 

designating a religious association of Moors rather than a geographical one.11 An important early 

example in Iberian literature where moro reflects both geographical location and a religious 

belief is found in the thirteenth-century Castilian epic poem, Poema de mío Cid.12 Taken 

together, this textual evidence suggests that all the inhabitants of Mauritania were considered 

Muslims in early sources and that the term moro relates to a geographical location and implies a 

religious identity. By the beginning of the sixteenth century, however, the geographical 

connotation in the term moro was dropped, no longer indicating an inhabitant of Mauritania, 

while the religious connotation was maintained, only indicating the religious affiliation to 

Islam.13 

The close relationship between the two opposing factions of Christians and Moors dates 

back 1300 years. With a decisive and successful invasion in the year 711, the Moors ruled parts 

of the territory that constitutes modern Spain for nearly eight centuries.14 Within a mere twenty-

one years, the Moors had advanced their kingdom as far north as central France.15  In 732, 

Frankish armies under the command of Charles Martel, grandfather of Charlemagne, defeated 

the Muslim forces at Poitiers.16 This Moorish loss pushed their territory south, back over the 

Pyrenees. The reduced geographical territory still occupied the majority of the Iberian Peninsula 

                                                 
8 Nevill Barbour, “The Significance of the Word maurus, with its Derivitives moro and moor, and of Other Terms 
Used by Medieval Writers in Latin to Describe the Inhabitants of Muslim Spain,” in Actas do IV Congresso de 
Estudos Arabes e Islamicos: Coimbra-Lisboa 1 a 8 de Setembro de 1968 (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 255. 
9 Ibid., 258.  
10 Covarrubias, Tesoro de la lengva castellana, fol. 556 ra. “los convertidos de moros a la fe catolica” 
11 Ibid., Second section, fol. 2 rb. “ayuno de los moros” 
12 Leonard P. Harvey, Muslims in Spain, 1500 to 1614 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 2 and 292 and 
Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 41, n 36. 
13 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 41.  
14 Max Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians: Festivals of Reconquest in Mexico and Spain (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 2000), 31. 
15 Edward Scobie, “The Moors and Portugal’s Global Expansion,” in Golden Age of the Moor, Vol. 11 (New 
Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 1992), 333-340.  
16 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 31.  
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and remained under the command of the Moorish military for the next 353 years.17  Then, in 

1085 the Christian reconquest of lost “Spanish” territory began in earnest with the fall of the 

Muslim stronghold of Toledo.18 The succeeding Christian-Spanish victories spanned the next 

four centuries. The Christian zeal for reclaimed territory in the name of God was further 

amplified during the Renaissance with their exploration and colonization across the Atlantic 

Ocean. It is within this context that the Spanish affinity for and significance of the theme of los 

moros y cristianos must be comprehended. 

Scholars describe the moriscas as having two forms.19 The first and older form is that of a 

solo dance or a dance of two or more performers emphasizing swordplay between Christians and 

Muslims, both derived from Moorish court performances. The second form includes more 

participants and emphasizes the expulsion of the Moors and triumph of the Catholic Church. The 

latter developed in the kingdom of Valencia and later gained momentum in the kingdom of 

Granada.20 On the surface, the second form appears merely larger. A brief contextualization 

helps to demonstrate the shift in popularity to this second eastern Iberian form, which has 

become known as los moros y cristianos.  

The Christian-Spanish War of Reconquest, fought sporadically since 722, sought to rid 

the disparate Spanish kingdoms of all non-Catholic inhabitants, including its largest population, 

the Moors. Throughout the tumultuous years of rooting out alleged heresy and apostasy, the 

centuries of “[t]he Reconquest bred a warrior, crusader society that fed off the glories of war 

fought in the name of religion.”21 In the fifteenth century, along with the marriage of Ferdinand 

II and Isabella I, came an ambitious program of ecclesiastical reform and policy to unite the 

disparate kingdoms of Spain via a common faith: Catholicism. By endorsing a program to 
                                                 
17 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 31. Battles did occur between the two factions and resulted in oscillating 
boundaries; however, it was not until the fall of Toledo in 1085 that a politically- and religiously-organized attempt 
at reconquest began. The marriage of Ferdinand II of Aragón and Isabella I of Castile fostered further war efforts 
and promoted the elimination of Spain’s multi-cultural heritage. See Helen Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society 
in Early Modern Spain (New York: Palgrave, 2002). 
18 Ibid. Despite the battles fought for political boundaries, it is important to note that, largely, the Muslims and 
Christians did not let their territorial conflicts impede their relationships as neighbors and trading partners; rather, 
they embraced a term called convivencia, which describes the ability of the Spanish Christians, Moors, and Jews to 
live together in a pluralistic culture, where each experienced a measure of religious, civic, and economic freedom 
within the other’s territory. This centuries-long cohabitation was at its height during the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries. See preface to Helen Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society. 
19 See Sachs, World History of the Dance.  
20 Barbara Bode, “The Dance of the Conquest of Guatemala” in The Native Theater in Middle America (Middle 
American Research Institute, publication 27, edited by Margaret Harrison and Robert Wauchope, New Orleans: 
Tulane University, 1961), 211. 
21 Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society, xii. 
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enforce uniformity of belief, the monarchs skillfully extended their authority over the Spanish 

church, creating a powerful union of church and state. The monarchs heralded Catholicism as the 

defining characteristic of Spanish national identity and elevated the institution of the church to 

unparalleled importance in late fifteenth-century Spain. In 1478 they sanctioned a militant policy 

to enforce rigorously the practice of orthodox principles of belief and behavior, commonly 

known as the Spanish Inquisition.22 Thus, church and state conspired to exterminate all threats 

that could undermine their authority. This firmly aggressive action gained momentum and led to 

the fall of the last ancient Moorish stronghold in Granada to Christian forces on 6 January 1492. 

These very victories led to the second form of moriscas. Parties, festivals, feasts, dances, 

songs, mock battles, and even hobby horses commemorated important victories staged in various 

locations on battle anniversaries or important days in the church calendar. Broadly, this popular 

genre reenacts Spanish military victories over various adversaries. While the specific 

circumstances, stories, battles, and characters may differ, the conquest dance of los moros y 

cristianos ends with a Spanish victory and their enemies’ acceptance of the Catholic religion, 

often conflated with the acknowledgment of Spanish political hegemony. The religious 

sentiments behind these representations of the Reconquista frequently employ medieval imagery 

with a propagandistic intent. 

Santiago Matamoros 

Perhaps the most prevalent thread of the morismas fabric that has its roots in the Middle 

Ages is the presence of St. James. The apostle’s tie to Spain dates back to the first half of the 

ninth century.23 During this period the relics of the apostle James the Greater were allegedly 

discovered by a hermit named Pelayo (dates unknown) and the bishop of Iria Flavia, Theodomir 

(d. 847), in the northwest corner of Spain. Alfonso II (r. 791-842) almost immediately built a 

chapel over the site. A cult surrounding St. James the Greater was soon established and was 

documented by 859.24 This site became one of the greatest pilgrimage destinations in Europe.  

According to Olivia Constable, “[t]he pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela reached its apogee 

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, rivaling the pilgrimages to the Holy Land and Rome.”25 

                                                 
22 Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society, 50-1.  
23 Olivia Remie Constable, Medieval Iberia: Readings from Christian, Muslim, and Jewish Sources (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997), 137. 
24 Ibid.  
25 Ibid.  
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While the date of the earliest pilgrimage is not known, it can be conjectured that it began shortly 

after the completion of the chapel, as the first documented pilgrim was Bishop Godescalc of Le 

Puy; he made the journey in 950-51, less than a century after the first documentation of the cult 

surrounding St. James.26 Another important pilgrim, probably originating from the kingdom of 

France, traveled to Santiago de Compostela in 1135.27 Upon his return, he wrote of his travels in 

The Pilgrim’s Guide to Santiago de Compostela sometime between 1137 and the mid-1140s.28 

The Latin Guide is part of a larger compilation of texts related to the Cult of St. James.29  

Although St. James has been tied to Spain, he is not inherently attached to the theme of 

los moros y cristianos. St. James, along with his shrine, becomes intrinsically associated with the 

Christians’ attempts at regaining territory from Muslim control during the Spanish Reconquest 

battles. It is claimed that the apostle was called upon, and intervened on behalf of the Christians, 

in several of these battles. Constable posits that “[b]y the eleventh century, the Reconquista had 

politicized Saint James and his shrine, and by the end of the twelfth century, Saint James 

Matamoros (slayer of Moors) had become the patron saint of many of the Spanish kingdoms.”30 

Santiago Matamoros served as the saint par excellence from the time of the fall of Toledo 

through the ultimate capture of Granada, 1085-1492.  The politicization of St. James further 

sanctioned the Christian War of Reconquest in Spain because it strengthened the connection 

between church and state.31  Due to the close identification of military and spiritual reconquest in 

medieval Spain, the various regional sword dances became integrated into the religious 

celebrations, especially at Corpus Christi.32    

 

                                                 
26 Constable, Medieval Iberia, 137. 
27 The guide that was written is not by Pope Calixtus or Aymericus the Chancellor, whose names have been attached 
to some chapters. 
28 See Annie Shaver-Crandell, Paula Lieber Gerson, and Alison Stones, The Pilgrim’s Guide to Santiago de 
Compostela: A Gazetteer (London: Harvey Miller Publishers, 1995). 
29 The Guide is included in the Codex Calixtinus (see facsimile: Codex Calixtinus de la Catedral de Santiago de 
Compostela (Madrid: Kaydeda, 1993) or online at http://louisdl.louislibraries.org/cdm/ref/collection/MMF/id/501). 
In addition to the Guide this source contains liturgical text, sermons, and homilies for the liturgy of St. James; 
miracles attributed to St. James; a history of the transfer of St. James’s body from Jerusalem to Galicia; a history of 
Charlemagne’s attempt to recover Spain and the tomb of St. James from the Moors; an account of Roland and the 
Battle of Roncevaux; and a rich repertory of medieval polyphonic music.  
30 Constable, Medieval Iberia, 137.  
31 For more on the adoption of St. James as the military saint of Spain, see George Wells Ferguson, Signs and 
Symbols in Christian Art (New York: Oxford University Press, 1954), 123. 
32 Lynn Matluck Brooks, The Dances of the Processions of Seville in Spain’s Golden Age (Kassel: Ed. 
Reichenberger, 1988), 206. 
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Troubadours, Music, and Epic Poetry – Poema de mio Cid 

One example of the literary sources that highlights the theme of moros y cristianos is 

preserved in Spain’s oldest epic poem, Poema de mio Cid, or Song of my Lord. This epic 

recounts the historical story of the Spanish hero, El Cid, who captured the city of Valencia from 

Muslim power in 1094, during the early years of the Spanish Reconquista. The poem was meant 

to be performed in public by juglars or minstrels as part of an oral popular tradition referred to as 

mester de juglaría.33 According to John Walsh, twelfth-century renderings of the poem’s lengthy 

battle scenes were the “peaks of epic performance,” and that “every adept juglar” was expected 

to master “virtuoso techniques” within the juglaría tradition in order to enact and narrate the 

battles.34 In the realm of troubadours, minstrels, and juglars, these solo presentations may 

constitute the first small-scale performances of Spanish morismas. Folklorist and preeminent 

scholar of various manifestations of los moros y cristianos Max Harris, corroborates Walsh’s 

conclusions in his book Aztecs, Moors, and Christians: Festivals of Reconquest in Mexico and 

Spain. Harris reaffirms that this epic poem constitutes an early example of the growing drama 

associated with the theme of Moors and Christians: 

Whether the Poema de mio Cid was performed by a single minstrel, miming the 
action as he delivered the lines, or by a small company of singers and actors, 
Walsh concludes that “innumerable audiences” would have heard and witnessed 
“the spectacle of the poem,” with its dramatic renderings of battles between 
Moors and Christians, “at festivals and weddings, in the squares and sometimes in 
the castles.”35 

Basilio Sebastián de Castellanos in “Costumbres españoles: De las romerías y verbenas de la 

Virgen y del Carmen y de Santiago Apóstol” proposes that “the first mock battle” is based on 

line 1602 of the Poema de mio Cid.36 This suggestion is corroborated by many later scholars 

writing about contemporary festivals of los moros y cristianos. W. Hoenerbach perpetuates this 

idea in his study Studien zum Mauren und Christen: Fiestspiel in Adalusien by excerpting line 

                                                 
33 Some critics believe the epic was written by Per Abbat (or Per Abbad), due to his signature at the end of the only 
extant copy. See Colin Smith, The Making of the Poema de mío Cid (Cambridge University Press, 1983); Antonio 
Ubieto Arteta, El cantar de mío Cid y algunos problemas históricos (Valencia: Anubar, 1973); and Norma Lorre 
Goodrich, “The Cid” in Medieval Myths (New York: Mentor Books, 1961). 
34 John K. Walsh, “Performance in the Poema de mio Cid,” Romance Philology 44 (1990): 16-8. 
35 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 35.  
36 See Basilio Sebastián de Castellanos in “Costumbres españoles: De las romerías y verbenas de la Virgen del 
Carmen y de Santiago Apóstol,” Museo de las Familias 6 (1848): 164-7. 
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1602 which references military exercises involving tablados from the Poema.37 From this single 

reference, Hoenerbach asserts that this points to evidence of a moros y cristianos occurring in 

Valencia after El Cid’s recapture.38 However, it must be remembered that oral tradition sustained 

this epic for at least two centuries before it passed into the written tradition, and such a detail 

may reflect the contemporary tournament mêlée of the early fourteenth century. Furthermore, the 

presence of a tablado does not necessarily indicate a besieged castle, as Hoenerbach claims, and 

the text of the Poema does not specify this as the meaning. The line only proposes a historically 

tenable framework as a song with action based on the moros y cristianos theme. Therefore, the 

suggestion that a fully staged mock siege of a Moorish castle occurred in Valencia after its 

capture by El Cid proves less plausible and may read too much into the line about military 

exercises.  

On the other side of the Christian-Moor relationship, the practice of staging battles 

constituted a standard item in the repertoire of Muslim Andalusian minstrels in the middle of the 

twelfth century.39 According to James T. Monroe, one of Ibn Quzman’s poems simulates the 

voice of a minstrel who is  

a very busy impresario who directs his musicians, singers, dancers, actors, and 
trained animals, while seeing to the comfort of his audience to whom he interprets 
the action being performed onstage by commenting upon it.40 

The poem includes “a description of a mock battle and its accoutrements: swords, fighters, 

Arabs, a warcry, wounds, flight.”41 Modern readers of the poem can assume that as part of 

twelfth-century Arabic minstrelsy the minstrel’s company mimed the actions accounted in the 

poem while the minstrel himself sang the words. Monroe asserts that this Christian defeat is “a 

moros y cristianos in reverse!” on the frontier of Muslim Andalusia.42  

Mock Battles – Possible Roots of the Tradition 

Researchers can easily find examples of los moros y cristianos understood in the modern 

sense, as dramas incorporating mock battles, with music, staging, and costumes, in manuscripts 
                                                 
37 W. Hoenerbach, Studien zum Mauren und Christen: Festspiel in Andalusien (Waldorf-Hessen: Verlag für 
Orientkunde Dr. H. Vorndran, 1976), 10-1. 
38 Ibid. 
39 James T. Monroe, “Prolegomena to the Study of Ibn Quzman: The Poet as Jongleur,” in El romancero hoy: 
Historia, comparatismo, bibliografia critica, ed. Samuel G. Armistead, Antonio Sánchez Romeralo, and Diego 
Catalán (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1979), 94-7. 
40 Ibid., 94. 
41 Ibid., 97. 
42 Ibid., 121-2. 
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from the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. While the earliest examples of morismas 

seem to be occasional, typically staged for courts and royal events, the first evidence of a 

sustained tradition of local performances comes from the fifteenth-century Barcelona Corpus 

Christi procession.43 According to clerical documentation, this procession typically included a 

dance by Turkish infantry along with Christian hobby horses.44 Yet this seems to be an isolated 

case, as even in the sixteenth-century, most moros y cristianos were occasional, staged as part of 

a royal entry or other special event.45 Earlier documented morismas, in the modern sense of the 

term as described above, prove to be elusive in manuscripts prior to the fifteenth century.  

Despite Spain’s lack of primary sources, there remains extant scattered evidence of dramatized 

combat throughout Europe between Christians and non-Christians. Harris describes some of 

them:  

a dance of Gothic tribesmen in masks and deerskin cloaks, from the Byzantine 
court of Constantine VII, c. 953, that celebrated both Gothic and Old Testament 
warriors; and a complaint from Bamberg, c. 1060, that the city’s bishop was 
spending too much time “playing the part of Attila the Hun, Amalric, and such-
like heroes.” Others were soon to follow: the Play of the Antichrist from the 
German court of Frederick Barbarossa, c. 1160, pitted Christian forces against the 
pagan King of Babylon; and, in a prophet play from the Latvian port of Riga, 
1204, Gideon was about to defeat the Philistines [sic], when “the pagans [in the 
audience], fearing they were about to be killed, started to run away and had to be 
called gently back.”46 

 Unlike today’s manifestations of los moros y cristianos, few of the aforementioned mock 

combat examples, with the exception of the Gothic entertainment at the Byzantine court, were 

dances. These early dramatized battles displayed considerable formal variety.47 Mimicry by a 

minstrel troupe or a juglar’s words and gestures evoked battles, as seen in the Poema de mio Cid.  

Yet others were large-scale battle plays modeled, in all probability, on the newly popular 

tournament mêlées.48 This style of tournament typically staged opposing teams of knights on 

horseback that then charged one another and engaged in fierce hand-to-hand combat.  Interest in 

this competitive military exercise was sometimes enhanced by the addition of a quasi-dramatic 

                                                 
43 See Francis George Very, The Spanish Corpus Christi Procession: A Literary and Folkloric Study, (Valencia: 
N.p., 1962).  
44 Ibid. 
45 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 32.  
46 Ibid., 34.  
47 Richard W. Barber and Juliet Barker, Tournaments: Jousts, Chivalry, and Pageants in the Middle Ages (New 
York: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1989), especially Chapter 4: The Tournament in Italy and Spain, 77-106.   
48 See Barber, Tournaments: Jousts, Chivalry, and Pageants, Chapter 4. 
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allegorical or historical framework.49 Despite the framework of mock battles, terminology 

designating such activities as part of a danza or danza de espadas does not appear in Spain 

before 1451.50 Another type of mock battle referred to as juegos de cañas featured two teams, 

one representing Christian knights and the other representing Moors, dressed in Moorish-style 

attire and armor and riding their horses a la jineta, in simulations of battles where the knights 

threw canes as spears or javelins at the other team.51 

A Royal Wedding in Lérida (Lleida), 1150 

Virtually all sources tracing the history of los moros y cristianos point to the royal 

wedding in Lérida in 1150 as the first documented morisma.  According to Mariano Soriano 

Fuertes, the Lérida moros y cristianos was performed during a royal wedding.  Peronella of 

Aragón had been betrothed in bizarre circumstances to Roman Berenguer IV, prince of 

Catalonia, in 1137, shortly after her first birthday. The curious story unfolds as follows:  

Peronella’s uncle, Alfons I of Aragon, known as the Battler, had died in 1134, 
leaving no children and an eccentric will. His closest relative was his younger 
brother, Ramir, who had been enrolled in a monastery at the age of six or seven, 
but Alfons had named as his heirs three separate religious orders, to none of 
which his brother belonged. The crisis of succession was resolved, with the 
approval of the bishops and nobles of Aragon, by the monk Ramir unilaterally 
suspending his vows long enough to inherit the throne, marry the widow of a 
French viscount, sire an heir, cede his kingdom and his infant daughter to Ramon 
Berenguer IV of Catalonia (then twenty-three years old), and return to his 
monastery. Thus were the kingdoms of Aragon and Catalonia united.52 

The wedding was delayed over thirteen years, although Ramon Berenguer IV ruled the combined 

kingdom from the time of the betrothal onward. The postponed wedding occurred in the fall of 

1150, after Peronella’s fourteenth birthday. Lérida was naturally chosen as the site of the 

                                                 
49 See Barber, Tournaments: Jousts, Chivalry, and Pageants, Chapter 4. 
50 Stephen D. Corrsin, Sword Dancing in Europe: A History (London: Hisarlik Press, 1997), 17-71.  
51 Ricardo Izquierdo Benito, “Fiesta y ocio en las cuidades castellanas durante la Edad Media,” in La fiesta en el 
mundo hispánico, eds. Palma Martínex-Burgos García and Alfredo Rodríguez González (Cuenca: Ediciones de la 
Universidad de Castilla - La Mancha, 2004), 200. Also see Tomás Lozano, Cantemos al alba: Origins of Songs, 
Sounds, and Liturgical Drama of Hispanic New Mexico, trans. Rima Montoya (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico Press, 2007), especially chapter 7. “A la jineta” or “a la gineta” translates to “with short stirrups.” It refers to 
a late medieval and early Renaissance riding style that was introduced to the Iberian Peninsula from Berber tribes in 
North Africa. An Arabic saddle and bit are also associated with this style of riding. See Deb Bennett, Conquerors: 
The Roots of New World Horsemanship (Solvang, CA: Amigo Publications, 1998).  
52 As quoted in Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 33. This account is based on the scholarship of Percy E. 
Schramm, “Ramon Berenguer IV,” in Els Primers Comtes-Reis, vol. 4 of Biografies Catalunes (Barcelona: Editorial 
Teide, 1960), 127-58, and Bernard F. Reilly, The Contest of Christian and Muslim Spain, 1031-1157 (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1992), 181-7. 
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ceremony in order to commemorate the surrender of the besieged Muslim city to Christian forces 

which were led by Ramon Berenguer IV himself one year earlier.53  

 Documentation of the wedding does exist: according to Gerónimo Pujades, the wedding 

was celebrated with suitable “majesty and ostentation,” and the city was filled with “many, very 

joyous fiestas.”54 Substantiated accounts containing more details prove difficult to find.  An oft-

cited scholar, Joan Amades, claims this wedding constitutes the first cited entremès in Catalonia, 

which the author explains as dramatic interludes or processional dramas.55 Describing this event, 

Amades states that it is “a combat between devils and angels, the latter captained and 

commanded by Saint Michael the Archangel … [with a] ball de bastons [stick dance].”56 

Unfortunately, there is no citation for this information. More recent scholars have therefore 

ignored Amades’s claims and instead followed the information cited by Mariano Soriano 

Fuertes. As stated by Soriano, the festivities immediately surrounding the wedding are described 

in the following manner: 

In the cathedral, a Te Deum was sung by innumerable singers, and the prince and 
the queen were accompanied to the sanctuary by most of the prelates and nobles 
of Catalonia and Aragon, preceded by a large choir of male and female minstrels 
and singers, as well as by many dances, among which particular mention is made 
of a company of Moors and Christians who represented a fierce combat.57 

Soriano cites as his source a book written by José Teixidor y Barceló, who in turn was quoting a 

manuscript in the possession of Don Miguel de Manuel, the librarian of San Isidro el Real in 

Madrid.58 However, both Teixidor’s manuscript and the manuscript he cited are missing.  

Chapter 3 of Harris’s Aztecs, Moors, and Christians investigates and problematizes these 

accounts.59 Harris concedes that despite the lack of an extant manuscript source, the account is 

not inherently implausible. Juglars, or minstrels, were common in the kingdom of Aragón-

Catalonia and performed at both Christian and Muslim weddings.60 Several sources attest to this: 

in 1180 the mosque at Totosa complained to Alfons II (a “grand protector of the trovadores”) 

                                                 
53 Schramm, “Ramon Berenguer IV,” 145-58. 
54 Gerónimo Pujades, Crónica universal del principado de Cataluña escrita a principios del siglo XVII, vol. 8 
(Barcelona: José Torner, 1829-32), 428.  
55 Joan Amades, Costumari Català: El curs de l’any, vol. 3 (Barcelona: Salvat Editores, 1950-1956), 16. 
56 Amades, Costumari Català, 16. 
57 Mariano Soriano Fuertes, Historia de la música española desde la vendia de los fenicios hasta el año, vol. 1 
(Madrid: Bernabé Carrafa, 1855), 125. 
58 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 32. 
59 Ibid., 31-6. 
60 See Joan-F.Cabestany, “Alfons el Cast” in Els Primer Comtes-Reis, vol. 4 of Biografies Catalunes (Barcelona: 
Editiorial Teide, 1960), 84-90. 
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that it was being forced to accommodate too many minstrels and singers at its weddings; at least 

one well-known Muslim performer learned his trade in Lérida and left the city “very close to the 

Christian conquest”; and in the latter half of the twelfth century, there are several references to 

juglars in Christian Lérida, including, but not limited to the famed juglars and troubadours 

Marcabrú and Pedro de Alvernia during the reign of Ramon Berenguer IV.61  All this evidence 

points to the strong musical tradition in Lérida, despite the uncertainty surrounding the events of 

the royal wedding. Nevertheless, Harris rightly concludes that, regardless of the evidence of a 

flourishing musical culture in Lérida,  

[i]n the end, however, the [Lérida] moros y cristianos may be nothing more than a 
legend. Unless we can locate Teixidor’s source or some independent account of 
the [Lérida] performance, we must remain, at best, agnostic.62  

Thus, the promulgation of the moros y cristianos at this royal wedding in secondary literature 

from the mid-nineteenth century through today remains unsubstantiated and precarious for 

current researchers. 

A Series of Mock Battles during the Reign of Jaume II of Aragón-Catalonia, 1291-1327  

Throughout the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries, there are several documented festive 

combats, mock battles, and tournaments.63 While it is plausible that some of these mock battles 

in Spain assumed a framework of los moros y cristianos, none of the accounts say so. In fact, 

more than 150 years pass before the next explicit allusion to a Spanish mock battle between 

Moors and Christians is mentioned. This specific suggestion hearkens to the reign of Jaume II, 

ruler of Aragón-Catalonia from 1291 to 1327. Similarly to the account of the royal wedding of 

1150 in Lérida, this account also depends upon the secondary citation of a non-extant 

manuscript. According to the article by Castellanos, printed in a popular nineteenth-century 

journal, during a sermon preached on the feast day of Santiago Matamoros, 25 July 1616, in the 

chapel of Our Lady of the Pillar in Zaragoza, Justo Armengol referred to a manuscript written in 

langue d’oc and housed in the library of the monastery of Poblet.64 Castellanos’s account of 

Armengol’s sermon described how, “[i]n order better to entertain Jaume II on the day of 

                                                 
61 Manuel Milá y Fontanals, De los trovadores en España [1861] (Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científica, 1966), 63-7, 84, and 234 and Josep Lladonosa y Pujol, Història de Lleida, vol. 1 (Tàrrega: F. Camps 
Calmet, 1972), 286-7. 
62 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 36. 
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Santiago, the Aragonese [nobles] presented to the court their servants, some dressed as Moors 

and others as Christians.”65 While Castellanos writes as if he is reading Armengol’s sermon, like 

the original Poblet manuscript, any documentation of it is yet to be found. Similarly to the 

account of the royal wedding in Lérida in 1150, this nineteenth-century summary of an early 

seventeenth-century sermon referencing an “ancient” manuscript occurs frequently throughout 

the literature about morismas.  

Harris devotes Chapter 4 of Aztecs, Moors, and Christians to an investigation of this 

specific thread of inquiry. He describes Castellanos’s account regarding the moros y cristianos 

event as “entertainment [that] began with ‘a pitched battle’ between the two sides ‘in the 

courtyard of the king’s palace.’”66 The Moorish Aljafería, located just outside of Zaragoza, had 

served as the royal residence since the fall of the city to Peronella’s uncle, Alfons the Battler, in 

1118. The large, rectangular courtyard of the fortified castle has a well-documented history as a 

space for “spectacular theatrical festivities” throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.67 It 

became known as the “first permanent indoor theater” of Spain.68 Harris summarizes 

Castellanos’s account in the following excerpt:  

Following the pitched battle, the Moors and Christians “went out to the open 
country that surrounded” the palace. There, in an artificial “castle mounted on a 
scaffold,” they inflicted heavy wounds on one another. But, in the midst of the 
battle, “a captain of the guard dressed as Santiago” appeared, riding “a spirited 
white horse.” Taking the side of the Christians, he hacked away at the Moors with 
his sword until they fell to their knees at his feet and surrendered. Then Santiago’s 
squire handed him a small banner of white silk, on which was painted, by way of 
explanation of the Christian victory, a flesh-colored cross and the Constantinian 
motto “In hoc signo vinces [In this sign you will conquer].”69  

At this point in the enactment, the surviving Moors begged to convert to Christianity. As a visual 

marker of their newfound faith, they dressed in white tunics that featured a red cross on the 

chest. The Christians burned the model castle and erected a large cross in its place. The newly 

converted Moors were led to King Juame II, who was observing the festival, where he “placed a 

kiss of peace on the face of the Moorish captain. This was the signal to begin ‘a great sport of 
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dancing between the Christians and the converted Moors to the sound of instruments of war.’”70 

Again, Harris concedes that “[t]he chain of references back to the Poblet manuscript and thence 

to the Aragón court of Jaume II is tenuous.”71  

In conclusion, the two earliest possible reports from the Middle Ages of a morismas 

spectacle, a royal wedding in Lérida in 1150 and a series of mock battles or dramas dating from 

1291 through 1373 in Zaragoza, depend on secondhand nineteenth-century citations of 

manuscripts now lost. Since the two accounts of medieval morismas rely on secondary source 

material, they must remain pure speculation until foundational claims can be substantiated. The 

putative evidence thus proves too fragmentary to show any orderly advance of the drama. 

Regardless of the veracity, or even existence, of these depictions of moros y cristianos, it is clear 

that the theme of Moors versus Christians existed in the Middle Ages, even if not in a fully 

developed dramatic fashion. While a verifiable record of specific references to morismas or 

moros y cristianos does not exist, accounts similar to the stories of Lérida and Zaragoza abound 

in manuscripts. 

Fifteenth-Century Moros y Cristianos and Corpus Christi 

Verifiable accounts in extant manuscript sources of more mock battles and dancing 

continue throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, albeit without direct reference to 

Moors and Christians.72 Finally, in 1414, a documented allegorical moros y cristianos, 

specifically referred to as such, occurred during a banquet that celebrated the coronation of 

Fernando I in the same Aljafería in Zaragoza described in Armengol’s account.73 Just ten years 

later, in 1424, an elaborately detailed account of Moors and Christians in a Corpus Christi 

processional dance and mock battle in Barcelona was written.74 This annual event is well-

documented throughout the fifteenth century.75 From this point on in history, Spanish morismas 

are frequently documented and explicitly named or referred to as moros y cristianos, morismas, 

or moriscas.  
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The conflation of military and spiritual reconquest in medieval Spain led to the 

integration of various regional danzas de espadas into religious celebrations, especially Corpus 

Christi.76 The early summer festival, falling on the second Thursday after Pentecost, functioned 

as an occasion for vibrant street theater for many centuries throughout the Roman Catholic 

world. The bishop of Liège first promulgated Corpus Christi in 1246. Papal decree officially 

established the celebration in 1264 as the belief in the Eucharistic bread and wine as the real 

body and blood of Christ, known as the doctrine of transubstantiation, dependent upon the 

priestly power of consecration.77 Harris posits that 

[t]he choice of date may have been a mistake, for the fair weather festival soon 
moved outdoors into a sphere less easily controlled by clergy. By the early 14th 
century, the solemn mass in church had been eclipsed in importance by a lavish 
procession through the city streets.78  

The festival grew into an elaborate mixture of ecclesiastical parade with worldly extravagance 

only a few years after its adoption. The consecrated bread, or host, formed the center of the 

procession. It was displayed in an ornate monstrance made of precious metal and covered by a 

richly embroidered baldachin. A hierarchy was established around the host in which proximity to 

it conferred and visually demarcated relative status in the procession. According to Harris,  

[t]he clergy enjoyed a nominal authority over the procession, retaining for their 
highest-ranking member the right to carry the monstrance, but the poles 
supporting the baldachin were borne by civic dignitaries. Various members of the 
clergy and the city's ruling elite flanked the canopied host. Others carried 
processional banners, candle-sticks, and crosses, while individual parishes, 
chapters, and guilds competed for the right to bear their own relics as close as 
possible to the consecrated bread that officially outranked them.79  

The growth of the festival and its spread throughout Europe led to more dramatizations. 

Eventually pageant wagons that depicted a narrative sequence of tableaux vivants extended the 

Corpus Christi procession.80 Although the host beneath its canopy remained the formal highlight 

of the procession, the more spectacular elements of the dramatic narrative, together with its 

escort of civic and ecclesiastical leaders, obscured the boundary between sacred and secular.81  
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These Corpus Christi processions often included representations of los moros y 

cristianos. By the late sixteenth century, clergy throughout Spain expressed their objection to the 

disorder and confusion caused by the incursion of profane elements into a procession devoted to 

the Holy Sacrament.82 Some of the documented complaints included criticism of the masked 

figures and dancers within the sacred space of the church, interrupting the liturgy.83 The 

Protestant Reformation largely rescinded the Corpus Christi procession and its pageantry in 

much of northern Europe.84 Yet the associated drama of the festival continued to flourish 

throughout Catholic Spain despite intermittent clerical objections and various attempts to subdue 

or mold it to their own uses.85 Whether or not a quasi-dramatic frame of moros y cristianos was 

applied to mock battles, festive combat, dance, procession, and drama before the Renaissance, it 

is clear that the elements that come together to form the morisma festivities of the early fifteenth-

century have their roots in Middle Ages literature, epic poem, mock battles, the cult of Santiago 

Matamoros, and manifest in Corpus Christi processions. 

Use in the “New World”  

In 1492, the year of the Spanish victory in Granada, Columbus unknowingly embarked 

upon the discovery of the “New World” of the Americas for Spain. Festivals of los moros y 

cristianos came to the American continent with Spanish conquistadors, merchants, and 

missionaries. That the Valencian version of morismas would have traveled across the Atlantic is 

not surprising, as the Reconquista was not only centered in this southeastern part of Spain but 

also occurred shortly before the Spanish and Portuguese invasions of the Americas. Versed in the 

use of music as a homogenizing factor, Spanish missionaries specifically transplanted this 

tradition to diverse geographical areas in Asia and the Americas as a means to convert the 

indigenous populations to Catholicism.  

According to research compiled for Mark Howell’s dissertation titled An 

Ethnomusicological Investigation of Highland Guatemalan Dance-Plays:  

Although there are occasional ethnohistorical references from the sixteenth 
century to European or European-inspired dance-dramas performed in the 
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Americas, the major dissemination of those intended for conversion purposes 
occurred between 1650 and 1700, a century or more after Conquest.86  

In respect to our current understanding of the historical record as it pertains to European dance-

dramas in the Americas, the earliest evidence of a dance-play specifically referenced by writers 

as moros y cristianos was not performed in the Americas until sometime between 1759 and 1788 

during the reign of the Spanish monarch Charles III.87 More generally, scholars propose that the 

first staged dance-drama performance documented in the Americas by the Spanish explorers, 

while unnamed, occurred in the town of Tlaxcala, Mexico in 1538.88 According to Howell,  

[t]his unnamed dance-play included dialogue in Nahuatl, and a final scene 
featuring a dance to the accompaniment of a villancico. The inclusion of two 
culturally disparate components - Mesoamerican language and Spanish music - is 
illustrative of the way early conversion dances were conceived, with European 
and indigenous elements both incorporated into the form.89 

The introduction of European dance-dramas to the “New World” initiated the substitution or 

transformation of most of the remaining indigenous dances by the seventeenth century.90 

Contemporary Moros y Cristianos  

Today the festivities surrounding presentations of los moros y cristianos are arguably 

more popular than at any other time in the past eight centuries. In Spain the present-day tradition 

exists along an expansive stretch of the Mediterranean coast, ranging from Catalonia in the north 

to Andalusia in the south, and from the inland mountains and central plateau to the offshore 

Balearic Islands, and are branded “traditional.” Representations of los moros y cristianos as 

fiestas and danzas comprise a large component of the annual festival calendars throughout these 

Spanish locations. Examples of this festival tradition also appear today in southern France, 
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Galicia, in parts of Italy once ruled by Spain, and Portugal.91 With its dispersal during 

colonialism, Harris asserts that the tradition’s  

offshoots can be found as far afield as Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Chile, Brazil, New Mexico, Puerto 
Rico, the Philippines, and south India. In some cases, the historical referent 
remains European: Moors and Christians, the Twelve Peers of France, or Santiago 
Matamoros (Saint James, patron saint of Spain and killer of the Moors). In other 
cases, it has been transposed into a local key: the conquest of Mexico, Pizarro and 
the Incas, or Spanish settlers and Comanche raiders. Many scholars assume that 
the danza de los matachines is another variant of the same tradition.92 

Notably lacking from Harris’s description of the numerous transferences of this tradition to other 

countries is Panamá. 

In addition to the widespread locales of this festival, the tradition covers a diverse range 

in terms of size. Some performances are on a large scale, such as the performances in Alcoy 

(Alicante), Spain, where the participants in the fiestas de moros y cristianos can number as many 

as twelve thousand.93 On the opposite end of the spectrum, only two dozen Moors and Christians 

participate in Chimayo in New Mexico, and only eight members are involved in the high 

mountain village of Trevelez near Granada, Spain.94 Further formal differences occur in the 

length of festivities. According to Harris, 

[d]ances may be as long as the eight-hour danza de la pluma that tells the epic 
story of Cortés and Motecuzoma during the first week of July in Teotitlan del 
Valle (Oaxaca), or as brief as the ten-minute circle dance of Turks and hobby 
horses that opens the Corpus Christi festivities in the Catalan town of Berga 
(Barcelona).95 

Some festivals extend beyond a day, such as Kāralmān Charitam, a traditional south Indian 

musical dramatization of the story of Charlemagne and the Twelve Peers of France brought by 

Portuguese colonists. Contemporary performances of Kāralmān Charitam have grown to such 

proportions that it is now divided into four separate plays.96  

The function of such festivals has changed dramatically throughout their eight centuries 

of existence, morphing from royal entertainments and civic spectacles to their incorporation into 

church processions and use as morality plays. Once again blurring the distinction between sacred 
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and secular, both contemporary folk and ritual calendars include performances of los moros y 

cristianos. Due to the differences in location, size, length, characterization, text, music, and 

function, the formal and functional boundaries connect the tradition less than linkage by its 

common theme of the conquest of the Moors by European Christians. Performances based on 

this theme have transformed from their medieval origins and have adapted to new cultures and 

circumstances throughout time and space. 

Literature Review 

While relying on sources already mentioned and contextualized in the preceding 

background and historical overview, I extend my understanding of los moros y cristianos with 

the following literature from the fields of anthropology, (ethno)musicology, and folklore used 

throughout this dissertation on 1) festivals, 2) los moros y cristianos, and 3) Panamá and its use 

of the theme of los moros y cristianos. The following three sections form a compendium of 

material published on festivals of Moors and Christians, positioned not only to describe the 

sources themselves, but also to contextualize the literature that defines, explains, and situates this 

phenomenon. In this manner, each section reflects its respective state of scholarship and 

developments that position this work. This literature establishes the expectations that drive my 

dissertation, while other literature particular to an individual chapter will be examined within the 

chapter in which it is used, in order to better situate and delimit that specific part of the study.  

The State of the Scholarship Within the Study of Festivals 

Much of the literature in the fields of folklore, musicology, and anthropology has 

examined festivals as ritual events, that is, as a set of actions containing symbolic value that 

facilitate the diffusion of so-called truths and traditions to audience members.97 Through festival 

performances, traditions can be maintained, and histories, regardless of accuracy, can be told and 

retold, thus instilling their ascribed values into society.98 The performance of ritual is usually 

prescribed by a religion or by the traditions of a community, and is often reinforced by formal 

laws or informal politics. Victor Turner discusses the concept called ritual communitas: a 

collective state achieved through ritual and shared festival experience and performance where 
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personal differences vanish.99 It is rooted in the Durkheimian proposition of the unified 

collective unconscious and the intrinsic understanding of rituals in the human psyche.100 

Adopting a neo-Marxist perspective, scholars, such as Bernard Cherubini, Eric J. 

Hobsbawm, George L. Mosse, Eric Schwimmer, and Victor Turner, approach festivals through 

their implicit political economies and the resulting reproduction, naturalization, and contestation 

of such processes of power in the performance.101 Furthermore, where wide power differences 

exist in a society or culture, festivals may be integral to social processes of identity-making. In 

addition to the role of festivals as instances to reproduce power, authority, and order, they are 

also spaces that can provide for social and political change. As David Picard and Mike Robinson 

note,  

[i]n this sense, festivals form privileged arenas of cultural creativity whereby 
communities can innovate as a means of coping with moments of social crisis, the 
introduction of new models of political economy and as a way of innovating new 
markers of being and meaning. Creativity in this sense relates to an ability to 
generate symbolic adaptations and alternatives to existing states.102 

Beverly J. Stoeltje’s “Festival” essay in Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular 

Entertainments investigates the religious component of the ritualization of festivals.103 She 

describes ritual forms in popular culture as reflecting the social formations of a particular time 

and place, specifically as resulting from religious systems’ attempts to replace indigenous 

religions. As such, these practices often adopt a secular character and new festival names, thus 

creating their own mode of communication through a standard structure and symbolic processes. 

Stoeltje explores how festival events are a place where politics are enacted and identity can be 

displayed. A number of Stoeltje’s other publications including “Community Festival and the 

Enactment of Modernity” and “The Semiotics of Folkloric Performance” investigate the 

interaction of ritual genres, such as festivals, with history, politics, identity, tourism, and 
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religion.104 Her discussion of the transformative potential of festivals through expressions of both 

tradition and change is particularly applicable to the performances of la danza Bugabita in 

Panamá. 

Other anthropological and musicological approaches to ritual, or festival as ritual event, 

include how the festival’s perceived effectiveness can contribute to aspects of societal 

regeneration.105 Max Gluckman and Victor Turner explore the concept of rituals as processes 

that oppose existing tensions or conflicts and allow for their perceived resolution, especially 

around moments of life crisis.106 These rites of passage constitute liminal spaces, defined as 

moments, places, or times of ambiguity where realities are suspended. The space constitutes 

another aspect commonly discussed in relation to ritual performances. Festivals have the 

capability not only to transform social spaces, but also to reverse them. This temporary 

realignment, and in some cases reversal, of space and its uses is part of what Turner sees as 

liminality.107 Although certain spaces can be specially created, designed, recognized, and 

reserved for festivals, it is more common for general spaces to be modified and transformed by 

festivals or ritual events, imbuing the space with the meaning and the power of the occasion.108 

As explained by Arnold van Gennep, liminality is a condition that is marginal and transitional.109 

There are also theoretical approaches that codify ritual as an aspect of theater, examining 

performance, symbolic recreation, and the enactment of tradition. Within this line of research is 

Dean MacCannell’s notion of staged authenticity, and Erving Goffman’s emphasis on social life 

as a stage and his focus on social relations and interaction processes.110 More recent literature, 

such as that by Richard Schechner, examines performance as ritual while emphasizing its 

repetitive, intensifying, and liberating aspects through which individuals and groups can manifest 
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their vision of the world and create meaningful frameworks of their fellowship.111 Furthermore, 

theatrical festival performances can be examined as discursive public expressions of ritual 

serving various groups with differing meanings and significances, therefore allowing individuals 

and groups to project images of themselves and their experiences to their audiences.112 

A final aspect of this investigation includes theoretical approaches related to tourism in 

festivals. Tourists have been defined as transitional, transnational, and transcultural 

consumers.113 While attempts to deeply understand other worlds are often dissatisfying to 

tourists, they nonetheless seek to effectively make sense of the experiences they have. The tourist 

often first encounters festivals with incomplete knowledge. This raises fundamental conceptual 

and political issues related to the production, interpretation, ownership, and remuneration of 

festival as a commodified product. Projecting the notion of a consumption society into a global 

ethnoscape, the idea of culture transforms into a concept with signs and signifiers meant to 

differentiate one social entity from another, and it thus becomes a social discourse.114 Each such 

defined entity becomes part of a global system linking spaces and people through 

internationalized forms of production, exchange, and consumption. For this reason, international 

tourism plays a crucial role in the global development of the aforementioned economy of signs, 

signifiers, and spaces.115 Consequently, international tourism involves a complex web of global 

and transnational organizations that can act to institutionalize the terminology and categories 

used by tourists as a common global format to communicate and exchange.116 Hence, neo-

Marxist scholars claim that international tourism operates using neo-colonial policies by 

imposing its own categories and agendas upon non-Western countries. Even the “gaze,” 

described by numerous authors in the anthropology of tourism, can be defined as the power 

dynamic that results when the position of an already subordinate subject is reinforced by the 

visual scrutiny of another.117 
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The largely pessimistic conclusions of both the aforementioned neo-Marxists and 

postmodern theorists have been challenged by various ethnographic works focusing on 

appropriation and transformation processes in non-European societies.118 Often, cultural 

traditions adapted, magnified, or invented for touristic purposes become naturalized as essential 

values that the indigenous populations associate with their society and its relation with the world 

outside.119 Additionally, in much of the tourist studies literature, the tourist has been examined as 

an external force capable of exerting particular impacts on social situations and even causing 

change, because tourists are not seen as separate elements but as essential participants in the host 

society.120 Mikhail Bakhtin observes that at various points during a festival, tourists are able to 

enact rites along with the host to varying extents, blending the roles and spaces of participants 

and audience.121 With opportunity for tourist participation marking an opportunity for contact, 

dialogue, engagement, and meaning, the tourist becomes part of the festival. Studies by Ulf 

Hannerz conceive this individual change as a complex reflexive process intertwined in the larger 

web of transnational processes.122 

The State of the Scholarship on Los Moros y Cristianos 

Due to limited musicological scholarship, research on the various manifestations of los 

moros y cristianos throughout the world occurs primarily within the literature of disciplines 

including anthropology, comparative drama, comparative literature, dance studies, folklore, 

history, performance studies, and religion by scholars from Spain, Latin America, and the United 

States. The studies fall generally into one of three categories: 1) a focus on one particular locale, 

2) a focus on one particular period of time, or 3) a focus on one issue. For example, in the first 

category, Demetrio Brisset examines los moros y cristianos fiestas in Granada, and Nicolás 

Cushner investigates the festival of Moors and Christians in the Philippine Islands.123 Falling 

under the second category, The Dances of the Processions of Seville in Spain’s Golden Age by 
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Lynn Matluck Brooks focuses specifically on religious processions in the city of Seville during 

the sixteenth century in. As an example from the third category, Violet Alford’s book Sword 

Dance and Drama only considers mock battles, and in particular the use of sword dances, in 

representative battles often used in los moros y cristianos enactments.124 In another issue related 

study, José Luis Bernabeu Rico delineates the social significances and implications of 

intercultural dialogue through a variety of Spanish examples of los moros y cristianos.125  

 The first contemporary attempt to document the origins of this tradition, create a history 

of the tradition on both sides of the Atlantic, synthesize this information, and interpret these 

festivals occurred with Harris’s previously mentioned publication titled Aztecs, Moors, and 

Christians: Festivals of Reconquest in Mexico and Spain. This book developed several years 

after Harris had released a string of smaller localized studies about various festivals of Moors 

and Christians.126 In Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, Harris still does not endeavor to cover all 

possible branches of this theatrical tree. He admits that “[a]n account of the tradition worldwide 

has yet to be written.”127 Instead, he concentrates on the formative years of the tradition “in the 

two regions where it has the deepest roots and the most secure hold on popular imagination: 

Spain and Mexico.”128 Harris frames his book with a prologue and epilogue that recount more 

recent performances of los moros y cristianos from the years 1988 through 1996. These additions 

contextualize the history of this tradition by informing readers that current festivals exist and the 

tradition continues. Yet his research does not cover the transformation from royal entertainments 

to annual folk festivals, thus not linking the sixteenth century with the present either in Spain or 

in México. His only explanation is that,  

[b]y 1600, the worlds of Europe and America had met, the key elements of the 
tradition were in place, the aristocracy was tiring of the practice, and mock battles 

                                                 
124 See Brooks, The Dances of the Processions of Seville (Kassel: Reichenberger, 1988) and Violet Alford, Sword 
Dance and Drama (London: Merlin Press, 1962). 
125 See José Luis Bernabeu Rico, Significados sociales de las fiestas de moros y cristianos (Alicante: Publicaciones 
de la Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia - Centro Regional de Elche, 1981).  
126 See Harris, “The Arrival of the Europeans: Folk Dramatizations of Conquest and Conversion in New Mexico,” 
Comparative Drama 28/1 (Spring 1994), 141-65; Harris, “Carnival in Galicia: Scattered Ants, Whipped Backs, and 
Hammered Plowshares,” TDR 44/3 (Autumn 2000), 154-70; Harris, “A Catalan Corpus Christi Play: The 
Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian with the Hobby Horses and Turks,” Comparative Drama 31 (1997), 224-47; Harris, 
“The Dramatic Testimony of Antonio de Cuidad Real: Indigenous Theatre in Sixteenth-Century New Spain,” 
Colonial Latin American Review 5 (1996), 237-51; and Harris, “The Return of Moctezuma: Oaxaca’s ‘Danza de la 
Pluma’ and New Mexico’s ‘Danza de los Matachines,’” TDR 41/1 (Spring 1997), 106-34. 
127 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 19. 
128 Ibid.  
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between Moors and Christians were well on their way to becoming a regular 
feature of the folk calendar.129  

Furthermore, Harris’s publications either exclude the music involved in these festivals or address 

it only marginally and without transcriptions.  

 As an area of anthropological study, festival events have often been found to exert 

transformative power due to the inversion of typical power relations.130 Until recently, los moros 

y cristianos festivals were “often dismissed as nothing more than orchestrated manifestations of 

power, aimed at persuading conquered groups of the inevitability and justice of their 

subordination.”131 One such example of this reading is found in an article by Richard Trexler in 

1984, in which he argues that mock battles between Moors and Christians in colonial Mexico 

constituted a “military theatre of humiliation.”132 Trexler explains that the indigenous 

participants were symbolically associated with the Moors and “exhibited their [own] defeat” in 

the battle performances.133 In order to question this stance Harris utilizes a theoretical model 

based on James Scott’s publication Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts 

that identifies three transcripts that one must read in order to understand any political relationship 

of dominance and subordination.134 James Scott’s distinction between “public” and “hidden 

transcripts,” upon which Harris builds his approach, warrants a brief discussion.  

 In Domination and the Arts of Resistance, Scott writes about unbalanced power 

relationships such as those between totalitarian governments and disenfranchised people, masters 

and slaves, and colonizers and colonized. In a persuasive argument, Scott states that 

every subordinate group creates, out of its ordeal, a “hidden transcript” that 
represents a critique of power spoken behind the back of the dominant. The 
powerful, for their part, also develop a hidden transcript representing the practices 
and claims of their rule that cannot be openly avowed. A comparison of the 
hidden transcript of the weak with that of the powerful and of both hidden 

                                                 
129 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 19. 
130 See David Picard and Mike Robinson, “Remaking Worlds: Festivals, Tourism and Change,” in Festivals, 
Tourism and Social Change: Remaking Worlds (Tonawanda, NY: Cromwell Press, 2006) and Beverly Stoelje, 
“Festival” in Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular Entertainments (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
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131 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 20-1. 
132 Richard C. Trexler, “We Think, They Act: Clerical Readings of Missionary Theatre in Sixteenth-Century New 
Spain,” in Understanding Popular Culture: Europe from the Middle Ages to the Nineteenth Century (Berlin: 
Mouton, 1984), 197. 
133 Ibid., 207. 
134 James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1990).  
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transcripts to the public transcript of power relations offers a substantially new 
way of understanding resistance to domination.135 

According to Scott’s model, the three transcripts are 1) the public transcript, 2) the hidden 

transcript of the powerful, and 3) the hidden transcript of the powerless. The public transcript is 

the most readily accessible and can be described as the record of all that takes place openly 

between the two parties of those who dominate and the subordinates. It conforms closely and 

attests only to what those in power want subordinates and outsiders to believe about the nature of 

social, political, and in this case, religious relationships within their realm of influence, as well as 

the ideology that justifies such a relationship. Scott explains that the public transcript frequently 

can be misleading and unlikely to tell the entire story about power relationships, often 

proclaiming order and concealing dissent among both parties. For example, Scott observes that 

“any analysis based exclusively on the public transcript is likely to conclude that subordinate 

groups endorse the terms of their subordination and are willing, even enthusiastic, partners in 

that subordination.”136 Such is the case in Trexler’s 1984 article. 

 The other two types of transcripts are the hidden transcripts. The hidden transcript of the 

powerful may replace a public rhetoric of wellbeing for the ruled with contempt, private discord, 

insecurity, or any other similar transcript. These hidden agendas, if made public, could hurt, 

discredit, or topple a ruling party.137 Though not public, and therefore difficult to read, these 

hidden transcripts of the powerful are vital to a complete understanding of political relationships. 

Finally, and often the most carefully concealed, are the hidden transcripts of the powerless. 

According to Scott, this type of hidden transcript is “typically expressed openly - albeit in 

disguised form.”138 Harris cites Scott in his application of hidden transcripts of the powerless: 

Popular festivals, “rumors, gossip, folktales, songs, gestures, [and] jokes” are all, 
according to Scott, avenues through which the powerless “insinuate a critique of 
power” into the public forum “while hiding behind anonymity or behind 
innocuous understandings of their conduct.” From U.S. history, Scott cites the 
slaves’ appropriation of their masters’ biblical text in the antebellum South: 
Christian hymns about the promised land were sung by the slaves in anticipation 
not only of heaven but also of freedom in the North. The condition of the hidden 

                                                 
135 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, xii.  
136 Ibid., 4. 
137 Harris notes “[t]he cynicism of the taped Oval Office conversations in the Nixon White House” as an “example 
of a hidden transcript made public to devastating effect.” See Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 24. 
138 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, xiii.  
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transcript’s public expression “is that it be sufficiently indirect and garbled that it 
is capable of two readings, one of which is innocuous.”139 

In the aforementioned case, the hidden transcript is intentionally inscribed into the public 

transcript, as illustrated by the consciousness of antebellum slaves knowing that their songs 

referencing crossing the Jordan River anticipated emancipation as well as death and entry into 

heaven. However, such insinuation is not always a matter of conscious intent. For that reason, 

Harris modifies Scott’s transcripts to include both the conscious and unconscious hidden 

transcripts of both parties.140 This slight modification to Scott’s theoretical approach forms the 

lenses through which Harris is able to discern something other than a “military theatre of 

humiliation” in colonial festivals of los moros y cristianos. 

While Scott’s book codifies this theoretical approach, it has been used for many years by 

anthropologists and musicologists.141 Such attention to clues found in the hidden transcripts of 

the music itself or the cultural history that surrounds it has rendered insights often overlooked by 

historians. Harris’s application offers commentary on los moros y cristianos performances by 

revealing subtexts inherent in the performances that challenge current power structures. Harris 

believes that the presence of “dissenting voices” in these folk performances of festivals of 

reconquest is “one reason [they have] survived so long in so many different settings.”142 

The State of the Scholarship on Los Moros y Cristianos in Panamá 

Narratives that comprise much of the information pertaining to the history of the 

European discovery of Panamá and of los moros y cristianos in the “New World” in this chapter 

come from archival research based on primary sources such as personal accounts found in 

journals and diaries, official court documents, and the early histories of the first half-century of 

the Spanish presence throughout the Americas, as well as secondary sources about the 

aforementioned sources. Some of these sources have been digitized and are accessible online 
                                                 
139 Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 24.  
140 Ibid., 27. 
141 See Alan P. Merriam, The Anthropology of Music (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1964), T. O. 
Ranger, Dance and Society in Eastern Africa (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), Jan Vansina, Oral 
Tradition as History (Madison, WI: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), Kay Kaufman Shelemay, Music, 
Ritual, and Falasha History (East Lansing, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1986), Flavia Waters Champe, The 
Matachines Dances of the Upper Rio Grande: History, Music, and Choreography (Lincoln, NE: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1983), and Frank Gunderson, Sukuma Labor Songs from Western Tanzania (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 
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142 See Max Harris, Carnival and Other Christian Festivals: Folk Theology and Folk Performance (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2003), and Harris, Aztecs, Moors, and Christians, 19.  
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through libraries in Spain and Panamá, or available through Inter-Library Loan, while others 

were accessed in the Panamanian libraries and archives of the Universidad Autónoma de 

Chiriquí; the Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INAC); INAC’s Centro de Estudios Superiores de 

Bellas Artes y Folklore de David; Biblioteca Nacional Ernesto J. Castillero, specifically the 

Colección Digital Gonzalo Brenes: Música Folclórica Panameña; Universidad Católica Santa 

Maria La Antigua in David (UCSM-CHIRIQUÍ), Republica de Panamá Ministerio de Educación 

(MEDUCA) Biblioteca Pública “Santiago Anguizola Delgado” de David; Iglesia Inmaculada in 

La Concepción, Chiriquí; and Feria de Antigüedades, Museo, Educación y Cultura “La Casona” 

in David, Chiriquí. Information obtained in the aforementioned archives allows me to establish a 

historical precedent and context for los moros y cristianos in Panamá and its relation to other 

festivals of reconquest in the isthmus. 

Los moros y cristianos research in Panamá is rare. The first chapter of Ronald R. Smith’s 

dissertation on the Society of Los Congos delineates the cultural and social history of the 

isthmus.143 He briefly describes the historical timeline of the explorers and the establishment of 

cities and governorships, then describes in detail a related conquest baile. The Chevilles’ 1977 

publication of Festivals and Dances of Panama contains a slightly more current, albeit brief, 

discussion of the historical and ethnic background of Panamá, its festivals, national costumes, 

folk dances, and indigenous festivals.144  

The recent publication of a five-volume History of Panama edited by Alfredo Castillero 

Calvo offers an important corrective in the histories of Panama; its first two volumes are 

dedicated almost exclusively to Panama’s long-neglected colonial period.145 The multiple 

volumes constitute an extremely comprehensive account of Panamá, including chapters on 

literature, politics, and music. As part of a project for the commemoration of 100 years of 

Panamá’s independence from Columbia in 1903, this collection endeavors to recover its 

abundant, dramatic, and frequently confounded past that has often been unacknowledged, 

undisclosed, ignored, or even denied. Another important source, the translation of Gonzalo 

Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés’s General and Natural History of the Indies by G. F. Dille titled 

Writing from the Edge of the World: The Memoirs of Darién, 1514-1527 includes the Darién 

                                                 
143 Smith, The Society of Los Congos of Panama, 18-50. 
144 See Cheville, Festivals and Dances of Panama. 
145 Alfredo Castiellero Calvo, ed., Historia General de Panama, 3 vols. (Panama City: Comité Nacional del 
Centenario de la República de Panamá, 2004). 
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material from Part II, Book XXIX, Chapters VI through XXIV.146 This translation helps remedy 

the void of Oviedo’s encyclopedic output unavailable or inaccessible to English readers. Dille 

notes in his forward that this material 

recount[s] the circumstances of Oviedo’s appointment as a royal officer, the 
historian’s first voyage to the Indies in the “Splendid Armada,” his impression of 
the wonders of the New World, the cruel treatment of the Native Americans, and 
the deadly internecine political struggles among the Spaniards. In the memoirs of 
these years we have perhaps the fullest account of the first viable Spanish 
settlement in continental America by a cast of characters (Oviedo included) who 
were to make their mark for good or ill from Mexico to the tip of South 
America.147 

Furthermore, it represents a section of Oviedo’s oeuvre that shifts focus from the highlights of 

text concerning Columbus and North American expeditions by Hernando de Soto, Cabeza de 

Vaca, and Ponce de León. Specific to the history of the province of Chiriquí, Alberto 

Osorio’s Chiriqú en su historia, published in 1988, draws on multiple primary sources to stitch 

together the only source concerning the history of the province.148  

 Antonio Mantilla Tascón’s “Los viajes de Julián Gutiérrez al Golfo de Urabá,” Rodrigo 

Miró’s “Noticias sobre el Teatro en Panamá,” and Hector Rodríguez’s Primera Historia del 

Teatro en Panamá examine a diary entry by Captain Gutiérrez that includes his recollection of 

an occurrence of el juego de moros y cristianos in the village of Acla on 15 September 1532.149 

This account challenges our current understanding of this festival in the Americas in various 

ways. While the aforementioned archival materials largely preserve the dominant texts of 

authority, that is of missionaries, governors, and military officers, the multiple sources of 

information I use to construct the narrative that outlines the history of la danza Bugabita come 

from more recent Panamanian literature. 

Lamentably, there has been little scholarly research on the festival of los moros y 

cristianos in Bugabita, Panamá, and none is musicological in approach. I will utilize a chapter in 

                                                 
146 Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Writing from the Edge of the World: The Memoirs of Darién, 1514-
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an unpublished ethnographic research paper from 1961 and a journal article from 1987.150 A 

newspaper article provides an overview of the structure of the dance-drama as well as 

commentary about its history and significance.151 Other online sources, such as blogs, include 

personal recollections and reflections of audience members, and the local government website 

provides a summary of the event.152 The most comprehensive source on la danza Bugabita is 

folklorist Ángela Requena’s undergraduate thesis from 2011.153 It is divided into five chapters 

that include an introduction, theoretical framework, methodological framework, analysis and 

interpretation of the information, and a conclusion. The incorporation of a four-page section 

marks this source as the only written documentation on the music that accompanies this dance-

drama. Requena adds an appendix with the transcripts of an oral history project conducted as part 

of her thesis investigation. This source also includes descriptions of the characters, costumes, 

accessories, scenes, and choreography of the dance-drama, and contains a transcription of the 

text recited by the actors. Additionally, the journal article and the performance copy of the script 

have transcriptions of the text of la danza Bugabita.154 The journal article presents the script 

without commentary, while Requena includes descriptions of the action, characters, and 

commentary throughout the transcription of the text. The typewritten performance copy of la 

danza Bugabita includes several handwritten notes in the margin, as well as cross-through 

deletions of text, corrections of the text, and additions to the script. These sources comprise the 

literature that explains the local variant of los moros y cristianos, and I use the information 

scattered throughout these sources to piece together its historical context. 

Audio, film, and photographic material made available to me from Requena contributes 

the most recent data on la danza Bugabita. Two audio recordings contain the dialogue and music 
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that comprise the majority of the dance-drama.155 An additional two videos capture fragments of 

the dance-drama that include parts of the dialogue, music, choreographic scenes, dance, 

costumes, and the audience’s reactions from the camera’s perspective.156 Her supplementary 

collection of over 800 photographs documents the visual progression of la danza Bugabita. 

These various forms of media depict different articulations of representation of the lived 

experience of this dance-drama. The visual media allow me to study certain aspects of costume 

and choreography in greater depth and detail. I incorporate this material into my ethnographic 

analysis because, as a dance-drama, the importance of seeable components is threaded 

throughout all facets of la danza Bugabita. The film and photographs permit engagement with 

the corporeality of vision and impact the understanding of the written descriptions of aspects 

perceptible by sight. The materials help to bridge the gap between the written and visual, 

allowing for more collaboration and interaction with the following written materials.157 

Methodology 

Many scholars have looked at traditional musics in various cultures to reveal the linkage 

between their present situation and their historical roots. I chose to use the metaphor of a prism 

to frame my study; a prism is transparent, but when held to light, the white light is separated into 

its constituent spectrum of colors. While the festival of la danza Bugabita may seem transparent, 

the application of this analogy to the dance-drama reveals deeper significance of the 

phenomenon through its various refractions. The concept of the prism functions as a tool to 

present the historical and contemporary reality of a postcolonial Panamanian performance of los 

moros y cristianos while blending historical and ethnographic references. The various refractions 

of a prism facilitate the dissolution of the diachronic/synchronic dichotomy prevalent in 

musicology and provide a means to negotiate the formal narrative deadlock of integrating both 

                                                 
155 La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio recording by Ángela María Requena 
Otero, 2008, unpublished and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio recording by 
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approaches. Furthermore, the differing refractions can be positioned to create an interdisciplinary 

approach to the investigation of the Panamanian dance-drama.  

I intended to use the idea of the prism as a tool to bridge the gap in the 

diachronic/synchronic dichotomy, but due to extenuating circumstances, my dissertation contains 

a larger focus on the diachronic side. I only had a few references to la danza Bugabita when I 

left for fieldwork in April 2013. One of the most recent newspaper articles written about the 

dance-drama suggested its inconspicuousness by opening with the question “Have you heard 

about the dance of the Moors and Christians?”158 Even my host family that lived in the province 

where the rural dance was performed had no idea of its existence. I had visited the Instituto 

Nacional de Cultura, or INAC, in David and the employees had directed me to Ángela Requena. 

During my second research trip I had set up another time to meet with her, but in the meantime 

was trying to locate a book and an article. Since the book was out of print but had been published 

by INAC, my host family and I returned to the office to see if they could help me. I was 

immediately recognized as the person researching la danza Bugabita when we walked in.  

After being helped and preparing to leave, we noticed a poster on one of the classroom 

doors that advertised a folklore festival that would include “Danzas de Bugabita.” The woman at 

the front desk informed us that a thirty-minute segment of la danza Bugabita would be 

performed at the INAC-sponsored event. My host family and I wondered why nobody had 

mentioned it to us. In a post on the blog written by Don Ray Williams, a member of my host 

family, he uploaded a picture of the poster and wrote, 

As you can see, Festival de Folklore Chiricano will be in Volcan on September 
15. During the festival, they will be performing a 30 minute portion of the Danza 
de Bugabita, which is the dance that is the subject of Heather’s [dissertation]. 
Unfortunately, this was not known when she scheduled this trip, and strangely, 
with all the people we have talked to in the last few days, no one mentioned it.159 

After meeting with Requena, I asked her about the upcoming performance. Williams summarizes 

the reaction we received with the following: 

Saturday, we went to Bugabita so that Heather could continue her interviews with 
the custodians and experts of the Bugabita Dance … We did learn that the event 
in Volcan was not sanctioned and the event was not even known to the custodians 
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of the dance in Bugabita. They had not been consulted and had not been requested 
to assist in the event.160 

During those research trips, I learned that the community of Bugabita had preserved their local 

tradition of los moros y cristianos, but recent separation from institutional affiliation, economic 

hardships, and various appropriations, misrepresentations, and misunderstandings had 

contributed to the disappearance of performances.  

With no planned performances in the near future, instead of incorporating my own 

ethnographic analysis of the festival, I adjusted this dissertation to rely entirely on archival 

materials and embarked on a journey into the rich history of la danza Bugabita. Chapters 3 and 5 

rely heavily on resources collected by Requena when preparing her own thesis. I have 

incorporated her voice, rather than my own, into the narrative. As I was not able to see the 

dance-drama live, I have reconstructed its music, text, and choreography from recent historical 

documents and various media, including sound and video recordings, provided to me by 

Requena and other community members. In many ways, despite the unequal synchronic study, 

the concept of a prism is still applicable. In investigating various points in the history of la danza 

Bugabita, I have learned that the tradition does not leave a specific place, class, or culture and 

enter another, but rather holds many narratives simultaneously. By holding a prism up to the 

light, the spectrum of refractions that appear challenge the “truth” and assumed transparency of 

understanding los moros y cristianos. Moreover, the refractions confront the historical 

assumptions of the festival by turning the narratives back on themselves to expose their own 

fictions and biases. When held to light, the deceptive transparency of the “Bugabita prism” 

suggests that recollections of history are vulnerable to varying interpretations and 

transformations as they reveal the historical contexts of the traditional dance-drama. 

Theoretical Stance 

 Throughout this work I utilize various contemporary critical theories in order to 

investigate, problematize, and reframe the historiography of the “New World” and its use of los 

moros y cristianos. I employ the following veins of critical theory: 1) New Historicism 

developed by Stephen Greenblatt, who builds upon the theoretical frameworks of postmodern 

approaches to history established by Michel Foucault and Lynn Hunt; 2) Cultural Criticism that 

questions how the texts transmit and transform the ideologies that support and/or undermine the 
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sociopolitical power structure in the various geographical and historical moments that are 

examined; 3) ideas from deconstructive criticism theories derived from Jacques Derrida;            

4) African-American criticism in examination of how representations of race and racial 

difference have shaped, and continue to shape, la danza Bugabita; 5) queer criticism, specifically 

to question the adequacy of traditional ways of thinking about sexuality and sexual orientation; 

6) reader-response criticism from literature studies that investigate how readers make meaning as 

they read the text and explore the relationship between the meaning the readers make and the 

text; and finally, 7) theoretical frameworks from performance studies.161 

 All the theoretical frameworks that I employ throughout this dissertation draw upon 

French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs’s La mémoire collective, which spurred generations of 

humanities scholars to read critically what is operative in the discourse of history and to question 

how history has been selected, configured, constructed, disseminated, memorialized, and 

distorted.162 Specifically, I apply Clifford Geertz’s concept of “thick description” and employ 

George Marcus’s idea to “follow” emergent themes, ideas, and people.163 By organically 

tracking these paths to weave together the story of the dance-drama, this framework proves 

particularly conducive to better engagement in the multi-sited documentation I examine. To 

these I add the theoretical concept of “autoethnographic texts” postulated by literary critic Mary 

Louise Pratt in “Arts of the Contact Zone.”164 According to Pratt, an autoethnographic text 

constitutes  

a text in which people undertake to describe themselves in ways that engage with 
representations other have made of them. Thus if ethnographic texts are those in 
which European metropolitan subjects represent to themselves their others 
(usually their conquered others), autoethnographic texts are representations that 
the so-defined others construct in response to or in dialogue with those texts. 
Autoethnographic texts are not, then, what are usually thought of as 
autochthonous forms of expression or self-representation … Rather they involve a 
selective collaboration with and appropriation of idioms of the metropolis or the 
conqueror. … Autoethnographic works are often addressed to both metropolitan 

                                                 
161 See Stephen Jay Greenblatt, The Power of Forms in the English Renaissance (Norman, OK: Pilgrim Books, 
1982) and Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology [1967], trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1976). 
162 See Maurice Halbwach, On Collective Memory, trans. Lewis A. Coser (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1992).  
163 Clifford Geertz, “Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture,” in The Interpretation of 
Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books, 1973) and George Marcus, Ethnography through Thick and 
Thin (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998). 
164 Mary Louise Pratt, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” Profession (1991), 33-40. 
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audiences and the speaker’s own community. Their reception is thus highly 
indeterminate.165 

I argue that the entire branch of los moros y cristianos leading to la danza Bugabita responds to 

and reformulates the contemporary discourses and routes of “Othering” at specific moments in 

time and space.  

 Finally, guided by Judith Butler’s conceptualization of the body as a “historical 

situation,” Michel Foucault’s assertion of the body constrained within the various “political 

fields” with which it exists, and Elizabeth Grosz’s formulation of the “lived body,” I use the 

framework from Brenda Farnell’s “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture.”166 Her chapter 

“charts a paradigm shift from an observationist view of behavior to a conception of the body as a 

somatic and sensory resource for dynamically embodied action in cultural space/time.”167 The 

three discourses she presents are: 1) discourses about the body, or the body as cultural object; 2) 

discourses of the body, or theories of embodiment, critiquing the “visualism” of social sciences; 

and 3) discourses from the body, or an “agent-centered” perspective, moving away from an 

empiricist and observationist view, emphasizing action over behavior. These three categories 

organize the presentation of material that employs an “intersectionality” of critical theories.168 

 These multifarious contemporary critical theories are utilized in the following 

postcolonial reading of los moros y cristianos and the contemporary festival known as la danza 

Bugabita. Each perspective is explained further in the chapter(s) in which it is employed. Taken 

together, these theoretical positions challenge Western knowledge making practices and 

European ways of knowing non-European phenomena. This theoretical framework allows a 

space for me to answer the following questions: how has the construction of history marginalized 

the use of los moros y cristianos in Panamá?, why does la danza Bugabita’s connection to a 

sixteenth-century book matter?, how does la danza Bugabita abet and challenge the ideological 
                                                 
165 Pratt, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” 35. 
166 Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist Theory,” 
in Performing Feminisms, Sue-Ellen Case, ed. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990), 270-82; 
Michel Foucault, The Archeology of Knowledge and the Discourse on Language (New York: Tavistock, 1972); 
Elizabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Coporeal Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994) and 
Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008); and 
Brenda Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” in Made to Be Seen: Perspectives on the History of 
Visual Anthropology, Marcus Banks and Jay Ruby, eds. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011). 
167 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 136.  
168 “Intersectionality” is employed and described by bell hooks who examines gender’s relation to race, class, and 
sex. See bell hooks, “Homeplace: A Site of Resistance,” in Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics (Boston: 
South End Press, 1990). See also Kimberle Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, 
and Violence against Women of Color,” Stanford Law Review 43/6 (July 1991), 1241-99. 
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construction of societies throughout the Americas, and how was los moros y cristianos a 

powerful instrument for the propagation of specific ideas concerning race, religion, and the 

“Other” that have changed over time in its route from Spain to the municipality of Bugaba, 

Panamá? 

Content Overview 

Because its topic is inherently interdisciplinary, this project calls for various theoretical 

approaches and diverse methodologies appropriate for the different inquiries that comprise this 

study. Applying Alexander’s trope of prism rather than one single lens allows for an approach 

that accounts for the multifaceted avenues of inquiry undertaken in my investigation of this 

dance-drama. As a consequence, each chapter has a sharply focused thesis with circumscribed 

limits to address the questions and issues that it explores, positioning each chapter to function as 

a different refraction of la danza Bugabita. All chapters, although seemingly disparate, refract 

the overall project and each other, individually illuminating and bringing into focus different 

aspects and perspectives that allows for interplay among its themes through time and space and 

builds linkages among the diversity of angles, as they reveal la danza Bugabita to the reader.  

Chapter Organization Summary 

In respect to the trope of prism and its application in performance, there is necessarily a 

lot of movement throughout the chapters, including that of 1) chronological timeframe, 2) 

geographical place, and 3) themes. Chapter 2 begins from a broad geographical perspective in 

the past, moving forward through time to a narrower focus on Bugabita; Chapter 3 maintains this 

narrow focus, with its presentation of the recent Bugabita performances; while Chapter 4 begins 

from this narrow perspective and reverses the pull of Chapter 2 by moving backward in time and 

space to a broader view. Through these three chapters the themes are ordered from external 

themes, such as geographic location, increasingly toward internal issues, such as identity 

formation and embodied meanings. In a similar vein, the critical theories that drive the entire 

dissertation are additive; each chapter adds frameworks from related disciplines and other 

schools of critical theory, such as postcolonialism, queer criticism, race theories, and 

performance theory, among others, in order to frame and contextualize the unfolding layers of 

meaning. Finally, Chapter 5 brings all this together in a focus on one specific aspect of the 

dance-drama in order to tease out all the themes present throughout the dissertation as they 
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culminate and relate to that particular aspect, moving freely through time and space to unpack 

the issues. 

Chapter Synopses 

In Chapter 2: “Rewriting History: The Case for Panamá,” I reframe the historiography of 

the “New World” and its use of los moros y cristianos theme by 1) contextualizing the European 

arrival in Panamá in relation to the better known conquests of Mexico and Peru, 2) constructing a 

new chronology for moros y cristianos in the Americas, and in Panamá in particular, using 

firsthand accounts of chroniclers, and 3) establishing the history of the rural representation of 

moros y cristianos known as la danza Bugabita in the province of Chiriquí, Panamá.  

Chapter 3: “La Danza Bugabita” focuses on the community of Bugabita Arriba, located 

in the district of Bugaba in the northwestern province of Chiriquí, which preserves a 

manifestation of los moros y cristianos known locally as la danza Bugabita. It contains an in-

depth ethnographic analysis of the festival event and serves as the primary case study for this 

dissertation. In it I combine various source materials to synthesize the 1) participant roles, 2) 

storyline and dramatic episodes, 3) choreographic schema, and 4) music of the festival as it has 

existed in the past half-century. The resulting description presents the festival of la danza 

Bugabita, organizing the narrative in the order of the three acts in which it unfolds 

chronologically. 

Chapter 4: “The Song of Roland?: Explaining Fierabrás in a New Literary Framework” 

examines the conflation of la danza Bugabita with the Song of Roland which stems from the 

common tie between the Twelve Peers of France and Roland. Despite Roland’s presence in La 

Danza Bugabita and its textual source Los Doce Pares de Francia, both texts open with and 

center around Fierabrás, a character not present in any Roland sources. In this chapter I explain 

the presence of Fierabrás within a new literary framework by 1) arguing that the text for La 

Danza Bugabita stems from a different, but related, French literary cycle: the legend of 

Fierabrás, 2) tracing the textual source for La Danza Bugabita from Juan José Lopez’s popular 

text Los Doce Pares de Francia to the earliest extant printed edition of the Castilian adaptation 

of the French literary cycle of Fierabrás, dated 1521, written by Nicolás de Piemonte and titled 

Hystoria del emperador Carlo Magno y delos doze pares de Francia & dela cruda batalla que 

ouo Oliveros con Fierabras, Rey de Alexandria, hijo del grande almirante Balan based on Jehan 

Bagnyon’s L’Histoire de Charlemagne, dated circa 1470, that in turn is based upon a now-lost 
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original text of Fierabrás from the twelfth century, and 3) exploring cultural implications that 

stem from Piemonte’s consistent modifications of his source text, revisions that deal with new 

ideas of race, ethnicity, religion, and identity and its dissemination and propagation throughout 

the Iberian colonies. 

In Chapter 5: “Material Culture Matters: Deconstructing La Pollera,” a focus on the 

material culture object of la pollera provides a window into the more abiding social issues of la 

danza Bugabita, as the costume bears juxtaposed affective, social, cultural, historical, racial, 

sexual, and political meanings and associations. I untangle the various implications found in the 

music and choreography of this particular Panamanian dance-drama, allowing for a case study 

that looks broadly and deeply at the recurrent themes throughout this study. This chapter thus 

provides insights into how the community makes sense of the experience of the performance. In 

this chapter I unpack issues of center/periphery, race/ethnicity, and gender/sexuality embedded 

in la pollera by illuminating the 1) la pollera, drag, and the etic gendered gaze, 2) changing 

social contexts of the dance, 3) historical precedent for la pollera and sixteenth-century “ethnic” 

cross-dressing in Piemonte’s text, 4) divergences between institutional sponsorship and non-

governmental initiatives of la danza Bugabita, 5) zapateo dance in the third act, and 6) 

participants’ national and racial perspectives, understood through historicizing the trajectories of 

“blackness” in Panamá. 

The final chapter synthesizes conclusions made in each of the previous chapters 

concerning the history and performance of los moros y cristianos from Spain to the municipality 

of Bugaba, Panamá, by recontextualizing the theme of Moors and Christians from medieval 

Iberia to present-day Panamá with its expression known as la danza Bugabita. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REWRITING HISTORY: THE CASE FOR PANAMÁ 

Introduction 

Imperialist expansion was not a European invention of the fifteenth century, of course, 

and the diverse kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula had been involved in territorial gains from the 

Moors through (re)conquest for nearly eight centuries. Just prior to the Spanish discovery of the 

Americas, the established areas of Ferdinand II of Aragón’s expansion were to the east into the 

Mediterranean and in Italy, while Queen Isabella’s of Castile’s were to the south and west.169 In 

the same year when the last Muslim stronghold of Granada fell to the Spanish, Queen Isabella 

supported a further expansion westward by granting permission for Christopher Columbus’s 

pioneering project to set sail for the East Indies across the Atlantic. Before departing on his first 

voyage, Columbus had negotiated generous capitulations with the Catholic Monarchs that 

bequeathed him and his heirs all newly discovered territories with titles of admiral of the ocean 

seas, viceroy, and governor in perpetuity. Soon after Columbus found what he believed were the 

East Indies, it became apparent that it was in fact lands unknown to the Spanish Empire, even 

though Columbus himself never fully admitted it.170 Columbus had based his navigation on the 

calculation of the earth’s circumference by Arabic astronomer Alfragnus, available to him and 

others throughout Spain and Italy through Moorish scholarship. However, Columbus had failed 

to translate Alfangus’s accurate calculations using the much longer Arabic nautical miles into 

European measurements, specifically the Roman mile with which he was familiar, which 

resulted in a massive miscalculation that led him to insist his four voyages were through the 

fabled East Indies.171  

The success of Columbus’s first voyage, with its promise of marvelous wealth, proved 

the immense extent of terra incognita and initiated the Spanish colonization of the Americas. 

Queen Isabella increasingly launched more expeditions and annexed the newly acquired 

                                                 
169 G. F. Dille, “Introduction” in Writing From the Edge of the World, 2. The contemporary “Italy” of the Catholic 
Monarchs was a miscellany of competing city-states and foreign interests. The complicated history and political 
struggles between Spain and France for the hegemony of Italy and its significance in the literary source of la danza 
Bugabita is examined in Chapter 4. 
170 Dille, “Introduction,” 5. “Ocean seas” is the contemporary name for the Atlantic Ocean. 
171 Carol E. Robertson, “Introduction: The Dance of Conquest,” in Musical Repercussions of 1492: Encounters in 
Text and Performance, ed. Carol E. Robertson (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992), 11. 
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territories to the Crown of Castile, reflecting her interest in westward expansion and support of 

Columbus’s expeditions. Upon his return, the queen ordered a larger fleet to be quickly prepared 

for his next voyage. Isabella placed Bishop Juan Rodríquez de Fonseca in charge of the 

organizational logistics because he was known for his exceptional administrative ability, and he 

was a loyal friend and chaplain of the Catholic Monarchs. After his successful coordination of 

Columbus’s second fleet of fifteen ships in five months’ time, the queen entrusted Fonseca with 

overseeing all subsequent voyages. Later, Fonseca was appointed as head of a subcommittee of 

the Council of Castile responsible for “New World” administrative affairs. As the tasks of the 

subcommittee expanded with newly annexed territories, the Bishop established a separate 

bureaucracy modeled after other councils of state, named the Council of the Indies, and he 

created the centralized House of Trade for the Indies in Seville in 1503.172 

Fonseca’s supervisory skills aided Columbus’s growing authority. Inevitably, the 

Catholic Monarchs rued the day they invested such astonishing power and potential wealth in 

one person so far away from effective governmental control, and Bishop Fonseca helped begin 

the erosion of Columbus’s monopoly over the “New World.” As all entradas that set out for the 

Indies needed state authorization, King Ferdinand together with Bishop Fonseca licensed 

expeditions of exploration and of settlement not subject to admiral Columbus’s mandate. 

Naturally, Fonseca’s actions incited a furor of litigation with Columbus. The proceedings over 

the unfulfilled terms of the capitulations continued after the admiral’s death with his heirs, and it 

was not settled until 1536.173 However, this contravention of Columbus’s contract granted 

permission to explorers Diego de Nicuesa and Alonso de Hojeda (or Ojeda) to colonize Tierra 

Firme, which now constitutes present-day Panamá, and shaped the trajectory for the later 

explorations and colonization of México and Perú. 

This chapter applies the contemporary critical theory of the New Historicism that reaches 

back to French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs’s La mémoire collective which prompted 

generations of humanities scholars to read critically what is operative in the discourse of 

history.174 Stephen Greenblatt further developed this position within the postmodern frameworks 

                                                 
172 Dille, “Introduction,” 4-5.  The House of Trade was abolished in 1790, and the Council of the Indies endured 
until 1812. 
173 Ibid., 5. 
174 See Halbwach, On Collective Memory. 
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of history established by by Foucault and Hunt.175 I utilize this perspective in order to 

problematize and reframe the historiography of the “New World” and its use of los moros y 

cristianos. Its application in this chapter allows me to question how history has been selected, 

constructed, disseminated, distorted, and silenced. These inquiries reshape the history and 

importance of Panamá. Furthermore, such a framework aims to remedy the under-representation 

of geographical locations outside of the “canon.” The use of “sub-literary” and little-known texts 

alongside canonical works that impact the current understanding of the “New World” creates a 

more accurate depiction of the history of this dance-drama.  

Regarded as documents of historical discourse, these sources facilitate the illumination of 

“Other” Americas, and the “new” information they contain plots a new chronological and spatial 

history of los moros y cristianos in the Americas and in Panamá in particular. Subsequently, each 

section of this chapter problematizes the dichotomy of core versus periphery that prompts a 

multifaceted paradigm shift in the study of Latin America and this dance-drama. These little-

known accounts question the “canon” and grand narrative of the “New World” exploration and 

reevaluate the connection between Panamá and the better-known conquests. This 

recontextualization, in turn, demonstrates that the stories of México and Perú must be viewed as 

inseparable from the context of Panamá and what it facilitated.  

This chapter provides a refraction of la danza Bugabita that moves from a broad 

geographical perspective in the past, moving forward through time to a narrower focus on 

Bugabita. This facet of the “Bugabita prism” reframes the historiography of the “New World” 

and its use of los moros y cristianos theme by 1) contextualizing the Spanish arrival of Church 

and State in Panamá in relation to the better known conquests of México and Perú, 2) 

constructing a new chronology for los moros y cristianos in the Americas, and in Panamá in 

particular, using firsthand accounts of chroniclers, and 3) establishing the history of the rural 

representation of los moros y cristianos known as la danza Bugabita in the province of Chiriquí, 

Panamá. The integration of this material into the grand narrative of the “New World” reverses 

Panamá’s historical marginalization and re-presents Tierra Firme as a dynamic epicenter of the 

Americas.  

 

                                                 
175 See Greenblatt, The Power of Forms in the English Renaissance.  
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Panamá in History 

That the canonical history has standardized its focus on the “major” conquistadors of the 

known civilizations is not surprising as the first successful Spanish conquest was of the Aztec 

civilization by Hernán Cortés in 1519, rapidly followed by that of the Incas of Perú by the 

Pizarro brothers in 1534. However, these were not the first places explored by the Spanish. The 

Aztec and Incan’s forceful and often brutal conquests have their roots in the former Spanish 

explorations. This section will provide a contextualization of Panamá, including the early 

mainland explorations, the capital associated with it, the importance of its geographic position, 

the histories written about the “New World,” and the ways in which the early years in Panamá 

set a standard for further explorations. This information reframes the history of Panamá to 

facilitate a better understanding of the ties between Church and State in the following section. It 

includes the “Panamanian Requirement” used for religious conversion and specific examples of 

its application. 

Tierra Firme 

After the Antilles were explored, the next promising area for exploration and conquest 

seemed to be Tierra Firme. The name Tierra Firme, or the Spanish Main, was given to the entire 

coast of mainland America to the south and west of Hispaniola at the time of its Spanish 

discovery.176 In 1509 King Ferdinand divided Tierra Firme into two parts, which included Nueva 

Andalucía and Castilla del Oro. Divided in the middle of the Gulf of Urabá, Nueva Andalucía 

extended eastward along northern South America to Cape Vela, what is now Columbia. In the 

other direction, Castilla del Oro extended westward along the isthmus to Cape Gracias a Dios, 

what now constitutes the country of Panamá, up to the modern border of the Coco River between 

Honduras and Nicaragua. Preliminary reports of present-day Panamá as a potential source for 

slaves, pearls, and most importantly to the Crown, gold, led to the promising name for the area of 

Golden Castile.177 Castilla del Oro was further divided into three parts: Darién on the east, 

Panamá at the center, and Veragua on the west.178 The eastern division of Darién mostly fell 

within the modern political borders of Panamá, but it included a small segment of the western-
                                                 
176 Sterling A. Stoudemire, trans. and ed., The Natural History of the West Indies by Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo 
(Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1959), 127. 
177 See Hugh Thomas, The Golden Empire: Spain, Charles V, and the Creation of America (New York: Random 
House, LLC, 2011). Gold was of utmost importance to the newly united kingdoms of Spain as the Crown of Castile 
and of Aragón had just concluded an expensive War of Reconquest. 
178 Stoudemire, trans. and ed., The Natural History of the West Indies, 127. 
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most portion of present-day Columbia, while the western division of Veragua included present-

day western Panamá, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua. To this day the names Darién, Panamá, and 

Veragua (now Veraguas), remain governmental divisions of the Republic of Panamá. Even 

though the later spectacular conquests of México and Perú have received more consideration, it 

was this continental establishment of Castilla del Oro in Tierra Firme with the first permanent 

Spanish settlement on mainland America that facilitated the exploration of the immense 

continents previously unknown to Europeans. 

Early Explorations. The earliest account of landfall on the American mainland was late 

in the year of 1501 or early in 1502 by Rodrigo de Bastidas.179 Already experienced in New 

World explorations, he had accompanied Columbus on his second voyage and Alonso de Hojedo 

on his 1499 expedition to the Indies.180 In 1501, during his service as notary of Triana in Seville, 

he petitioned the Catholic Monarchs for his own license to explore the “New World.” Having it 

granted, he set sail from Cadiz in October with his men, including Vasco Núñez de Balboa, and 

explored the easternmost area of the isthmus near the Atrato River and the Gulf of Urabá, what 

was named Darién seven years later.181 Bastidas boasted that the area was well-suited for the use 

of its indigenous population as slaves, and that the lands harbored a wealth of gold and pearls.182 

Columbus’s third exploration the following year stands in stark contrast to Bastidas’s optimism 

about Tierra Firme. Sailing southward from modern-day Honduras, Columbus’s fourth and final 

voyage led him to navigate along the western limits of Castilla del Oro to the end of the isthmus 

of Panamá at the Laguna de Chiriquí.183 Columbus and his men founded a settlement at Santa 

María de Belén in Veragua in 1502, but it was very quickly abandoned. Upon its failure, 

Columbus continued along the coast to the region explored by Bastidas, later known as Darién, 

but shortly after his arrival the deteriorating condition of his ships forced him and his men to 

return to Hispaniola in 1503.184 

                                                 
179 Dille, “Introduction,” 6. 
180 G.F. Dille, “Biographical Notes,” in Writing From the Edge of the World, 30.  
181 Smith, The Society of Los Congos of Panama, 19. 
182 Dille, “Foreword,” xiii. 
183 Dille, “Introduction,” 6; Dille, “Biographical Notes,” 32-3; and Smith, The Society of Los Congos of Panama, 
19-23. 
184 Ibid.  
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In an attempt to undermine Columbus’s monopoly on the Americas, King Ferdinand and 

Bishop Fonseca licensed two expeditions in 1509.185 Alonso de Hojeda was authorized to govern 

the eastern portion of Tierra Firme, called Nueva Andalucía, and Diego de Nicuesa was to 

explore and colonize the western portion named Castilla del Oro. Hojeda was an experienced 

sailor having participated in Columbus’s second voyage through the patronage of Bishop 

Fonseca, and having led his own expedition in 1499.186 On the other hand, Nicuesa was an 

inexperienced sailor, but his wealth and connections afforded him the opportunity to outfit and 

finance his expedition better than Hojeda could.187 Both Nicuesa and Hojeda set sail for their 

respective territories from Santo Domingo in 1509. According to Dille, 

Nicuesa, stubbornly rejecting the advice of veteran mariners, became lost off the 
coast of Panamá en route to his assigned territory and was marooned on an island 
until help arrived. Finally, after trying to establish a colony in several places along 
the coast, Nicuesa and his remaining men arrived at [and founded] Nombre de 
Dios [on the northern coast of Panamá]. Of some seven hundred men who set out 
with him from Santo Domingo, six hundred died.188 

Although Nicuesa struggled to sustain it, the colony was soon overcome by dissension and 

starvation. 

Meanwhile, in eastern Tierra Firme, Hojeda’s expedition was likewise ill-fated. Facing 

the same food privations that continually beset Nicuesa, Hojeda sent his lieutenant Martín 

Fernández de Enciso to procure additional provisions for his men. Without awaiting his return, 

Hojeda ultimately abandoned his men, leaving Francisco Pizarro in charge, and returned to Santo 

Domingo a failure. Unaware of Hojeda’s departure to Santo Domingo, Enciso returned to find 

the starving remnants of the expedition.189 He rescued the survivors, and once aboard his ship 

they set sail westward into Castilla del Oro. The crew encountered fierce indigenous resistance 

along the coast.190 Balboa, who had sailed the area with Bastidas during Tierra Firme’s first 

exploration in 1501-03, was aboard Enciso’s ship among the Hojeda survivors, having stowed 

away on a ship that departed from Hispaniola as part of Hojeda’s expedition, reportedly to 

escape his creditors.191 Familiar with the area, Balboa led them to a more promising site on the 
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western coast of the Gulf of Urabá in Castilla del Oro. Indebted to Balboa’s guidance, Enciso 

founded a settlement on the mainland in 1510. Named in honor of a much-venerated image still 

extant in the Cathedral of Seville, the frontier community positioned “on the very edge of 

civilization” was christened Santa María del Antigua del Darién.192 The colony founded by the 

Hojeda survivors was soon thriving.193 By this time, Columbus’s 1502 establishment of Santa 

María de Belén in Veragua had already failed and been abandoned, Hojeda’s 1509 attempt at 

colonization in Nueva Andalucía failed, Nicuesa was still moving along the coast trying to 

establish a colony, and Enciso’s 1510 Santa María del Antigua del Darién was about to seal the 

disastrous fate of Nicuesa’s future foundation of Nombre de Dios.  

The expedition’s loss of Hojeda’s leadership immediately created factionalism among the 

settlers of Santa María del Antigua. The two main factions centered around Balboa, the amiable 

and adept captain who had led Enciso along the coast to this spot, and Enciso himself, who as 

Hojeda’s lieutenant and founder of the settlement, logically thought he should assume control. 

With neither group able to prevail, it was decided that as the site of Santa María del Antigua was 

situated in the territory assigned to Nicuesa by King Ferdinand, the governorship, legally, should 

be offered to Nicuesa. Thus, a search party was sent out to locate Nicuesa and offer him the 

position.194 According to Dille, “Nicuesa was only too happy to accept the offer, as conditions 

were very bad in Nombre de Dios compared with those in the thriving community of Santa 

María.”195 Unfortunately for Nicuesa, reports concerning his “lack of judgment and harsh 

disciplinary practices” made it to Santa María del Antigua before he did, resulting in Nicuesa’s 

arrival being met with hostility rather than welcome.196 According to Dille,  

by the time Nicuesa got to Santa María, the opposition gathered strength and, to 
his great surprise, when the would-be governor arrived he was refused 
admittance. Ultimately, he was placed in a leaky boat and pushed off in the 
direction of Santo Domingo. The governor and his small party of faithful 
adherents were never seen again and were presumed drowned or killed by 
natives.197 

The resultant abandonment of Nombre de Dios meant that the 1510 founding of Santa María del 

Antigua del Darién marked the date of the first colonial Spanish settlement on mainland America 

                                                 
192 Dille, “Introduction,” 6 and 9. 
193 Dille, “Biographical Notes,” 38. 
194 Dille, “Introduction,” 6-7.  
195 Ibid., 7. 
196 Dille, “Biographical Notes,” 38. 
197 Dille, “Introduction,” 7. 
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to endure beyond a few months. By serving as a command post, the establishment of this first 

permanent continental settlement opened the door to the immense continents unknown to 

Europeans.  

Following the Nicuesa affair, Balboa assumed the de facto governorship of Santa María 

del Antigua. However, Enciso still had a small group of loyal supporters who opposed Balboa’s 

usurpation of the governorship, rightly accused Balboa’s complicity in arranging Governor 

Nicuesa’s death, and worked hard to besmirch Balboa’s name. As far as King Ferdinand was 

concerned, Balboa’s possession of Darién was indeed an appropriation of Nicuesa’s rightful 

grant. Cognizant of his opposing factions and his unlawful acquisition of Santa María del Darien, 

Balboa tried to impress King Ferdinand with the promise of wealth for the Crown in order to 

persuade them to legitimize his state position. He also worked toward the production of a lengthy 

report to obtain royal confirmation of his governorship. However, at the request of Bishop 

Fonseca, King Ferdinand appointed a new governor, Pedro Arias de Avila, also known as 

Pedrarias Dávila, before Balboa’s report reached Spain (see Figure 2.1).198 

       

Figure 2.1: Map of the “New Word” at the Beginning of the Sixteenth Century199 

                                                 
198 Dille, “Introduction,” 7-8.  
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Capital. Balboa’s exaggerations of the abundance of alluvial gold present in Darién 

succeeded in gaining the attention of King Ferdinand. In Balboa’s description of the province of 

Abanumaqué, he reported that it “has great deposits of gold: I have very reliable information that 

in it are very rich rivers of gold.”200 Early reports of Darién claim that “[t]he land was rich and 

the Indians possessed many gold ornaments.”201 Throughout the first few decades of the Spanish 

presence in the Indies, the majority of the gold exported to Spain was, in fact, looted from the 

indigenous people or panned from rivers.202 Furthermore, an early chronicler wrote that “Vasco 

Núñez’s Christians wanted for nothing and were primed to become rich in short order by the 

disposition of the land.”203 Later this chronicler details many examples of the appalling 

circumstances of his countrymen who came to Tierra Firme with the sole purpose of quickly 

grabbing indigenous gold by whatever means possible. This promise of wealth led to the 

typically frugal king’s decision to finance the Splendid Armada to send the new governor to 

replace Balboa instead of granting Balboa’s legitimization as governor of Darién.204 The 

successive governor was well-connected and highly regarded by the Catholic Monarchs. 

Pedrarias was a friend of Peter Martyr, and his appointment as governor was strongly backed by 

the powerful Bishop Fonseca. Additionally, Pedrarias’s wife was Queen Isabella’s close friend 

and confidant.205 Already in his seventies when he came to the Indies in 1514, Pedrarias was 

charged to explore and colonize the area of Darién “reputed to be so rich in gold in could be 

collected in nets from the rivers.”206 

 Before the formation of the Splendid Armada, an individual licensed by the Crown to 

explore unclaimed New World territory needed the backing of some influential person to 

facilitate the expensive commission.207 According to Dille,  

[t]he expenses of outfitting a fleet from Spain to the Indies were enormous - ships 
had to be bought or leased, tons of provisions purchased, and officials, sailors, 
and men contracted. Although the crown would occasionally pay the costs of an 
expedition or buy shares in the venture, usually the financing was up to the 
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grantee, who often formed a company of investors, soldiers, and officials with 
rights to share in the profits from the expected exploitation of the territory.208 

As the first large-scale, crown-financed expedition to the New World, the planned Splendid 

Armada consisted of a fleet of sixteen ships and about twelve hundred fifty men, testifying to the 

crown’s expectation for profit from the region of Darién.209 The crew grew to over three 

thousand men due to the promise of great wealth. Unable to finance such a large company, King 

Ferdinand dismissed about half of the men bound for Castilla del Oro.210  

 Inclement weather delayed the fleet’s departure from Spain. Eventually, the fleet sailed 

with twenty-two ships and caravels. Friar Bartolomé de Las Casas estimated the total cost of 

sending the Splendid Armada and its more than two thousand men in 1514 as between 52,000 

and 54,000 ducats, equivalent to approximately 20,000,000 maravedís.211 Despite Spain’s 

poverty due to several years of waging war against the Moors, that King Ferdinand would 

dedicate such a high sum to the Splendid Armada attests to the expectation of great profit from 

the territory of Darién. Indeed, these expectations were realized; estimates by Ramón Carande of 

the gold shipments for the years 1511-20 to Spain from the Indies totaled 2,626,499 ducats, or an 

astounding 984,937,125 maravedís.212 Such a flood of wealth into Spain caused inevitable 

inflation, with a reported increase of 107 percent from 1510 to 1550.213 As sources of gold 

gradually waned, large deposits of silver were discovered around 1545 in both Zacatecas, 

México and Potosí, Perú. Timothy Walton asserts that, “[m]ining, rather than pillage, was to 

become the main method of deriving precious metals from the Indies, and the focus shifted from 

gold to silver.”214 

 Yet the arrival of Pedrarias marked a distinct change in the course of history concerning 

further explorations extending from Panamá, the treatment of the indigenous populations, and 
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religious conversion. Dille succinctly summarizes the Splendid Armada’s arrival at Santa María 

del Antigua del Darién as follows: 

In 1514, Santa María was a modest settlement of some five hundred Spaniards 
and fifteen hundred Indian slaves or servants. The Spaniards there were hardy 
veterans of life in the Indies; they were the survivors of shipwreck, Indian attack, 
disease, and starvation. They had adjusted to the tropical climate, lived in 
thatched huts, had learned to eat indigenous food, and had taken native women 
(often several) as concubines with whom they had children. One can imagine the 
reaction of both parties when Pedrarias’s huge expedition, with its elegant 
gentlemen sweating in silks and brocades, made its ceremonial entry into the 
primitive multiethnic Santa María to be greeted by the scruffy colonials. In short 
order the strain of so many inexperienced, unacclimated Europeans on the area’s 
scarce resources resulted in the death by starvation and disease of some five 
hundred of the newcomers. Also, it was not too long before those who had 
swallowed tales of gold lying about for the taking were disillusioned. Many of the 
surviving newcomers returned to Santo Domingo, Cuba, or Spain and, according 
to Oviedo, even the governor thought of abandoning the project but was stopped 
by the opposition of the town council.215 

The engineering of Governor Nicuesa’s death and looting from indigenous populations 

notwithstanding, Balboa had managed to create a relatively stable colony in Santa María del 

Antigua with affable relations with the many, and often contending, indigenous populations 

throughout Castilla del Oro (see Figure 2.2).216 

 

Figure 2.2: Map of the Route of the Splendid Armada in 1514 
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Geographic Position. Initially lured to the area of Castilla del Oro by accounts of gold 

and pearls, the Spanish soon learned that the strategic geographic position was its true treasure. 

As an excellent administrator and well-regarded captain, Balboa was able to manage the factions 

who opposed his governorship, and he eventually expelled Enciso, the other contending 

candidate for governor, back to Spain.217 From 1510 Balboa began a systematic exploration of 

the territories that comprised Castilla del Oro, establishing peaceful relations with the varying 

indigenous groups that inhabited the lands.218 Through his native contacts Balboa learned that his 

geographic location was an isthmus, and in 1513 he became immortalized as the first European 

to see the South Sea from the Americas.219 Much to Balboa’s dismay, his lengthy report detailing 

his discovery and act of possession for the Crown of the immense territories touching the Pacific 

Ocean did not arrive in Spain until after King Ferdinand had already appointed Pedrarias as 

governor of Santa María del Antigua.220 Balboa’s famous discovery that the territory was an 

isthmus made Darién  

the staging point for claiming, exploring, and exploiting the entire Pacific coast of 
the Americas. Through this vital transit point, Spanish conquistadors, settlers, and 
merchants set out for Peru and then for Asia, and through Darién the fabulous 
wealth of Peru and Asia flowed to Spain and to Europe.221 

Such accounts can be found in the early histories of the first half century of the Spanish presence 

in the “New World.” 

Histories of the “New World.” Three fundamental histories of the the New World were 

written during the first half century of the Spanish presence in the Americas. In order of 

appearance they are Italian humanist Peter Martyr’s Decades of the New World, colonial 

bureaucrat Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés’s General and Natural History of the Indies, 

and crusading priest Bartolomé de Las Casas’s History of the Indies. Each reflects the respective 

agendas, experiences, and character of these three different personalities, as well as their 

complicated relationships with each other that, in turn, has influenced their reception. Of the 

three, the best known today are those of Martyr and Las Casas.222  
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Martyr received an excellent education in humanistic studies in Italy and came to Spain 

having joined the Spanish ambassador’s household. Before joining the ambassador on his return 

to Spain, Martyr had served in the Milanese army and participated in the infamous 1492 siege of 

Granada back in Spain. After his military service in the capture of the final Moorish stronghold, 

Martyr was invited to court by the Catholic Monarchs. Based on his educational background, the 

King asked him to help found a school for sons of noble houses based on the new Italian 

humanistic model.223 In addition to diplomatic missions, Martyr also took the initiative to 

interview everyone he could who had returned from the Indies, including Oviedo. He 

summarized their information in hundreds of letters in Latin written to highly placed friends and 

important Italians, including the Pope, in order to satisfy their curiosity for information 

concerning Spain’s involvement in the “New World.” Eventually, the letters were collected and 

published as Decades of the New World, although the first of what became the eight decades of 

Martyr’s complete work was published in Spain in 1511.224 As the first chronicle of the 

Americas, the Decades immediately made Martyr an authority on the subject, even though he 

had never set foot in the Indies. For his education, his intellectual status, his court position and 

connections, and his expertise on the “New World,” above all accrued from the appearance of his 

Decades, Martyr was appointed as a member of the Council of the Indies, the ruling authority of 

the colonies.225  

Unlike Martyr, Las Casas was no armchair historian. In 1502 at the age of eighteen, Las 

Casas sailed to Santo Domingo to manage the estates that had been established by his father and 

uncle, who had made their voyage to the Americas on Columbus’s second expedition.226 Having 

received an education in Seville and Salamanca, Las Casas had already taken minor orders 

before setting sail for the Americas. He eventually became a priest and joined the Dominican 

order in 1522.  Las Casas was an intelligent, tenacious, and aggressive promoter of the 

indigenous people, and he began his lifelong mission to seek humane treatment of the Native 

Americans in 1514.227 According to Dille,  

Bartolomé de Las Casas has come down through history consecrated as the 
“Apostle of the Indians,” an anticolonialist and anti-imperialist icon. His 
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transcendence is attested by the coinage of the term lacasismo, which has set the 
agenda for the evaluation of worth of colonial writers by the touchstone of 
indigenism, to the exclusion of anything else.228   

Bishop Fonseca utilized Oviedo’s expertise to testify against Las Casas’s campaign to abolish 

the encomienda system throughout the Spanish empire in the continuing debate over the “just 

war” and the right to Christianize and possess the indigenous populations and their role vis-à-vis 

the Spaniards.229 As a harsh critic of Bishop Fonseca, Las Casas gained the support of King 

Charles’s Flemish coterie after his ascension to the throne.230  

Las Casas’s position caused him to face fierce opposition on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Spanish landowners in Castilla del Oro who owned naborías, essentially indigenous slaves, 

feared the abolishment of the “grants of Indians” practice where prominent settlers divided 

abducted natives among themselves.231 On the other side of the Atlantic, Las Casas met 

resistance from Spanish agents and government officials who profited from the system.232 After 

vying with Oviedo for governorship of territory of Santa Marta in Nueva Andalucía, with quite 

different plans for the protection of the Indians, Las Casas prevailed. However, “his efforts to 

establish a settlement in 1519 were a resounding failure and provoked some ironic comments in 

Oviedo’s General and Natural History that Las Casas never forgot or forgave.”233 The 

professional, and often personal, rivalry between the friar and the bureaucrat dates from this 

period, and was such that neither had a good word for anything the other wrote, said, or did. This 

mutual hostility between Las Casas and Oviedo lasted until each died. 
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Sometime after the failure in Santa Marta, Las Casas was appointed bishop of Chiapas, 

Mexico.234 Las Casas’s efforts to acquire reform legislation rarely succeeded due to local 

opposition, but eventually the New Laws of 1542 passed regarding better treatment of the 

indigenous populations in México; back in Valladolid, Spain in 1550, he won a debate with 

eminent humanist Juan Ginés Sepúlveda in the ongoing controversies over the “just war.”235 Las 

Casas penned an exposé in 1542 of Spanish atrocities in the “New World” titled A Short Account 

of the Destruction of the Indies. Published in 1552, its many translations and distribution 

throughout Europe contributed to the development of the Black Legend of Spain.236 In relation to 

his history of the “New World,” Las Casas started his History of the Indies in 1527 as a rebuttal 

to the previous success of his archenemy’s small volume titled Oviedo on the Natural History of 

the Indies, commonly known as the Summary, to which Las Casas vociferously objected. Las 

Casas completed his History toward the end of his life, leaving instructions for it to not be 

printed until forty years after his death. In fact, it was not printed until three hundred years later, 

although copies of it circulated in manuscript.237 

A chronicle of the Indies was an especially attractive project for Oviedo, since there was 

very little published information about the “New World” despite the Spanish presence in the 

Indies for almost two decades before Oviedo arrived. There was even less material concerning 

the Americas circulating in Spanish. As of 1511, only parts of Martyr’s celebrated Decades were 

published, but they were Latin letters compiled from reports and interviews with persons 

returning from the New World and addressed to aristocratic and scholarly correspondents with 

no thought to inform the average Spaniard of the events in which their country was involved. For 

Oviedo, Martyr, who had interviewed him upon his first return from the Indies, was “a model for 

the respect and position to which a chronicler could aspire but also an authority to be challenged 

by a Spaniard writing in Spanish with firsthand experience of the Indies.”238 From 1514 onward, 

Oviedo worked ceaselessly to establish himself as the authority on all topics American. Decisive 

in fashioning himself an expert on the “New World” was the publication of the previously 

mentioned Summary. This work, allegedly produced at the emperor’s request, contains a 

selection of materials that Oviedo had been accumulating since 1514, and it served as a sort of 
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prospectus for Oviedo’s projected comprehensive history of the Indies.239 The publication of the 

Summary at his personal expense in Toledo in 1526 enjoyed enormous success and confirmed his 

authority and expertise on the subject.240 The Summary’s eight-six chapters, varying in length 

from a paragraph to several pages, present information on all manner of topics ranging over his 

voyage to the Indies; the indigenous populations; the geography, flora, and fauna; the Spaniards’ 

gold mining and pearl fishing; among many others. It is intermittently illustrated with woodcuts 

produced from Oviedo’s drawings, which may be the first graphic representations of the “New 

World.”241 The volume was eventually translated to English, French, Latin, and to Oviedo’s 

delight, to Italian by the famous Venetian humanist-diplomat Andrea Navagero, through whom it 

gained extensive circulation among the famous Renaissance scholars of his time.242 Through its 

success, Oviedo was appointed as Official Chronicler of the Indies in 1532, with the royal 

mandate to produce the General and Natural History.243  

However, despite the Summary’s fame and popularity, the early work almost immediately 

provoked two influential detractors: Ferdinand Columbus, son of the admiral, and Oviedo’s most 

vocal critic, Las Casas.244 While Oviedo had written admiringly of Christopher Columbus, his 

heirs believed that Oviedo’s writing tended to lessen the admiral’s achievements. The Columbus 

family believed that certain statements in Oviedo’s Summary weakened their lawsuit with the 

Spanish government for failure to realize the capitulations negotiated with the Catholic 

Monarchs in 1492.245 Yet, of the two critics, Las Casas was the one to do more damage and 

denigration to Oviedo’s reputation with accusations that have continued to obscure the worth of 

his contributions even to the present day.246 The first complaint Las Casas lodged against Oviedo 

referenced his lack of a formal Latin education and his temerity in writing a historical work 

without this educational foundation. In his own writing, Las Casas derides Oviedo for his 
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“presumption and arrogance in thinking that he knew anything when he had no inkling of Latin 

even though he cites authorities in that language.”247 In alignment with Oviedo’s arguments 

against the intended audience of Martyr’s Decades, he writes at the end of his History that the 

activities of Spain in the “New World” that were “so widely communicated throughout so many 

kingdoms” were worthy of being known and being told in their own language.248 Furthermore, 

Oviedo wrote in his own defense that “those who write in [Spanish] ought not to be held in low 

esteem.”249 As José de la Peña observes: 

[Oviedo] filled thousands and thousands of folio pages with his elegant, angular 
penmanship, shaping letters which were generally small, often miniscule … 
Oviedo was, above all, a man of the pen … whether as an author, a correspondent, 
a memorialist, a litigator, a bureaucrat, a notary, whatever it was, his joy was the 
act of writing itself.250 

Despite the lack of a formal Latin-based education, then the sign of an educated man, the 

autodidactic Oviedo was compelled to read and, principally, to write throughout his long life. He 

habitually took extensive notes on everything he saw or experienced.  

The second, more serious and resonant charge was of Oviedo’s anti-indigenism and 

imperialism. Las Casas, the “one-issue polemicist” for whom everything concerning the Indies 

was subordinate to the welfare of the indigenous populations, instigated this damaging critique. 

He did so because he believed that anyone who did not fully support his position and program 

was his enemy and enemy of the indigenous populations.251 For Oviedo, however, this 

population was but one aspect of his panorama of the “New World.” Las Casas wrote that 

“where ever in [Oviedo’s] History he treats of the Indians, he never opens his mouth except to 

blaspheme and annihilate them as much as he can.”252 Notwithstanding that Oviedo did profit 

from the imperial presence of the Spanish in the “New World,” his discrediting anti-indigenism 

is grossly over-exaggerated, as more recent scholarship has shown. In fact, Oviedo’s strong 

admonitions in relation to the devastation of the native populations that he witnessed in 1514 
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predate Las Casas’s famous treatise A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies by several 

decades, and they will be examined later in this chapter. 

However, Oviedo was not simply motivated to write General and Natural History of the 

Indies out of contempt for his personal rival Las Casas and the Italian armchair historian Martyr. 

Throughout his life, Oviedo was well-positioned to record the rapid formation of the Spanish 

New World Empire. He was born in 1478 when the Iberian Peninsula was still divided into five 

independent kingdoms. At age twelve Oviedo joined the household of the Duke of Villahermosa, 

the nephew of King Ferdinand, whose suite followed the court of the Catholic Monarchs.253 Most 

of his youth was spent in Andalusia where he witnessed several seminal events in Spanish 

history: the fall of Granada, the expulsion of the Jews, the commissioning of Columbus to sail 

west, and the admiral’s return from his first voyage. It was during these momentous times that 

the young Oviedo began his lifelong practice of recording what he experienced.254 

From his youthful days at the court of Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand, Oviedo 

ascended to a position in the household of Prince Juan in 1496.255 During his short-lived reign, 

Oviedo shared duties with the admiral’s sons, Diego and Ferdinand Columbus, and cultivated 

several other connections that would serve him well in later years. After only a year, Prince Juan, 

the only son of the Catholic Monarchs, died at age nineteen, and his household was disbanded.256 

Soon afterward in 1499 Oviedo traveled to Italy, finding service in noble households in Genoa, 

Milan, Mantua, Rome, and finally in Naples, and he remained there until 1502.257 After his 

return to Spain, he spent the next ten years on the fringes of the peripatetic court and as a notary 

of the Council of the Inquisition.258 Finally in 1512 he rejoined King Ferdinand’s court, then in 

Valladolid. While there, Oviedo was offered a secretarial position in the expedition to be led by 

General Gonzalo Fernández de Córdoba, known as the Great Captain, that the king was 

equipping to send back to Italy to defend the Spanish possessions against the French. The 

expedition was canceled at the last minute, and Oviedo was left deeply in debt.259 The funds 
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were diverted to the formation of the Splendid Armada.260 The royal official appointed to be 

Inspector of Mines and Smelting died while the large fleet was being readied in Seville. Offered 

the minor office of inspectorship, Oviedo accepted and finally received a long-sought position as 

a royal officer in the governor’s suite with paid passage to the Indies. Additionally, Oviedo was 

subcontracted by Lope Conchillos as public notary in Tierra Firme.261 From the Splendid 

Armada’s American landfall in 1514 until his death in 1557, Oviedo considered himself a 

resident of the “New World,” first in Darién, then in Nicaragua, and finally in Santo Domingo.262 

Oviedo’s authorial career began in 1505 with the start of a projected chronicle and 

genealogy of the Castilian monarchy, supposedly at the behest of King Ferdinand.263 He 

continued to work on this project even after moving to Darién. Concurrently, he found the time 

to finish Claribalte, a chivalric romance and the first Spanish novel written in the “New World,” 

published in Valencia in 1519.264 After this success, and that of his Summary, Oviedo dedicated 

his time to the ambitious project of the General and Natural History of the Indies. As the official 

in charge of all public and private notarial functions for the colony, including Governor 

Pedrarias’s confidential affairs, Oviedo was fully informed of all the intrigue, corruption, and 

political coups that transpired throughout the Americas. The emperor’s appointment of Oviedo 

as Official Chronicler of the Indies in 1532 expanded his insider position.265 While he was poorly 

compensated, the official commission entitled him to demand of all officials any information or 

documentation he may require for his project. As such, Oviedo was positioned to be better 

informed on the Indies than anyone else because of his access to all official and unofficial 

documents.266 Through his endeavor to chronicle everything related to the “New World,” there 

was scarcely anyone connected to the enterprise of the Indies in both Spain and in the Americas 

whom he did not know, converse with, or correspond with, including the emperor, kings, princes, 

cardinals, bishops, conquistadors, explorers, captains, bureaucrats, and merchants.267  

Oviedo proposed the General and Natural History of the Indies to be a comprehensive 

history in three parts with nineteen books in part 1, another nineteen in part 2, and twelve more 
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in part 3, for a total of fifty books, each consisting of a varying number of chapters, for a total of 

over a thousand pages.268 Oviedo compiled information and worked on the three parts from 1514 

to 1548, writing and rewriting as new material became available. The history is a compilation of 

memoirs, notes, interviews, and reports that endeavors to describe everything from botany, 

ethnography, geography, and zoology related to the Indies and the Spanish presence there, all 

organized, interpreted, and commented upon by a self-proclaimed “New World” expert and 

directed to the Spanish public. Oviedo’s History begins with a dedicatory letter addressed to 

Cardinal García Jofre de Loaysa, president of the Council of the Indies, followed by a general 

introduction to the first part of the history directed to Emperor Charles. Thereafter a prologue 

precedes each book, which contains a summary of the materials to be covered and regularly 

includes Oviedo’s comments on the persons and topics included in the book.269  

Of the thousands of pages of manuscript, Oviedo was able to publish only a small portion 

of what was to later become the complete General and Natural History during his lifetime, and 

several thousands of pages of other writings still await editing.270 The first volume was published 

by Juan Cromberger in Seville in 1535.271 It included the proposed nineteen books of part 1 plus 

another prologue and an additional ten chapters that were later rewritten to become the thirty 

chapters of the last book of the third part, Book L, known as “Shipwrecks and Misfortunes.” An 

unauthorized publication by the press of Juan de Junta was published in Salamanca in 1547 with 

the misleading title Chronicles of the Indies: The History of the Indies Now Newly Printed, 

Corrected and Revised, although the edition is almost identical to the first printing of 1535.272 In 

1557 the first book, comprising thirty-five chapters, of the proposed nineteen of the second part 

of the History was published by Francisco Fernández de Córdoba in Valladolid with the title 

Book XX of the Second Part of the General History of the Indies.273 The remaining eighteen 

chapters of the second part and the twelve books of the third part were not published in his 

lifetime, although in 1549 he took the finished manuscript to Seville, where he deposited it in a 
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monastery for safekeeping until the required funds were available for printing.274 Despite his 

never being able to secure financial backing for its publication, the material appears to have 

circulated in manuscript like Las Casas’s History.275  

As a result of the circulation of the manuscript, the parts eventually became separated and 

several chapters lost. There were various attempts by the Royal Academy of History to locate the 

missing chapters and reassemble it in its entirety.276 Its reconstruction was not completed until 

the mid-nineteenth century, nearly three centuries after Oviedo finished it. All three parts, fifty 

books, and hundreds of chapters were compiled and edited by José Amador de los Ríos and 

published by the Royal Academy of History in Madrid between 1851 and 1855 under the title 

General and Natural History of the Indies, Islands and Mainland of the Ocean Sea.277 J. 

Natalicio González reprinted Amador de los Ríos’s text with modernized orthography and 

punctuation, along with his own notes, in Paraguay in 1944-45.278 It was again reedited and 

prefaced with a biography of Oviedo and introduction by Juan Pérez de Tudela Bueso with the 

shortened title most often used today, General and Natural History of the Indies, contained in 

volumes 117-21 of the collection Biblioteca de autores españoles published by Ediciones Atlas 

in Madrid in 1959.279 

It was in Santa María del Antigua del Darién in present-day Panamá that Oviedo began 

his forty-year campaign to gather everyone and everything related to the Indies, all in his  

attempt to control the transmission and interpretation of the “New World.” From 1492 when 

Oviedo first saw Columbus at the siege of Granada, through his youth at the royal court of the 

Catholic Monarchs, travels through Italy, and four decades of residence in the Americas until his 

death at the fortress guarding Santo Domingo in 1557, “he painstakingly recorded and evaluated 

every scrap of information on the Indies that he came across.280 Ricardo Padrón describes 
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Oviedo’s History as “one of the most important pieces of historical literature in the attempt of 

sixteenth-century Europe to apprehend the New World.”281 Dille’s research notes that 

Oviedo’s biographer, Pérez de Tudela, familiar as no one else with the history and 
historians of the period, has concluded that for Oviedo’s experiences in Spain, 
Italy, and the Indies; for his firsthand knowledge of the personages associated 
with the enterprise of the Indies; and for his zeal in recording it all, if anyone were 
to be selected the epitome of the “moment of the flourishing of imperial Spain it 
would have to be Oviedo.”282  

Finally, Dille describes Oviedo’s History as “undeniably the most complete source of 

information for a seminal period in the history of Western civilization,” and concludes that it was 

Oviedo’s calling to “become the one to reveal the New World to the Old, to be its interpreter and 

chronicler.”283  

Standard for Further Exploration. During the first year that Oviedo spent in the 

outpost on the very edge of civilization, or as he called it, “the farthest part west that is presently 

known,” he witnessed the colonial government’s gross mismanagement and the decimation of 

the indigenous population.284 Panamá served as the headquarters for further explorations, and 

these early years set a precedent for what was acceptable comportment for captains exploring 

new territories throughout the Americas (see Figure 2.3). Throughout Oviedo’s History, he 

records how easily, and enthusiastically, his Spanish compatriots and even clergy were 

compromised and corrupted by the promise of easy wealth. Oviedo resolutely documents his 

disgust at the impunity with which captains and clergy acquired indigenous gold through 

whatever means necessary, including stealing, enslavement, and murder. As a man with strong 

reverence for authority, Oviedo possessed a stern moral view of how people ought to act. His 

perspective was grounded in the centuries-long Christian reconquest of the Iberian Peninsula and 

the legendary chivalrous spirit that accompanied its recovery from Spanish Muslims.285 Despite 

his secular and bureaucratic position and the money he received for each slave branded, Oviedo 
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records the atrocities inflicted by the Spanish on the numerous expeditions that left from Santa 

María del Antigua as a subversion of the chivalrous tradition and a violation of Spain’s Christian 

mission in the “New World.” The following examples are taken from Oviedo’s memoirs from 

the years 1514-1527 during his residency in Darién.286 

Many of the most well-known explorers, conquistadors, and chroniclers today began their 

residencies in the “New World” in the first mainland settlement of Santa María del Antigua del 

Darién. The often inexperienced, unacclimated European newcomers arriving with the Splendid 

Armada to present-day Panamá were quickly disillusioned and many returned to Spain or sailed 

to Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica, or Puerto Rico. Oviedo records that “many who came in 

Pedrarias’s fleet fled the land … In the space of seven or eight months there were more deaths 

and departures than there were people remaining in that land.”287 One such man to abandon 

Darién was Bernal Díaz del Castillo, the future chronicler of Mexico.288 Of the better known 

conquistadors today, Oviedo writes about some of Francisco Pizarro’s early explorations in 

Darién. Pizarro had been Governor Hojeda’s lieutenant on his disastrous expedition to Tierra 

Firme in 1509, left in charge when Hojeda abandoned the settlement, and one of the men rescued 

by Enciso’s fleet who went on to found Santa María before attaining the titles of marquis and 

governor of Perú after his capture of the Incan Emperor Atahualpa at Cajamarca.289 Pizarro 

explored the Pacific coast of Panamá with the financial backing of Governor Pedrarias.290 

Oviedo records in his Historia that Pizarro was co-captain of an expedition to the Abraime and 

Teruy provinces in which Pizarro and the others enslaved many indigenous people and looted 

their gold. According to Oviedo, “[t]hey treated the Indians with the customary cruelty that 

Pizarro had learned so well during his many years in the Indies.291 Throughout the many 
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expeditions that Pizarro had captained, he had built a reputation for violence against the 

indigenous peoples. 

 

Figure 2.3: Map of Contemporary Provinces, Settlements, and Principal Indigenous Areas  

 

Other brutalities are recorded throughout Oviedo’s History, such as the cruel punishments 

devised by Diego de Albítez. Oviedo describes Albítez as “a person well versed in the martial 

arts and in wrongs practiced upon the Indians.” According to Oviedo,  

[h]e even invented an atrocity unknown in those parts. He had tied to a tree one of 
the Chimán Indians sentenced to death for the murder of the Santa Cruz 
Christians. Then at a distance of ten or twelve paces he ordered set up a small 
cannon and had him shot in the chest. The entry wound was the size of a nut, but 
the exit wound in his back was the size of a ten-gallon jug. This execution greatly 
frightened the Indians and was even considered very cruel by the Christians who 
witnessed it.292 

As Oviedo documents these events and his disgust for them, he also records that the earliest 

atrocities were not punished. For example, returning from his expedition to the province of the 

chief of Chochama, Captain Caspar de Morales was met by a large indigenous army who came 

to recover their wives, children, and relatives that had been enslaved by the captain. Oviedo 

explains that, “imitating Herod’s cruelty,” Morales cut the throats of all the enchained 

indigenous people he had captured.293 By Oviedo’s count, Morales and his cohorts killed nearly 

one hundred people. The slain included men, women, and children of all ages. Morales thought 
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that “the Indian war party would stop at the sight of such a horrid spectacle.”294 Oviedo concedes 

that “this cruel stratagem” saved the explorers’ lives because the attacking natives stopped to 

weep over their dead, allowing time for the Spanish party to escape. Upon their return to Darién, 

Morales escaped “punishment and even reprehension” for his actions, due in part to his 

relationship to Governor Pedrarias as his cousin and retainer.295 Throughout Oviedo’s memoirs 

of his time in Castilla del Oro, he describes how political and familial ties often absolved a 

person of their crimes.  

The actions of Spanish captains and soldiers taken after levying the “Royal Fifth” set 

another precedent for their impunity. Also known as the King’s Fifth, it referred to the one-fifth 

portion of the profits from gold, pearls, and naborías that was set aside for the royal treasury. 

The rest of the plunder was distributed among prominent officials. Oviedo explains how this 

custom began in the story of Bartolomé Hurtado’s return to Darién from an expedition. Of his 

remaining abducted natives after the King’s Fifth had been set aside, Hurtado gave six each to 

the governor and to the bishop. He also gave four each to the treasurer, controller, factor, and 

chief justice. Oviedo notes that “these Indians were the first shares of the spoils” that the Spanish 

officials “obtained without having won them themselves, being given them for no good 

reason.”296  

Further details of this expedition illuminate how peaceful relationships that had been 

established with indigenous populations were subverted. Oviedo explains that Hurtado stopped at 

Careta, “whose chief was the first true friend the Christians had in that province,” on the return 

to Darién.297 Hurtado had more than one hundred encaptured natives with him, but implored the 

chief for a “loan” of a few members from his tribe to help carry the booty the remaining twenty-

five leagues. The chief agreed, and Hurtado promised to return the chief’s men. After feeding the 

Spanish troop, twelve of fifteen members of the tribe were ordered to help the conquistadors. 

Additionally, the chief assigned “one of his principal Indians” to ensure the group’s return to 

Careta. Instead, when Hurtado arrived home, he set aside the group from Careta for the Royal 

Fifth. Consequently, they were branded, auctioned, and shipped throughout the Americas. 

Oviedo reports that the Governor did not punish Hurtado or take any measures to return the 
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loaned men.298 Furthermore, officials forgot about the transgressions “so readily that [Hurtado] 

regretted not having committed more.”299 In Darién, “[t]he whole affair was an example to others 

to commit crimes without fear of punishment.”300  

In fact, Captain Juan de Ayora, described as just as bad or worse than Hurtado, returned 

from his expedition a few days later. Ayora was known for “inflicting needless extreme 

cruelties” on indigenous people, such as feeding live victims to the dogs.301 According to 

Oviedo, Ayora tortured and robbed the indigenous populations he came across, even if he was 

welcomed peacefully. Ayora “swore to God” that the indigenous populations he encountered 

“would either give up their gold or their lives.”302 Oviedo records that Ayora left his expedition 

locales “in a state of total rebellion” and, furthermore, “so completely and diabolically 

discredited the name of Christian that the indignant Indians ever after were implacable enemies 

with just cause.”303 Regardless of Ayora’s transgressions and crimes, since he allocated a portion 

of the enslaved natives to Spanish religious and political officials, “all went in [Ayora’s] favor 

and everything was covered up.”304 These two early expeditions sent out to explore regions of 

Panamá from the headquarters in Santa María del Antigua del Darién established a precedent for 

the pardon of all crimes committed by explorers because of the traditional gifting of slaves. 

Oviedo clarifies that,  

[s]ince Hurtado and Ayora had been exonerated, it seemed inappropriate to 
condemn those who by comparison had scarcely sinned, even though they 
certainly did not lack culpability. Since they too gave shares of the booty and 
Indians to the governor and officials, they were absolved as well.305  

The distribution of enslaved peoples and sharing of gold profits among the governor, bishop, and 

officials “was by now so customary as to become almost a law among the captains.”306  

 In a final example, Oviedo describes Captain Gonzalo de Badajoz as “somewhat less 

cruel than the other captains.”307 After an expedition, the chief of Escoria voluntarily gave 

Badajoz gold worth nine thousand pesos, “which Badajoz repaid by taking from [the chief] one 
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of his daughters and his wives.”308 The chief followed the captain for more than a league begging 

for the return of his family. Badajoz refused to return them, and threatened to enslave or kill the 

chief unless he desisted. The chief of Escoria begged for help from his brother-in-law Chief 

Paris, but Chief Paris explained that the Christians had done him no wrong and he wished to 

remain on friendly terms with them. Chief Paris then sent his close friend to see Captain Badajoz 

and offer him a gift of three thousand pesos worth of gold. This friend assembled an envoy to 

present the gift, also bringing his wife with him who was a cousin or sister of Chief Paris.309 

Oviedo then records: 

That same night a “devout” cleric of the captain’s expedition (the majority of the 
captains took along a priest) had the envoy sleep under his hammock and put the 
envoy’s wife in the hammock to sleep with him, although she did not get any 
sleep nor was this adultery unperceived. Certainly this so-called cleric would 
better be called onocentauro, since onos in Greek means “ass,” a symbol of 
lasciviousness as the Prophet Ezekiel notes: “The flesh of the women will be as 
the flesh of asses” (Ezekiel 23). If this cleric had any knowledge of Saint Peter, he 
would have known that neither fornicators nor idolaters nor adulterers will enter 
the kingdom of God (I Corinthians 6).310 

The envoy returned to Chief Paris, friend and ally of the Spanish, and his friend described how 

the priest had raped his wife, telling him that the Christians were “evil, villainous people.”311 

This crime, along with the kidnapping of the wives and daughter of the chief of Escoria, made 

Chief Paris indignant. He quickly gathered several chiefs from the area and attacked the small 

assemblage of Spanish soldiers.312 

A few Spanish soldiers were killed along with many indigenous warriors in the battle.313 

Captain Badajoz escaped and began to head back to Santa María del Antigua del Darién. En 

route he gathered some twenty-two thousand pesos worth of gold and enslaved more indigenous 

peoples.314 Oviedo writes that “[b]y sharing the gold and Indians with the governor and officials, 

his crimes were smoothed over and pardoned with no word of the many cruelties he had 

committed, although there was no lack of persons who spoke of them.”315 According to Oviedo, 
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“[n]o matter how unjustified, all the pardons were ratified by the governor and officials because 

otherwise they would have had to return the shares they were given.”316 

Church and State   

As had been the case in Spain during the Reconquista and Inquisition, religion was used 

to fuel and support a political agenda in the Americas. The majority of Spaniards, including 

Oviedo and Las Casas, believed they had Divine right to the lands they encountered. After all, 

the Papal Bull Inter caetera of 1493 left little doubt that Spain had the right to intrude upon and 

own the “New World,” and in conjunction with that, to civilize and evangelize the Indies. This 

bull authored by Pope Alexander VI gave the majority of these hitherto unknown lands to Spain. 

It professed,  

We, by the Authority of Almighty God, granted unto us in Saint Peter, and by the 
Vicarship of Jesus Christ which we bear on the Earth, do forever, by the tenor of 
these presents, give, grant, assign, unto you [Isabella and Ferdinand], your heirs 
and successors … all those Lands and Islands, with their Dominions, Territories, 
Cities, Castles, Towers, Places and Villages, with all the Rights and Jurisdictions 
thereunto pertaining; constituting, assigning, and deputing you, your heirs and 
successors, the Lords thereof, with full and free Power, Authority, and 
Jurisdiction.317 

This bull confirmed the Spaniards’ widely held belief that the “discovery” of the “New World” 

for Spain was providential. As Dille points out, “[h]ow else to explain that a handful of 

Spaniards had subjugated so many millions of Indians in so vast a territory in so short a time if 

not that God had ordained it?”318 Subsequently, these major events had a profound psychological 

impact upon Spain that confirmed the association that the Reconquista had forged between 

Spanish military expansion and divine purpose. From the Spanish perspective, God gave them 

the opportunity to expand their territories both in Europe and the Americas to further the cause of 

Catholicism within them. 

 The startling encounter with the Western Hemisphere and the magnitude of the idea of  

unknown continents, however, caused fear and confusion for many Europeans. The “New 

World” order needed a Biblical explanation within the context of the Judeo-Christian story of 
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salvation. During this period the Bible was considered the ultimate history book - a book that 

explained the past, present, and future. Surely God would have foreseen the encounter with this 

new land and its foreign people and included it within his Word.319 Father Francisco Lopez de 

Gómora explained the encounter with the Americas as “[t]he greatest thing since the creation of 

the world, save the Incarnation and death of Him who created it.”320 Exegetical tools such as 

prophecy and prediction were used to explain the “discovery” and Spain’s divine right to 

conquer the Indies.321 In 1502 with the help of his son and his chaplain, Columbus wrote El libro 

de las profecías, a compilation of biblical texts and commentaries.322 Regarding his initial 

contact, he quotes Psalm 2:7-8: “The Lord said to me: ‘You are my son. It is I who have begotten 

you this day. Ask and I shall bequeath you the nations and put the very ends of the earth in your 

possession.”323  

Columbus’s book also includes Biblical and ancient and medieval writings that 

speculated on geography, including nearly every passage from the Scriptures that relates to 

islands, because he believed that he had now rediscovered them. In particular, Columbus focused 

on the mythical islands of Ophir, Seba, and Tarshish mentioned in relation to Solomon. Some of 

the verses that Columbus included are Psalm 97:1: “The Lord is king; let the earth rejoice, let the 

many islands be glad” and Psalm 72:10: “The kings of Tarshish and the islands shall pay him 

tribute; the kings of Sheba and Seba shall bring gifts,” which Columbus believed to be a 

reference to the Spanish monarch.324 Additionally, the geographic commentaries that he included 

in his book all claimed that the island nations were actual locations to the west of Europe and 

that they would receive the gospel message near the end of time.325 Armed with so much Biblical 

confirmation, Columbus expounded a geo-eschatology to describe the relationship between the 

seemingly mythological geographic locations and a theology of the end of times in El libro de 
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las profecías.326 In it Columbus declares that he is none other than the foretold prophet of the last 

days prophesied in Isaiah 61, that is, the one to bring the good news to the nations, meaning the 

“New World,” and thus initiate the final age.327 

 Long after first contact, the “New World” was still associated with the Biblical 

prophecies of geographic lore. A librarian of the Escorial Palace in Spain created a map in 1571 

that identifies both North and South America with the mysterious sites mentioned in reference to 

Solomon, his mines, and the Lost Tribes of the Jews.328 This supposed Jewish origin of the 

Amerindians extended from the sixteenth century into the twentieth century, as the Hebraic 

origin of the Mesoamericas was supported by anthropologists at Harvard University until the 

1920s.329 Many early missionaries and chroniclers believed that Mesoamerican practices pointed 

to a Jewish or Judeo-Christian prehistory. In Mexico, missionaries noted that the Aztecs 

practiced forms of circumcision, penance, public confession, self-flagellation, and a seemingly 

debased parody of communion where the body and blood of deified victims were offered as altar 

sacrifices. Their customs and practices led the missionaries to believe they had divinely inspired 

Scriptures, consecrated virgins, a liturgical calendar, military-monastic orders, a ritual 

priesthood, relics, and vestments. Indigenous priests lived as temporary celibates in monastery-

like settings as mendicant beggars. Similarities between native culture and Spanish culture only 

confused the missionaries, raising in their minds the possibility of an earlier evangelization and a 

subsequent demonic perversion.330 Regardless of what the Spanish believed about the origin of 

the indigenous peoples living in the Americas, the similarities that they perceived between 
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societal and religious customs exposed several points of association with the new Catholic 

religion they imposed upon them.  

Foundation for Religious Conversion. The Spaniards who claimed lands in Tierra 

Firme had the right not only to the services of the acquired inhabitants in remuneration for their 

contributions to the expansion and enrichment of the empire and of Christendom, but also to 

oversee their religious conversion. Each voyage was equipped with a Requirement that was to be 

read to any people that the envoy came upon. The Panamanian Requirement brought by 

Pedrarias on the Splendid Armada included nine clauses. The first five clauses were explanatory. 

Clause 1 introduced the monarchs, their titles, and their vast territories.331 It briefly described the 

Christian God, three in one, and explained that He had created all people some five thousand 

years ago. This clause positioned the indigenous population as descendants from the same 

original man and woman as the Christians, yet implied that Amerindians are barbarians.332 

Clause 2 explained that God called St. Peter to be head of all humanity, regardless of sect or 

belief, and extended his jurisdiction throughout the entire world.333 Clause 3 stated that the 

throne of St. Peter was ordered to be placed in Rome, “as the site most suitable to rule the 

world,” and that he was permitted to judge and govern all people, “Christians, Moors, Jews, 

Gentiles, and of whatever sect or belief” indigenous tribes may profess.334 Clause 4 defined St. 

Peter’s title as Pope, or “father and protector of all men.”335 Clause 5 explained the cycle of 

election to the pontificate and its expected continuation until the end of the world.336  

The remaining four clauses explained the sovereignty of the Spanish over all the 

Americas and set up the expectations for indigenous acceptance of Spanish religious and 

political rule. Clause 6 explained how the vast territories of the Americas and all they contain 

had been donated to the Spanish by a former pontiff. The clause indicated that copies of the 

papal bull and other documents that granted these lands to those aboard the Splendid Armada, 

were available for the indigenous populations to examine, if they wished to. It then stated that 

“by virtue of said donation,” that those who were being read this Requirement must recognize 
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and obey the Spanish monarchs.337 The clause explained that “almost all those who have been 

notified of this” have submitted to Spanish authority, and “of their free will without condition or 

reward became and remain Christians.”338 It declared that such actions afforded the converted 

natives good treatment by the Spanish, and stated that “you [who are witnessing this 

Requirement] are obliged to do the same.”339 Clause 7 “begged and required” the indigenous 

populations to understand and recognize God, the Pope, and the monarchs, and to consent to 

clerical proselytization within a “reasonable amount of time.”340 Clause 8 explained that the 

Spanish will receive the natives with “all love and charity” if they comply to the stipulations of 

the Requirement. The clause promised that in return for obedience, the natives could keep their 

families and possessions, and would not be enslaved. It also ambiguously added that, “you will 

not be compelled to become Christian unless, on receiving instruction in the truth, you wish to 

receive our Holy Catholic faith as have practically all the inhabitants of the other islands,” 

contradicting the former clause obligating them to convert.341 Clause 9 also contradicted the 

statement in Clause 8 with the following threat: 

If you do not comply or maliciously delay complying, I declare that with God’s 
help I will move fiercely against you and will make war on you with all available 
resources at my command. I will subject you to the yoke and obedience of the 
Church and to their highnesses. I will enslave you, your wives, and children and 
will sell or dispose of you as their highnesses order. I will confiscate your goods 
and do all the damage and harm that I am able as to vassals who do not obey and 
do not accept their lord but resist and contradict him. I declare that whatever 
deaths and damages that may ensue will be your fault and not that of their 
highnesses, of mine, or of any of these knights of my company.342 

Clause 9 concluded with a request for a signed affidavit from the notary present to attest to the 

delivery of the Requirement to the “Indians.”343 

Since the indigenous populations were often obligated to work for the Spanish, the nature 

of their relationship to the Spanish was the subject of much debate in Spain. These discussions 

produced innumerable laws and instructions designed to protect the native inhabitants, declaring 

that their masters, the Spaniards, had the obligation to treat them well and especially to oversee 
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their religious conversion. As Oviedo quickly discovered upon arrival to Darién, however, it was 

one thing to legislate in Spain and quite another to put laws into effect in the distant Tierra 

Firme. The majority of explorers and soldiers exported the policy of “submit or die” that had 

been used in Spain during the Inquisition and not too far removed from the stipulations of the 

Requirement, and applied it to the native populations of the Americas. 

Requirement Application Examples. This Requirement was first supposed to be used 

on Monday, 12 June 1514, when the fleet arrived at the coast of Santa Marta on the Gaira coast 

of Castilla del Oro where Governor Pedrarias’s territory began.344 According to the Requirement, 

the men were to notify any indigenous persons of its sanctions, demanding that they submit to 

the Holy Catholic Church and recognize the Royal Crown and Scepter of Castile as their 

monarchs and natural lords. Captain Rodrigo de Colmenares who was knowledgeable about the 

area and claimed he “understood something of the language of those Caribs,” and a native from 

Cueva Province who had traveled to Spain, were to serve as interpreters of the Requirement.345 

The two would assure any indigenous persons they came upon that they had not come to harm 

them or to wage war. Rather, they were to convey that the Spanish wished peace and if they 

complied they would be “treated as their majesties’ good vassals and be rewarded; if not, they 

would be dealt with according to their actions.”346 The two interpreters shouted words when the 

boats were close enough to shore to make themselves heard to the people who had assembled. 

The native inhabitants responded with silence. According to Oviedo,  

in truth they did not understand them any more than a Basque understands a 
German or Arab or any other exotic language. Finally the Caribs gave up on the 
words and signs that Rodrigo de Colmenares and the Indian made in vain and 
with much shouting they advanced rapidly to the water’s edge.347  

The indigenous group shot arrows at the approaching strangers whom they did not understand, 

while the Spanish covered themselves with shields. Having been ordered “not to be the 

aggressors and not harm [the indigenous peoples] but rather endure their taunts until it was not 

reasonable to allow the Christians to be offended or mistreated,” the lieutenant eventually called 
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for witnesses that the Christians had not been the aggressors, which allowed the Spanish to return 

fire.348  

 The Christians advanced inland, and the indigenous warriors retreated. At an abandoned 

indigenous dwelling, the general pronounced the formal acts of possession. During this ritual he 

affirmed the right of royal possession that the Castilian monarchs had of the Indies, Islands, and 

Tierra Firme of the Ocean Sea as declared in the papal bull and stated in the Requirement. He 

promised to the non-present indigenous populations of those lands that they would be treated 

fairly and justly if they complied with the decrees of the Requirement, but those who refused 

would be punished “as rebels, disobedient, and contumacious under the laws and as ordered by 

their highnesses.”349 At the conclusion of the Requirement reading, the general ordered a formal 

written affidavit with witnesses.350 Oviedo believed there were many problems with the 

Requirement and the way in which it was delivered. On an expedition on Wednesday, 14 June 

1514, Oviedo writes that  

[i]f we came upon Indians we were to notify them of the Requirement as their 
majesties ordered and, if possible, we were to procure some Indian interpreters 
without harming them. As simply showing them the paper on which the 
Requirement was written seemed pointless, the governor ordered me to carry it, in 
scriptis, to be read to them as if I or anyone else could understand their language, 
even assuming they would want to hear it.351  

Furthermore, Oviedo found it problematic that the preaching fathers referred to in the 

Requirement who were to explain Christian theology to the natives and answer any questions 

they might have, remained on board ship awaiting the outcome of the inland operation.352 

Unhappy with the circumstances surrounding the Requirement, Oviedo told the governor in the 

presence of the entire troop:  

“Sir, it seems to me that the Indians do not want to listen to the theology of this 
Requirement, nor do you have anyone about to explain it to them. Your Grace 
should order it put away until we have one of these Indians in a cage so that he 
can learn it at leisure and the reverend bishop can explain it to him.”353 
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Oviedo then refused to carry the Requirement on his person. His memoirs of the time he spent in 

Panamá are full of his personal opinions regarding both the usefulness of the Requirement and 

his disapproval of the lack of its application.  

 Oviedo often records that he “would have liked the Requirement explained to [the 

Indians] first but, whether as useless or unnecessary, it was not done.”354 Later he notes that the 

way that Governor Pedrarias dealt with the formality of these Catholic obligations that he was 

ordered to observe before making war on indigenous populations became the model for 

subsequent interactions with native peoples on later expeditions. One of Oviedo’s personal 

complaints with the wording of the Requirement arose from Clause VII, which stated that all 

Native Americans are promised all the necessary time to understand and deliberate the contents 

of the Requirement. Oviedo believed a explicit time frame should be decided upon and specified. 

He records with disgust that “we will see the time the captains gave them - reading them the 

entire document while tying them up after having attacked them.”355 On his first return trip to 

Spain to procure a replacement for Governor Pedrarias, he was able to ask Doctor Palacios 

Rubios, the compiler of the Requirement, if it “satisfied Christian conscience.”356 In 1516 

Palacios Rubios responded in person to Oviedo that the contents of the Requirement did indeed 

satisfy Christian conscience, provided that it was delivered as specified. Oviedo informed the 

compiler how it had been misused, recalling from their conversation that 

it seemed to me that he laughed many times when I recounted how it was 
administered on this expedition and on those of other captains afterward. But, far 
more laughable were he and his “learning” (he being reputed a great man and for 
that had a seat on the Royal Council of Castile) if he thought that the Indians 
would understand the Requirement without years of explanation.357 

Treated as a mere formality, and often deemed pointless at that, the application of the 

Requirement was often overlooked on expeditions throughout Tierra Firme.  

The practice of “grants of Indians” complicated punishment of crimes committed by 

captains and set a precedent for further violence. Additionally, the practice of gifting expedition 

spoils to high ranking church and state officials influenced the captains’ adherence to their 

Catholic obligation of administering the Requirement. In regards to Hurtado, Oviedo suggests 

that because the governor, bishop, and chief justice received a portion of the enslaved natives, 
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the officials did not question Hurtado about “how he complied with the procedures and 

Requirement the king ordered made to the poor Indians.” 358 According to Oviedo, 

[i]t seems that [the natives] were attacked, captured, and tied up before they were 
told anything of the pope and Church or anything that the document required. 
After they were chained, someone read them the Requirement without benefit of 
an interpreter, although even if someone who understood their language had read 
it to them they had already lost the liberty to respond. Immediately they were 
dragged away, the slower ones beaten. Rape of the infidel women was but one of 
the outrages committed. There was no punishment or even reproof given for all 
this. Instead, there was a great dissimulation that was the beginning of so many 
evils that they could never all be recorded.359 

From these firsthand accounts of actions in frontier Tierra Firme, it becomes clear the way 

religion was tied to the political agenda in the Americas, as it was to the identity of the majority 

of Spaniards.  

New Timeline for Los Moros y Cristianos 

Dance-dramas exercised an important role as a tool of propaganda and conversion within 

the aforementioned political and religious context. The use of parts of Spanish culture facilitated 

the consolidation of power throughout Tierra Firme. Spanish conquistadors, merchants, and 

missionaries brought the Valencian version of morismas to the American continent. Examples of 

“New World” performances of los moros y cristianos occur in the historical record before the 

timeline promulgated by scholars. In order of chronology, they suggest that in the Americas:     

1) the first recorded dance-drama by the Spanish happened in 1538; 2) the dance-dramas 

intended for conversion purposes transpired between 1650 and 1770; and 3) the first dance-

drama referred to as los moros y cristianos fell between 1759 and 1788.360  

While much of the music used in the dance-dramas is no longer extent, written 

descriptions of the songs, instruments, and indigenous reactions to the music suggest the 

importance of its incorporation from the earliest performances. For example, Gisela Beutler 

explains that the first known dance-drama documented by the Spanish in Tlaxcala, México in 

1538 was organized by Franciscan missionaries and Tlaxcaltecos to represent the Conquest of 
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Jerusalem.361 The accounts of the dance-drama indicate that it included a villancico in the final 

scene, along with pantomime and three orations delivered by actors portraying angels.362 So 

successful and important was this dance-drama representation that the Pope and Emperor Charles 

V exchanged messages and diplomatic letters about the event.363 

Earliest Evidence of Los Moros y Cristianos in the Americas 

Newly rediscovered archival material indicates that, according to the records of Captain 

Julián Gutiérrez, a dramatic expression documented as El Juego de Moros y Cristianos occurred 

in the village of Acla on 15 September 1532. Its occurrence centuries before the first known 

specific reference to Moors and Christians and six years before the unnamed staged performance 

in México, makes this performance not only the earliest known los moros y cristianos in the 

“New World,” but also the first known dance-drama documented by the Spanish in the 

Americas. The remainder of this section uses excerpts from sources that challenge some of the 

standing beliefs concerning the earliest los moros y cristianos enactments in the Americas. 

Captain Gutiérrez’s Diary Entry. During the fall of 1532, Don Vasco de la Gama, 

current governor of Castilla del Oro, embarked on travel along the Caribbean coast of his 

territory.364 Upon arrival at the Spanish settlement of Acla, Captain Gutiérrez brought together 

all the prominent indigenous leaders from Culata de Uraba on 14-15 September to see the 

governor (see Figure 2.3). Shortly after the native guests entered the settlement, Gutiérrez writes 

that they “listened to Mass with seriousness,”365 after which Vasco de la Gama invited the 

Amerindian chiefs to eat with him. Later, as the indigenous guests cited interest in seeing the 

Christians dance, the governor “commanded them to bring about some drums, a tambourine, 

some flutes and cymbals, and I [Gutiérrez] brought some negros who knew very well how to 

play those instruments.”366 Gutiérrez concludes in his diary entry that the music and dance 

provided by the citizens of Acla satisfied the Indian chiefs’ curiosity of the Spanish dramatic 
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culture.367 The following day the indigenous leaders attended another Mass. According to 

Gutiérrez,  

after the Mass they stopped to contemplate the Spanish, and the Indians were 
amazed by them in their rich robes. They were asked if they sang and danced like 
the Christians, and they responded positively, and they asked them if they could 
try it. Then the Governor, to please them, implored the women and their husbands 
that after eating they would all come to his inn. They came, indeed, the whole 
town, and for several hours they didn’t do anything else but sing, dance, and 
jig.368 

During this gathering the Spanish performed a representation of los moros y cristianos. While 

the indigenous guests watched, the Spanish assembled to perform an enactment. What Gutiérrez 

documents next specifically concerns the representation of Moors and Christians:  

And then came a Christian who was going to hunt rabbits and had netting to catch 
them; and then came a band of Moors to capture him; and they walked quickly 
closing in and arranging how they would catch and undertake and attack him; and 
when they took and carried him captive, across came Santiago on horse with a 
cross and a flag in hand, dressed in scarlet, and attacked to free the Christian from 
such Moors, and they let him go; after which they went fleeing; and he went after 
them skirmishing and feinting them with the cross, and they fell to the ground. 
And this lasted for a while, and the game of los moros y cristianos was found very 
good to all, and more to these Indian chiefs, who were frightened and desperately 
nervous, which were asked to understand that all that was mocking.369 

According to Antonio Mantilla Tascón, the author of the monograph that transcribed this 

document, this is the oldest representation known today of dramatic art in America. He adds that 

the game of Moors and Christians, particular to Spain due to the nature of its Reconquista, had 

necessarily influenced the origins of Spanish theater.370  
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Oviedo’s Account. By the time of the Gutiérrez’s account, Oviedo had moved to 

Nicaragua and was no longer living in the territory that now constitutes present-day Panamá. His 

General and Natural History of the Indies, Islands and Mainland of the Ocean Sea, Chapter XIX 

titled “How the Treacherous Simón Bernal was Arrested and was Brought to Justice,” however, 

includes Oviedo’s only reference to the author of the aforementioned diary, Julián Gutiérrez.371 It 

describes the capture and punishment of Simón Bernal, from whom Oviedo had suffered a 

terrible stab wound in Santa María del Antigua del Darién during an assassination attempt that 

Oviedo suspected was orchestrated by Governor Pedrarias.372 Oviedo recounts that he had 

invited some of his friends over, and one of them dropped a small sealed letter addressed “To 

Inspector Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo.”373 According to Oviedo, the letter read, “Sir, because I 

am your friend I warn you to be on guard and watch out for yourself for you are in great 

danger.”374 The author of the letter, an unnamed citizen of Santa María, approached Oviedo later 

that night in private to tell him that he had witnessed a conversation involving Simón Bernal, 

Julián Gutiérrez, and Juan Rodríguez Ortolano.375 Three nights previously, Gutiérrez and Bernal 

entered Santa María del Antigua armed with a sword and a cross-bow. Around midnight they 

stopped at the jail and spoke to Rodríguez Ortolano who was imprisoned there. Because of the 

stabbing, Bernal faced a death sentence. Both the prisoner and Gutiérrez warned him to be 

careful. The concerned citizen told Oviedo that he overheard Bernal say, “I know that I am 

sentenced to death but I swear to God that I will shoot the dart in this crossbow or another into 

the inspector’s chest one night while he stands at that window of his house.”376 Oviedo’s friend 

pointed to the referenced bedroom window “where many nights [Oviedo] stood undressed to 

cool off because of the heat.”377 The anonymous citizen warned that Bernal commented, “Let 

come what may; if I kill him everything will turn out well.”378  

Oviedo searched for Bernal “at his enemies’ ranches (especially those of Bachelor Corral, 

the dean, and his band) within a radius of one to two leagues.”379 He was eventually caught and 
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ordered transported to the town of Acla. To ensure justice, Oviedo sailed with the prisoner, the 

Justice of the Peace, and guards to the town of Acla. There Bernal confessed his crimes and 

admitted that it was premeditated. Oviedo records that 

[t]he judge revoked the death sentence he had imposed in absentia, ordering 
instead the loss of Bernal’s right hand and left foot, perpetual exile from the 
Indies, the confiscation of his assets to the royal treasury, and payment of costs. 
Both Simón and I accepted the sentence; it was carried out, and he was returned to 
jail for the costs. They nailed his foot and hand to the same stake in the plaza 
where Adelantado Vasco Núñez de Balboa’s head had been placed.380 

In an unexpected turn of events, a messenger arrived with a command from Governor Pedrarias 

that ordered “inasmuch as he was informed that Simón had stabbed [Oviedo] and was 

arrested,”381 to not proceed further, but instead to refer the case to him for review and decision. 

Although missing a hand and a foot, Bernal was released from jail and did not have to pay 

Oviedo. This order made it impossible for Oviedo to seek justice against other guilty parties, 

such as Gutiérrez.382 

Though Oviedo does not include an account of el juego de moros y cristianos 

documented by Gutiérrez in 1532, he does make a reference to a later example of a Moors and 

Christians enactment. In Chapter XII, titled “Concerning the Deaths of Adelantado Vasco Núñez 

de Balboa, Andrés de Valderrábano, Hernando de Argüello, Luis Botello, and Hernando Muñoz, 

All Executed in the Space of an Hour in the Town of Acla in Tierra Firme,” Oviedo relates the 

story of Captain Andrés Garabito, one of Balboa’s spies.383 In 1517 officials arrested the captain 

when he entered the settlement of Acla. According to Oviedo, “[t]he imprisoned Garabito was 

advised to tell what he knew of the affair and beg the governor for his life. This he did, telling 

the governor under oath the details … By this confession, his participation in the plot by the 

adelantado [Balboa] and his cohorts was pardoned.”384 Alvarez Rubiano notes that Garabito 

supposedly betrayed Balboa because he was jealous of Balboa’s relationship with Chief Careta’s 

daughter.385 Although absolved of his involvement, Oviedo did not forget Garabito’s connection 

and wrongdoing, reporting that 
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[s]everal years later in León, Nicaragua, Captain Andrés Garabito and others took 
part in a joust wearing Moorish costumes. He and another horsemen rode up to 
some Spanish women spectators saying, “Ladies, convert to Islam” and other 
foolish things. In the very act of praising Mohammed’s sect he suddenly fell dead 
without saying another word.386 

After reporting on the sentences and deaths of the others involved in this incident, Oviedo writes 

that “[s]uch were the ends of these sinners. I pray God have mercy on their souls, since their 

bodies did not escape His punishment.”387 

Paradigm Shift. Gutiérrez’s primary source is recognized among some Spanish and 

Panamanian researchers. Discussion of it occurs in at least three secondary sources including 

Antonio Mantilla Tascón’s “Los viajes de Julián Gutiérrez al Golfo de Urabá,” Rodrigo Miró’s 

“Noticias sobre el Teatro en Panamá,” and Hector Rodríguez’s Primera Historia del Teatro en 

Panamá. Portions of Gutiérrez’s diary were also presented at a conference held in the capital at 

the University of Panamá by the aforementioned Miró on 9 February 1971.388 However, it has 

not made its way into the broader scholarly community and understanding of los moros y 

cristianos investigation. This account challenges our current understanding of this festival in the 

Americas in various ways, and examination of this primary source calls for a multifaceted 

paradigm shift in the study of this dance-drama. Some of the assumptions it challenges include  

1) its acknowledged timeframe; 2) its use and documentation by clergy or missionaries; 3) its 

conflation with contemporary politics and Spanish identity; 4) its planned, rehearsed, and staged 

presentation; and 5) its occurrence in centers of governmental and ecclesiastical power.  

The occurrence of a “game of Moors and Christians” transcribed by Mantilla Tascón was 

documented by a Spanish civilian, and not a religious cleric, centuries before representations 

between Moors and Christians are documented as being employed by missionaries in the “New 

World.” Alcides Núñez describes the 1532 expression as an “entertainment modality.”389 

However, as the boundaries between the religious and the profane often overlapped among 

contemporary Spaniards and their customs, the game was far from being directly or merely 

aesthetic entertainment. This particular manifestation documented by Gutiérrez shows strong 
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links to the peninsular modalities of the time in its religious aspects, specifically the appearance 

of Santiago. By the end of the twelfth century Santiago Matamoros had become the patron saint 

of many of the Spanish kingdoms and his influence continues to today with the popular 

pilgrimage known as el camino de Santiago de Compostela.  

As occurs in the majority of Spanish-documented manifestations of dramatic events, the 

first theatrical fruits in the Americas reflect popular Spanish conventions of the era. Oviedo’s 

brief mention of another occurrence strengthens the hypothesis that expressions of los moros y 

cristianos functioned as a popular pastime that expressed the newly united Spanish identity and 

was common before it was ritualized by Spanish missionaries for use in conversion. Oviedo 

documents Garabito’s impersonation of a Moor, and his death that immediately follows, as 

divine retribution with a “he had it coming” sentiment for his involvement in an incident as 

Balboa’s spy. Oviedo writes about it in such a way that the game of Moors and Christians did not 

seem out of the ordinary. Dille explains that “[s]pecifically, this activity was the medieval “juego 

de cañas,” a type of mock battle in which the opposing sides fought on horseback with light 

canes or reeds.”390 It also appears that the presentation of los moros y cristianos recorded by 

Gutiérrez was partly improvisatory. It was not a planned and rehearsed event, as are the festivals 

today. Even those previously found in the historical record, such as the 1538 event in Tlaxcala, 

México, were planned events. In Acla the Christians made use of the local circumstances as an 

opportunity for a performance. Furthermore, as such an early example of los moros y cristianos 

in an improvisatory manner, it is presented as a composite of pantomime, mock battle, and 

missionary theater held outdoors. The examples found in Oviedo’s History and Gutiérrez’s diary 

support an understanding that occurrences of los moros y cristianos may be a normal part of 

Spanish expression of identity, existing in improvisatory forms before being codified. 

While the date of the Gutiérrez document itself changes what had previously been known 

about this particular conquest dance in the “New World,” it also challenges the notion that los 

moros y cristianos was only prevalent in centers of ecclesiastical power at planned performances. 

The 1532 setting of Gutiérrez’s account was not a center of ecclesiastical power and had been all 

but abandoned by the Spanish at the time of this theatrical event. The el juego de los moros y 

cristianos occurred in a Spanish colonial town named Acla, originally founded by Gabriel de 

Rojas in 1514 and located on the central coastline of the modern-day autonomous indigenous 
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province of Guna Yala.391 While founded by the Spaniards, the area was already settled by 

indigenous populations. In 1515 Governor Pedrarias entrusted Captain Lope de Olano with the 

construction of a fort and completion of the town of Acla.392 The Spanish intended this town to 

be the Caribbean ballast of a trail that was intended to lead to a future town on the Gulf of San 

Miguel on the Pacific Ocean, famously discovered by Balboa in 1513. King Ferdinand had 

awarded the governorship of Castilla del Oro to Pedrarias Dávila, but he had also rewarded 

Balboa’s services to the crown by naming him Adelantado of the South Sea and awarding him 

the governorship of the provinces of Coiba and Panamá. Pedrarias delayed the implementation of 

Balboa’s appointment and there ensued a protracted struggle between them for territorial control. 

Bishop Friar Juan de Quevado worked to have Balboa’s titles instated, but in Oviedo’s words, 

the struggle “resulted in the undying enmity of the governor, officials, and Chief Justice 

Licentiate Espinosa toward Vasco Núñez.”393 However, Balboa and his men moved to Acla in 

the following years. His force combined with the manpower of the indigenous population and 

African slaves, and Acla became a place to gather material to erect ships.  

Two events toward the end of the decade changed the intention of the town of Acla. First, 

Pedrarias executed Balboa at Acla on fabricated charges of treason, and, second, due to Acla’s 

rugged surrounding terrain and especially after the founding of Panama City in 1519, a new route 

to the Pacific was laid and Acla’s reason for existing disappeared. Both of these events were 

plotted by Pedrarias and tied to one another, and Oviedo explains the extenuating circumstances 

in his History. First, Quevado devised a plan to rectify the animosity between Pedrarias and 

Oviedo: “Seeing that the governor was old, ill, greedy, and burdened with unmarried daughters, 

the prelate proposed to him the marriage of one of his daughters to Adelantado Vasco Núñez, a 

young and energetic man.”394 The plan seemed advantageous for both parties; Balboa would 

relieve Pedrarias from some of his military concerns, Balboa’s societal position was a good 

match for Pedrarias’s daughter, Balboa would increase his honor and wealth, and the feuding 

between the two would end. Quevado proposed this idea to Pedrarias and his wife Doña Isabel 

de Bobadilla, who was friends with Balboa. The governor and his wife agreed on the provisions 

of the marriage contract proposed by Quevado, and they took Balboa as son-in-law. The 
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daughter Pedrarias offered to Balboa, however, was in Spain. The governor promised that he 

would eventually bring her to Darién. According to Oviedo, “Pedrarias began to call the 

adelantado son, to honor and favor him, and married his daughter to him by proxy with all due 

documents and pledges. Pedrarias communicated the news of the marriage to the king and the 

gentlemen of the Royal Council of the Indies as in the best interest and service to God and their 

majesties.”395  

After the marriage, Balboa “sought his license to go to the South Sea and construct some 

ships to explore those waters and their riches.”396 Governor Pedrarias arranged a loan from the 

royal treasury for the fleet’s construction, which Balboa supplemented with his entire capital and 

that of his friend Hernando de Argüello. Pedrarias seemed pleased with the adelantado’s plan 

and Balboa sailed to Acla to begin work on the ships for his next expedition to explore the South 

Sea coast. Oviedo explains that “[a]t that time work on the fort and town of Acla was completed 

and Captain Lope de Olano was named its warden.”397 Olano and the Spaniards badly mistreated 

the surrounding indigenous populations. Furthermore, the settlement of Acla was built in the 

territory of Chief Careta. Recalling the injustices the indigenous leader had endured, Oviedo 

reminds his readers that the chief had not forgotten how Hurtado had sold the men that the chief 

had lent to him for the King’s Fifth.398 The chief killed Olano along with more than a dozen 

other Christians residing in Acla. In rebuttal, the Spanish declared all Careta Indians as slaves, 

and many ensuing confrontations resulted in deaths for both parties.399 Balboa used the enslaved 

Careta natives from the Acla area to transport “hawsers, anchors, rigging, and other materials 

from one sea to the other on extremely rough trails through mountains and forest and across 

many rivers.”400 A reported five hundred indigenous workers died carrying these items and wood 

on their backs to the shipyard for Balboa’s project.401 Granting all this, the small outpost known 

as Acla on the northern coast of Castilla del Oro endured. 

 Due to Acla’s dwindling indigenous population while the ship materials were still being 

assembled, Balboa sent out captains to capture as many neighboring natives as possible. The 

Spanish read the Requirement, but did not abide by its provisions, as they bound the indigenous 
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people. Many of those captured stayed in Acla to help in ship construction, but others were sent 

to be sold in Darién “without officially declared slaves or not.”402 According to Oviedo, 

Everything was hushed up because of the marriage of Pedrarias’s daughter with 
the adelantado. All this was done in disservice to God and King and resulted in 
the total desolation of that land and its Indians because the ship construction 
lasted a long time.403 

In fact, Balboa’s fleet had not been constructed within the timeframe allotted by the license 

Pedrarias had granted him, nor had he requested an extension for the projected South Sea voyage 

before the license expired. Balboa’s enemies took this opportunity to try to convince Pedrarias 

that his son-in-law was plotting against the governor. They claimed that Balboa must be planning 

to take the ships to the unexplored South Sea territories to settle them since he had not explained 

the delay to Pedrarias. Balboa’s independent rule of the territories would undermine the governor 

and the Spanish emperor. Eventually, the adelantado’s letters arrived and provided excuses for 

the delay in the construction and launch of his fleet. Balboa’s enemies took advantage of every 

opportunity to exacerbate Pedrarias’s suspicions, and they recommended that “by no means 

should it be granted.”404 The governor sent evasive responses to his son-in-law, without a clear 

yes or no, to prolong the negotiations.405 Balboa’s friend Hernando de Argüello sent a letter 

explaining the situation with Pedrarias. The letter requested that Balboa not cease his his work 

and projected voyage because the Hieronymite fathers governing from Santo Domingo, superiors 

of Governor Pedrarias, wanted Balboa to complete his project, which was deemed “so vital to the 

interests of God and King.”406 This letter however, fell into Pedrarias’s possession and cost 

Argüello his life.  

 At this time there were also rumors that through Oviedo’s petitions to the emperor a new 

governor had been appointed to replace Pedrarias. Balboa devised a plan with several spies 

including Andrés de Valderrábano, Captain Andrés Garabito, Luis Botello, and Hernando 

Muñoz, to go to Acla to find out more about the suspected new governor. They drafted false 

documents that proclaimed Balboa the be the new governor (if one had arrived in Santa María) 

and if Pedrarias was still governor, a letter that stated he had granted the extension. Both letters 

were intended to keep the Acla citizens from abandoning Balboa and his project. Francisco 
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Benítez, a notary in Acla, intercepted the letters and detained the spies, immediately informing 

Pedrarias. According to Oviedo, “[t]he governor then sent the adelantado a very affectionate, 

paternal letter calling him to Acla, where Pedrarias had gone. Vasco Núñez, as the obedient son, 

obeyed, thinking, as was natural, that he was in Pedrarias’s good graces.”407 En route he 

encountered a group of soldiers under the command of Francisco Pizarro searching for him. 

Despite having accompanied Balboa to the Pacific, Pizarro had taken the side of the governor in 

the struggle between Balboa and Pedrarias.408 He arrested Balboa in the name of the governor, 

accusing the adelantado of trying to undermine Pedrarias’s power and create a separate 

government along the South Sea. Balboa denied all charges, but he was sentenced to death along 

with his spies for treason, and his assets were confiscated and deposited into the royal treasury. 

He appealed his case to King Charles V and his Royal Council of the Indies, but Governor 

Pedrarias denied the appeal and the governor had the beheading carried out in the plaza at Acla 

to demonstrate that the conspiracy had its roots in that colony.409  

Pedrarias witnessed the executions by “peeping through the canes in the wall of a native 

hut.”410 Balboa’s head was displayed on a stake in the town square for many days. According to 

Oviedo,  

[t]hus ended the governorship of Vasco Núñez, discoverer of the South Sea, and 
thus he paid for the death of Captain Diego de Nicuesa. For this and other crimes 
God permitted Vasco Núñez’s death, but not for what the sentence said, for no 
one thought he was guilty of treason.411 

Shortly thereafter, Pedrarias founded the new settlement of Nuestra Señora de la Asunción de 

Panamá on the Pacific coast in 1519. Pedrarias planned to move the seat of government to the 

newly established Panamá from Santa María as the focus of the colonial enterprise had shifted 

from the Caribbean coast to the Pacific. The new settlement offered an ideal location as both a 

terminus of a transisthmian route and for exploration down the Pacific coast.412 At the time of 

Julián Gutiérrez’s diary entry, the Spanish settlement of Acla was slowly abandoned until by 

1532 it was almost entirely deserted.413 
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As an antecedent of later representations of los moros y cristianos in the “New World,” 

Gutiérrez’s documentation challenges several of the assumed conditions of this dance-drama. 

According to Rodríguez, “the truth that these events are the first is relative. They are highlighted 

because they are contained in the pages of the chroniclers who together with the uneducated 

military, the friars and captains, described their visions of this wonderful and strange world.”414 

Furthermore, this example was written by a Spanish soldier and not a clergyman. Oviedo’s 

account supports both of these claims, as the diplomat documented a joust in which the men 

donned Moorish costumes. These examples suggest that there may have been more 

manifestations of los moros y cristianos, but that these were not recorded, are lost, or are 

unknown but contained in the pages of other chroniclers. Also, as both of these accounts report 

that the event occurred spontaneously and not as a planned, rehearsed, and staged presentation as 

previously believed, they may have occurred because they were a popular pastime and part of the 

Spaniards’ theatrical repertory that functioned as a part of Spanish identity expression. Lastly, 

Acla was neither a governmental center nor a center of ecclesiastical power in 1532, challenging 

the assumption that los moros y cristianos performances were centered in urban areas.  

Gutiérrez’s account also creates many more questions concerning the nature of los moros 

y cristianos and opens many more avenues for investigation. His documentation explicitly states 

that the event occurred in Acla, but it does not specifically answer why it happened there. One 

could speculate that Gutiérrez wanted to assert his power over the indigenous populations in the 

midst of the vanishing Spanish population in the community. In Gutiérrez’s recollection, biased 

as his vision may be, the chiefs were terrified and supposedly could not even discern that it was a 

mock battle. Gutiérrez’s account offers a more nuanced understanding of the use of los moros y 

cristianos throughout America and provides a fuller depiction of its application outside of 

liturgical practice. While the entry presents far more questions than answers, it proves that our 

understanding of los moros y cristianos is not fixed or complete. With Gutiérrez’s diary and the 

help of Spanish and Panamanian historians who have studied him, researchers are now rewriting 

the history of los moros y cristianos in the “New World.”  
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La Danza Bugabita 

 Various manifestations of los moros y cristianos occurred throughout Panamá, but none 

endured continually from colonial times. In all of Panamá today, only one expression of los 

moros y cristianos exists. This rural Panamanian expression is known as la danza Bugabita. It 

occurs in the neighborhood of Bugabita Arriba, outside of the city of La Concepción. Like Acla, 

Bugabita constitutes a marginal area of the Republic of Panamá on the periphery of the province 

of Chiriquí (see Figure 2.3). This final section establishes the history of Bugabita and of its 

dance-drama.  

History of Bugabita 

The neighborhood of Bugabita Arriba, or simply Bugabita as it is commonly known, is 

situated in the township of La Concepción outside the city of the same name. La Concepción is 

one of thirteen townships in the District of Bugaba within the Province of Chiriquí.415 The 

location’s history reaches back to the Columbus litigation with the Spanish crown. The lawsuit 

was finally settled by Diego’s son Luis in 1536 through a compromise that awarded him an 

annuity of 10,000 ducats, the entire island of Jamaica, and the province of Veragua in Panamá.416 

Columbus’s grandson then became the first Duke of Veragua, the territory in which Bugabita 

now resides, but little exploration occurred until the last half of the sixteenth century. In 1691, 

Bishop Diego Ladrón de Guevara noted that the settlement of Bugaba was four leagues to the 

north of Santiago de Alanje.417 The town of Santiago de Alanje, founded in 1591 by Captain 

Pedro de Montilla Añasco, developed as a port city with significant activity along the Pacific 

coast (see Figure 2.4). Alberto Osorio’s Chiriqú en su historia, published in 1988, describes 

Alanje as the first administrative center of Veragua comprised of “diverse racial origins: whites, 

mestizos, indigenous peoples, and blacks. The demographics are almost the same as observed 

today.”418 The numerous ensuing sixteenth- through eighteenth-century conquest expeditions to 
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the north of indigenous populations originated from Alanje.419 Osorio elaborates that “Alanje … 

situated on the plains, was the center of conquering the surrounding region and from there the 

first encomiendas or Chiricano indigenous settlements were established.”420 Alfredo Castillero 

Calvo explains that “[t]he frontier region between Veragua and Costa Rica … was the object of 

constant friction between the citizens of Alanje and the Cotos and Borucas [indigenous 

populations] practically from when the city was founded in 1591. The records hint that there 

were some havens of peace, thanks to the fear inspired by the frequent punitive expeditions.”421  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Map of the Missions and Towns in the Province of Chiriquí 

 

The first known written mention of the indigenous population from the area of Bugaba 

occurs in 1602 in the context of a peacemaking attempt by Juan López de Sequeira in the first 

year of his management of the Veragüense government.422 During various attempts to subjugate 

the tribes in the vicinity of Alanje during the 1600s “when some of the indigenous masses started 

to integrate and others disappear, the Bugabas bequeathed their name to one of the most fertile 
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zones of Chiriquí and, with posterity, the District that perpetuates its memory.”423 Again in 1691, 

Bishop Diego Ladrón de Guevara indicates that Bugaba was a town of approximately two 

hundred “Indians” complete with a Spanish cleric entrusted with their religious instruction.424 

Between this brief description of Bugaba and the next known mention in 1736 by Bishop 

Morcillo, forty years elapse. He writes,  

Town of Bugaba that consists of sixteen to twenty Indians, and of young and old, 
it will not reach fifty people; this has an annexed town, also of Indians, called San 
Martín, and the same priest from Bugaba administers to them, it has twelve 
people young and old, and there is a distance from one to the other of three 
quarters of a league, and so these two towns like Boquerón, are four leagues of 
distance to the City by the north part.425 

As the area was not well known or mapped, boundaries were often contested. The final border 

demarcations made by King Felipe II of Spain on 8 September 1563 reduced the territory under 

the Audiencia y Cancillería Real de Panamá en Tierrafirme.426 It marked Bugava or Bugaba as 

the last town of the old reign of Tierra Firme before the end of its jurisdiction.427 This delineation 

now forms the contemporary border between the Republics of Panamá and Costa Rica, making 

the current Bugabita a frontier population. 

 Osorio’s Chiriqú en su historia draws on multiple primary sources specific to the 

province of Chiriquí to stitch together the only extant source detailing the history of the 

region.428 Franciscan missionaries erected a small chapel in the mid-eighteenth century. An 

inventory compiled by Domingo Sánchez Iradi, included in Osorio’s research, states that the 

earliest church in Bugaba possessed jewelry, ampoules for the holy oils, a crucifix, a chalice, 
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processional crosses, lamps, and incense stored in chiseled silver containers.429 Osorio also cites 

a diary entry written by Ynzaurrandiaga which references Bugaba. It describes natives who had 

recently been taken from the mountains and had been taught to perform the responsorial Psalms 

of the Franciscan missionaries.430 Yet the presence of hostile indigenous populations surrounding 

Bugaba perpetually threatened the Spanish. According to Osorio, “[t]he first institution against 

which the Indians lashed out against was the Church, symbol of a strange power that they did not 

recognize.”431 Before dawn on the morning of 29 June 1788, the Guaymí and Changuina 

indigenous tribes committed murders and arson in the settlement of Bugaba. Friar Diego Montes 

documented that “fire started in the Town of Bugava reducciones by the Indians of the same 

neighborhood … ransacking their own church, taking the ornaments and the sacred vessels … 

five deaths that they committed on the rampage.”432 The fire razed the town to its foundations 

and left one of the Franciscan friars dead and another gravely wounded.  

 To avenge the death and destruction in Bugaba, the Spanish organized a campaign to 

recover the stolen Church property and inflict harsh punishment on the responsible indigenous 

populations. The Spanish soldiers allied with the Doraces warriors, an indigenous tribe from 

Dolega. In an incursion undertaken by Captain Benito Martinez, who commanded a troop of 

Spanish and Doraces soldiers, the soldiers approached the Changuina camp. The attackers found 

them celebrating a parody of baptism, drunk and still drinking fermented drinks in the 

consecrated chalice with one of the indigenous men disguised as a priest holding the stolen 

ornaments from the Church.433 Martinez and the Spanish-Doraces soldiers attacked the 

indigenous camp, setting fire to the dwellings, killing seven, and taking several other men, 

women, and children prisoner. The following day the Changuinas ambushed their attackers, 

killing the Spanish captain with a spear. The surviving Spanish and Doraces soldiers sought 

refuge in Alanje and quickly abandoned the idea of seeking vengeance against the Changuina 
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tribe.434 Osorio notes that Captain Benito Martinez so boldly faced the Changuinas allied with 

the Doraces that the two tribes “maintain traditional enmity.”435 

 The new Bugaba that reemerged six years after the fire has confusing origins. 

Apparently, two factions disputed the authority of the reestablished indigenous settlement: the 

new governor of the territory and the appointed bishop. In one of the frequent disagreements 

between religious and civil authorities, the new Bugaba was re-founded during ongoing litigation 

between Governor Francisco Matos and Bishop Don Remigio de la Santa y Ortega. Matos took 

possession of the Province of Veragua in May of 1794. At this time Bishop de la Santa y Ortega 

lived in the region surrounding Alanje and, worried by the destructions that had befallen Bugaba, 

expressed his intentions of re-founding the indigenous reducción. The Council of Alanje 

submitted a complaint against the bishop’s intervention on 19 May 1795 stating that those 

opposed to his direct intervention in the re-establishment and repopulation of the new town of 

Bugaba felt threatened.436 However, the governor proved to be the principal opposition to the 

bishop’s attempts to repopulate the Bugaba mission. 

The bishop claimed that Governor Matos tried to prevent him from establishing the new 

indigenous reducción. He also claims that after its establishment, the governor sought to destroy 

the town. In response, the bishop threatened excommunication of those who dared challenge 

him.437 Records indicate that few thought the bishop would succeed because the town’s 

inhabitants were “almost exclusively Changuinas Indians, one of the most dangerous native 

human groups that were known during the colonial period in Chiriquí.”438 The bishop 

disregarded the suggestions and threats made against him, however, and he successfully 

persevered “against the stubborn will of the Governor who believed that the reducciones would 

be better situated in San Félix or Boquerón.”439 Osorio’s research indicates that the new 

establishment was founded in 1794 by the bishop and “situated in the spot of the Arado territory 

that was occupied before and in it [the Franciscans] founded the town under the invocation of the 

                                                 
434 Osorio, Chiriquí en su historia, 300-1 from Panamá 265 and Panamá 298 Manuscript Collections, 1788-9 
(Archivo General de Indias: Sevilla, Spain). 
435 Ibid., 299. “ya que los doraces y changuinas mantenían tradicional enemistad.” 
436 Ibid., 304.  
437 Ibid.   
438 Ibid., 305. “son casi con exclusividad indios changuinas, uno de los grupos humanos nativos más peligrosos que 
se conocieron durante el periodo colonial en Chiriquí.” 
439 Ibid., 304. “contra la voluntad del tozudo Gobernador quien opinaba que las reducciones estarían mejor situadas 
en San Félix o Boquerón.” 
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Pure Conception of Mary, Holy Mother of God and our Mother, too.”440 Three years later in the 

continuing political-religious battle of power relations, Governor Matos reconstituted the town of 

Bugaba in 1797 with the name of Carlota to demonstrate his power over that of the bishop.441 He 

turned the religious administration over to the missionary Friar Antonio Perenal and offered to 

provide the Church with the necessary items for the sacred offices.442 Some legal papers affirm 

that Matos took possession for a short period of time after 1797, but eventually Bishop de la 

Santa y Ortega won the dispute and led members of the Changuina tribe in religious instruction 

along with Friar Diego de Inchaudieta.443 Known temporarily as La Purísima Concepción del 

Arado from the end of the eighteenth century, the present-day city of La Concepción, which 

includes the neighborhood of Bugabita, continued to be named Arado on maps and in listed 

toponomy of Chiriquí until 1820.444 

La Danza Bugabita History 

Very little historical research concerning the manifestation of los moros y cristianos in 

the Province of Chiriquí known as la danza Bugabita exists. Requena’s thesis states that a 

variety of religious festivities came to Panamá from Spain during the Conquest, and that for 

many years they were preserved with “a primitive spirit and character, that moved nobles and 

commoners alike.”445 She acknowledges that “[t]his folklore imposed by the settlers of the New 

World served as a function of control.”446 In that statement, Requena suggests that these dances 

with dialogue represented a type of “folklore,” implying that its reach extended beyond the 

institution of the church and into the lives of common Spanish colonists. Requena continues, 

stating that “[i]ts primary objective was to deepen the knowledge of popular religiosity, … and 

here in Panamá it found fertile ground.”447  

                                                 
440 Osorio, Chiriquí en su historia, 303. “se situaron en el paraje del Arado territorio que antes ocupaban y en el le 
fundamos Pueblo bajo la invocación de la Purisima Concepción de Maria Santisima Madre de Dios y Madre 
también nuestra” 
441 Ibid., 302. 
442 Ibid. 
443 Ibid., 302-3, from Panamá 266, Ramo I, Documento 7, 1797 (Archivo General de Indias: Sevilla, Spain).  
444 Ibid. 
445 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 35. “primitivos espíritu y carácter, que conmovieron por igual a 
nobles y plebeyos.” 
446 Ibid. “Este folklore impuesto por los pobladores del Nuevo Mundo cumplía una función de control” 
447 Ibid.. “Su objeto primario profundizar en el conocimiento de la religiousidad popular, … y aquí en Panamá 
encontró tierra fértil.” 
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The dance-drama as practiced in Bugabita came from the neighboring community of San 

Pablo el Nuevo Abajo in the District of David.448 Oral history claims that a man named Agustín 

Calles came from Mexico to San Pablo sometime in the mid-nineteenth century and adapted a 

poem to incorporate its story into a dramatic framework.449 Luz del Alba Pérez de Pinilla and 

Sonia Pérez de Soberón corroborate the timeframe specified in the oral history interviews 

conducted by Requena, indicating that  

[s]o far as it has been able to reconstruct their chronology, this piece was 
presented for the first time in the Province of Chiriquí approximately in the mid-
nineteenth century by a Mexican named Agustín Calle[s], located in the township 
of San Pablo el Nuevo Abajo, in the jurisdiction of the District of David.450 

He organized these dance-dramas with the residents of the community, but after a certain period 

of performing the popular celebration, the dance-drama was abandoned.451 It was later displaced 

to other communities, including Santo Tomás, La Estrella, Las Mercedes, and San Martín, where 

similar festivals were hosted in the past, but do not continue to the present.452 Calles reportedly 

brought a text with him from Mexico, and oral history confirms that this book was known as Los 

Doce Pares de Francia.453 Bugabita was one of the communities where Calles organized a 

representation of The Twelve Peers of France toward the turn of the century. The community 

performed the dance-drama in what was then called the Plaza of Bugabita outside of the old 

church.454 Today it functions as a field for the nearby primary school and a plaza for recreational 

games for the rest of the community. While the church building remains, religious leaders 

constructed a new chapel further down the road. Bugabeñas living there still perform la danza 

Bugabita in that plaza.  

According to Requena, the exact date of Calle’s initial dance-drama remains unknown. It 

continued to be performed in the plaza annually for some years and then declined in frequency. 

A citizen named Eustacio Guerra took the initiative to resume the dances and arrange a 

performance in the plaza of Bugabita in 1924 or 1925. Again, after a few years Bugabita 

                                                 
448 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 7.  
449 Ibid., 9.  
450 Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 167. “Hasta donde se ha podido reconstruir su 
cronología, esta pieza fue presentada por primera vez en la Provincia de Chiriquí, aproximadamente a mediados del 
siglo XIX por un mejicano llamado Agustín Calle, radicado en el corregimiento de San Pablo el Nuevo Abajo, 
jurisdicción del distrito de David.” 
451 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 47. 
452 Ibid., 48.  
453 Ibid., 9 and 48-9.  
454 Ibid., 45.  
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abandoned the dance-drama. However, they restarted in 1932 or 1933 and have been performed 

annually until the turn of the century.455 The initial dance dating to 1932 or 1933 included 

sixteen participants grouped into six Moors, six Christians, an angel, a devil, and three musicians 

who played the repicador drum, the caja drum, and the violin.456 Eventually, the number of 

participants grew to twenty-nine and comprised the Christian King, the Moorish King, twelve 

Christian soldiers, twelve Moorish soldiers, an angel, a devil, and the three musicians. Requena 

notes that the size of the group “is stipulated by the dance, and why it was known by the name of 

the Twelve Peers of France, a name that originated from a book that contained all of the [story] 

and was called the same name, Los Doce Pares de Francia.”457 

With the main purpose of la danza Bugabita “to deepen the knowledge of popular 

religiosity,” and as Requena argues, there are several religious aspects woven into the dance-

drama.458 Other performances typically coincide with important religious celebrations of 

anniversary dates of a town’s patron saint. Bishop de la Santa y Ortega’s 1794 re-founding of 

Bugaba under the patronage of the Immaculate Conception with the name of La Purísima 

Concepción del Arado, then changed to La Purísima Concepción de Bugaba, commonly referred 

to as Pueblo Viejo, and now simply La Concepción, continues to honor its titular saint.459 As the 

establishment of Bugabita does not have a patron saint, “[f]rom the beginning, the second 

Saturday after Good Friday, called Casimoa Saturday (this name has been transformed, the real 

one is Cuasimodo), was chosen for its performance.”460 The performances always began with 

Mass held in the chapel “where the Christians entered facing forward and the Moors backward 

because they were pagans, non-believers, who did not want or perhaps feared to look at all that 

[the Church] represented, [which] for them [meant] the divine faith.”461 During the Mass the 

actors portraying Moors received symbolic baptism. After the representational conversion, both 

                                                 
455 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 49.  
456 Ibid., 49. The following chapter contains a discussion of the instruments and music. 
457 Ibid. “como lo estipulaba la danza, por lo que se conocieron con el nombre de los doce pares de Francia, nombre 
que se origino de un libro que contenía toda la danza y el cual llevaba el mismo nombre ‘LOS DOCE PARES DE 
FRANCIA.’” 
458 Ibid., 35. “profundizar en el conocimiento de la religiousidad popular” 
459 Osorio, Chiriquí en su historia, 297-305.  
460 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 51. “Al principio, escogían para su realización, el segundo sábado 
después del Viernes Santo, llamado sábado de Casimoa (Este nombre ha sido transformado, el verdadero es 
CUASIMODO).” 
461 Ibid. “a la cual entraban los cristianos de frente y los moros de espalda por su condición de paganos, no 
creyentes, que no querián o tal vez temían mirar todo aquello que representaba, para ellos, la fe divina.” 
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groups, the Christians and the Moors, leave the sanctuary facing forward “to then start the ritual, 

in the Bugabita plaza.”462  

The Bugabeña performance of los moros y cristianos occurs on el sabado de Cuasimodo, 

Quasimodo Saturday, which falls on the Saturday following Easter Sunday according to the 

Church Calendar. The liturgical year consists of two cycles that run concurrently, that of the 

Proper of the Time and that of the Proper of the Saints. The Proper of the Time provides for the 

liturgical observance and commemoration of the principal events in the life of Christ and the 

Sundays of the year, while the Proper of the Saints includes all the feast days of the Saints. The 

Proper of the Time is organized around the birth of Christ, invariably celebrated on 25 

December, and his Resurrection, which is not observed on a fixed date.463 Therefore, the cycle 

must be adjusted annually around the movable date of Easter and the fixed date of Christmas, 

which subsequently determines the dates for nearly ten months of the Proper of the Time. The 

Proper of the Saints contains feast dates that occur on specific and unchanging dates, which 

accordingly fall on different days of the week from year to year, and can often coincide with 

Sundays or other important observances in the Proper of the Time.464 Unlike other communities 

that have a fixed date for los moros y cristianos activities according to the town’s patron saint 

day, la danza Bugabita performance dates change year to year depending on the Proper of the 

Time. The Liber Usualis labels the first Sunday after Easter as “Low Sunday, or Quasimodo 

Sunday.”465 In Panamá and many other Spanish-speaking countries it is commonly referred to as 

Domingo de Cuasimodo, rather than any translation of “Low Sunday.” In fact, Pilar Ramos 

Lopez’s translation of Hoppin’s book Medieval Music uses the “Cuasimodo” translation.466 

Sabado Cuasimodo refers to the Saturday preceding Domingo de Cuasimodo and occurs during 

the period of celebration in the Church calendar that begins with Easter and continues until 

Pentecost. 

                                                 
462 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 51. “para entonces dar inicio al ritual, en la plaza del lugar.” 
463 Easter always falls on the first Sunday after the first full moon after the vernal equinox. Hoppin asserts that 
“Easter may shift its position within the calendar year by a little more than a month.” Richard H. Hoppin, Medieval 
Music (New York: W. W. Norton, 1978), 52. 
464 Hoppin notes that the Church has devised an elaborate system of ranking feasts according to their importance and 
that the application of this system varies considerably from one place to another. Hoppin, Medieval Music, 53. Low 
Sunday is ranked as a Double Major feast day. Catholic Church, The Liber Usualis: With Introduction and Rubrics 
in English (Tournai: Desclee Company, 1961), 807. 
465 Catholic Church, Liber Usualis, 807. 
466 Hoppin, Medieval Music, trans. Pilar Ramos Lopez (Madrid: Akal, 2000), 69. 
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The Church calendar determines which chants are to be used on any given day.467 The 

use of the word “Cuasimodo” as a designated title comes from the Latin text of the Introit for the 

Second Sunday of Easter. This introit comes from 1 Peter 2:2, “like newborn infants, long for 

pure spiritual milk so that through it you may grow into salvation.”468  

 

  

Musical Example 2.1: Introit, Quasi modo469 

 

The Gospel reading for Low Sunday comes from John 20:19-29, which recalls the story of 

Thomas the Apostle doubting the Resurrection of Jesus until he is able to touch the resurrected 

Christ’s wounds. According to the Gospel of John, this event occurred on the eighth day after the 

Resurrection, hence its significance for this particular Sunday and the designation of this Sunday 

as “St. Thomas Sunday.” Additionally, Ramos Lopez’s translation of Hoppin’s Medieval Music 

not only refers to Low Sunday as “Domingo de Cuasimodo,” but also as “in albis.”470 This is a 

                                                 
467 It also determines the arrangement of the chantbooks. 
468 New American Bible, St. Joseph personal size ed. (New Jersey: Catholic Book Publishing Corp., 1991), 364.  
469 Catholic Church, Liber Usualis, 809. 
470 Hoppin, Medieval Music, trans. Pilar Lopez (Madrid: Akal, 2000), 69.  
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reference to the Latin name Dominica in Albis, which denotes the Sunday in setting aside the 

white garments. Traditionally, the newly baptized would receive baptismal gowns at the Easter 

vigil that historically would be worn until the Octave of Easter, the eighth day after the Easter 

feast, counting the day of the feast itself, or Low Sunday. At this point, the newly baptized would 

receive Holy Communion and lay aside their white robes. Remnants of this tradition can be seen 

throughout Latin America during la fiesta de Cuasimodo, practiced the weekend following Holy 

Week, which includes a procession on horseback with the local priest taking the Eucharist to 

people unable to attend Mass, such as the sick, elderly, and incarcerated. Often, the priest is 

surrounded by men acting as body guards called quasimodistas. These quasimodistas often don 

white baptismal garments during the procession. In some areas, these men are also part of 

Cuasimodo confraternities. One source establishes that this tradition was being practiced by at 

least 1847 in Jujuy, Argentina, a city founded on Domingo de Cuasimodo. In order to comply 

with the “precept that obliges all Christians to take Communion at least once a year during Easter 

time,” there the Church had established the practice of distributing the sacred communion to “the 

incarcerated that are unable to go to temple.”471  

The performance of la danza Bugabita falls on the Saturday in the Octave of Easter. Its 

Gospel reading comes from Mark 16: 9-15: 

When He had risen, early on the first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary 
Magdalene, out of whom He had driven seven demons. She went and told his 
companions who were mourning and weeping. When they heard that he was alive 
and had been seen by her, they did not believe. After this He appeared in another 
form to two of them walking along on their way to the country. They returned and 
told the others; but they did not believe them either. [But] later, as the Eleven 
were at table, he appeared to them and rebuked them for their unbelief and 
hardness of heart because they had not believed those who saw him after He had 
been raised. He said to them, “Go into the whole world and proclaim the Gospel 
to every creature.”472 

The liturgical context of Bugabita’s performance suggests a powerful religious authority and 

obedience in the public transcript in which Christianity is victorious. A homily discussing faith, 

belief, and spreading the Word was delivered, and the participants joined in the celebration of 

Mass, partook in the Holy Eucharist, and then left the chapel to perform la danza Bugabita. The 

                                                 
471 Escolástico Zegado, Instrucciones cristianas, dispuestas por Escolástico Zegada, párroco de Jujui: para la 
dirección de sus feligreses, (Sucre: Imprenta de Beeche y Ca, 1847), 106. “Ademas le Iglesia ha establecido llevar 
en ese dia la sagrada communion á los encarcelados que no puden ir al templo, para que cumplan con el precepto 
que oblige á todo cristiano á comulgar á lo menor una vez al ano en el tiempo de pascua.” 
472 New American Bible, 94.  
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triumph in la danza Bugabita correlates to Christ triumphing over death. The victory is 

celebrated on Easter Sunday with baptismal conversion and reiterated with the “Cuasimodo 

weekend” homilies concerning the proclamation of the Gospel and baptismal conversion. The 

explicit reason this date was chosen by Church officials in the early 1930s remains unknown. It 

is plausible that this date was carefully chosen following the apogee of the Easter season. 

Perhaps the religious systems’ choice of date could be a memorialization of the conquered local 

indigenous society with the enculturation of the Catholic sacraments, which reflects the theme of 

the dance-drama. In the festival, the determining factor of the victory is not superior military 

power but the legitimacy of the practiced faith. 

The majority of the residents of Bugabita “have continued with this traditional legacy; 

they maintain the custom by performing this festival.”473 Current performances of the dance-

drama “are maintained within the same parameters as years before. It results in a folkloric 

tradition, keeping the same choreographic scenes, verses, music, and costumes.”474 Yet recently, 

with the construction of a new chapel and the abandonment of the old church, the tradition no 

longer coincides with Saturday in the Octave of Easter. The separation from the Catholic Church 

contributed to the disappearance of social contexts and conditions for the performance of this 

traditional dance-drama. Its productions now rely on community funding and support.475 

Performances of la danza Bugabita now take advantage of any opportunities they can in order to 

maintain the tradition. While the community notes that its presentations have diminished in the 

twenty-first century “from many years back, the dances of the Moors and Christians have been 

their pride and legacy of these festivals, [and] they celebrate them with a lot of happiness and use 

them to unite themselves as a community because they participate as spectators, collaborators, 

and, above all, as admirers of their tradition.”476 

 

 

                                                 
473 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 162. “han continuado con este legado tradicional, mantienen la 
costumbre de su forma de realizar esta festividad” 
474 Ibid., 53. “se mantienen con los mismos parámetros de años atras. Resaltando su tradición folklórica, 
manteniendo los mismos esquemas coreográficos, versos, música y vestidura.” 
475 Ibid., 162-3.  
476 Ibid., 159. “desde hace mucho tiempo atrás las danzas de moros y cristianos han sido su orgullo y legado de estas 
fiestas, las celebran con mucha alegría y aprovechan para unirse como comunidad, porque participan como 
espectadores, colaboradores y sobre todo admiradores de su tradición.” 
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Conclusion 

Pope Alexander VI’s Papal Bull Inter caetera of 1493 led the Spaniards to believe they 

had Divine right to any lands they encountered. This God-given discovery developed into 

Spain’s mission to assume the leadership of the Catholic faith not only in Europe, but now also 

to civilize and evangelize the indigenous populations they met in the Indies. The theoretical 

frameworks employed in this chapter question how this history has been selected, constructed, 

disseminated, distorted, and silenced. By using texts and geographical locations situated outside 

of the “canon,” the repositioned structure revises the explanation of the history and significance 

of Panamá. It problematizes and reframes the historiography of the “New World” and its use of 

los moros y cristianos. These sources contextualize the importance of Tierra Firme and the first 

mainland settlement of Santa María del Antigua del Darién in present-day Panamá. The Spanish 

monarchs invested heavily in the Splendid Armada bound for the Americas, and through its early 

explorations the isthmus proved to be an important strategic location for the crown. From this 

location, riches almost beyond comprehension flowed back to the Spanish kingdom. It also set a 

standard for the later, better known conquests of Mexico and Perú, as many of today’s celebrated 

explorers, conquistadors, and chroniclers began their “New World” residencies in Panamá. 

Furthermore, that the canonical history has standardized its focus on those first large, successful 

conquests overlooks that there were earlier, less successful ones. Such is the case in Panamá, as 

the indigenous Changuinas located in rural Bugaba resisted assimilation into the colonizer’s 

society until nearly 1800.  

Oviedo writes in his prologue to the General and Natural History, addressed to Emperor 

Charles V, that “not only will the Christian faithful serve Your Caesarean Majesty but the 

infidels and idolaters of the whole world, hearing of these marvels, will be obligated to serve 

you, blessing their creator.”477 His statement supports the conflation of church and state that was 

transferred to the “New World.” Dille concludes that “[j]ust as it was Charles’s calling to be the 

universal monarch and Spain’s providential mission to possess the New World, it was Oviedo’s 

to become the one to reveal the New World to the Old, to be its interpreter and chronicler.”478 

Incorporating Oviedo’s History into the “New World” narrative offers a better understanding of 

the ties between religious and political authorities. His chronicle includes the numerous 

                                                 
477 As quoted in Dille, “Introduction,” 17.  
478 Ibid.  
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injunctions of the Panamanian Requirement used as the foundation for religious conversion 

throughout Tierra Firme. Its misuse set a standard for later applications during expeditions. As 

had been used in Spain during the Reconquista and Inquisition, religion stimulated and 

reinforced a political agenda in the Americas, and within this context dance-dramas comprised 

an essential role. Representations of los moros y cristianos were brought over and organized not 

only by missionaries, but also by Spanish military and civilians, with a didactic and proselytizing 

purpose. They demonstrated a perspective founded upon the centuries-long Christian reconquest 

of the Iberian Peninsula of lands occupied by Spanish Muslims, and the chivalrous character that 

coincided with it.  

An event documented as el juego de moros y cristianos by Captain Julián Gutiérrez in the 

village of Acla in Panamá on 16 September 1532 repositions the current understanding of the 

historical record as it pertains to European dance-dramas in the Americas. Before the discovery 

of this archival material, the earliest evidence of a dance-play specifically referenced by writers 

as los moros y cristianos was thought not to be performed in the Americas until sometime 

between 1759 and 1788 during the reign of the Spanish monarch Charles III. Moreover, the first 

dance-drama of any kind occurred in Tlaxcala, Mexico in 1538. El juego de moros y cristianos in 

Acla now stands as not only the earliest known moros y cristianos in the “New World,” but also 

the earliest dance-drama documented by the Spanish in the Americas. Furthermore, this primary 

source calls for a multifaceted paradigm shift in the study of this dance-drama because it 

challenges some assumptions of los moros y cristianos. They include its use and documentation 

by clergy or missionaries; its conflation with contemporary politics and Spanish identity; its 

planned, rehearsed, and staged presentation; and its occurrence in centers of governmental and 

ecclesiastical power. The rural Panamanian village of Bugabita retains the only representation of 

los moros y cristianos in Panamá today. 

Although this information is often disregarded, distorted, or silenced by omission from 

scholarly accounts, integrating it into the larger picture of the “New World” negates Panamá’s 

historical marginalization, giving rise to the peripheral voice that challenges many standing 

beliefs about the tradition. The theoretical framework used in this chapter aims to remedy the 

under-representation of geographical locations outside of the “canon” in order to create a more 

accurate depiction of the history of this dance-drama. In this facet of the “Bugabita prism,” these 

multifarious strands of history reframe the historiography of the “New World” and its use of los 
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moros y cristianos theme through the contextualization of the Spanish arrival of religious and 

political authority in Panamá. These little-known sources and the “new” information they contain 

map a different chronological and spatial history of the the western hemisphere’s use of quasi-

religious dance-dramas. Respecting these sources as documents of historical discourse 

encourages the illumination of “Other” Americas and demonstrates that the utilization of parts of 

Spanish culture facilitated the consolidation and centralization of power throughout Tierra Firme. 

Integration of this information into the grand narrative of the “New World” reverses Tierra 

Firme’s historical marginalization. Rather than Panamá being reduced to a footnote in history, 

this chapter recasts and re-presents the Republic as a dynamic epicenter though the theoretical 

application of New Historicism that reframes the historiography of the “New World.”  
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CHAPTER 3 

LA DANZA BUGABITA 

Introduction 

 The community of Bugabita Arriba, located in the district of Bugaba in the northwestern 

province of Chiriquí, preserves the only manifestation of los moros y cristianos in Panamá, 

known locally as la danza Bugabita. As the Catholic Church no longer supports the tradition, its 

annual performances on Sabado Cuasimodo have ceased, and opportunities for presentations 

remain scarce. Moreover, very little documentation about the dance-drama exists. Many 

statements from these sources claim that la danza Bugabita celebrates “the great virtues and 

exploits of Charlemagne, emperor of Rome and King of France, and of his twelve knights called 

the ‘Twelve Peers of France.’”479 The Christians’ adversaries are labeled as “Moors.” The story 

related to the scenes of la danza Bugabita concern medieval realities of Charlemagne, but are 

considered to have a more religious than epic character.480 Requena suggests that the community 

of Bugabita Arriba has the following understanding of the history that sets the stage for the 

dance-drama: 

During the Muslim invasion in Europe, countless misdeeds were made, among 
which figures the following: on one occasion in which the Moors attack a French 
town, desecrate a temple, steal the relics, murder two priests and a bishop. This 
deed caused the anger of Emperor Charlemagne, a wise, kind man, and fervent 
servant of Christianity, who pursues them not only with the desire to recuperate 
what was lost, but also that his enemy will embrace the Christian religion. The 
monarch, together with his counselors and soldiers, called the Twelve Peers of 
France … took an oath, in which they promised loyalty to their homeland and to 
God, then began the fight of reconquest against the Moors who were non-
believers in the existence of a supreme being and only looking to fill themselves 
with riches and power.481 

                                                 
479 Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 13-4. “las grandes virtudes y hazañas de CarloMagno, 
emperador de Roma y Rey de Francia, y de sus doce caballeros llamados los ‘Doce Pares de Francia.’” 
480 Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 168.  
481 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 64-5. “Durante la invasión musulmana en Europa, se realizaron 
incontables fechorías, entre las cuales figura la siguiente: en una ocasión en que los moros atacan un pueblo francés, 
profanan un templo, roban sus reliquias, asesinan a dos sacerdotes y un obispo; este hecho provoca la ira del 
emperador Carlomagno, hombre sabio, bondadoso, ferviente servidor del cristianismo, quien los persigue, no solo 
con el deseo de recuperar lo perdido, sino de que su enemigo abrazara la religión cristiana. El monarca, junto con 
sus consejeros, y soldados, llamados los Doce Pares de Francia … realizaron un juramento, en el que prometían 
lealtad a su patria y a su Dios, dando inicio entonces a la lucha de reconquista contra los moros, quienes no creían en 
la existencia de un ser supremo y únicamente buscaban llenarse de riquezas y poderío.” 
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The dance-drama contains three acts with a total of thirteen scenes.482 Many sources indicate that 

the dialogue used was a creative appropriation from a book known as Los Doce Pares, and a 

representation of los moros y cristianos.483 Luz del Alba Pérez de Pinilla and Sonia Pérez de 

Soberón specify that the dialogue “[i]s written in octosyllabic verses, with the presence of 

metrical deformations caused by the oral tradition.”484 They consider la danza Bugabita part of 

“popular theater with folkloric characters from the oral tradition and religious background,” and 

Requena refers to it as a “vernacular expression.”485 Its presentations maintain “the same 

character of Medieval Theater that should reach the multitudes through popular 

representations,”486 and that even “the characters are dressed in a picturesque way trying to 

imitate the clothing of that era.”487 

In order to better contextualize the dance-drama, Requena interviewed several of the 

residents of Bugabita Arriba. One of her interviewees, Carlos C. Lezcano Guerra, a former 

organizer of la danza Bugabita, explained that the most current performances include eighteen 

participants, divided into six Moorish soldiers and their king, six Christian soldiers and their 

king, an angel, a devil, and two musicians.488 The groups consist of both young and old, and 

Alba Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón relate that still in 1987 the actors who memorize the 

lines for performances, “as expected, were mostly illiterate.”489 In Lezcano’s interview, he 

pointed out that “it is important to say that at the time of the rehearsals, the children [of the 

community] share in the joy and place themselves on the side [of the performance space] and 

imitate the members of the dance group.”490 Requena adds “that all of the community, whether 

man or woman, lives this tradition.”491 La danza Bugabita constitutes the most important 

                                                 
482 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 66. 
483 Ibid., 21-2, 49 and Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 17. 
484 Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 168. “Está escrito en versos octosílabicos, con 
la presencia de deformaciones métricas originadas por tradición oral.” 
485 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 167. “como teatro popular con carácteres folklóricos, de tradición 
oral y fondo religioso” and “expresión vernácula.” 
486 Ibid., 11. “el mismo carácter de Teatro Medieval que debe llegar a las multitudes a través de las representaciones 
populares.”  
487 Ibid., 60. “los personajes están vestidos de una manera pintoresca tratando de imitar los vestuarios de aquella 
época.” 
488 Ibid., 49-50. 
489 Ibid., 54 and Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 167. “como es de suponer, eran 
en su mayoría analfabetos.” 
490 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 54. “es importante decir que al momento de las prácticas los niños 
comparten esta alegría y se colocan a un costado para imitar a los miembros del grupo de danza.” 
491 Ibid. “que toda la comunidad sea hombre o mujer viven esta tradición.” 
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celebration in the community of Bugabita.492 Many of the written sources claim that “these 

dances are maintained within the same parameters as years before. It results in a folkloric 

tradition, keeping the same choreographic scenes, verses, and costumes.”493 

 The following chronological presentation of la danza Bugabita weaves together many 

threads of information from archival research of various media. These include published written 

documents such as newspaper and journal articles and unpublished written sources including an 

undergraduate thesis, an ethnographic paper, and a typewritten local performance copy of the 

script. Other media consisting of videos, audio recordings, and photographs of previous festival 

performances obtained from Requena are also utilized. The various forms of media depict 

different articulations of the dance-drama. The video and photographic material allow the study 

of visual aspects of the dance-drama in greater depth and detail. These sources impact the 

understanding of the written descriptions of visual aspects. The incorporation of visual materials 

allows for more collaboration with and interaction among the diverse sources combined in the 

following description of la danza Bugabita.  

Transcriptions of the dialogue, music, and choreographic schema of each source, as 

applicable, facilitates an analysis and comparison. Coding of the multiple transcriptions using 

various “post-positivist” approaches of coding methodologies as outlined by Johnny Saldaña in 

The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers permitted a careful separation of particular 

threads of information from the mass of material from the multiple transcriptions.494 The strands 

were separated by the application of words or short phrases to represent “summative, salient, 

essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute[s] for a portion of language-based or visual 

data.”495 Further data management techniques of code mapping and code landscaping as a means 

of preliminary analysis helped to elucidate recurring themes, concepts, and categories of the 

disparate descriptions and representations of la danza Bugabita. As the varying sources contain 

different information and perspectives of the dance-drama, coding allowed me to more easily see 

points of departure, discrepancies, and changes that had occurred within the bounded time frame 

of the source material. Additionally, the incorporation of musical transcriptions and 

choreographic diagrams enhances the richness of this chapter’s narrative texture, as extant 
                                                 
492 Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 13.  
493 Requena, 53. “estas danzas se mantienen con los mismos parámetros de años atras. Resaltando su tradición 
folklórica, manteniendo los mismos esquemas coreográficos, versos, música y vestidura.” 
494 Johnny Saldaña, The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers (London: Sage, 2009). 
495 Ibid., 3. 
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sources lack these features, and reinforces the validity of conclusions drawn through the written 

archival research sources.  

The various versions and accounts of the tradition contain different information and 

perspectives used to construct and corroborate the performance’s storyline. The critical theory 

applied throughout this chapter stems from currents of cultural criticism designed to facilitate a 

meaningful exploration and narrative of the phenomenon of la danza Bugabita.496 Following the 

emergent themes, ideas, and people from the coded material results in a case study that better 

engages in the multi-sited documentation that spans more than fifty years. In spite of the sources’ 

temporal span of a half-century, juxtaposing the various descriptions incites a space to study the 

performance within the definition of “tradition” espoused by Amiri Baraka, Paul Gilroy, and 

Stuart Hall as a “changing same.”497 Anthropological and ethnomusicological thought has moved 

away from viewing cultural phenomena as static and synchronic toward an emphasis on the 

changing same. This theory challenges scholars who study tradition to resist reducing a custom 

to an “unproblematic transmission of a fixed essence through time.”498  

The following examination of the multifarious sources of la danza Bugabita 

acknowledge that culture is not static and movement and change are inevitable and natural. The 

chapter draws attention to how the sources illuminate and document changes that have occurred 

over the conscribed time, rather than describe the dance-drama as a ahistorical re-presentation of 

the past. Considered within this framework, la danza Bugabita has survived through continuity 

and innovation in a “process of reworking the elements … [that have] the capacity to be both the 

same and different, both located in a tradition and yet not constrained by it.”499 The actor-

centered theoretical approach to ritual utilized by Margaret Drewal also resists leveling traditions 

into flat representations.500 Requena concedes that the community has adopted some changes 

aimed at improvement or renovation of la danza Bugabita and undergone small evolutions, even 

as it already constitutes a tradition.501 This chapter consists of an ethnographic description of the 

                                                 
496 See Geertz, “Thick Description,” and Marcus, Ethnography through Thick and Thin. 
497 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1993), 101. 
498 Ibid.  
499 Stuart Hall, “Subjects in History: Making Diasporic Identities,” in The House that Race Built: Black Americans, 
U.S. Terrain, ed. Wahneema Lubiano (New York: Pantheon Books, 1997), 294.  
500 Margaret Thompson Drewal, Yoruba Ritual: Performance, Play, Agency (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1994), 7.  
501 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 12. “pequeñas evoluciones” 
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festival event and serves as the primary case study for this dissertation. The combined source 

materials synthesize the 1) characterization, 2) storyline and dramatic episodes, 3) choreographic 

schema, and 4) music of the festival as it has existed in the past half century. The resulting 

description endeavors to present the festival of la danza Bugabita, organizing the narrative in the 

order of the three acts in which it unfolds chronologically. 

Act I 

First Act: The dance begins with the entrance of the participants, who march 
together singing the verses of the processional. After coming to the correct 
formation, the Moors begin to provoke the others. They, however, desire to do 
things for good and send one of them (Oliveros) as ambassador before Almirante 
Balan, with a missive that they return the relics and accept God through baptism. 
They are rejected and challenged to get what they want through force. And it is 
then when Charlemagne decides to fight.502 

Scene One503 

 The opening scene begins as the actors form two lines, with Christians on one side and 

the Moors on the other. Assembled behind Emperor Charlemagne is the angel, followed by the 

six Christian soldiers who include Oliveros, Roldán, Ganelón, Guy de Borgoña, Duque de 

Daime, and lastly Ojier de Danois. To their left the Moors form a parallel line headed by 

Almirante Balan, the six Moorish soldiers cued first with Fierabrás, followed by Brutamonte, 

Bravonel, Galafre, Tenebre, and Afilsoy, with the devil taking the rear. The lines are slightly 

staggered, with no one across from the angel, so that Oliveros and Fierabrás stand directly across 

from one another (see Figure 3.1). The two musicians stand in front of the two lines and start the 

procession from the place of rehearsal to the Bugabita Arriba plaza, or field. In case of inclement 

weather during a programmed presentation, large tents are used or the performance moves from 

the public plaza to the old chapel of the community. Once all the performers have filed into the 

performance space, the two lines are approximately six feet apart from one another. The 
                                                 
502 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 67. “Primer Acto: La danza empieza con la entrada de los 
participantes, quienes marchan juntos cantando los versos de entrada. Luego de quedar en la formación correcta, los 
moros comienzan a provocar a los contrarios. Estos sin, embargo desean hacer las cosas por las buenas y envían a 
uno de ellos (Oliveros) como embajador ante el Almirante Balam, con la misiva de que se les devolviese las 
reliquias y aceptaran a Dios mediante el bautismo. Son rechazados y retados a conseguir lo que quieren mediante la 
fuerza. Y es entonces, cuando Carlomagno decide combatir.” “Balan” is replaced with “Balam” in some instances in 
Requena, and exclusively in Choy Lam and Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón. 
503 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 53-4, 66-7, 70-1, and 84; Pérez de Pinilla and 
Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 168; Choy Lam, “Un estudo sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14; typed 
performance copy of the script, 1; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, video 
recording fragment 1, 2008. 
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musicians remain fixed in their position, centered at the head of the two lines, while the other 

participants will move in the next scene. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Initial Position504 

 

Scene Two505 

Upon arrival to the initial positions in the plaza, the musicians begin to play an  

introduction to the religious processional song, designated a “liturgical song” in one source.506 

After the musicians have played through the song once, all the dancers begin to sing the first 

verse. The kings begin the march of the processional song. The Christian King turns to his left, 

toward the Moorish King, and marches while singing between the two opposing lines toward the 

                                                 
504 All choreographic figures are by the author. 
505 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 50-4, 59, 72, 84, and 88-90; Pérez de Pinilla and 
Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 168; Choy Lam, “Un estudo sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14-6; 
typed performance copy of the script, 1; La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio 
recording, 2005 and 2008; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, video recording 
fragment 1, 2008. 
506 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 51. “canto litúrgico” 
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back. The remaining Christian line follow him. Once Charlemagne reaches the spot where Ojier 

de Danois had started, he turns to his right and marches back to the front. Before turning at the 

front of the line, the opposing Christian and Moor cross their swords before advancing in the 

march. The line of Moors mirrors these actions so that through the course of the six verses of the 

hymn, the lines move toward each other until at the end of the song, they are in the same order as 

in Scene One, but only about two to three feet from each other, just wide enough for a participant 

to walk between the opposing lines (see Figure 3.2). The devil does not participate in this 

processional, and instead wanders through the plaza and interacts with the audience. He often 

chases little children. Requena notes that “[t]he humorous part of this practice happens when the 

devil character scares the children and makes them want to be one of the dancers in these 

festivals.”507 

 

Figure 3.2: Processional Song Position 
                                                 
507 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 54. “La parte jocosa de esta práctica se lleva a cabo cuando el 
personaje del diablo asusta a la niñez y estos se les despierta el deseo de ser unos de los danzantes en estas fiestas.” 
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All the dancers lift a prayer to the Virgin Mary, singing: “We enter together / to the 

temple of God / in reverence / to our Lord.” These four lines are then repeated. They all sing the 

second verse: “They all enter / and before me / all kneel / to worship here,” which is also 

repeated a second time. The lyrics of the third verse, “To the Conception: / may we give / pearls 

and diamonds / to his Holy altar,” repeated, followed by two repetitions of the fourth verse: “Oh 

blessed Conception / beautiful rose / candid lily / fragrant and beautiful,” two repetitions of the 

fifth verse: “Angels from Heaven / that heed / Jesus comes / with the Conception,” and finally 

the sixth verse: “So that You are / our north and day / receive the gift / because today is your 

day” (see Musical Example 3.1). 

 

 

Musical Example 3.1: Processional Song508  

 

Many early dance-dramas, such as the one in Tlaxcala, México in 1538, incorporate 

European musical elements and combine them with indigenous elements such as language. 

Hybridization to reflect mestizaje is common in festivals of reconquest in both Spain and its 

former colonies. Unlike what happens in many conquest dance-dramas throughout Latin 

America, all the music in la danza Bugabita was composed by a community member after the 

turn of the twentieth century. The resulting music I have transcribed reflects local folkloric 

traditions and customs rather than Spanish Renaissance or Baroque musical styles. In 

contemporary presentations of the Panamanian version of los moros y cristianos, all participants 
                                                 
508 All musical transcriptions are by the author. 
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sing all six verses of the song. In earlier written sources the verses were alternated between the 

lines or between just Emperor Charlemagne and the Moorish King. In the most current 

performances, an accordionist and a drummer play the song. Requena states that the drum used is 

the Panamanian caja, although the drummer uses a tambora in one of the video recordings. 

Furthermore, the 1960 source indicates that the two musicians were a violinist and a drummer. 

This must have changed sometime between 1960 and the 1990s when Requena moved to 

Bugabita Arriba and the use of accordion was already in place. Requena’s research based on oral 

tradition interviews indicate that originally a violin accompanied the dance, then played with 

whistle or harmonica, and is currently played by the accordion.509 The only written description of 

this music comes from Requena’s thesis: “At the beginning of the actions one hears a melody of 

slow tones, so that the dancers raise a prayer to the Virgin (singing).”510 

Scene Three511 

Stepping out of his line and standing between the two kings, Fierabrás begins the opening 

dialogue. Fierabrás is the son of the Moorish King, and supposed to be a “man of marvelous size, 

of extremely great strength and very skilled in all weapons … The story says that he entered 

Rome and took the crown of our Redeemer Jesus Christ and the Holy Nails with which he was 

nailed to the Cross.”512 Fierabrás is “disguised in la pollera,” the official Panamanian dress, and 

carries a varnished wooden baton adorned with red, blue, and white colored ribbons in place of a 

sword.513 He also wears a conical hat known as a turban with fringe attached to the point. 

Furthermore, heavy eye make-up and lipstick, along with flamboyant necklaces and earrings are 

used. At the front of the group, Fierabrás says: “My name is Fierabrás, / the most terrible one of 

Alexandria, / who sailed these seas, / for I am the King of Turkey. / I am seeking upon request / 

the famed Oliveros / to put an end to his life / with the edge of my steel. / I am seeking upon 

                                                 
509 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 50.  
510 Ibid., 84. “Al iniciar la actuación se escucha una melodía de tono lento, ya que los danzantes elevan una plegaria 
a la Virgen (cantando).” 
511 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 53, 56, 58-9, 60-3, 73-4, and 90-8; Pérez de 
Pinilla and Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 169-71; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de 
Bugabita,” 14, 16-8; typed performance copy of the script, 1-4; La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita 
Arriba Troupe, audio recording, 2005 and 2008; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba 
Troupe, video recording fragment 1, 2008. 
512 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 58. “hombre de maravilloso grandor, de grandísima fuerza y muy 
diestro en todas las armas … Cuenta la historia que entró en Roma y se llevó la corona de nuestro redentor 
Jesucristo y los Santos Clavos con que lo clavaron en la Cruz.” 
513 Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14. “disfrazados con una ‘pollera’” 
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request / the Twelve Peers of France / to play pares and nones / to my pride and arrogance. / By 

my greatest concept / the Christians are afraid / for here in this place they do not find / the one 

called Charlemagne. / If in this place we will find him / I swear by my sovereign gods / that a 

million lives I shall take from him.”  

The Moorish King, Almirante Balan, is described as an ambitious man of great power 

whose kingdom and riches had no limits. Armed with a sword like Fierabrás and dressed in a 

dark suit with tie, a type of stole with a little fringe crossed over his chest, and donning a red 

cape embroidered with sequins and golden-colored fringe, with a three-pointed crown adorned 

with gold and precious stones, Almirante Balan answers: “Withdraw Fierabrás / your courage is 

recognized.” After the recitation of these passages, Fierabrás turns to his right and “dances 

between the two rows to the sound of the music.”514 When he arrives at the end, the soldiers hit 

swords together with the participant directly across them in the opposing line at the sign of the 

kings, and then Fierabrás turns to his right again and skips back to the front. This dance is 

repeated six times. At the conclusion, he returns to his place in the Moorish line behind the 

Moorish King and across from Oliveros. After the conclusion of Fierabrás’s six passes, 

Brutamonte, the jailor and warden for Almirante Balan, steps forward to recite his lines: 

“Brutamonte am I / whom everyone fears / due to my deeds and exploits / that were seen in the 

campaign. / I only want to find / the Twelve Peers of France / so that they see and recognize / my 

pride and arrogance.” He then copies the skipping dance movements just completed by 

Fierabrás. This pattern repeats until all the remaining Moors, except Bravonel, have both 

introduced themselves and completed six passes. 

Galafre, the fearsome soldier loyal to Almirante Balan, says: “I am Galafre, a great man / 

the most terrible one of Algiers / I came here to this site / per request of Reinel. / On his request I 

am seeking / Oliveros and Roldán / in order that they see and recognize / my pride and desire.” 

Tenebre, brother of Balan, also provokes the line of Christians, suggesting that “They think they 

are going to escape / from the jaws of these lions. / But they are not going to escape, / they all 

have to die / at the hands of Fierabrás” and then gives a war cry to incite his comrades. Finally, 

Afilsoy, cousin of Balan, governor of a nearby state, and the most skillful of all the Moorish 

soldiers, declares that he will strike out in anger to destroy anyone who mistreats him. After 

Afilsoy completes his six passes, the music stops and Almirante Balan performs a soliloquy. At 

                                                 
514 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 73. “danza por entre las dos filas al son de la música.” 
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its end he muses, “Where is the brave Bravonel?” As he steps forward, he claims, “At your feet I 

am, great lord / say, what can I offer you? / and in what ways can I serve you?” The two then 

engage in dialogue, and Bravonel pledges his allegiance to the king and promises to fight the 

Christians. Requena indicates that all the Moorish dialogue “is nothing more than a series of 

insults chosen by the Moors against the Christians in order to obligate them to fight.”515 At the 

conclusion of the conversation between Bravonel and his king, each of the Moorish soldiers take 

a turn performing another six skipping passes between the lines (see Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.3: Dialogue of the Moors 

 

The musicians play a short musical tune after every time that a Moorish actor completes 

his dialogue and begins the dance between the two lines (see Musical Example 3.2). With their 

swords, the kings signal the nearest downbeat after the dancer has made it past the end of the 

                                                 
515 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 74. “no es más que una serie de insultos preferidos por los moros 
hacia los cristianos para así obligarlos a combatir.” 
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lines, and the other soldiers clash their swords together. The sound produced by the swords 

hitting against one another also indicates to the dancer to turn around and return to the front of 

the line. The musicians repeat the tune as needed until all six passes are made. Requena notes 

that this “accompaniment is much more energetic [than the processional hymn], so that [the 

participants] are able to dance happily, while they only walked during the aforementioned 

tune.”516 She also comments on the clashing of the swords, describing it as “producing a loud 

noise that goes very well with the musical piece.”517 

 

 

Musical Example 3.2: Act I Dance Accompaniment 

 

Scene Four518 

 Scene Four marks the beginning of the Christian dialogue. Oliveros, described as an earl, 

gallant soldier, and right hand of Charlemagne, becomes the king’s appointed ambassador in this 

scene. Like all the soldiers, Oliveros carries a mock sword, and wearing black pants, a long-

sleeved white shirt, black tie, and a tricolor ribbon of red, blue, and white across his chest, 

Oliveros steps out, bows to Emperor Charlemagne, and presents himself, saying: “Very noble 

and enlightened master, / Oliveros is at your feet / to ask you for mercy.” In response, 

                                                 
516 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 85. “el acompañamiento es mucho más movido, ya que ellos tienen 
que danzar alegremente, mientras que la anterior únicamente caminaban.” 
517 Ibid., 73. “produciendo un sonoro ruido que va muy bien con la pieza musical.”  
518 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 57-61, 63, 74-5, and 98-108; Pérez de Pinilla and 
Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 171-4; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14, 18-
21; typed performance copy of the script, 4-7; La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio 
recording, 2005 and 2008; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, video recording 
fragment 1, 2008. 
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Charlemagne, the kind, brave, supreme ruler of the French and Emperor of Rome, states: “Noble 

Count in my presence / you are well-formed / ask for what you will; / for nothing will be 

denied.” Charlemagne is armed with a representative sword and dressed in a suit with a blue 

cape adorned with sequins, some embroidery, and golden fringe on the edges. His round crown 

features a cross centered on it, further adorned with lace and precious stones. Oliveros faces 

Charlemagne, soliciting permission to confront the enemy: “Lord, I beg of you / to grant me 

license / for my voice / to be able to correspond / to the brave Fierabrás / that so many times / has 

called me to fight him / and we will be / with my services / the winners.” 

Oliveros’s solicitation was a surprise for everyone because it was already known that he 

was hurt and dying. As such, Charlemagne responds: “Oliveros, hark back, / keep in mind, see / 

that you are mortally wounded / and therefore I will not grant such license.” Ganelón intercedes 

on behalf of Oliveros: “Oh lord! Is it not ordered / and established in your court, / that if anything 

should be requested of you / you allow him to do it; / for this reason it is fair that Oliveros / be 

permitted here such mercy.” Charlemagne, surmising that Ganelón is an “egoistic man and of 

low instincts,” responds: “Ganelón, you have bad intentions / my heart tells me, / but by what 

you say, / I shall give the license.”519 They converse for a few moments, then Charlemagne 

addresses Oliveros: “Oliveros, I pray to God / that by His great mercy / He grant you grace and 

great courage, / and that He brings you back to my presence / where I can see you. / You will tell 

Almirante / that this is my disposition: / to see his lands destroyed / in less than a quarter of an 

hour, / and you will tell him: / may the best win.” To this Oliveros responds: “Halt, Lord! / I 

know what I have to say, / since I live aggrieved. / Goodbye, noble knights! / Take care of the 

Emperor! / there is not going to be any treachery / that happens in my absence.” All the Christian 

soldiers shout: “Goodbye, noble knights!” 

 Oliveros, having received permission to confront the enemy, engages in six passes of the 

dance previously performed by the line of Moors, to the same accompaniment. Upon completion, 

Oliveros stops in front of Bravonel, secretary of Almirante Balan who guards the Mantrible 

Bridge that protects Balan’s expansive kingdom, and proclaims, “On guard, gentlemen!” 

Bravonel asks what he can offer the ambassador. To this Oliveros demands, “You shall say to 

your lord / that I want to talk with him alone / on behalf of my emperor.” Bravonel tells Oliveros, 

“Wait, sir! / while I part.” When Bravonel approaches Almirante Balan, the king asks, 

                                                 
519 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 57. “hombre egoísta y de bajos instintos” 
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“Bravonel, what is that?” Bravonel reports to Balan: “Lord, at your palace / a brave soldier has 

arrived / that comes from the emperor, / daring and very bold.” The king decides that in good 

policy, he will receive a short audience with Oliveros. Bravonel informs Oliveros that his request 

has been granted, but to be quick, as requested by Almirante Balan.  

In front of the Moorish King, Oliveros says: “I come here on behalf of God / and of 

Emperor Charlemagne, my Lord, / who says you are to be baptized / and then you would send 

him / the relics that you brought from Rome / and cease your power. / If you lack any of this, I 

swear to my God / that from your lands you shall leave / and it will turn to ashes. / I was sent to 

tell you this / and you, prudent and wise / shall take the high agreement; / I await your answer.” 

Almirante Balan responds: “Oh noble ambassador! / I met you quickly with diligence / but now 

get out of my presence; / and you will tell that crazy old man / that it is very difficult for him / to 

put his feet above my head. / And those relics that he asks for, / that of my good judgment, / that 

I won them with blood and fire / so I have won them” (see Figure 3.4). 

                                              

Figure 3.4: Dialogue of Oliveros  
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Oliveros dances again, performing the same six turns again before arriving before 

Charlemagne to deliver Almirante Balan’s answer. Before Charlemagne he says, “I was in 

Algiers / where having witnessed / the ceremonies used in that kingdom, / I was granted an 

audience / where I talked to the king in your name / and he was so favorable in his intent, / so 

just as a Christian, to listen to me … / Later, he instantly filled with anger and rage, / he told me 

to tell you / that it is very difficult / to put your feet above his head / and that those relics that you 

asked for / he will not give them to you, no … / that he won them with blood and fire / and so he 

has won them.” The entire Christian line erupts, “So we will win them back!” 

Scene Five520 

 This scene opens as Roldán, nephew of the king, brave and loyal, approaches 

Charlemagne and asks: “In view of this response, / what do you think, great lord? / When you 

have at your side / men of such courage, / do not be afraid of Almirante / not even if all Turkey 

comes. / That in your presence, lord, / I will not surrender my sword.” He then boasts that 

Almirante Balan could not send a Turk that he could not kill. After he finishes his address to the 

Christian King, the music begins and he performs six passes of the dance. As with the Moors in 

Scene Three, the dialogue passes down the line of the Christians until all have demonstrated 

reverence to Charlemagne and completed the dance. Ganelón follows after Roldán finishes his 

dance, stepping forward to Charlemagne and saying: “Let us therefore bear arms / and let us face 

them already, / that in less than a quarter of an hour / having seen good and evil; / I will have 

placed at your feet / the head of Balan / that had deprived us in Algiers.” He completes six turns 

of the accompanied dance, and Guy de Borgoña, cousin of Charlemagne, claims: “Lord, we are 

not stopping, / let us battle the Moor / that God in his mercy / shall send us relief. / Hear us on 

this occasion, / and let us sing to the Lord / that God with His divine grace, / shall bring us forth 

as the winner.” Duque de Daime, described as a man of great skill at resolving problems, 

presents himself to Charlemagne: “They call me Duque de Daime / the war has begun / drums 

and clarinets play / call to arms; fight. / To the last drop of my blood, / for my King I must pour, / 

to the living God and His Mother, / that all the Moors shall die.” Lastly, Ojier de Danois, the 

                                                 
520 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 57-8, 75-6, and 108-13; Pérez de Pinilla and 
Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 175-6; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14, 21-
3, and 39-41; typed performance copy of the script, 7-8; La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba 
Troupe, audio recording, 2005 and 2008; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, video 
recording fragment 1, 2008. 
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most skillful of all the Christian soldiers, announces: “After the battle, / that already lingers, / I 

want to see on the edges of my sword / the brave Fierabrás. / And so, brave soldier, / this is war, 

fight.” After the completion of Oijer’s six dance passes, King Charlemagne addresses the line of 

Christian knights. To complete Act I, he recites: “My brave soldiers, / courageous captains, / 

some noble vassals, / and others, my beautiful pages. / Strong masters of the battlefield, / noble 

generals, / famous and bizarre people, / by whose loyal breasts, / sustained with fervor, / 

therefore listen to me all the same, / that this is my opinion, / that the battle will / end the war” 

(see Figure 3.5). 

                  

Figure 3.5: Dialogue of the Christians 
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Act II 

Second Act: The battle commences between both sides. In the Christian line one 
finds Ganelón, an ambitious and egoistic being that later betrays his own band for 
power and riches. He moves to the opposition’s line, and there he is crowned by 
the Moorish monarch, and when he feels powerful, incites the battle exercises 
again. Meanwhile Fierabrás, son of Balan, is amazed at the courage of his 
enemies, that they remain firm despite representing a minority. In those moments 
he realized that there is a Supreme Being that protects them and he decides to 
unite with them. His father, seeing this, believes that Ganelón is responsible for 
all that has occurred, captures him, and ties him to a tree in the plaza where he 
will be executed. Seeing himself in these conditions, the traitor reconsiders, 
repents, and recognizes his sins. At the same time the Demon prowls around the 
prisoner with desires to take his soul. The Angel appears and conjures Satan, 
thereby saving the defendant. Fierabrás admires them even more and decides to 
return to his father to convince them to embrace the Christian faith. He does not 
accept, but the rest of his people do. They dance joyfully to celebrate the event.521 

Scene Six522 

 Act II opens with a battle scene in which the Moors and the Christians perform a mêlée 

promenade. The two kings turn toward each other, then walk down the middle of the two lines, 

clashing their wooden swords together below them on every beat until the reach the end of the 

line, and split, turning away from each other, Almirante Balan to the right and Emperor 

Charlemagne to the left; they walk back toward the front of the lines where they began near the 

stationed musicians. All the other participants in both lines follow their respective king, but raise 

their swords to clash with their opposing soldier, forming an arch between the two rows of 

soldiers. The clashing swords are intended to represent a battle. The lines complete this rotation 

three times before ending in their original positions (see Figure 3.6). 

                                                 
521 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 67-8. “Se entabla la batalla entre ambos bandos. En la fila cristiana 
se encuentra Ganelón, ser ambicioso y egoísta que luego traiciona a los suyos, en pos de poder y riqueza. Se traslada 
a la línea contraria y allí es coronado por el monarca moro, y cuando se siente poderoso, incita al ejército a la lucha 
nuevamente. Mientras tanto Fierabrás, hijo de Balan, se asombra de la valentía de sus enemigos, que se mantienen 
firmes a pesar de representar una minoría, en esos momentos se da cuenta de que hay un ser supremo que les protege 
y decide unírseles. Su padre, al ver esto, cree que el culpable de todo es Ganelón, lo apresa y ata a un árbol en la 
plaza, donde será ejecutado. Al verse en estas condiciones, el traidor recapacita, se arrepiente y reconoce sus 
pecados. A todo eso el Demonio merodea al prisionero con deseos de llevarse su alma. Aparece el Ángel y conjura a 
Satanás, salvando de esta forma al reo. Fierabrás se admira aún más y decide regresar donde su padre para 
convencerlos que abracen la fé cristiana. Este no acepta, no así su pueblo. Danzan gozosos para celebrar el 
acontecimiento.” 
522 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 76-7, 85, and 113; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de 
Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 176; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14, 28-9; typed 
performance copy of the script, 9; La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio recording, 
2008; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, video recording fragment 1, 2008. 
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Figure 3.6: The Battle 

 

The only comments on the music of this section in any of the sources come from 

Requena’s thesis, in which she states that at this moment there is “a change in the melody.”523 

She also notes that “[w]hile the kings join their canes below, the soldiers do it with their swords 

above, producing a sound to the beat of the music.”524 Finally, the last reference to this piece 

indicates that “[w]hen the battle begins, the sound produced by the clash of the swords fits with 

the sound of the corresponding music” (see Musical Example 3.3).525 

                                                 
523 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 76. “un cambio de melodía” 
524 Ibid., 76-7. “Mientras que los reyes unen sus bastones por debajo, los soldados lo hacen con sus espadas arriba, 
produciendo un ruido al compas de la música.” 
525 Ibid., 85. “Cuando se inicia la batalla, el ruido producido por el choque de las espadas se acomoda al son musical 
correspondiente.” 
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Musical Example 3.3: Act II Dance Accompaniment 

 

Scene Seven526 

 At the end of the battle promenade, Ganelón steps away from the Christian band and 

walks toward the Moors. He approaches Almirante Balan and claims that he is held captive by 

God’s law and is resolved to be loyal to his crown, swayed by “so many rubies!,” thus betraying 

his fellow Christian knights. Almirante responds: “Rise, and come into my arms, / brave 

renegade.” Balan embraces Ganelón, endorsing his allegiance. The king then states: “I give you 

my crown / as a sign of this empire.” Ganelón exclaims: “I am the King!” and all the Moorish 

soldiers respond: “Our King!” Recognized as the new Moorish monarch, Ganelón addresses his 

new vassals, declaring: “I cannot see myself higher / only to rise to the heavens, / of course I am 

the King, / and to the battle we return.” He continues to explain that he is already condemned; he 

rages about fire, hell, and chaos, and then proposes to lay the head of his former emperor at the 

feet of Almirante Balan. Ganelón concludes his speech with a call to arms and invites the knights 

to fight, leading another mêlée promenade. This new arrangement places the traitor alongside the 

                                                 
526 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 78 and 113-6; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de 
Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 176-7; typed performance copy of the script, 9-10; and La Danza Bugabita, 
performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio recording, 2008. 
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Christian King, with swords clashing below them. As in Scene Six, the battle march lasts for a 

total of three passes (see Figure 3.7). 
 

 

Figure 3.7: Conversion of Ganelón 

 

Scene Eight527  

 After the battle promenade ends, Fierabrás, convinced that the Christian God exists, steps 

out of the Moorish line and passes to the space among the band of Christian soldiers where 

Ganelón previously stood, joining their ranks. Fierabrás kneels before Charlemagne and recites: 

“Mighty King, / at your feet I surrender my sword, / only in your God will I trust / and sacrifice 

my interests. / I am ready to give myself to you, / heart, life, and soul.” Emperor Charlemagne 

                                                 
527 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 79 and 117-8; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de 
Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 177-8; typed performance copy of the script, 10; and La Danza Bugabita, 
performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio recording, 2008. 
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says: “Arise and come into my arms, / brave Fierabrás, / that you have converted you must 

profess / only one true God. / This causes me great rejoicing / and for that, receive, at my 

command / the baptism.” The converted Fierabrás returns to the line of Christians (see Figure 

3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8: Conversion of Fierabrás 

 

Scene Nine528 

Almirante Balan becomes furious upon learning that his own son has crossed to the 

enemy line. Disbelieving his son’s abandonment, Balan turns his wrath upon Ganelón, whom he 

had crowned. Balan blames and threatens him for his son’s disloyalty: “Oh renegade and daring! 
                                                 
528 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 80 and 118-22; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de 
Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 178-9; Choy Lam, “Un estudo sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 33-4; typed 
performance copy of the script, 11; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio 
recording, 2008. 
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/ how poorly you have paid me / I already know of betrayal, / because I lost Fierabrás. / Captive 

among the Christians, / what will become of him? / Alas! / This age and this empire / expires 

without him. / Thou shalt surely die / with a cruel death.” He then sends Brutamonte and Galafre 

to apprehend Ganelón. Upon capture, they present him to Balan, saying: “Lord, in your presence 

/ we have the prisoner.” Seen as a traitor in the eyes of Almirante Balan, he orders his unpleasant 

death: “Put him in the plaza / tied to an old, fat tree, / they have to pass by his body, / use twelve 

thin hooks of tempered steel / and leave him there / until he is dead.” Brutamonte and Galafre 

respond in unison: “Lord, we will leave him in the hooks.” Left to die, Ganelón cries out to God: 

“High God Almighty! / I do not have to die as a renegade, / for mercy, I ask, / for I acknowledge 

my sins. / To You, Celestial Princess, / strong and beautiful / intercede with Your Son / and 

sympathize with this soul. / I know that my sins are many, / that all the sand in the sea, is too 

little to enumerate; / but, through Your mercy, / to God, no one is deficient. / Oh, wicked king! / 

the cruelest punishment awaits: / that the more and more you mistreat me, / the more willing I 

am to suffer it.” While Ganelón is captured, secured to the tree, and begs God for mercy, the 

devil dances around him in hopes that he will not repent and the devil will win another soul.  

Scene Ten529 

 God, observing all that is happening to Ganelón, hears his cry for mercy and sends an 

Angel to save him. The character of the angel “is always played by a boy.”530 He wears a white 

tunic with wide arms with a thin, golden cord at the waist. Fabric wings are also attached to the 

costume, and he wears a golden tinsel halo. God uses the angel to take care of the Christians, to 

perform a miracle, and exorcise a demon. Requena notes that “[t]he Angel holds as his only 

weapon a small candle adorned with ribbon.”531 However, the visual documentation does not 

support this claim; rather, the angel bears a broken wooden sword with ribbons tied around its 

base. The angel approaches Ganelón and says: “I conjure you, cursed one, / to go to the hellfire / 

where your destiny lies. / Because of your pride / you lost the Kingdom of God / … Go to the 

damned inferno! / do not count on this soul, / because with his prayers / God has forgiven him” 

(see Figure 3.9). 
                                                 
529 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 58-9, 62, 64, 81, and 122-4; Pérez de Pinilla and 
Pérez de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 179-80; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14; 
typed performance copy of the script, 11-2; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, 
audio recording, 2008. 
530 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 58. “siempre es representado por un niño” 
531 Ibid., 64. “El ángel, sostiene como única arma, un pequeño cirio adornado con cinta.” 
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Figure 3.9: Punishment of Ganelón 

 

The devil, who has been circling Ganelón since the middle of Scene Nine, wears dark 

pants, a black shirt with red patches sewn onto it and red panels attached to the arms and side, so 

that when the character moves his arms, they look winged. The demon also uses “an enormous 

and grotesque mask that scares us all to look at.”532 Over the time of the accounts the devil’s 

costume has changed the most; it appears that the original costume was a red tunic. The devil 

recites four lines where he gives up on capturing Ganelón’s soul and retreats to hell. He then runs 

from the plaza and does not participate in the final scenes of the dance-drama. With the angel 

saving the soul of the prisoner and sending the devil to hell, Ganelón returns to the Christian line 

                                                 
532 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 64. “una enorme y grotesca mascara, que asusta a todo aquel la 
mira.” 
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and gives thanks and praise to God, and claims that those who are under the weight of 

Muhammad and his law can be born again of the Virgin Mary. Even more in awe, Fierabrás 

returns to his father’s line (see Figure 3.10). 
 

 

Figure 3.10: Salvation of Ganelón 

 

Scene Eleven533 

Surprised by this miracle, Fierabrás stands firm before his father and the grand Moorish 

army and tries to convince them to convert to Christianity and be baptized. He tells his father: 

                                                 
533 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 81-2 and 124-5; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de 
Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 180; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14 and 41-3; 
typed performance copy of the script, 12-3; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, 
audio recording, 2008. 
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“Lord, I’m amazed by this case / to see how much the man is worth, / and how much God does 

for him.” Bravonel supports Fierabrás and says: “Lord, I admire / this case, and I say: / it is 

worth more to serve God, / so we ask to be baptized.” While his father rejects being baptized, the 

angel imparts the baptism to all the other Moorish soldiers saying: “Oh Great God / that with this 

water, as God / I sprinkle you, water for all the Christianized Moors, / in order to enjoy the glory 

/ and to see each other in Heaven” (see Figure 3.11).  

 

Figure 3.11: Acceptance of the Christian Faith 

 

Scene Twelve534 

After the act of baptism, everybody joins together to sing the following verses of a 

liturgical hymn: “Oh, Lord above! / I’m the general captain. / Grant us virtues, Lord / and Your 

ultimate devotion. / To the Lord with reverence / we pay You adoration. / Give us a holy death, / 

                                                 
534 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 82-3, 85, and 125-7; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez 
de Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 180-1; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14; typed 
performance copy of the script, 13; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio 
recording, 2008. 
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and grant us forgiveness. / Immaculate Conception, / we pray without ceasing. / That when from 

this world we go / You bring us to rest. / A pastor told me / that you are called Jesus Christ. / 

Lord of the Heavens and the earth, / the savior of souls. / Oh, that ark of silver, / whose crystal 

key / Of the Divine Sacrament, / most Holy altar. / I saw the blessed Sacrament, / in the church 

this morning / Whosoever receives it / with open mouth is saved.” Each two lines are repeated. 

During the entire song, both lines walk in the manner of the opening processional song. At the 

end of the song, they all turn together to face one another (see Figure 3.12).  

 

Figure 3.12: Celebration Promenade 

 

The only mention of the music during the celebration promenade is a comment by 

Requena that indicates that the accompaniment “return[s] again to a tune that is similar to the 

initial one [processional hymn]” (see Musical Example 3.4).535 

                                                 
535 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 85. “volver nuevamenta a un tono parecido al inicial.” 
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Musical Example 3.4: Celebration Hymn 

Act III 

Third Act: It is comprised of a zapateo; each of the soldiers presents himself 
before his respective king and dance for a few moments, later returning to his 
position; while the Christian group performs this, the Moorish king guides his 
own soldiers, walking to the sound of the music, around the dancer that in those 
moments performs the zapateo, and then around their king. When a group 
finishes, they incite the other group to do the same. Finally they advance together, 
they dismiss the public with some verses, and depart, thus ending the 
representation.536 

Scene Thirteen537 

 The conclusion of the hymn marks the beginning of the final act, comprised almost 

entirely of dancing; the only dialogue dismisses the audience at the end of the performance. Yet 

Act III lasts twenty of the total seventy-five minutes of the presentation. In the “atravesaos” 

dance, the two lines face each other and dance “to the point of colliding knees.”538 All the 

Moorish dancers side-step to the right with their right foot on beat one of the music, stomp with 

the left foot on beat two, then side-step to the left with their left foot on beat three and stomp 

with the right foot on beat four of the measure. The line of Moors mirror these steps. After eight 

measures, the Moorish dancers step to the right side with their right foot on beat one, then bend 

their left leg at the knee, lifting their foot toward their back, and cross their sword with the 

                                                 
536 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 69. “Se compone de un zapateo; cada uno de los soldados se 
presenta ante su respectivo rey a danza por unos momentos, para luego regresar a sus puestos; mientras que el grupo 
cristiano realiza esto, el rey moro guía a los suyos, pasean al son de la música, alrededor del danzante, que en esos 
momentos zapatea, y de su rey. Al finalizar un grupo, le toca al otro hacer lo mismo. Finalmente avanzan juntos, se 
despiden del público con unos versos y retroceden, dando fin a la representación.” 
537 Synthesized from Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 82-5 and 127-9; Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de 
Soberón, “Las Danzas de Bugabita,” 181; Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 14, 43-4; typed 
performance copy of the script, 13-4; La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, audio 
recording, 2008; and La Danza Bugabita, performed by The Bugabita Arriba Troupe, video recording fragment 2, 
2008. 
538 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 82. “hasta chocar las rodillas” 
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Christian soldier opposite them, who is mirroring their dance steps. This routine is repeated again 

from the beginning starting on the next down beat. After the repetition, the initial eight measures 

are repeated, but then rather than crossing swords for one measure, the lines cross each other, 

giving it the name “atravesaos,” or atravesados, “crossed” dance. Measures nine and ten are 

used to circle around the dancers facing each other. Each moves to the right and circles around 

the other, returning backward to the initial position. The dancers then do the side-steps for two 

more measures, then start again with eight measures of the side-steps and stomps before 

“crossing” each other again. After this stomping introduction, the zapateo begins, and the devil 

returns and interacts in various ways with the dancers and audience (see Figure 3.13). 
 

 

Figure 3.13: “Atravesaos” Dance Introduction to the Zapateo 
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 Requena includes the only written comment about the zapateo music in la danza 

Bugabita: “Finally a change occurs when the zapateo comes, still happier than the previous 

[tunes]” (see Musical Example 3.5).539 

 

 

Musical Example 3.5: Zapateo Tune 

 

The zapateo begins with the Christian King leading his line of soldiers forward toward 

the Moorish King. Each dancer pauses in front of the Almirante Balan to perform a stomping 

pattern for him. During this time, the “Christianized Moors” remain in their line formation and 

perform the side-step – stomp until all the Christians reach their original position. Then the first 

Moorish soldier steps forward to take Almirante Balan’s place. All the Christian soldiers advance 

again and zapateo for Fierabrás, who holds the edges of his pollera in his hands and sways his 

costume with the beat. After all the Christians have finished, Fierabrás returns to his original 

                                                 
539 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 85. “Finalmente ocurre un cambio cuando viene el zapateo, todavía 
más alegre que los anteriores.” 
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position and the next Moor, Brutamonte, steps forward to take his place, and all the Christians 

zapateo for him. This continues down the line for all the Moorish dancers (see Figure 3.14).  
 

 

Figure 3.14: Zapateo Dance (Christian Line) 

 

After the Christian soldiers zapateo for Afilsoy, the dancers return to their initial lines 

and perform the atravesaos introduction again. The only difference in this iteration is that the 

dancers’ “crossing” is performed in the opposite direction, moving to the left of the opposite 

dancer. At the end of this introduction, the Christian line remains in place, with each individual 

member moving to the front in succession while the Moors zapateo for each of them. When this 

is completed, the dancers engage in one final atravesaos, crossing to the right as in the first time 
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through. The lines then face toward the musicians and the audience, and slowly march backward 

while performing the final dialogue. Charlemagne begins the farewell to the audience, followed 

by Almirante Balan, who thanks “Also, the mayor / for his successful government, / for which 

they give God the glory.” Oliveros continues, saying: “To the community that is worthy / to 

attend the gift here: / ladies and gentlemen, prudent and wise, / forgive the flaws of this dance, / 

for being so rustic, / forced and a poor poetic example.” Fierabrás finishes: “To the devotee who 

promotes / this celebratory function, / grant us, my Father, / an award in Heaven.” This farewell 

to Act III has expanded over time from a simple “thank you” and “goodbye” to this elaborate 

explanation, apology, and farewell that has been in use since at least 1987. After Fierabrás 

finishes, the kings lead their respective lines away from the performance space (see Figure 3.15).  
 

                             

Figure 3.15: Zapateo Dance (Moorish Line) 
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Conclusion 

Examination of extant sources draws attention to and illuminates changes that have 

occurred over the time they circumscribe, and facilitates a meaningful exploration and narrative 

of the cultural phenomenon of la danza Bugabita. As Lezcano suggested in the interview 

conducted by Requena: “We are assured that the distinct celebrations have a ‘common trunk.’ 

We refer to this because we glimpse familiar features, which would be: costumes, characters, 

text, and music.” So, too, did the different written and visual documentation support the idea of 

an evolving tradition.540 Appendix A provides a side-by-side analysis of the text, highlighting 

additions and erasures from the only known written sources. Moreover, as the varying sources 

contain different information and perspectives of the dance-drama, coding illuminated these 

points of departure, discrepancies, and changes that had occurred within the bounded time frame 

of the source material.  

In light of increasingly fewer performance opportunities, Requena posits that the gradual 

disappearance of presentations endangers la danza Bugabita: the community does not want to 

lose its tradition.541 She explains that Bugabita Arriba “is a jealous town and at times it guards its 

customs and traditions bequeathed for generations, as is the case with their dances of Moors and 

Christians,” almost to the point of extinction, and that “we believe that it is necessary to rescue 

this valuable genre that represents part of our culture inheritance.”542 The combined source 

materials synthesized in this chapter synthesize the characterization, choreography, music, and 

dialogue throughout the storyline of the three acts. Unlike the few other written descriptions of 

this dance-drama, this chapter provides valuable musical and choreographic transcriptions. The 

incorporation of these transcriptions enhances the richness of this chapter’s narrative texture, as 

description and commentary regarding the music and choreography are scant in the written 

literature.  

  

                                                 
540 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 50. “aseguramos que las distintas celebraciones tienen un ‘Tronco 
Común’. Nos referimos a esto, porque logramos entrever rasgos familiares, tal lo serian: vestidos, personajes, texto y 
música.” 
541 Ibid., 164.  
542 Ibid., 21-2. “es un pueblo celoso y a la vez guardián de todas sus costumbres y tradiciones legadas por 
generaciones, como es el caso de sus danzas de moros y cristianos” and 56, “creemos que es necesario ir al rescate 
de este valioso género que representa parte de nuestra herencia cultural.” 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SONG OF ROLAND?: 

EXPLAINING FIERABRÁS IN A NEW LITERARY FRAMEWORK  

 

Introduction 

As made clear in the previous chapter, the storyline of la danza Bugabita centers around 

the character of Fierabrás. Yet his presence challenges some long-standing beliefs concerning the 

literary framework from which the local dance-drama stems. In the words of Michael Doudoroff: 

As a general phenomenon, the moros y cristianos fiestas have been carefully 
described, and their cultural functions well understood. The texts themselves, 
however, are little studied, and many questions remain concerning their origins, 
manner of composition, transmission and diffusion.543 

This chapter provides another refraction of la danza Bugabita that focuses on investigation of 

literature sources. It moves from the current Panamanian script, tracing it backward in time and 

space, to a broader geographical perspective of a popular medieval European chanson de geste, 

reversing the pull of Chapter 2. This particular facet of the “Bugabita prism” corrects a 

misconception that conflates the local Panamanian version with The Song of Roland and 

recontextualizes it within its proper literary framework of a different, but related, French literary 

cycle of the legend of Fierabrás. Reframing the material within this particular historical context 

has major implications for understanding the “New World” to people living in the “Old.”  

 Ana Grinberg’s 2013 dissertation titled (Un)stable Identities: Impersonation, Conversion, 

and Relocation in Historia del emperador Carlo Magno y los doce pares generates the 

expectations that propel this chapter.544 Her dissertation conducts a comparative study of several 

versions of the French epic Fierabrás in order to facilitate a textual analysis of its translation to 

Castilian. Principally, Grinberg focuses on the various textual modifications and adaptations 

from its source. She contends that the adaptations delineate representations of racial and religious 

identity and changing political realities of the Iberian Peninsula. Additionally, sources relating to 

the link between Fierabrás and la danza Bugabita include Francisco Márquez Villanueva’s 

chapter titled “El sondeable misterio de Nicolás de Piamonte” which examines this text in 

                                                 
543 Michael J. Doudoroff, “Introduction,” in Moros y Cristianos in Zacatecas: Text of a Mexican Folk Play, ed. Juan 
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544 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities. 
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relation to its possible influences on the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century explorers of non-

European territories; Jennifer Goodman’s Chivalry and Exploration which provides persuasive 

parallelisms between Hernán Cortés’s Cartas de relación and Piemonte’s version of Fierabrás, 

as well as producing evidence of their influence by chivalric literary models; and Karla Xiomara 

Luna Mariscal’s “Gigante ausente” which studies changes between the prototypical scheme of 

the book of chivalry and its subsequent romances and brief stories.545  

 Archival materials that relate to the history of the dance-drama in Panamá outlined in the 

preceding chapters help to account for the character of Fierabrás in la danza Bugabita. Other 

sources discuss Piemonte’s version throughout Latin America, including Ramón Menéndez 

Pidal’s Romancero hispánico that cites many instances of Piemonte’s book throughout the “New 

World.”546 Francisco Fernandez del Castillo’s compilation of numerous customs inspections 

reports from the port of Veracruz, México indicate that Fierabrás or Carlomagno was inscribed 

at least seven times between the years 1550 and 1600.547 Similarly, Irving Leonard finds 

Piemonte’s Historia del emperador in other ports including Manila and Lima.548 Other literature 

concerning Los Doce Pares de Francia in the the Americas include José Durand’s “Romances y 

corridos de los Doce Pares de Francia” and “Los Doce Pares en la poesía popular mexicana;” 

Gisela Beutler’s “Floripes, la princesa pagana, en los bailes de ‘moros y cristianos’ de México;” 

Yolando Pino Saavedra’s “La historia de Carlomagno y de los Doce Pares en Chile;” and 

Grinberg’s epilogue titled “Libros de caballerías and Ideological Transference: Historia del 

emperador and its Hypertexts.”549  

                                                 
545 Francisco Márquez Villanueva, “El sondeable misterio de Nicolás de Piamonte,” in Relaciones de literatura 
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Sánchez (Madrid: Cátedra Seminario Menéndez Pidal, 1979); José Durand, “Los Doce Pares en la poesía popular 
mexicana,” Cuadernos americanos 39 (1980), 167-91; Gisela Beutler, “Floripes, la princesa pagana, en los bailes de 
‘moros y cristianos’ de México. Algunas observaciones sobre las fuentes literarias,” Jahrbuch für Geschichte von 
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Chapter 4 builds on the theoretical frameworks established in the previous chapters to 

examine how Fierabrás participates in the interpretation and the circulation of discourses 

concerning race, ethnicity, and religious belonging. It facilitates a comparison of the ideas 

prevalent in the culture from which the work emerged to its lasting legacy in the Panamanian 

culture in which the Bugabeña expression is interpreted. Source studies permit examination of 

certain consistencies through the particular branch of Fierabrás that links to the text of la danza 

Bugabita. Secondary literature that employs similar methodological approaches of source studies 

and comparative literature frameworks situate Fierabrás within an intertextual reference system. 

That structure facilitates analysis of the conception of “Others” in various versions of the text, as 

well as its dissemination, propagation, and application to la danza Bugabita. This chapter 

addresses the presence of Fierabrás within a new literary framework by 1) demonstrating that the 

text for la danza Bugabita originates from Fierabrás and not the Chanson de Roland, 2) tracing 

the script of la danza Bugabita from Juan José Lopez’s popular text Los Doce Pares de Francia 

to the earliest extant printed edition of the Castilian adaptation of the French literary cycle of 

Fierabrás, and 3) exploring cultural implications that stem from Piemonte’s consistent 

modifications of his source text and its dissemination and propagation throughout Iberia and its 

colonies. 

The Presence of Fierabrás in La Danza Bugabita 

Oral history professes that the local version of la danza Bugabita relates to the Song of 

Roland, the tenth-century French chanson de geste.550 This assumed relationship derives from 

the textual source of la danza Bugabita. The community of Bugabita identifies the textual source 

for their dance-drama as a book titled Los Doce Pares de Francia, or the Twelve Peers of 

France.551 Research into this claim has been hindered due to the fact that no one in Bugabita has 

been able to locate this source. Without examining if the book is related to the Song of Roland, 

the conflation with it appears to stem from the common tie between the known textual source of 

the Twelve Peers of France and Roland, arguably the best-known French chanson de geste today. 

However, the Twelve Peers of France also appear in other French literary cycles. 

                                                 
550 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 77 and Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberon, “Las danzas de 
Bugabita,” 167.  
551 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 49 and Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 17. 
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The dance-drama remains virtually unknown outside the community of Bugabita due to 

its guarded protection by its practitioners. Requena requests that those who read her thesis help 

with the continuation of the tradition: 

so that the tradition is not lost, we dare appeal to all those who in one way or 
another, can cooperate with this artistic group, because it would be a shame if one 
of the most interesting folkloric manifestations of our country would disappear 
without even being known.552 

Requena positions this heartfelt plea for help preceding her only mention of the Song of Roland 

in her thesis, using claims of authenticity to protect this traditional practice from erasure. 

Additionally, she draws attention to the reputed connection as a means of legitimizing this 

marginalized Panamanian dance-drama. Requena addresses her readers stating, “we are sure that 

you’ll like [la danza Bugabita], not only for its image, but also for the depth of its contents; 

moreover, because it relates to one of the best known works of universal literature: the Song of 

Roland.”553 She carefully positions this association within a discourse of authenticity; her 

comment on its ties to an “ancient original” version serves to provide the music and dance with 

added value. 

Aside from its being a popular belief among the community members of Bugabita, of the 

few extant publications concerning the Panamanian performance, all assert this presumed 

relationship. For example, from the 1987 publication of its text, “[t]he central theme of la danza 

Bugabita originates in the Song of Roland, the French epic poem from the tenth century, before 

the poem of El Mio Cid.”554 Requena’s epilogue in her thesis states its connection to “one of the 

best known works of universal literature.”555 Resorting to ritualized rhetoric, these sources 

continue to promulgate this unsubstantiated connection between the local dance-drama and the 

Song of Roland. The unconfirmed assumption is further circulated through a recent documentary 

film by researcher Vania Solano Laclé in collaboration with CIICLA, the Center for 

                                                 
552 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 177. “a que la tradición no se pierda, now atrevimos a proponerles 
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554 Pérez de Pinilla and Pérez de Soberon, “Las danzas de Bugabita,” 167. “El tema central de las Danzas de 
Bugabita se origina en la Canción de Rolando, el poema épico francés del siglo X, anterior al Poema del Mio Cid.” 
555 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 177. “una de las obras más conocida de la literatura universal” 
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Investigation on Latin American Identity and Culture at the University of Costa Rica.556 Even the 

description of the documentary on UCR’s website alludes to this connection by stating that  

this documentary chronicles the legacy of battles between Moors and Christians, 
that together with the Song of Roland, marked a literary genre that can be seen 
even today in some parts of Latin America, as is the case in the community of 
Bugabita in Chiriquí, Panamá.557 

Today this documentary continues to promulgate the connection of la danza Bugabita with the 

Song of Roland through its use in several courses at the University of Costa Rica.558 

Both Chanson de Roland and Chanson de Fierabrás deal with Charlemagne’s campaign 

in the Iberian Peninsula and form part of the Matter of Spain. The phrase “Matter of Spain” was 

coined by Alan Deyermond as a means to address the absence of Iberian national epics and 

ballads within canonical literature and to reclaim the importance of Iberian literature in 

contraposition to the Matter of England.559 R. F. Yeager then employs Deyermond’s term to refer 

to Spanish influences and references in medieval literature, particularly in Geoffrey Chaucer’s 

works.560 The concept of a “Matter of Spain” stems from the classification proposed by romance 

writer Jean Bodel in the thirteenth century in his Chanson des Saxons. The “Three Matters” that 

Bodel recognizes are those “[o]f France, of Britain, and of Rome the Great.”561 Today, the 

corpus that constitutes the “Matter of Spain,” a subset of the “Matter of France,” includes 

literature such as romances and epics that are set in the Iberian Peninsula. As the term has been 

broadened to include Iberian geographic settings, and not necessarily just stories originating in 

the Iberian kingdoms, French epics that deal with Charlemagne’s campaign that take place in the 

Iberian Peninsula are typically included.562 Thus, the better studied Chanson de Roland, or 

Codex Calixtinus (Pseudo Turpin), and the Chanson de Fierabrás comprise part of the Matter of 

Spain. 

                                                 
556 Peppe Cirotti, producer, and Vania Solano Laclé, researcher, Moros y Cristianos: Las Danzas de Bugabita, 
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Roma la grant” 
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The community of Bugabita Arriba and the scholars who have written about la danza 

Bugabita have associated it with the Song of Roland to position it within a discourse of 

authenticity. According to Robert John Morrissey, 

[e]voking the figure of Charlemagne becomes not only a way of imagining and 
legitimizing one’s origins, but is also a way of doing so in relation to the Other. It 
is a way of examining and determining the limits between self and other and of 
affirming or contesting different, and at times even contradictory, solidarities and 
modes of belonging.563  

With Charlemagne as the triumphant Christian king in the dance-drama, it appears that the 

conflation with with Song of Roland functions in much the same manner as described by 

Morrissey in the quotation above. While the Song of Roland and the Song of Fierabrás both fall 

into the category of Chansons de Geste du Roi Charlemagne, or the cycle of epics that surround 

the deeds of Emperor Charlemagne, and have many overlapping characters including Roland, 

Fierabrás does not appear in the Song of Roland. Therefore, the text of la danza Bugabita 

emerges from a different epic from the Matter of Spain.    

The Song of Roland 

Dorothy Leigh Sayers describes the Song of Roland as “the earliest, the most famous, and 

the greatest, of those Old French epics which are called ‘Songs of Deeds’ - Chansons de Geste,” 

a befitting description echoed in nearly all literature.564 In comparison with other epics, Song of 

Roland is short at just 4,002 lines. The first stanza tells of Charlemagne’s victories over the past 

seven years in Spain. The following stanza presents the Christians’ opposition: King Marsilion 

with a Saracen army 20,000 strong, not of King Balan and Fierabrás as found in la danza 

Bugabita. Much later the great scene of Charlemagne’s council introduces all the main characters 

of the Song of Roland, as Sayers explains: 

Charlemagne - at the same time cautious and peremptory; Roland, brave to the 
point of rashness, provocative, arrogant with the naive egotism of the epic hero, 
loyal, self-confident, and open as the day; Oliver, equally brave, but prudent and 
blunt, and well aware of his friend’s weaknesses; Duke Naimon, old and wise in 
council; Turpin, the fighting archbishop, with his consideration for others and his 
touch of ironic humour; Ganelon, whose irritable jealousy unchains the whole 
catastrophe.565 
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According to Sayers, “[t]he anonymous poet, in beginning his story, takes for granted that his 

audience know all about Charlemagne and his Peers, about the friendship of Roland and Oliver, 

and about Ganelon: like Homer, he is telling a tale which is already in men’s hearts and 

memories.”566 Although titled the Song of Roland, only the first half of the poem references the 

exploits of Roland himself. He dies at the end of his great stand with the rear-guard against the 

treacherous assault of King Marsilion in line 2396. The remainder of the story recounts the 

vengeance which Charlemagne seeks for Roland’s death, for the slaughter of the other eleven 

Peers, and for the other Frenchmen who are slain alongside of them. 

 The poem itself appears to have reached its final shape toward the end of the eleventh 

century, shortly after the First Crusade.567 However, the legend of Roland began much earlier as 

part of oral tradition. In Heroic Poetry, Sir Maurice Bowra examines how quickly, and often 

strangely, historic events become recited or sung epics. Indeed, the battle of Roncevaux detailed 

in the Song of Roland had actually happened, albeit in a less grand manner. In the year 777, King 

Charlemagne was engaged in a war against the Saxons when a deputation of Saracen princes 

from territories that now form Spain came to the Emperor requesting his assistance against other 

Muslim enemies. Charlemagne accepted their invitation and after some time marched into Spain 

with all his available forces. His army was divided into two parts, one crossing the eastern 

Pyrenees toward Gerona, and the other, under Charlemagne’s direction, crossing the Basque 

Pyrenees toward Pampeluna. Both cities fell to the advancing Christian forces. After these 

successes, the two armies rejoined forces and attacked Saragossa without success. At this time 

advances by the Saxons obliged Charlemagne to return to his kingdom, abandoning his Spanish 

expedition. As the united Christian army was repassing the Pyrenees, a party of Basques attacked 

the rear-guard of the Christian army. The Basques murdered all but one man and escaped without 

casualties. In Vita Caroli, written circa 830, the chronicler Eginhardt lists among the many killed 

in action Eggihard, the King’s seneschal; Anselm, count of the royal palace; and Roland, duke of 

the Marches of Brittany.568 A later manuscript from the ninth century, an epitaph in Latin verse 

written for Eggihard, provides a date for the battle: 15 August, 778.569  
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 After this time, accounts of Roncevaux do not appear in any extant sources until it 

resurfaced nearly two hundred years later, completely transformed from history into legend and 

legend into epic. Sayers notes that “[t]he magic of legend [had] been at work, and the small 

historic event [had] swollen to a vast epic of heroic proportions and strong ideological 

significance.”570 She explains that this type of astonishing transformation was common during 

the late Middle Ages, and also occurs in the war tales of King Arthur.571 Sayers summarizes the 

evolved plot of the Battle of Roncevaux: 

Charlemagne, who was 38 at the time of his expedition into Spain, has become a 
great hieratic figure, 200 years old, the snowy-bearded king, the sacred Emperor, 
the Champion of Christendom against the Saracens, the war-lord whose conquests 
extend throughout the civilised world. The expedition itself has become a major 
episode in the great conflict between Cross and Crescent, and the marauding 
Basques have been changed and magnified into an enormous army of many 
thousand Saracens.572  

As the historical event was mythologized, some of the people who had participated in the battle 

no longer appeared as characters in the epic. Eggihardt and Anselm were erased from the rear-

guard. Roland, however, had not been removed from the story, but appears as Charlemagne’s 

nephew. The minor character had grown into “the greatest warrior in the world, possessed of 

supernatural strength and powers and hero of innumerable marvelous exploits.”573 According to 

Sayers, “beginning with a historical military disaster of a familiar kind and comparatively small 

importance, we have somehow in the course of two centuries achieved a masterpiece of epic 

drama - we have arrived at the Song of Roland.”574 Given the historic context, it is not difficult to 

see why the legend of Roland took the form it did, or why it should have been popular at that 

time, for the Muslim threat to Christendom had become formidable around the end of the tenth 

century. Many expeditions, politically and religiously driven, occurred in the following centuries 

against the Moors in Spain.  

Concurrently, entire cycles of heroic legends and poems were being circulated along the 

various trade and pilgrim routes throughout Europe.575 Many of these legends were attached to 

the names of local heroes or associated with important towns or monasteries along each route, 
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and travelers were often entertained with these glorified versions of local heroes and tragedies. 

The embellished version of the Battle of Roncevaux helped make The Song of Roland famous. 

The heightened drama, while still the result of Frankish treachery, centers on a new conflict: a 

deep-laid plot between the Saracen king and Ganelon. Sayers explains that  

the whole object of the conspiracy is the destruction of Roland himself and the 
Peers. The establishment of this conspiracy is explained by Ganelon’s furious 
jealousy of his stepson [Roland], worked out with a sense of drama, a sense of 
character, and a psychological plausibility …576  

The pass of the Pyrenees on which Roland and his compatriots of the rear-guard fell lies on the 

pilgrimage road to the shrine of St. James of Compostela, locally known as Santiago Matamoros. 

The physical setting of the battle scene in the epic strengthens St. James’s tie to the area and to 

the Christians’ attempts at regaining territory from Muslim control during the Spanish 

Reconquest battles. In all probability, the members of the cult surrounding St. James the Greater 

entertained pilgrims with stories of Roland’s bravery. As one of the greatest pilgrimages in all 

Europe, rivaling that of the Holy Land and Rome, the popularity el camino de Santiago de 

Compostela helps to explain why St. James is so often associated with The Song of Roland and 

the morismas and representations of los moros y cristianos based on the epic. 

The Song of Fierabrás 

Current scholarship indicates that Fierabrás dates from the late twelfth century, nearly 

one hundred years after the earliest extant source for the Song of Roland, and likewise existed in 

the oral tradition before being committed to paper.577 The most complete verse manuscript is MS 

E, housed in the Biblioteca de El Escorial (M.III-21), written in the Picard dialect of Northern 

France and edited by Marc Le Person.578 Similar to the Song of Roland, the story of Fierabrás 

contains the clash between the Christian good and the pagan evil. In this story Charlemagne and 

his paladins represent Christendom and the fight against “Pagandom” represented by King Balan 

and his kinsmen, as in la danza Bugabita. Together with La Destruction de Rome (The 

Destruction of Rome) and Le Pèlerinage de Charlemagne (Charlemagne’s Pilgrimage), these 

three epics form a sub-cycle that centers on the history and meaning of the relics of Christ’s 
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Passion.579 Although they must be considered separate stories, La Destruction de Rome 

sometimes precedes Fierabrás as a prologue to explain the circumstances that led to the plot of 

Fierabrás; it contains the campaign of retribution led by Charlemagne in Spain to recover the 

Holy Relics that were stolen during the sack of Rome.580 Le Pèlerinage de Charlemagne 

continues the story with the safe return of these relics to several abbeys across France by Saint 

Denis.581 The Song of Fierabrás proper totals 6,219 lines and begins with the battle between 

Fierabrás and Oliver and ends with the division of King Balan’s former territory between 

Fierabrás and Guy, one of the Twelve Peers of France.582  

The story of Fierabrás begins with the eponymous character, son of King Balan and 

often depicted as a Saracen giant, approaching the Christian camp to challenge Charlemagne and 

his Twelve Peers. None of the paladins want to accept the challenge, save Oliver, who is already 

badly wounded. Oliver convinces Charlemagne to allow him to fight Fierabrás. He encounters 

the enemy resting under a tree, unarmed. Formal introductions are exchanged, Fierabrás notices 

the Christian bleeding, he dons armor and a sword, and a long battle ensues. At the end of the 

battle, Fierabrás surrenders and accepts Christian baptism. 

Upon Fierabrás’s defeat, the Saracen army positioned nearby attacks Oliver. 

Charlemagne responds by sending a group of knights to assist Oliver. However, the Saracens 

capture Oliver and a few other Peers, and lead them to King Balan, emir of Spain.583 The 

Christian knights are placed in prison at Balan’s court in Mantrible. At this point Floripes, the 

beautiful sister of Fierabrás and daughter of King Balan, attempts to visit the prisoners, as she is 

secretly enamored with Guy of Bourgogne. When the jailor blocks her entrance into the prison, 

she kills him and proceeds to free the Peers, leading them to her chambers, where she feeds and 

entertains them. She asks their names to discover if Guy is among them and tends to the wounds 

her brother inflicted upon Oliver. Princess Floripes’s duenna, Maragunda, threatens to tell her 

father what she has done. Infuriated, Floripes throws the duenna out her window, which ensures 

the relative safety of the Peers.584 During the intervening time in the other camp, Charlemagne 

and the remaining Peers encounter the severely wounded Fierabrás, who requests Christian 
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baptism before he dies as a Saracen infidel. Emperor Charlemagne dispatches his physicians to 

treat Fierabrás’s wounds. When healed, he is baptized.  

The Emperor then sends more of his men as ambassadors to King Balan, and, 

concurrently, Balan sends his emissaries to Charlemagne. Both monarchs wish to propose an 

exchange of captives, as both have men considered exceptionally important to their adversaries. 

En route the two envoys meet and engage in battle. The Christians claim victory over the 

Saracens, decapitating them. The triumphant Christian ambassadors arrive in Balan’s court, 

display the heads of his emissaries, and make their requests to the King. Balan sends them to 

prison, where Floripes reunites all the Peers of France in her chambers. Upon her finally meeting 

Guy, the two become betrothed, despite her being a Muslim. The marriage is contingent upon her 

baptism and conversion and Charlemagne’s approval.  

The French knights assemble the necessary arms to fight and leave Floripes’s chamber to 

attack Balan and lay siege to his castle. Emir Balan jumps through a window, symbolizing the 

defeat of the Saracens. While victorious, the Peers find themselves trapped in the castle without 

food, surrounded by Saracens. Once again, Princess Floripes comes to their rescue with a magic 

girdle that ensures victuals for all stranded in the castle. However, in a coup to capture the 

enchanted belt, Balan sends a thief into the castle tower to retrieve it. Although wounded and 

pushed from a window, the thief had the girdle in his possession, once again leaving the knights 

hungry. Several sorties are organized in search of provisions; in the last of these, Richard of 

Normandy seeks aid from Charlemagne. A Saracen King named Clarion chases Richard, a melee 

results, and, as victor, Richard confiscates Clarion’s horse as loot. He continues toward 

Charlemagne’s camp, crossing a river with the help of a white deer. At the same time, Ganelon 

the traitor has confronted the Emperor, trying to persuade him to return to France without the 

Holy Relics. Richard arrives and all Charlemagne’s army marches toward Balan’s castle to 

rescue the Peers. A small group of knights acting as bait forges ahead to gain the Bridge of 

Mantrible from Galafre, the giant guardian of the bridge. Richard kills Galafre, which allows for 

the advancement of Charlemagne’s troops. Other minor battles with giants occur before the 

Christian knights reach the castle. 

Finally, after a long battle, Charlemagne seizes Mantrible, with Ganelon proving his 

loyalty in battle, and advances to the castle where Balan is taken prisoner. Both Fierabrás and his 

sister actively defend the Christians. After the defeat of the Saracens, Fierabrás begs mercy for 
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his father. He attempts to convince his father to accept baptism, which Balan rejects, and Balan 

is killed. At the end of the epic, Floripes converts and is baptized, and with Charlemagne’s 

marriage blessing, is wed to Guy. Charlemagne divides the territory that had previously belonged 

to Balan between Guy and Fierabrás. Floripes then returns the relics, which have appeared 

sporadically throughout the story, to Emperor Charlemagne.  

Grinberg positions Fierabrás as “very popular during the Middle Ages and the early 

modern period. Its popularity is demonstrated by the diversity of translations to most Western 

European vernaculars and Latin.”585 Furthermore, it was adapted to different genres and 

referenced in major works such as Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quijote and François Rabelais’s 

Pantagruel. Notwithstanding Roland’s presence in both La Danza Bugabita and its textual 

source Los Doce Pares de Francia, both texts open with and center around the character of 

Fierabrás. Therefore, despite the general narrative consistently repeated among the townspeople 

and within the literature about la danza Bugabita stemming from the Song of Roland, the texts of 

both la danza Bugabita and its source Los Doce Pares de Francia follow the plot of the Chanson 

de Fierabrás. While some versions of Fierabrás have been extensively studied, Piemonte’s 1521 

Castilian translation, Hystoria del emperador, has received scant scholarly attention. Grinberg’s 

dissertation addresses this oversight and explores the process of imagining identity on both an 

individual and social scale; it provides a foundation that can link this epic to the current 

performance tradition of la danza Bugabita.  

 

Table 4.1: Comparison of the French Epics of Roland and Fierabrás 

 Chanson de Roland Chanson de Fierabrás 

Date ca. late eleventh century ca. late twelfth century 
Number of 
Lines 

4,002 lines 6,219 lines 

Protagonists Charlemagne and Roland Charlemagne and Oliver, Fierabrás 
after conversion to Christianity 

Antagonists King Marsilion King Balan  
Plot Synopsis Roland’s exploits and death; 

Charlemagne seeks vengeance for 
Roland’s death 

Charlemagne’s campaign in Spain to 
recover Holy Relics stolen during the 
Sack of Rome; conversion of the 
Moorish army 

Main Battle Battle of Roncevaux Battle between Fierabrás and Oliver 
 

                                                 
585 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 3. 
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Tracing the Textual Source 

In order to account for the character of Fierabrás in la danza Bugabita, the various 

translations, adaptations, prosifications, versifications, dance and dramatic conversions, and 

references to the story of Fierabrás are approached as a textual network that operates on two 

different levels. First, source studies and comparative literature are utilized to construct a 

genealogical system of the Song of Fierabrás that can trace and connect the various sources to la 

danza Bugabita. Through this genealogical system the textual source for the Panamanian script 

can be traced from Lopez’s popular text Los Doce Pares de Francia back to the earliest extant 

printed edition of the Castilian adaptation of the French literary cycle of Fierabrás by Piemonte. 

The Castilian Hystoria del emperador Carlo Magno can then be linked to Bagnyon’s L’Histoire 

de Charlemagne, which in turn is based upon a non-extant original versified Fierabrás from the 

twelfth century. In my research, this type of genealogical research does not pretend to construct a 

complete genealogical tree, or literary stemma codicum.586 Secondly, the genealogical branch 

connecting la danza Bugabita to Fierabrás is situated within an intertextual reference system. 

This second level allows for historical contextualization of socio-political and cultural conditions 

of the various translations and adaptations.  

To reach these two goals of creating a genealogical network and placing it within an 

intertextual reference system, the literary methodology of the hypotext and hypertext model is 

often applied. Javier Gómez-Montero’s theory appears in his Literatura caballeresca en España 

e Italia. “Hypotext” refers to the source text, whereas “hypertext” indicates the new, superposed 

text. Unlike stemma that are grounded in an original source, or Urtext, the application of 

hypertextuality enables scholars to describe the interaction between two given works and to read 

such texts as a chain. Gómez-Montero explains: 

Without relinquishing a diachronic approach in the comparison of two or more 
texts, this methodology (intertextuality) seeks to supersede the concept of literary 
source to emphasize the underlying dynamic based on the impulses derived from 

                                                 
586 Karl Lachmann developed the concept of stemma in relation to the study of manuscripts, specifically Nibelungen 
Not and the New Testament. Within this concept, he stresses the establishment of an archetype from which to 
hierarchize diverse versions of the text in question. A stemma codicum includes all known translations, adaptations, 
and reference in manuscript and printed forms of the archetype. For stemmas of extant manuscript sources of 
Fierabrás see Marianna Ailes, A Comparative Study of the Medieval French and Middle English Verse Texts of the 
Fierabras Legend (Ph.D. Diss., University of Reading, 1989) and Marc Le Person, “Introduction,” in Fierabrás: 
chanson de geste du XIIe siècle (Fierabrás MS E), ed. Marc Le Person (Paris: H. Champion, 2003). 
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the hypotext and the act of creation implied in the peculiar configuration of the 
hypertext.587 

Gómez-Montero and other literary scholars argue that his model highlights what is creatively 

altered in each text, as well as the interaction and dialogue between various texts. Working 

within a theoretical framework and a methodology that focuses on changes throughout the chain 

of Fierabràs versions proves particularly useful to illuminate the cultural conditions that 

prompted such adaptations and the range and variety of historical relationships in operation. 

However, a single text can be both a hypotext and hypertext in this model. In order to simplify 

the relationships between the genealogical branch that links the text of la danza Bugabita to the 

medieval French literary cycle of Fierabrás, this model is not used. Rather, each text and its 

source will be explicitly stated. The resulting cultural implications of this chain are placed in 

their historical moment and examined later in the chapter.  

Juan José López’s Los Doce Pares de Francia 

As previously mentioned, la danza Bugabita’s presumed connection to the Song of 

Roland stems from its textual source, Los Doce Pares de Francia, and its unsubstantiated 

affiliation with the better known chanson de geste today, the Roland story. Oral history from the 

community of Bugabita accepts that the textual source for this particular Panamanian dance-

drama is a book titled Los Doces Pares of France. The community agrees that this book was first 

brought to the area from México by a man named Calles, who organized a presentation of los 

moros y cristianos in the neighboring village of Alanje in the nineteenth century. However, the 

book that had existed in Bugabita has since been lost and passed into local legend. In the first 

source written about this dance-drama in 1961, the author interviewed people who had read said 

book. Yet the author laments that it was impossible for him to find the book.588 Further 

investigation into Los Doce Pares de Francia by local researchers has been hindered by its 

absence. While the local copy may be missing, other extant copies exist throughout the world.  

The name of the author is known from the last four lines of the publication: “And now 

Juan José Lopez / begs your forgiveness for his errors, / pleading to God to give him / his grace, 

                                                 
587 Javier Gómez-Montero, Literatura caballeresca en España e Italia (1483-1542): el espejo de cavallerías 
(desconstrucción textual y creación literaria) (Tübingen: M. Neimeyer Verlab, 1992), 7.  “Sin renunciar 
básicamente al enfoque diacrónico al enfrentar dos o más textos, con esta metodología [de la intertextualidad] se 
busca superar el concepto de fuente literaria insistiendo en la dinámica latente en función de los impulsos derivados 
del hipotexto y del acto de creación que supone la configuración peculiar del hipertexto.” 
588 Choy Lam, “Un estudio sobre el Poblado de Bugabita,” 17. “que a mí me fue imposible conseguirlo” 
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favor, and wisdom.”589 López divides the story of Fierabrás into eight relaciones. These sections 

were printed as independent parts known as pliegos sueltos, or individual fly sheets or 

chapbooks. Grinberg claims that these independent parts were published sometime during the 

first half of the nineteenth century.590 In contradiction to her claim, by 1851 these eight 

chapbooks had been assembled and published in Agustín Duran’s monumental Romancero 

General.591 According to Ramon Menéndez Pidal, “the vernacular pliego most widely 

disseminated in the eighteenth century and even today [was] that of Los Doce Pares de Francia, 

signed by Juan José López.”592 Other researchers confirm this earlier publication date: André de 

Mandach states that “the series of six ballads composed by one aficianado of Compostela, Juan 

José López of the beginning of the eighteenth century;” Hans-Erich Keller also confirms an early 

eighteenth century date; Maximiano Trapero notes that López produced chapbooks in versified 

romance meter of the story of Fierabrás that dates from the eighteenth century; and in A 

Dictionary of Medieval Heroes: Characters in Medieval Narrative Traditions, C. Hoegtoorn 

indicates that in the eighteenth century the popular Spanish popular poet Juan José Lopez used 

the material of the Chanson de Fierabrás in some romances or ballads.593 Furthermore, an early 

edition housed among Yale University’s rare books includes the first, seventh, and eighth 

relations and is bound together with Hilario Santos Alonso’s Historia verdadera del Cid 

Campeador and La Reyna Sultana.594 The publisher imprinted on the cover is Despacho: 

                                                 
589 “Y ahora Juan José Lopez, / pide perdon de sus yerros, / pidiendo á Dios que le dé / su gracia, favor y acierto.” 
López often ends his romances in this manner, as can also be seen in the last two lines of his Don Pedro Azedo, y 
principe de Argel: “Y ahora Juan José Lopez / pide perdon de sus yerros.” 
590 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 211. 
591 Agustín Durán, ed., Romancero General, vol. II (Impressa de M. Rivadeneyra, 1851), 229-243.  
592 Ramon Menéndez Pidal, Romancero hispánico: Antología de poetas líricos castellanos, vol. 4 (Santander: Aldus, 
1944),  247. “el pliego vulgar más difundido en el XVIII y aun hoy, el de Los Doce pares de Francia, firmado por 
Juan José López.” 
593 André de Mandach, “The Evolution of the Matter of Fierabras: Present State of Research,” in Romance Epic: 
Essays on a Medieval Literary Genre, ed. Hans-Erich Keller (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 
Western Michigan University, 1987), 133. See also André de Mandach, Naissance et développement de la chanson 
de geste en europe (Geneva: E. Droz, 1961); Hans-Erich Keller, ed., Jehan Bagnyon and Vincent de Beauvais, 
L’Histoire de Charlemagne: parfois dite Roman de Fierabras (Geneva: Droz, 1992); Maximiano Trapero, “La 
Décima Popular en la Tradición Hispánica,” in La décima: Su historia, su geografía, sus manifestaciones (Santa 
Cruz de Tenerife: Cámera Municipal de Évora/Centro de la Cultura Popular Canaria, 2001), 11. “a partir del siglo 
XVIII”; C. Hogetoorn, “Fierabras,” in A Dictionary of Medieval Heroes: Characters in Medieval Narrative 
Traditions ed.  Willem P. Gerritsen, Anthony G. Van Melle, and Tanis M. Guest (Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK: 
Boydell Press, 1998), 105. Mandach’s apparent discrepancy of six, rather than eight, ballads will be examined later 
in this section. 
594 Juan Jóse [Josef] Lopez, [Carlo-Magno y de los doce pares] Primera parte, en que se refiere la cruel batalla que 
tuvo el valeroso Oliveros con el esforzado Fierabrás de Alexandria: con lo demás que verá el curioso; Septima 
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Sucesores de Hernando, and Yale’s catalogue also indicates an eighteenth-century publication 

date, with the vague 17--?.595 Finally, an entry listed in the catalogue of Biblioteca Miguel de 

Cervantes as Historia del emperador Carlo Magno: en la qual se trata de las grandes proezas y 

hazañas de los doce pares de Francia, y de como fueron vendidos por el traydor de Ganalón, y 

de la cruda batalla que huvo Oliveros con Fierabrás de Alexandria, hijo del Almirante Balán by 

Juan José López lists the original publisher as Antonio Arroque in Barcelona and dates its 

publication between 1730 and 1750. Fondo Antiguo de la Universitat de València houses an 

original. A later edition printed by the publishing house of José Vazquez in Madrid in 1837, by 

the same title, is listed in the Catalogue of the Spanish Library and of the Portuguese Books 

Bequeathed by George Ticknow to the Boston Public Library in the mid-nineteenth century.596 

Mandach attests that “these pieces were only known through printed fly sheets (pliegos 

sueltos) of the eighteenth century, published a century later by Agustín Durán in his 

Romancero.”597 Durán includes López’s eight relaciones in the section “Romances Vulgares: 

Seccion de Romances Vulgares Caballerescos” with the following description of the eight 

sections: 

Romances of Charlemagne and the Twelve Peers of France that contain: the 
challenge between Oliveros and Fierabrás, the love story of Floripes and Gui de 
Borgoña, with many other adventures, love, and war. It also refers to the battle of 
Roncevaux, the death of Roldan and other Peers of France.598 

The first romance begins with the conquest of Rome and the theft of the Holy Relics. From this 

point Almirante Balan invades France and his son, the giant Fierabrás, wants to fight the Twelve 

Peers of France, engaging in a duel with the famous Oliveros. The second relacion continues the 

battle between Oliveros and Fierabrás, leaving the giant defeated and hurt. He is taken to 

Charlemagne’s camp where he asks for and obtains Christian baptism. In an ensuing battle, the 

                                                                                                                                                             
relacion, que prosigue los famosos hechos de Carlo Magno y los doce Pares de Francia; Octava y ultima relacion, de 
los valerosos hecho de Carlo Magno y de los doce Pares de Francia, y el fia que tuvieron (Madrid?, 17--?).  
595 This edition is housed at Beineke Rare Book & Manuscript Library at Yale University. 
596 The Catalogue of the Spanish Library and of the Portuguese Books Bequeathed by George Ticknow to the 
Boston Public Library: Together with the Collection of Spanish and Portuguese Literature in the General Library (G. 
K. Hall, 1879), 173. The title does include two updated Spanish spellings: “traidor” rather than “traydor” and “hubo” 
rather than “huvo”; the accent on “Fierabrás” is also dropped in this edition’s title and “Magno” is not capitalized. 
See Juan José López, Historia del emperador Carlo magno, en la cual se trata de las grandes proezas y hazañas de 
los doce pares de Francia, y de como fueron vendidos por el traidor Ganalón, y de la cruda batalla que hubo 
Oliveros con Fierabras de Alejandría, hijo del almirante Balán (Madrid: Imprenta de José Vazquez, 1837). 
597 Mandach, “The Evolution of the Matter of Fierabras,” 133.  
598 Durán, Romancero General, vol. II, 229. “Romances de Carlo-Magno y los Doce Pares de Francia que contienen: 
el desafío de Oliveros y Fierabras, los amores de Floripes y Gui de Borgoña, con otros muchas aventuras, amores y 
guerras. Asimismo se refiere la batalla de Roncesvalles, la muerte de Roldan y de otros Pares de Francia”  
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Turks overtake the Christians and capture Oliveros and four other Peers. In López’s third 

relacion Princess Floripes, daughter of Almirante Balan, helps and arms the Christian knights 

because she declares her love for Gui de Borgoña. Meanwhile, Balan sends ambassadors to 

Charlemagne to rescue his son Fierabrás, demand the Turks convert to Christianity, and attempt 

to retrieve the relics. Balan’s ambassadors encounter the emissaries that Charlemagne had sent to 

rescue the Peers. The soldiers battle, with the seven Christians defeating the fourteen Turks and 

continuing on the route to the enemy’s court.  

The following romance describes how Balan captured the Christian ambassadors. 

Floripes then delivers them from immediate death, giving them weapons, and reunites them with 

the other Peers in a tower of Balan’s castle. There Floripes becomes betrothed to Gui de 

Borgoña. In Lopez’s fifth pliego Balan besieges the tower and blocks all exits that the knights 

might take, rendering the Christians captive. Richard leaves the tower to advise Charlemagne of 

the situation, en route killing the giant that guards the bridge of Mantible. López continues the 

sixth relacion with the battle between Charlemagne and Balan’s armies, in which Almirante 

Balan is finally defeated, taken prisoner, and sentenced to death by his own son, Fierabrás, for 

not accepting Christian baptism. López begins his seventh chapbook by stating that the kingdom 

of Balan had been conquered by Charlemagne, and he and his troops return to France, where 

they see a path of stars hanging in the heavens that cross from Italy to Galicia. Santiago 

Matamoros appears and provides a revelation that they will conquer many kingdoms and find 

and honor the body of the apostle. After returning to the mountainous path leading back to 

France, the Christians engage in another battle against the Moors, during which Ferraguz is 

defeated and killed by Roldan. The final romance details the Battle of Roncevaux in which 

Roldan dies and Charlemagne avenges his death, thus defeating the Moors; it closes with the 

punishment of the traitor, Galalón.  

 As can be seen in this summary of López’s pliegos sueltos, the majority of the individual 

pliegos concern the Chanson de Fierabrás and only the last relacion contains a short summary 

of the Battle of Roncevaux included in the Chanson de Roland. In reference to the 

aforementioned quotation by Mandach that cites “the series of six ballads,” Mandach identifies 

the first six of the eight published relaciones as containing the story of Fierabrás proper.599 

Durán, the compiler of the eight romances, states that relations are “all according to the 

                                                 
599 Mandach, “The Evolution of the Matter of Fierabras,” 133.  
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vernacular book of Carlo-Magno and the chronicle of Archbishop Turpin,” and further notes 

immediately following the seventh relacion that “[f]rom this romance, he begins to take matters 

from the celebrated false chronic of Turpin.”600 The vernacular book of Charlemagne that Durán 

refers to seems to imply Piemonte’s Castilian version of the Chanson de Fierabrás, the only 

Spanish adaptation of the epic that remained extremely popular and in print from its original 

publication date of 1521 through the twentieth century.601 Mandach implies that “[t]hese 

romances were inspired by Nicolás de Piamonte’s Spanish adaptation of Jehan Bagnyon’s 

Fierabras of the end of the fifteenth century.”602 Grinberg provides ample evidence that Lopez’s 

version of Los Doce Pares is a popular text based on the Castilian version of Fierabrás.  

Nicolás de Piemonte’s Hystoria del emperador 

Piemonte’s narrative was also very popular during the Middle Ages and the early modern 

period. Its popularity is partly demonstrated by the references in later literature and adaptations 

such as Lopez’s pliegos sueltos. Piemonte’s Castilian rendition in prose reached the level of 

popularity it did because, as Campos García Rojas asserts, it was “particularly configured and 

stimulated by the invention and development of the printing press.”603 Grinberg provides copious 

evidence that the French chanson de geste known as Fierabras became “even more popular and 

influential than Chanson de Roland in the long run.”604 Piemonte’s text was first published in 

1521 in Seville by Jacobo Cromberger.605 Cromberger published a second version in 1525. It was 

reprinted twice more by his son, Juan Cromberger, in 1528 and 1534. It was published ten more 

times in other publishing houses throughout Spain before 1600.606  

While Piemonte’s version was the source on which López based his versified story of 

Fierabrás, Piemonte’s source was Jehan Bagnyon’s verse manuscripts or incunabula originally 

titled La conqueste que fit le roy Charlemagne en Espagne avec les nobles prouesses des douze 

                                                 
600 Durán, Romancero General, vol. II, 229. “todo segun el libro vulgar de Carlo-Magno y la cronica del Arzobispo 
Turpin,” and 343, fn. 1. “Desde este romance se empieza á tomar el asunto de la falsa crónica de Turpin tan célebre”  
601 Goodman, Chivalry and Exploration, 29.  
602 Mandach, “The Evolution of the Matter of Fierabras,” 133.  
603 Axayácatl Campos García Rojas, “Variaciones en centro y periferia sobre el manuscrito encontrado y la falsa 
traducción en los libros de caballerías castellanos,” Tirant: Butlettí informatiu i bibliogràfic de literatura de 
cavalleries 15 (2012), 47. “especialmente configurado y potenciado por la invención y desarrollo de la imprenta.” 
604 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 213. 
605 Hereafter, Historia del emperador.  
606 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 9 and 253-60.  
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pairs de France et aussi celles de Fier á Bras or La roman de Fierabras.607 Medieval and early 

modern literature scholars agree on Piemonte’s source. According to Grinberg, “[m]ost scholars 

have mentioned the Castilian prose version of Fierabras, on the one hand, as the translation of 

Jehan Bagnyon’s work, and on the other hand, as part of their accounts of the dissemination of 

the chanson de geste.”608 She observes that “[i]n most cases, Piemonte’s version has been 

compared to its obvious source, Bagnyon’s [L’Histoire de Charlemagne].”609 Krœber and 

Servois, Knott, Le Person, Mandach, and Keller, among others, mention Piemonte’s translation 

in their lists of manuscripts, early editions, and translations.610 

The versions by both Piemonte and Bagnyon are prose adaptations of the twelfth-century 

verse original, which is no longer extant (see Figure 4.1).611 The epic of Fierabrás forms the 

second part of Bagnyon’s compilation of stories about Charlemagne. Bagnyon’s version begins 

with the lineage and youth of Charlemagne based on Vincent de Beauvais’s Speculum historiale, 

followed by Fierabrás, and ends with the Battle of Roncevaux as contained in Speculum 

historiale’s Book XXIV.612 Similarly, Piemonte follows Bagnyon’s example with three divisions 

in his Historia del emperador. The second section contains the Chanson de Fierabrás. My 

dissertation focuses only on Fierabrás proper, as this is the story found in la danza Bugabita. 

Piemonte’s Historia del emperador functioned as López’s textual source, and the story will not 

be summarized again here. Eminent Fierabrás scholar Hans-Erich Keller claims that Piemonte’s 

Castilian version is more or less a literal translation of Bagnyon’s text.613 There are however, 

several important textual elements that appear in Piemonte’s translation, and other versions 

based on his text, that do not appear in Piemonte’s source or other versions of Fierabrás. Other 

scholars note that there are changes from Bagnyon’s source in Piemonte’s translation, but do not 

investigate these alterations. For example, Luna Mariscal notes that during the late fifteenth and 

early sixteenth centuries a number of non-Iberian works “would be translated to Castilian under 

                                                 
607 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 9.  
608 Ibid.  
609 Ibid. Bagnyon’s version became known as L’Histoire de Charlemagne, titled after Hans-Erich Keller’s edition of 
Bagnyon’s first manuscript housed in the Bibliotheque de Genève, MS fr. 188. 
610 See Fierabras: chanson de geste (Fierabras MS A), eds. Auguste Krœber and Gustave Marie Joseph Servois, 
1860 (Nendelm, Liechtenstein: Kraus Reprint, 1966); Gordon A. Knott, An Edition of the Old French Chanson de 
Geste Fierabras: Based on the Text of the Escorial ms (Ph.D. Diss., University of Cambridge, 1954); Fierabrás, ed. 
M. Le Person; Mandach, “The Evolution of the Matter of Fierabras”; and Keller, ed., L’Histoire de Charlemagne. 
611 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 8. 
612 Keller, ed., L’Histoire, xxiii. 
613 Hans-Erich Keller, “Un autre legs de l’histoire poétique de Charlemagne en Espagne,” in Autour de Roland: 
recherches sur la chanson de geste (Geneva: Champion-Slatkine, 1989), 248.  
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other ideological premises (those of the kingdom of the Catholic Monarchs and of Emperor 

Charles V) and under different literary premises, determined largely by the emergence of the 

printing press.”614 Specifically pertaining to Piemonte’s translation, Luna Mariscal states that it 

was an “adaptation within a different historical, literary, editorial, and ideological context.”615 

The only exceptions to this scholarly trend include Márquez Villanueva’s article “El 

sondeable misterio de Nicolás de Piamonte” and Grinberg’s dissertation. Márquez Villanueva 

notes that Piemonte had undertaken “moralizing manipulation” in his translation.616 He further 

states that “the variants introduced in the Spanish book are either omissions or developments due 

to the will of the translator,” and do not stem from a separate source.617 Grinberg’s dissertation 

undertakes an investigation into the changes found in the chain of texts that stem from 

Piemonte’s conscious adaptations. She then assesses their causes and their impact on subsequent 

cultural understandings.  

 

Figure 4.1: Literary Source Chain of la danza Bugabita 
                                                 
614 Karla Xiomara Luna Mariscal, “Aspectos ideológicos de la traducción y recepción de las historias caballerescas 
breves,” Cahiers d’études hispaniques médiévales 33/1 (2010), 130. “se traducirá al castellano bajo otros 
presupuestos ideológicos (los del reinado de los Reyes Católicos y del emperador Carlos V) y bajo otras premisa 
literarias, determinadas en mayor medida por la aparición de la imprenta.”  
615 Ibid., 152. “adaptación a otro contexto histórico, literario, editorial e ideológico.”  
616 Márquez Villanueva, “El sondeable misterio de Nicolás de Piamonte,” 107. “manipulación moralizadora” 
617 Ibid., 106. “las variantes introducidas en el libro español son o bien omisiones o bien desarrollos debidos al 
talante del traductor” 
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Cultural Implications in Piemonte’s Adaptation 

Working with a methodology that focuses on changes throughout the chain of Fierabràs 

versions proves particularly useful to illuminate the cultural conditions that prompted such 

changes and the range and variety of historical relationships in operation. Piemonte claims that 

the text is a direct translation of Bagnyon’s L’Histoire. In his preface to Historia del emperador 

he includes the following statement: “In this book I will not do anything but translate the French 

verses in Castilian prose, following it to the letter in all my ability, without adding or eliminating 

anything.”618 Most scholars have not evaluated Piemonte’s statement against the text. Those who 

have done so have found several deliberate modifications of Piemonte’s textual source, 

Bagnyon’s L’Histoire de Charlemagne. These changes that occur in Piemonte’s text reflect 

contemporary geopolitical changes and illuminate the construction of the concepts of race and 

ethnicity, and notions of identity linked to geographical and religious belonging in the nascent 

Spanish empire.619  

Throughout Grinberg’s dissertation, she hypothesizes that the geographical alterations 

from the source respond to the way that the Iberian kingdoms and their inhabitants were 

exoticized by the rest of Europe. She claims that these changes regarding issues of identity were 

central to the formation of the western European states. She investigates instances where 

characters’ attire and weaponry serve as markers of their religious and national identity, and 

considers how cultural practices served to separate ethnic and religious communities. Grinberg 

also examines baptism as evidence of hybrid identity. She considers the use of Piemonte’s text, 

and other texts based on it, as political propaganda that construct a perception of Europe as 

religiously and racially homogenous through the unification of European Christendom. The 

foundation of Grinberg’s research permits inquiry into the cultural implications that Piemonte’s 

translation implements via the lens of cultural criticism. Through this research I can pose the 

question of how the text transmits and transforms the ideologies that support and/or undermine 

the contemporary Castilian sociopolitical power structure and trace it over the course of its  

reception. Piemonte’s consistent modifications illuminate why la danza Bugabita’s connection to 

its sixteenth-century source matters today.  

                                                 
618 Nicolás de Piemonte, Hystoria del emperador Carlo Magno y delos doze pares de Francia & dela cruda batalla 
que ouo Oliveros con Fierabras, Rey de Alexandria, hijo del grande almirante Balan (Sevilla: Jacobo Cromberger, 
1525). “En eſte libro no ẽtiẽdo ď fazer otra coſa ſaluo boluer los verſos frãceſes en proſa caſtellana, ſiguiẽdo el pie ď 
la letra a todo mi poder, ſin añadir ni quitar coſa algũa.” 
619 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 13.  
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Piemonte’s adaptations of his French source of Fierabrás respond to Europe’s 

exoticization of Spain by relocating the setting of the epic outside the Iberian Peninsula. This 

new setting displaces “otherness” from Spain as a way to depict the newly unified Spain as not 

Moorish. The deracination emphasizes the fact that the enemy is no longer a Saracen, nor is he 

indigenous to Iberia. Furthermore, these deliberate textual changes reformulate the contemporary 

constructions of interpreting identity. These modifications draw upon the cultural knowledge of 

his Spanish readership regarding racial and religious differences, and effect an idealized 

conceptualization of Spain and its inhabitants as religiously and ethnically homogenous.620 

According to Pratt’s description in “Arts of the Contact Zone,” an autoethnographic text 

constitutes a text created by the purported “others” in response to or in dialogue with texts in 

which they have been “Othered.”621 Therefore, Historia del emperador functions as an 

autoethnographic text.  

The following sections explore some of Piemonte’s narrative changes. First, a historical 

contextualization of the geopolitical changes that were reshaping the emerging Spanish nation 

provides insight into Piemonte’s new geographic plot position and his sensitivity to the 

replacement of the label “Saracen” throughout his text in an effort to displace “Otherness” 

outside of Spain. This is followed by a section on cultural practices including weaponry, clothing 

and diet that Piemonte emphasizes to differentiate between Christian and non-Christian. Finally, 

the last section examines the dissemination and propagation of these new ideas concerning 

identity construction through ethnicity, race, and religion throughout the Iberian colonies. Taken 

together, these intentional authorial changes reposition Spain in the image of a new European 

power and cleanse it from its previous exoticism and paganism.  

Displacing “Otherness”  

In a temporal sense, Piemonte’s “translation” is a product of radical transition. Its 

publication in 1521 in Seville occurred after the the marriage of the Catholic Monarchs and the 

unification of the disparate kingdoms of Spain in 1469; after the expulsion of Jews and the fall of 

Granada in 1492; after the forced conversion of Moors in the kingdoms of Castile and León in 

1501; after the death of Isabella of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragón in 1504 and 1516, 

respectively; and in the moments after their grandson, known as Carlos I de España y V de 

                                                 
620 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 14-5. 
621 Pratt, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” 35. 
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Alemania, was crowned King of Spain and a few years later became Holy Roman Emperor in 

1519.622 The arrival of a sixteen-year-old Charles V to Iberian soil from Ghent, Flanders 

symbolized a considerably new era for the nascent Spanish empire. The young monarch lacked 

knowledge of Castilian and was unfamiliar with the political and cultural intricacies of his new 

kingdom. On the one hand, the king was a direct descendant of Charlemagne, who was an 

important power figure used historically as a paradigm for crusading efforts. On the other hand, 

the international political scene was in turmoil from the European’s perspective, in large part due 

to the rapid expansion of the Turkish Empire after their capture of Constantinople in 1453. In a 

geographic sense, the Ottomans had gained enormous power and began to threaten Spanish 

hegemony in the Western Mediterranean by the mid-sixteenth century. Furthermore, the 

kingdom of France viewed the Iberian kingdoms’ unification as a menace and possible threat to 

their own Mediterranean interests. Another radical change occurred across the Atlantic: Spain 

and Portugal had started a mercantilist race to the Americas, establishing the ostensible Age of 

Discovery.  

The drive to categorize different peoples in order to tell the “Other” apart from the 

imagined self was particularly important in areas where two or more cultures clashed. The 

Iberian Peninsula during the Middle Ages and early Renaissance formed one of these “contact 

zones.”623 Historian Teofilo Ruiz suggests that in the newly united Spain “the rise of capitalism 

and the discovery of the New World served as catalysts for the creation of new and harsher 

discourses of difference.”624 Ruiz states that literary works from the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries  

[r]eveal confusion in the face of loosening social categories and the difficulty of 
discerning who was noble and who was not, who was a true Christian and who 
not, or, as was often debated in fifteenth-century Spain, who was a New Christian 
and who was an Old one.625 

Statutes of limpieza de sangre, or purity of blood, established in the mid-fifteenth century 

prevented recent converts from entering positions of power, including noble orders, some 

                                                 
622 Hereafter Carlos I will be referred to as Charles V. 
623 Pratt, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” 7. 
624 Teofilo F. Ruiz, Spanish Society, 1400-1600 (New York: Longman, 2001), 93.  
625 Ibid., 4.  
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religious orders, and social institutions such as universities and city councils.626 The creation of a 

stable religious identity gained importance during the rule of the Catholic Monarchs because of 

the centuries-long cohabitation, or convivencia, of Jewish, Christian, and Muslim populations 

throughout the Iberian Peninsula. The monarchs feared the religious “passing” of newly 

converted Jews and Muslims. The pervasiveness of official measures to separate, distinguish, 

and establish clear boundaries between the Christian, Jewish, and Muslim communities attests to 

the porous boundaries between the groups. Ruiz explains that within the conflation of religions 

and ethnicities in the Iberian Peninsula, “the problem of identifying a Muslim or a Jew - who 

often looked just like a Christian - depended entirely on differences in clothing, hair style and 

other ethnic and religious markers.”627  

 Such regulations and laws did not begin with the Catholic Monarchs’ rule. Law XI, Part 

7, Title 24 within the First Castilian Code, known as Las siete partidas and written between 1251 

and 1265, states that “[m]any mistakes and outrageous things take place between Christians and 

Jews, men and women, because they live as neighbors in the villages and are dressed in the same 

manner.”628 The enforcement of sartorial markers helped to solve the inability to read religious 

difference externally. The concept of differentiation based on clothing was not unique to 

Christian Iberians. Chief Justice Abu Al-Walid Muhammad from Muslim-ruled Córdoba was an 

Islamic Iberian, commonly known as Ibn Rušd or as the latinized Averroës, and a member of the 

ulema circle of scholars on Muslim law. In reference to the Almoravid Caliphate sartorial 

customs and the imposition of clothing homogeneity in Córdoba, he indicated in the early twelfth 

century that “God has created men and divided them into peoples and tribes, distinguishing them 

according to countries and differentiating them through their clothing and physical traits.” 629 

Concerning the Islamic population living in the Iberian kingdoms, both men and women 

were required to wear a yellow cloak over their clothing, and a turquoise, crescent-shaped patch 

                                                 
626 See Kevin Ingram, “Introduction,” in The Converso and Moriscos in Late Medieval Spain and Beyond, ed. Kevin 
Ingram (Boston: Brill, 2009), 4. Linda Martz provides a historical account in A Network of Converso Families in 
Early Modern Toldedo: Assimilating a Minority (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2003), 23-6. 
627 Ruiz, Spanish Society, 233.  
628 Las siete partidas del Don Rey Alfonso el Sabio, contegadas con varios códices antiguos por la Real academia 
de la historia, vol. 3 (Madrid: Imprenta Real Reprint, 1807), 675. “Muchos yerros et cosas desaguisadas [que] 
acaescen entre los cristianos et los judios et las cristianas et las judias, porque viven et moran de so uno en las villas, 
et andan vestidos los unos asi como los otros.” 
629 Quoted in Manuela Marín, “Signos visuales de la identidad andalusí,” Tejer y vestir: De la antigüedad al Islam, 
ed. Manuela Marín (Madrid Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 2001), 152. “Dios ha creado a los 
hombres dividiéndolos en pueblos y tribus y los ha distinguido por países y diferenciado por sus indumentarias y 
aspectos; no se debe obligar a nadie a que renuncie a sus costumbres en este sentido.” 
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on their right shoulder mandated by a decree from Queen Catherine of Castile in 1408.630 Several 

other sartorial laws passed before the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella united the disparate 

kingdoms of Spain. Since 1476, the Catholic Monarchs included measures to enforce the 

provisions stated in the Fourth Lateran concerning restriction of social contact between 

Christians and non-Christians within their political agenda.631 These ordinances were often 

issued multiple times to reemphasize their provisions and decrees to the minority groups. 

Repetition demonstrated the importance that the Catholic Monarchs placed on the discernment 

between religious communities, and perhaps commented on the difficulty of the enforcement of 

such laws. Just two years later, in 1478, a redundant decree reminded Jews and Muslims to wear 

the “sanctioned insignia so as to be distinguished from among the Christians.”632 The monarchs 

deemed the confirmation of the 1476 law necessary due to the impossibility to know if “Jews are 

Jews or if they are clergy or high status scholars of authority or if Moors are Moors or they are 

important courtiers.”633 The law specified that neither Jews nor Muslims could have silver or 

gold on their saddles, stirrups, belts, or swords, and that Muslims must wear a blue crescent but 

were also encouraged to wear a green Moorish cape.634 These and numerous other laws required 

traditional costume and ostensible markers to differentiate between religious communities, 

particularly for Muslims. 

 An important change in Iberian policies regarding dress codes occurred at the turn of the 

sixteenth century because of the expectation of the homogenization of creed through voluntary 

and forced conversions. In 1501 the Moors were required to convert to Christianity or face 

expulsion from Castile and León. Paradoxically, the previous attachment to customary religious 

and ethnic fashions became evidence of Muslim resistance to assimilation. In 1508 Queen Juana 

of Castile and León enacted a new law four years after the death of Isabella. The law provided 

the converted Moors six years to abandon their traditional clothing and other customs. Luis del 

Mármol Carvajal, a contemporary writer, indicates that these measures were taken in hopes that 

“forbidding them the use of Moorish outfits would have an important impact so that they would 

                                                 
630 Francisco Fernández y González, Estado social y politico de los Mudejares de Castilla, considerados en sí 
mismos y respecto de la civilización española (Madrid: J. Muñoz, 1866), 397-8.  
631 John Edwards, The Spain of the Catholic Monarchs, 1474-1520 (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2000), 225.  
632 Luis Suárez Fernández, Documentos acerca de la expulsión de los judios (Valladolid: Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas, 1964), 142. “señales acostumbradas por donde sean conocidos entre los cristianos.” 
633 Ibid. “los judios son judios o si son clerigos o letrados de grande estado e abtoridad o si los moros son moros o 
grandes onbres de palaçio.” 
634 Suárez Fernández, Documentos acerca de la expulsión de los judios, 142. 
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begin losing their memory as Moors.”635 To help hasten this transition, Queen Juana created a 

complimentary decree in the charter of 20 June 1511 that penalized tailors who sewed new 

Moorish clothing. The law stipulated that when Moorish converts required new clothing, that 

tailors should make the new clothing in the manner of Christian garments.636 This set of laws 

sanctioned the outward appearance of normalized religious belief. Furthermore, a series of royal 

mandates in the 1510s and 1520s “prohibited much of [the Iberian Muslims’] tradition clothing, 

food, festive dances, and other elements of their culture that religious officials considered 

evidence of continuing allegiance to their supposedly discarded former faith.”637 Following the 

death of Ferdinand in 1516, his successor Charles V continued to establish laws that barred 

Muslims from keeping their customs and rituals. New prohibitions appeared in 1526 that 

restricted women’s attire and jewelry, and demanded “that women should stop using henna on 

their feet, hands, and head.”638 Once again, Muslims were ordered to stop using their language 

and customs because bishops had decided that “while [Muslims] kept the Moorish clothing and 

language, Moors would remember their sect and would not be good Christians.”639 

 It becomes evident due to the many laws, decrees, and regulations regarding clothing, 

ritual, and behavior promulgated throughout the Spanish empire that cultural practices were 

closely associated with religious and ethnic identity. What began as the fear of minority groups 

in the fifteenth century grew to become an attempt to eradicate Muslim culture in the sixteenth 

century. Through the prohibition of the various visual and behavioral markers that identified a 

person with Islamic or Jewish religion or culture, the Spanish rulers sought to erase any religious 

and cultural difference. Fear of the permeability of boundaries between “Us” and “Other” 

exacerbated efforts to create a thoroughly Catholic empire. Until the final expulsion of the Moors 

from Spain mandated in 1609, such regulations continued to be passed with the obvious intention 

of the homogenization of cultural practices. Sensitive to these issues throughout this time of 

                                                 
635 Luis del Mármol Carvajal, Historia del rebelión y castigo de los Moriscos del reyno de Granada, dirigida a don 
Juan de Cardenas y Zuñiga, 1600, vol. 1, 2nd ed. (Madrid: imprenta de Sancha, 1797), 157. “que sería de mucho 
efeto quitarles el hábito morisco para que fuesen perdiendo la memoria de moros.” 
636 Antonio Gallego y Burín and Alfonso Gámir Sandoval, Los moriscos del Reino de Granada, según el Sínodo de 
Guadix de 1554 (Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1968), 174. 
637 Mary Elizabeth Perry, “Memory and Mutilation: The Case of the Moriscos,” in In the Light of Medieval Spain: 
Islam, the West, and the Relevance of the Past, eds. Simon R. Doubleday and David Coleman (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2008),  67.  
638 Mármol Carvajal, Historia del rebelión y castigo de los Moriscos del reyno de Granada, 158. “que no se 
pusiesen alheña en los piés ni en las manos ni en la cabeza las mujeres.” 
639 Ibid. “mientras se vistiesen y hablasen como moros conservarian la memoria de su seta y no serian buenos 
cristianos.” 
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ideological disorder, Piemonte paid close attention to how he portrayed the “Other” in his 

translation of Fierabrás. 

Because Granada had fallen to King Ferdinand’s army and moros in Castile and León had 

been forced to convert, the enemy to Charlemagne and his Peers in the epic of Fierabrás could 

no longer be a vaguely defined pagan or Moor. Piemonte’s Castilian version of Fierabrás 

reflects the aforementioned geopolitical and social changes through geographical and cultural 

reconfigurations in his text. Exoticization of the Iberian Peninsula and its inhabitants occur 

within many of the literary texts that constitute part of the Matter of Spain and in narratives of 

travelers to the various Iberian Kingdoms.640 The enemy in these stories is the Saracen from 

Iberia, reiterating the conventional affiliation of the Iberian Peninsula with infidels and as a non-

European nation. Historia del emperador responds to this exoticism of Spain by the rest of 

Europe through the transplantation of the plot and the exchange of the Saracens for the 

contemporary Turks. These changes render the Iberian kingdoms and their inhabitants as non-

exotic. This is a major alteration in the legend however, as the story of Fierabrás is set in Iberia. 

This modification displaces Piemonte’s version from the Matter of Spain, as it is neither of 

Iberian origin nor is the setting placed in the Iberian Peninsula. Furthermore, Piemonte 

emphasizes cultural mannerisms such as weaponry, clothing, and diet to identify the new enemy. 

Thus, the Castilian Historia del emperador engages in contemporary discourses that belong to a 

distinctly different context than its source text or the environment surrounding the twelfth-

century original epic of Fierabrás. 

New Geographic Plot Position. The focus of the French epic legend of Fierabrás 

centers on the relationship between the kingdoms of Iberia and France, with most versions of the 

narrative set explicitly in the Iberian Peninsula. In cases where the setting of the plot is not 

clearly specified, several scholars state that it is a given that Emperor Charlemagne is located in 

Spain because the readers learn “that the Saracens have sacked Rome and removed important 

Christian relics.”641 Association with “Saracens” seems to be enough to assume an Iberian 

setting.642 Before the assumed or explicit setting in Spain, Knott indicates that the original setting 

of the legend was in Rome, and Márquez Villanueva states that the legend of Fierabrás “arose 
                                                 
640 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 15 and see Barbara Fuchs, Exotic Nation: Maurophilia and the Construction of 
Early Modern Spain (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009). 
641 Ailes, A Comparative Study of the Medieval French and Middle English Verse Texts of the Fierabras Legend, 4.  
642 The term “Saracen” is examined in the following section.  
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surrounding Italian issues.”643 Both scholars then note its transference from Rome to Spain.644 In 

Knott’s opinion, the location of Espaigne in the late medieval French versions of Fierabrás may 

be “nothing more than the broader sense of paienie,” that is, pagan lands.645 He comments that in 

locating the plot in Spain, “the writer furnished himself with fuller scope for his fantasy, and 

placed the action in a country which had by tradition romantic and adventurous associations, for 

his audience.”646 From this point forward, Spain becomes the land of pagans in all narratives of 

Fierabrás. The setting places the story among Charlemagne’s campaigns in the Iberian Peninsula 

within the Matter of Spain. Moreover, several French and British travel and romance narratives 

depict Espaigne as an exotic region inhabited by pagans, often conflated with the Islamic 

“Other.” These renditions of Fierabrás, along with other texts whose plots are set along the 

Pyrenees or south of them, recognize, implicitly or not, that the inhabitants of the region are 

pagan “Others.” Both the Chanson de Roland and Chanson de Fierabrás portray Spain as a land 

of exotic infidels. According to Heinrich Morf, “the Chanson de Fierabrás offers … the first 

example” of such an association.647 Grinberg corroborates his claim, stating that “[i]n other 

words, Fierabras is perhaps the first chanson de geste or romance that portrays the Iberian 

Peninsula as a land of pagans.”648 

Piemonte translated Historia del emperador sometime between 1475 and 1521, during a 

period when Western European Christian kingdoms strove to expand through conquering 

territories in southern Africa and regions beyond the Atlantic Ocean.649 Several conditions 

combined to revitalize a sense of determination regarding the elimination of the religious 

“Other” in the Mediterranean basin by various western European powers including France and 

Spain. Both had vested interests and engaged in confrontations in southern Italy and in the 

Islamic regions of North Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean, under the control of the Ottoman 

and Mamluk Empires.650 The European kingdoms partially justified the conflicts they had along 

the Mediterranean as the desire to defeat or reduce the influence of Islam and to propagate 

                                                 
643 Knott, An Edition of the Old French Chanson de Geste Fierabras, 167 and Márquez Villanueva, “El sondeable 
misterio de Nicolás de Piamonte,” 107.  “surgida en torno a cosas de Italia.” 
644 Ibid. 
645 Knott, An Edition of the Old French Chanson de Geste Fierabras, 168. 
646 Ibid., 167.  
647 Ibid., 193-4, n 4.  
648 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 29. 
649 Ibid., 48. 
650 Ibid., 32. 
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Christianity. Part of their conflicts however, can be attributed to the desire to control commerce 

in the Mediterranean Sea, as mercantile routes were monopolized by Genoa and Venice, and the 

waters were hampered by corsairs and pirates.651  

As explained in Chapter 2, the marriage of the Catholic Monarchs produced a regal unit, 

but not an objectively united nation and each monarch had different geopolitical agendas.652 

Ferdinand’s interests appeared to embrace the “traditional Catalan-Aragonese aims in the 

Mediterranean,” undermining the historical alliances between Castile and France dating from the 

end of the fourteenth century after the Spanish involvement in the Hundred Years War.653 The 

monarchs struggled over several locations in the Mediterranean, but the southern region of the 

Italian Peninsula was a site of particular contention. Doussinague explains that the conflict began 

in 1494 when “Charles VIII of France, coveting the Kingdom of Naples, entered Italy with a 

powerful army, and without any real pretext nor looking for any, claiming they were on their 

way to attack the ‘Great Turk’.”654 History shows that while the French monarch claimed interest 

in defeating Islam, he also coveted Sicily for its strategic position in the Mediterranean, as the 

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies represented a fundamental location in the politics and economy of 

the Mediterranean.655 Ferdinand used Charles VIII’s lack of pretext to justify an armed response 

to the French attack. The conflict strengthened the Spanish king’s image as the creator of a pure, 

Catholic Spain. Consequently, the confrontations throughout the late fifteenth century into the 

sixteenth century between the kingdoms of France and Aragón can be partially attributed to the 

perceived need of these monarchs to control the Mediterranean basin in economic rather than 

purely Christian doctrinal terms.  

The French and Spanish monarchs expressed their opinions about each other in relation 

to Islam, as the religion served as the enemy for all Christian kingdoms. According to Esprit 

Fléchier’s Histoire du Cardinal Ximenés, quoting from Jerónimo Zurita’s Los cinco libros 

                                                 
651 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 32. 
652 Américo Castro, “Lo hispánico y el erasmismo,” Revista de Filología Hispánica 2 (1940), 28. “unidad ‘regia’, no 
una nación objetivamente unida” 
653 Mark D. Meyerson, “Religious Change, Regionalism, and Royal Power in the Spain of Fernando and Isabel,” in 
Iberia and the Mediterranean World of the Middle Ages: Studies in Honor of Robert I. Burns, S. J., ed. Larry J. 
Simon (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 98.  
654 José María Doussinague, La política internacional de Fernando el Católico (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1944), 20. 
“Carlos VIII de Francia, ganado por la codicia de apoderarse del Reino de Nápoles, penetra en Italia al frente de un 
poderoso ejército, y sin tener pretexto alguno, ni aun buscarlo, diciendo que iba de paso a atacar al Gran Turco.” 
655 Alain Milhou, Colón y su mentalidad mesiánica en el ambiente franciscanista española (Valladolid: Casa-Musea 
de Colón: Seminario Americanista de la Universidad de Valladolid, 1983), 332.  
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postreros de la historia del rey don Hernando el catolico from 1580, Louis XII, King of France, 

said, “I am the Moor and the Saracen against whom Spain is arming itself.”656 Zurita explains 

that Louis XII made this claim in 1511 during a disagreement with Pope Julius II concerning 

disputes over Mediterranean territory. Fléchier records that “supposedly King Ferdinand was 

preparing to battle in Africa, but [Louis XII] suspected the real aim was to fight in Italy, to 

oppose him with all his power; it is then that Louis XII said that he was the Saracen against 

whom all the Spanish army was organizing.”657 According to research compiled by Grinberg, 

“both monarchs used the crusading spirit to obtain papal benefits and to establish a stronger 

position in the eastern Mediterranean.”658  

In a strange twist of events, the Ottoman Empire became an ally to France during Francis 

I’s reign from 1515 to 1547. This contextualization demonstrates that Ferdinand’s foreign affairs 

and conflicts over territories in the Mediterranean functioned as political-religious propaganda of 

crusades and armed advances against Islam, but implied a complex network of commerce and 

the route to Jerusalem.659 According to Grinberg,   

the geopolitical power relations around the Mediterranean from the mid-fifteenth 
to the early-sixteenth centuries were complex. The diverse powers - French, 
Aragonese, Castilian and Leonese, Venetian, Genoese, Sicilian, Ottoman, and 
Mamluk, to name just a few - frequently changed their alliances.660  

Ferdinand supported “a policy of limited occupation of the littoral” in order to protect the Iberian 

Peninsula, and he “attributed a larger importance to the Pyrenean affairs and the wars in Italy.”661 

These cultural and political changes around the Mediterranean are reflected in the adaptations 

made by Piemonte in his Castilian translation to better replicate his reality and contextualize his 

contemporary enemies in Historia del emperador. 

Closer to home, after the fall of Granada in 1492 and the subsequent rebellion in the 

Albaicín from 1499 through 1501, the newly united kingdoms of Spain faced the threat of 

                                                 
656 Esprit Fléchier, Histoire du Cardinal Ximenés (Paris: Jean Anisson, 1693), 347, second epigraph to the chapter. 
“Je suis le Maure et la Sarrasin contre lequel on arme en Espagne.” 
657 Ibid., 246. “eran mayores los aparejos que se hazian por el Rey [Fernando], con voz de la guerra de Africa, 
recelaua que era con fin de acudir mejor à las cosas de Italia, por oponerse contra el con todas sus fuerzas; y 
entonces fue quando dixo, que el era el Sarracin, contra quien se ponia en orden la armada de España.”  
658 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 36. 
659 Ibid., 34.  
660 Ibid., 37. 
661 Mercedes García Arenal and Miguel Angel de Bunes Ibarra, Los españoles y el norte de África, siglos XV-XVIII 
(Madrid: Editorial MAPFRE, 1992), 57 and 59. “una política de ocupación limitada del litoral” and “atribuía una 
importancia mayor a las cuestiones pirenaicas y a las guerras de Italia.” 
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invasion from the northern coast of Africa.662 The Iberian Muslim population had three potential 

allies in the Islamic world that included the Ottoman Turks, the Mamluks of Egypt, and the 

Maghrebi Muslims of northwestern Africa. Leonard P. Harvey explains that in geographic terms, 

the nearest of the potential allies were the Muslims in the Maghreb, the area that today comprises 

Tunisia and Morocco.663 Despite the proximity, the Maghreb Muslims that inhabited the western 

area of north Africa did not pose a major threat to Spain due to their lack of a centralized power. 

Rather, the area was dispersed with several small urbanized dynasties interspersed with several 

independent tribes that possessed their own social structures.664 The Marinite population from 

this region had collapsed. It was not until the sixteenth century that the Sa‘adids emerged, and 

the existing Hafsids were considered militarily weak.665 Ferdinand’s limited interest in western 

north Africa supports this claim, as the region already had commercial ties to Aragón and 

Catalonia and did not represent a strong source of income like the “New World” territories 

appended to the Crown of Castile. 

Harvey contends that the relationship between Granadan Muslims and the Egyptian 

Mamluks was more firmly established.666 After the capture of Constantinople in 1453, however, 

the strongest and most threatening of the three Islamic states was the Ottoman Empire.667 The 

Catholic Monarchs feared that the Ottomans would support the Granadan Muslims after Otranto 

was captured in 1480. The fear worsened in 1487, when Ferdinand received information “that the 

Mudejars had dispatched two envoys to ‘the Turk,’ Bayezit II, to inform him of Spain’s war 

against Granada and to request support for the [Iberian] Naşrids before all was lost.”668 For 

Europeans, the Ottomans had been synonymous with the Turks since the late Middle Ages. 

Luckily for the Spaniards, the Ottomans were not yet able to send troops to Iberia because 

Bayezit II, who reigned from 1481 to 1512, had “his hands full in the east and in Egypt.”669 The 

Egyptian Mamluks were in constant war against the Ottomans from 1485 to 1491. Yet the 

Naşrids, whom Spanish Christians were trying to overthrow, were not the only group looking to 

                                                 
662 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 36. 
663 Harvey, Muslims in Spain, 333.  
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University of Chicago Press, 1978), 47.  
665 Harvey, Muslims in Spain, 333. 
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form an alliance with the Mamluk Sultanate in Egypt. Following an Ottoman naval attack in 

Malta in 1488, the Catholic Monarchs themselves also tried to reach an agreement with the 

Mamluks to strengthen their position in the Mediterranean. Their attempt to establish an alliance 

demonstrates that they did not consider the Mamluk Empire a great threat. Hence, the 

contemporary threat was hardly the moro in the sense of the inhabitants of the Maghreb, 

Mamluk, al-Andalus, Babylon, or Alexandria. The geopolitical Arabic threat to the Western 

European empires emanated from Turkey. 

The original plot of Fierabrás established the setting and association between Iberia and 

Muslims. Given contemporary circumstances however, Piemonte understood that this conflation 

was wrong and outdated. Therefore, he relocates Mantrible and Aigremore outside of 

Charlemagne’s Iberian campaign. The setting of Historia del emperador takes place elsewhere, 

in Aguas Muertas.670 This name is neither the Castilian translation of Bagnyon’s setting of 

Aigremoyre nor the Chanson de Fierabrás’s setting of Aigremore, but a different place 

altogether. Balan’s court resides in Aguas Muertas in southern France in Piemonte’s text. The 

adaptation explicitly states the provenance of Balan and his kin, in ways more specific than 

Bagnyon’s L’Histoire de Charlemagne. For example, Grinberg’s research finds that  

[w]hereas in Bagnyon’s text Fierabras says that he has heard about Charlemagne 
“en maintz païs” [in my country] … Piemonte’s text explains that Fierabras has 
heard about Charlemagne and his Peers in “las partes de [T]urquia” [Turkish 
lands] (fol. 8va).671 

It is evident from this example that Piemonte replaced a vague reference to Fierabrás’s homeland 

with an explicit one. If Piemonte had translated verbatim, as he claimed, Balan and his army 

would have been related globally to Islam. Well aware that the contemporary Muslim threat 

came from Turkey, Piemonte’s specificity clearly identified the location in which Balan and his 

court resided. Márquez Villanueva considers the geographical relocation the result of Piemonte’s 

“intention to free his compatriots of unflattering relationships,” while addressing the 

contemporary historical and political environment.672  

Though it is now impossible to know Piemonte’s intention for translating the name of 

Balan’s city as he did, by removing Historia del emperador from the Iberian Peninsula, 
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Piemonte directly responds to the works that depict Iberia as a land of pagans or Muslims. The 

relocation removes the text from the Matter of Spain and the tradition that historically exoticizes 

Iberia. Márquez Villanueva claims that the new setting of Aguas Muertas cleansed the story of 

Fierabrás of its negative association of Spain, and Grinberg claims that it also “serves to convey 

the political importance of the Mediterranean in terms of trade and the justification of a crusade 

against Islam.”673 Furthermore, in this autoethnographic insertion, Piemonte promotes the “pure” 

Spain sought after and imagined by the Catholic Monarchs. Therefore, in the genealogical 

branch that links Piemonte’s text to la danza Bugabita, the plot is relocated and the enemy of 

Charlemagne and his Peers is adapted to contemporary realities, placing the infidels outside of 

western Europe in the Ottoman Empire, or Turkey. 

Replacing the Saracens. Piemonte completely erased Spain from the text with the new 

location of Aguas Muertas in southern France and the erasure of any implications of the Iberian 

Peninsula as the enemy of Christendom. This shift leads to the second change which alters the 

nouns and adjectives that refer to the geographical identity of the enemy. That is, the relocation 

of the plot outside of Spain necessitates the change of the nationality of the “Others.” Previous 

versions of Fierabrás explicitly state or imply that the inhabitants of Iberia and the enemy of 

Charlemagne and his paladins are the pagan Saracens. According to medievalist literature 

scholars, the representations of Saracens as inhabiting the Iberian Peninsula is not an isolated 

occurrence in Western European literature. Grinberg’s research states that “it is not a surprise for 

any medieval scholar to read, for example, about an army formed by Greeks, Africans, Spanish, 

Parthians, Libyans, Egyptians, and Syrians.”674 In another example, Grinberg suggests: 

Neither is it unexpected that [Balan] — the Sultan of Babylon whose “chief cité” 
is located in Spain, according to the Romaunce of the Sowdone of Babylone …  
summons his allies all the way to “Inde Major and to Assye, / To Ascoloyne, 
Venys, Frige and Ethiope, / To Nubye, Turkye and Barbarye, / To Macedoine, 
Bulgare and to Europe” (ll. 999-1003).675 

The reiteration of the conflation of Iberia with “Pagandom” and non-European nations offers a 

provocative reading of how Piemonte represents the kingdoms of Spain vis-à-vis the Islamic 

“Other” and the rest of Christian Europe. 
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 At the time Piemonte began translating Bagnyon’s L’Histoire de Charlemagne, the 

Islamic inhabitants had not been completely expelled from the Iberian Peninsula, but they had 

been forced to convert to Christianity if they wanted to remain in the kingdoms of León and 

Castile. Technically, the religious “Other” was no longer present in these two kingdoms, even 

though evidence supports the idea that many converts rejected Christianity behind closed 

doors.676 In Bagnyon’s version of Fierabrás the Turk served as one among a diverse opposition 

to Charlemagne and Christendom. The contemporary western expansion of the Ottoman Empire 

permitted Piemonte to displace the legendary Saracen from the Iberian imagination and replace 

the religious and cultural “Other” with the threat of the Ottoman invasions of European 

territories.  

Between the eleventh and sixteenth centuries, religious identity was expressed through a 

number of labels applied to the three main religious “cultures” of the Iberian Peninsula: Jews, 

Muslims, and Christians. Mozárabes indicated Christians who lived in Muslim Iberia. Harvey 

notes that some scholars “restrict the use of the term to ‘those culturally Arabized Christians 

from the south who took refuge in León in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.’”677 Cristianos 

viejos, or old Christians, specified Christians with an untainted blood heritage. Cristianos 

nuevos, or new Christians, indicated both former Jews and former Muslims who had converted to 

Christianity.  Conversos also referenced  converts from Judaism or Islam. Judaizantes were 

Jewish converts to Christianity who privately continued to practice Judaism. Moriscos indicated 

Moors who had remained in Spain after the fall of Granada and had converted, often forcibly, to 

Christianity. Harvey notes that “it is far more usual to find expressions [such] as … ‘new 

converts’ or nuevos cristianos convertidos de moros.”678 Mudéjares indicated Muslims living 

under Christian rule but who had not converted to Christianity. According to Fuchs, that term 

was “problematically derived from the medieval Arabic notion of the mudayyan, which in turn 

designated the legal status of those who ‘stayed behind’ after the Christian conquest.”679 

Grinberg claims, “[a]s evidenced in these labels, religious identity was relatively fluid in the 
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Iberian Peninsula during this period. Conversion and shared cultural practices made racial and 

religious identity less rigid than we might imagine.”680 

Grinberg establishes that only in Piemonte’s version do characters of Balan’s court 

exhibit a conflicted sense of loyalty in relation to their religious, nationalistic, and familial ties 

regarding conversion to Christianity. Several scholars have commented that Piemonte’s 

empathetic portrayal of such contradictions may indicate that he himself was a converso. There 

is insufficient information about the Castilian translator to confirm or deny that possibility. 

Concerning the author’s perceived “Otherness” as a converso, Grinberg states that the possibility 

of an “insider’s perspective enables a commentary on conversion practices and social unrest” in 

the contemporary Spanish kingdoms.681 According to Grinberg, 

Piemonte underscores the moral, “essential” demeanor of Fierabras and Floripes 
and eliminates most of their bodily descriptions. What marks these two characters 
as buenos cristianos nuevos is not a matter of race (as externally marked by their 
whiteness, for example) but of their nature and comportment, which make their 
processes of conversion more convincing in a place and time where Muslims were 
forced to convert.682 

Piemonte uses extreme caution in the terms he chooses to employ throughout Historia del 

emperador. The terms Moor, Saracen, and Turk are used to label the Islamic “Other” within the 

corpus of Fierabrás versions. 

 Fierabrás, dated to circa 1190, constitutes one of the earliest chansons de geste. Already, 

the term “turc” was in use in the earliest French versified versions. Literary scholar Marianne 

Ailes notes that these early French versions employ the terms “sarrasins,” “paiens,” “turcs,” 

“persans,” and “barbarins” to identify Balan’s army.683 Bagnyon’s prose version uses the terms 

“sarrazin,” “mescreans,” and “payen” interchangeably from the earliest manuscript version, 

which dates to circa 1470.684 Even in the Iberian Peninsula where the Muslim “Other” formed a 

constant presence since at least the eighth century, the labels “moros,” “sarracenos,” and 

“turcos,” were employed almost synonymously and served to represent the “Other” in 
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contemporary literature.685 As the narrative centers on conflict between Christianity and a 

vaguely defined polytheistic Islam of sorts, Jews are neither mentioned nor portrayed in the 

stories of Fierabrás. These versions of the epic blur the identity of the religious “Other” through 

associating Muslims with pagans and heretics, and interchanging the various labels as synonyms 

even when they depict different cultural, religious, or geographical connotations. Conforming to 

the precedent set by other epics from the Matter of Spain, Fierabrás also denotes Spain as 

entirely Muslim with the “Other” simultaneously pagan and infidel, polytheistic and Muslim, 

Turk and Saracen. The term “Turk” did not become the prevalent label over the imaginary 

“Saracen” or the well-known “Moor” until the early sixteenth century, at the time when 

Piemonte translated Bagnyon’s Fierabrás narrative.686 Through Grinberg’s comparative reading 

of several versions of Fierabrás, she discerns that Piemonte almost exclusively labels the 

“Other” as “turco.” Unlike the previous versions of the narrative or Piemonte’s source text, 

which obscure the identity of the “Other,” the Castilian version systematically modifies the 

enemy of Christendom to better reflect the power struggles around the Mediterranean. 

Piemonte’s text also employs the terms “pagano” and “moro,” although much less frequently.  

In a considerable departure from its source, Piemonte eliminates the imagined 

“sarraceno.” Recent scholarship on the relation of the Saracen and Iberia shows that 

[i]n the case of Iberia, the Moor was sometimes but not always a Saracen and was 
both a figure of alterity and of familiarity and sameness, less an aprioristic other 
and more of a figure that could be variously othered as a marker of boundaries 
including ‘race,’ spirituality and sexuality.687 

Other research demonstrates that “Sarraceni” generally describes “citizens of Islamic states and 

representatives of Islamic civilization.”688 Early use of this term from literature originating in 

Iberia dates to the Chronicle of Nájera, a twelfth century narrative from the kingdom of León.689 

Its use demonstrates that the term “Saracen” was even employed in the Iberian Peninsula. The 

term became increasingly common from this date forward. The elimination of the fabled Saracen 

in Historia del emperador completely erases the newly united kingdoms of Spain from the 

narrative of Fierabrás and changes the identity of Fierabrás himself. Bagnyon’s version 
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describes the character as “a Saracen of such great pride.”690 Piemonte’s version describes 

Fierabrás as “the fiercest man of the entire world,” removing the common label that portrays 

Fierabrás as a Saracen and carefully eliminating the implications that Fierabrás originates from 

the Iberian Peninsula.691  

Piemonte’s choice of nouns and adjectives to describe and label the “Other” and his 

consistent modification throughout his translation reveals an acute attention to contemporary 

power dynamics among Muslim groups and between these groups and Christian populations. In 

his version the “Saracens” became the “Turks.” Whether Piemonte transferred the plot to a 

location outside of Spain to support these textual changes or the transference of the plot 

necessitated a redefinition of the “Other,” taken together, these geographical changes from the 

source text cleanse Spain of its former image as a Muslim “Pagandom.” Accordingly, 

Piemonte’s text engages with previous representations of Spain by its “European rivals” 

promulgated through the Chanson de Fierabrás and other texts that comprise the Matter of 

Spain.692 The geographic relocation of the plot and the conscious alteration of the Iberian 

Saracens directly respond to the constructions of the Iberian kingdoms and their inhabitants as 

“Othered” and exoticized. In Piemonte’s autoethnographic version of Fierabrás, the “Other” is 

neither a Saracen nor indigenous to the Iberian Peninsula.  

Cultural Practices: Weaponry, Clothing, and Diet. Due to the erasure of the Saracen 

enemy from Iberia in Piemonte’s translation, but given the contemporary reality that “Spain’s 

hybridity [made] Moorishness a habitual presence in the Iberian culture, so that Andalusi 

elements are intimately known and experienced,” Piemonte carefully inserts Turkish cultural 

practices into his narrative.693 Piemonte uses examples of weaponry, clothing, and diet to 

emphasize the change from Saracen to Turk and associates those characters and their customs 

with Turkey and the Ottoman Empire.694 Rather than appearance, Piemonte uses cultural 

practices as markers of a character’s religious, ethnic, and national identity. Beyond clearly 

identifying the location of the plot and the origin of Balan and his kin, Piemonte also introduced 

detailed mores of the Turks in respect to the current geopolitical circumstances. By establishing a 
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new discourse of difference, these newly inscribed references further displaced “Otherness” from 

Spain and clarified that the Muslim threat emanated from the Ottoman Empire.  

One detailed references that appears in Piemonte’s adaptation concerns Richard of 

Normandy.695 In the scene that prefaces Piemonte’s digression from his source, Richard had been 

sent as an ambassador to Almirante Balan’s court with some of the other Peers to rescue the 

imprisoned knights. Upon the Peers’ arrival, they were captured and taken to Floripes’s 

chambers where they are all reunited. Floripes provides them with shields and weapons. The 

“captured” Christians then seize the tower of Balan’s castle in Aguas Muertas, but are trapped 

and surrounded. As food and supplies run short, Richard takes part in the last sortie to reach 

Charlemagne in Mormionda. En route Richard embarks upon a battle with the Turkish King 

Clarion, who is the nephew of Balan. As the successful champion of the skirmish, Richard takes 

the Turk’s courser, a hunting horse much faster than the knight’s own horse, to travel the rest of 

the journey to Charlemagne. Piemonte’s translation departs from its source at this point in the 

story.  

A new scene introduces a guard who approaches Charlemagne to warn the Christian 

camp of the approaching figure on horseback. Piemonte writes that the guard informs the 

emperor that “a knight was coming with haste from the land of the Moors: and that he believed 

he was an emissary from Almirante Balan.”696 In one of Piemonte’s infrequent uses of the term 

“moro,” this reference associates the once vague land of “moros,” or Muslims, with Almirante 

Balan, who has been explicitly linked to Turkey previously in this version. Grinberg also asserts 

that the guard’s confusion of one of the Twelve Peers of France in this scene derives from the 

Turkish shield and weapons that Floripes provided to Richard and the Turkish horse that was 

“equipped in a different manner to that accustomed among Western European Christians,” with 

short stirrups a la jineta.697 Piemonte situates the horse and arms as cultural markers of external 

identity that caused a moment of confusion because of their association with Turkey, Islam, and 

allegiance to Almirante Balan. Grinberg explains that “[t]hese textual elements in Historia del 

emperador demonstrate that there are some noticeable differences in terms of armor, arms, and 

warfare [between the Kingdoms of France and Turkey], whereas Fierabrás and L’Histoire de 
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Charlemagne do not mention such disparities.”698 In another instance of weapons as cultural 

markers associated with Turkey, Charlemagne prepares to fight the giantess Amiote with his 

sword. Fierabrás discourages him and provides some of the paladins with “slings in Turkish 

fashion” with which to attack her.699 When the Christians are unsuccessful in slaying the giant, 

Fierabrás takes one of the Turkish slings and tears off the giant’s right arm. In this scene 

Piemonte not only introduces a Turkish weapon that the Turks carry with them, but also 

demonstrates that Fierabrás himself understands how to use it. 

Piemonte also uses clothing to delineate the “Others” as Turks. Another departure from 

the source occurs in the description of Floripes’s attire. The French version describes her 

“[d]ressed in a silk robe from Galacia with orphrey; the fairy who made it covered it with 

delicate sparkling stars of fine gold.”700 Bagnyon similarly presents the image of the stars 

embroidered on Floripes’s dress, stating the she was “dressed in a marvelously rich purple robe, 

embroidered with stars of fine gold, made by a fairy.”701 Bagnyon’s prose adaptation removes 

the Galacian geographical reference from his version and replaces it with an allusion to 

Byzantium. In French “porpre” referred to Byzantine silk, and specifically referred to a purple 

silk, although this fabric later came in various color grades ranging from magenta to brown.702 

Piemonte describes her dress as a “purple silk dress embroidered with gold Arabic letters.”703 

The Castilian version underscores the embroidered silk letters, an element also emphasized in the 

cloaks Floripes presented to the Christian knights. Historia del emperador differs from its textual 

source not in the description that the silks given to the paladins are embroidered, but by what is 

embroidered on the garments. The Castilian version describes these gifts as “good looking 

clothes of gold thread and weaved silk lined with purple silk cloth, and they had the hem, the 

cuffs, and the collar embroidered with Arabic letters taken from the Qur’an.”704 In another 

textual departure from the source, Floripes requests that Oliveros don this Qur’anic embroidered 
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cloak. She then tells Oliveros that he and his knights look good wearing the “morisca” 

garments.705 She continues speaking and comments that in wearing such clothing she does not 

know if she should call Oliveros “cristiano o moro.”706 Grinberg explains that “[t]he princess is 

quick to note however that passing might be impossible as he is unable to read the letters 

embroidered on the clothes, adding that these hold all of Mohammed’s law.”707 Piemonte’s 

inclusion of this unique narrative moment in the Fierabrás legend permits him not only to 

emphasize the difference in Turkish clothing from Christian attire, but also to comment upon the 

possibility of disguising oneself as a Turk. According to Grinberg,  

what Floripes notes is that Christian nobles are willing to accept and even to wear 
these luxurious clothes, yet they are ignorant of the “true” meaning contained in 
the fabric. In other words, the princess in Historia del emperador posits that 
“ethnic passing” requires that one not only has the appearance of the Other but 
also to have a close understanding of the Other’s culture.708 

In this scene, Piemonte remarks on the complexities necessary to pass as the ethnic and religious 

“Other” and places his commentary in direct dialogue with contemporary Spain’s various 

sartorial prohibitions and laws, such as the decrees issued in 1500 banning the use of spoken and 

written Arabic, including on clothing.709 

Only Piemonte’s Castilian translation and the chain of texts that follow it contain 

references to Turkish diet. The Christian Peers bring back victuals described as “many Turkish-

style foods” after undertaking a sortie while stranded in the tower.710 Grinberg stresses that this 

is a big departure from the Middle English Fierabrás version titled Sowdone of Babylone that 

uses food to exoticize Balan and his kin “as the text explicitly mentions ‘Serpentes in oyle were 

fryed’ (l. 687), or that Laban and his men ‘dronke beestes bloode’ (l. 684), and later that Laban 

‘made hem drinke wilde beestes bloode, / Of tigre, antilope and of camalyon’ (ll. 1007-8).”711 In 

contrast, Piemonte’s version does not exoticize Almirante Balan with sartorial elements, but 

rather emphasizes the nationality of the people surrounding the tower from whom the Christians 

acquired food during their raid.  
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Rather than portray them as exotic because of their cultural practices as Saracens were, 

Piemonte adds several details to add verisimilitude to the portrayal of the cultural and religious 

“Other” as Turks from the Ottoman Empire. These textual divergences from his source, and even 

earlier versions of Fierabrás, add another layer of identification of the Turkish characters. The 

adaptations emphasize ethnicity and nationality. Unlike many medieval and Renaissance 

European literary references that demonstrate ignorance concerning the rituals and customs of 

Islamic “Others,” Piemonte’s text does not demonstrate the belief that “the intellectuals of 

Europe saw differences between Muslims and Christians that were not there, and missed 

resemblances that were.”712 Throughout Historia del emperador, Piemonte exhibits a clear 

awareness of Turkish cultural practices among his textual modifications including armorial, 

sartorial, and alimentary customs that reflect contemporary political and social changes. Along 

with the geographic relocation of the plot and the replacement of the Iberian Saracens with 

Turks, the textual departures in Piemonte’s Castilian version from its fifteenth-century source 

create an autoethnographic text that responds to the historical exoticization of Spain and its 

inhabitants, as well as the specific tensions and instabilities of the historical moment when it was 

first published. In his effort to displace “Otherness,” Piemonte also displaces the Chanson de 

Fierabrás from the “Matter of Spain” in his Castilian version.  

Dissemination and Propagation throughout Iberian Colonies 

Throughout Western Europe and Spain imperial mercantilism based upon the exploitation 

of the “New World” colonies quickly supplanted feudal relations of power and displaced the 

importance of knighthood and chivalric ideals that accompanied them.713 Yet the Spanish empire 

was not ready to discard books of chivalry fixated upon this outdated ideology during the 

sixteenth century. Grinberg explains that “[i]f the [Chanson de Roland] became paramount in our 

understanding of the use of historical events as political instruments, Fierabras and its very long 

textual tradition shows the persistence of a legendary chivalric epic as a historical model.”714 

Due to the popularity of Fierabrás there are a number of manuscripts, incunabula, post-

incunabula, and early printed editions in diverse vernaculars and Latin. Yet only Piemonte’s 

Castilian text contains adaptations and departures that reflect social, political, and geographic 
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realities of the emerging Spanish empire that were used as political propaganda. Luna Mariscal 

asserts that “the corpus of chivalry books that we refer to, a century after the manuscript, was 

translated to Castilian under other ideological presumptions.”715 According to Mérida Jiménez, 

“the chivalric narrative written in Spanish built a subtle apology of its contemporary monarchy, 

prized upon some assumptions based on providentialist and messianic elements.”716 To approach 

the problematic representation of the French as heroes during a Francophobic moment in Spain, 

Piemonte’s version nullifies the differences between the kingdoms of Spain and France and 

instead advocates for a unified Christendom. This universitas Christiana creates an ahistoric 

conception of Europe as religiously homogeneous while European monarchies, especially those 

battling around the Mediterranean Sea, were far from establishing a pax Christiana. The 

expansion to territories overseas however, diverted some emphasis away from the Mediterranean 

and provided a brief truce in Europe that allowed a space for envisioning a catholic Christendom. 

The imagined universal Christendom prefigured the new Messiah and a Last World Emperor 

who would triumphantly defeat the infidels and reach Jerusalem. In the wake of this expansionist 

impulse, Piemonte’s translation of Fierabrás and other books of chivalry traveled across the 

Atlantic. The continuous circulation of Historia del emperador and subsequent adaptations, 

literary references, and versifications based on it spread throughout Spain and its former 

colonies. It disseminated the ideological adaptations found in Piemonte’s branch of the 

Fierabrás genealogical tree, extending the medieval chivalric tradition to the Americas. 

Piemonte’s ideas about how medieval and early modern Christian Iberians represent themselves 

and the Islamic “Other” transferred from the metropolis to the colonial periphery.  

Transference to the “New World.” Historian Irving Leonard notes that “[t]he small 

Spanish ships making the hazardous, sixteenth century crossings of the broad Atlantic were 

indispensable agents of the diffusion of European culture in the New World.”717 His research 

details the routes from Spain to its trans-Atlantic colonies. Ships usually departed from Spain 

individually until King Ferdinand’s assembly of the famous Splendid Armada on 1514 bound for 
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present-day Panamá. The organization of fleets became the norm for security purposes due to 

corsairs often sponsored by monarchs of neighboring countries trying to loot the Spanish-bound 

cargo. Leonard explains that “definite, periodic dispatching of squadrons began about 1543 when 

a renewal of the growing conflict with France made essential such an arrangement.”718 Within 

twenty years a semi-permanent system of two separate fleets had been established. One fleet 

departed from San Lúcar de Barremeda in April or May headed toward Vera Cruz, México.  

According to Leonard,  

the other fleet set sail from the same place in southern Spain, usually in July and 
proceeded to the northern littoral of South America where some of its units put in 
at island and mainland harbors such as Santa Marta, Maracaibo and Cartagena, 
while the bulk of the fleet ended its voyage at the isthmus of Panama.719  

In the spring both groups reassembled in Havana to make the return trip to Spain with their 

treasure.720 Leonard’s research indicates that still in 1564 Panamá remained an important 

terminal port for the Spanish empire and a vital access point leading to the recently conquered 

Perú and the rest of the South American continent.  

Leonard points out that “[f]ar more time on the long crossings was spent in [reading] than 

is generally realized, and many literary works were thus transported to the New World in the 

sixteenth century and later.”721 Fragmentary records made by colonial inspectors at these ports 

provide some insight into the dissemination of libros de caballería. When the fleets arrived at 

port, Leonard explains that “these officials, like customs-officers, boarded the vessels before the 

passengers or freight were discharged and made often perfunctory interrogations concerning 

books, images, and religious objects brought on the voyage.”722 These records made by the 

colonial customs officers during their cursory inspections of the decks and cabins often do not 

include the exact titles of the shipboard literary materials. Yet the inspection reports often 

mention chivalries and histories. Leonard postulates that the frequency of these two genres 

notated side-by-side “suggest[s] that both types of literature were read by the same passengers 

and probably with the customary faulty discrimination between fancy and fact represented by 

these two classes of narrative.”723 Notwithstanding his affront of the Spanish readership’s 

                                                 
718 Leonard, “Spanish Ship-Board Reading in the Sixteenth Century,” 53. 
719 Ibid., 53-4.  
720 Ibid., 54.  
721 Ibid., 55. 
722 Ibid. 
723 Ibid., 57.  
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discernment, Leonard notes that “profane” stories and histories did raise concerns for the Spanish 

monarchy. 

The importation of chivalry and history books, including Piemonte’s Historia del 

emperador, led to a law forbidding their exportation to the colonies. In a cédula dated 4 April 

1531 in Toledo, Queen Isabella of Portugal, wife of Emperor Charles V of Spain, expresses her 

concerns about these books: 

I have been informed that many books of chivalry with superficial and profane 
stories are brought to the Indies (the Americas), such as Amadis and others of the 
same quality. Because this is a bad example for the indigenous people and they 
should not be entertained and reading these, I order that from now on do not allow 
or give place to anybody to take to the Indies books of history and profane issues, 
except those dealing with Christianity and virtue.724 

Despite a law against exporting certain chivalry and history books to the Americas, the effort to 

exclude heretical literary works appears to have been ineffective according to extant customs 

reports.  

The fact that customs officers listed such genres and titles on their reports emphasizes 

that the books were deemed in compliance with their prescribed regulations rather than 

signifying disapproval or confiscation. Relating to this lack of concern for the enforcement of the 

book ban, Leonard writes: 

The disregard or total forgetfulness by the Inquisition representatives of the 
reiterated royal decrees against the romances of chivalry, the “lying histories such 
as Amadis,” as the wording of these imperial commands described them, is 
clearly demonstrated in these inspection reports on incoming ships, for the books 
of fiction most often cited were these same allegedly banned novels which 
passengers made no efforts to conceal. So common were these tales as a means of 
banishing ennui on shipboard down to the end of the sixteenth century and later 
that the Inquisitors rarely bothered to list them by title. Generally, their notations 
read “many,” “several,” or “various” romances of chivalry, with titles and other 
details entirely lacking.725 

Compilations of the fragments of customs reports by Francisco Fernández del Castillo, and those 

by Leonard, suggest that the most common books among the Atlantic travelers noted on the 

                                                 
724 Quoted in Rafael M. Mérida Jiménez, La aventura de “Tirant lo Blanch” y “Tirante el Blanco” por tierras 
hispánicas (Alcalá de Hernares: Centro de Estudios Cervantinos, 2006), 50. “Yo he seydo informada que se pasan a 
las Indias muchos libros de romance de ystorias vanas y de profanidad, como són el Amadis y otros desta calidad; y 
porque éste es mal exercicio para los yndios e cosa en que no es bien que se ocupen y lean, por ende, yo vos mando 
que de aquí en adelante no consyntays ni deys lugar a persona alguna pasar a las yndias libros ningunos de ystoria y 
cosas profanas, salvo tocante a religión christiana e de virtud”  
725 Leonard, “Spanish Ship-Board Reading in the Sixteenth Century,” 56-7. 
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extant documents were chivalric books or romances, followed closely by histories.726 Epic and 

lyric poetic works, romanceros, and ballad collections became more evident toward the end of 

the sixteenth century. While incomplete, these visita reports elucidate the diffusion of literary 

culture in the “New World” from Spain. The fifth-most common title among these customs 

reports is Piemonte’s Historia del emperador, deemed a “consistent ‘best-seller’.”727 

Historia del Emperador Carlomagno. In Piemonte’s Historia del emperador, “[t]he 

portrait of Charlemagne is partly stylised by a number of legendary and numinous attributes 

belonging to his status as the sacred Emperor.”728 In the epic of Fierabrás, Charlemagne appears 

“ageless and timeless,” and Sayers describes him as “God’s vicegerent, the Father of all 

Christendom, the earthly image of the Ancient of Days.”729 According to Michael Newth, the 

story is “able to achieve a sophisticated identification of the royal crown with the crown of 

Christ, [and] of the king of France with the King of Heaven.”730 Newth posits: 

Thus, on one level, the authorship of Fierabras [sic] can be seen as one of the first 
fruits of a political agenda that was to blossom so spectacularly in thirteenth-
century Europe and beyond - the establishment of the monarch as God’s 
representative on earth.731 

With Charles V as king came an urge for the Spanish to depict him as a second Charles the 

Great. Cardinal Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros, Ordo Fratrum Minorum, and confessor of the 

deceased Queen Isabella, encouraged such a depiction. A cult of Charles V as World Emperor of 

medieval prophecy and the second Charlemagne formed.732 Mercurio Gattinara, Charles’s tutor, 

recognized this correlation upon the king’s ascension to the throne. When congratulating the 

young emperor, Gattinara is reported to have said, 

Sire, God has been very merciful to you: he has raised you above all the kings and 
princes of Christendom to a power such as no sovereign has enjoyed since your 

                                                 
726 Fernández del Castillo, Libros y libereros en el siglo XVI, 360-446. 
727 Leonard, “Spanish Ship-Board Reading in the Sixteenth Century,” 57. 
728 Sayers, The Song of Roland, 14.  
729 Ibid., 14-5. 
730 Newth, Fierabras and Floripas: A French Epic Allegory, xv. 
731 Ibid. 
732 See Peggy K. Liss, Isabel the Queen: Life and Times (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 357 and 
Steven Ozment, The Age of Reform, 1250-1550: An Intellectual and Religious History of Late Medieval and 
Reformation Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press 1980), 253.  
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ancestor Charles the Great. He has set you on the way towards world monarchy, 
towards the uniting of all Christendom under a single shepherd.733 

The medievalist legacy and imagery proved to be a strong source of support for Charles V, just 

as it was for King Ferdinand of Aragón. Emperor Charles V was an avid chivalric enthusiast, and 

the cultivation of his own image as a knightly emperor aroused the chivalric ambitions of his 

numerous subjects.734 From 1516 until his death in 1555, Charles V reinstated the “use of his 

great-great-grandfather’s Burgundian Order of the Golden Fleece as the ultimate reward of 

chivalric distinction [that] attempted to bring together the aristocrats of his far-flung empire in a 

single brotherhood.”735 D’Arcy Jonathan Dacre Boulton explains that “[b]y 1520 the Order had 

thus succeeded in becoming élite in the highest possible sense - a society, not of mere knights, 

but of lords and princes, drawn from all over Western Christendom,” that encouraged and 

promulgated the continuing influence of medieval chivalric stories and ideology in sixteenth-

century Spain.736  

The numerous references in subsequent Spanish literature to Piemonte’s chivalric epic, 

Historia del emperador, attest to its enormous sustained popularity throughout the Iberian 

Peninsula. Grinberg and Francisco Crosas examine the impact of Historia del emperador on 

Spanish literature and include reviews of literary allusions to the Castilian adaptation of 

Fierabrás that constitute the following list.737 The characters and subplots of Piemonte’s 

Castilian version of Fierabrás form part of La serrana de la Vera (1595), La quinta de Florencia 

(ca. 1598-1603), and La puente del mundo (1616) authored by Félix Arturo Lope de Vega 

Carpio, as well as mentions in some of his other autos.738 Other references occur in the plays 

written by Pedro Calderón de la Barca including Céfalo y Pocris (1600), La devoción de la cruz 

(1622 or 1623), and La puente de Mantible (first performed in 1630 and published in 1636); in 

Luis Quiños de Benavente’s Entremés de la muestra de los carros del Corpus en Madrid (ca. 

1640); in Rodrigo Herrera’s comedy titled Castigar por defender (1662); in a comedy titled El 

                                                 
733 Ozment cites Frances A. Yates, Astrea: The Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth Century (London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1975), 26. 
734 Goodman, Chivalry and Exploration, 153.  
735 Ibid., 153. 
736 D’Arcy Jonathan Dacre Boulton, The Knights of the Crown: The Monarchical Orders of Knighthood in Later 
Medieval Europe, 1325-1520 (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1987), 380. 
737 See Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, especially the epilogue, 199-214 and Francisco Crosas, “La historia de 
Carlomagno y los doce pares (Sevilla, 1521),” in Actas del congreso “El Siglo de Oro en el Nuevo Milenio,” vol. 1, 
eds. Carlos Mata Induráin and Miguel Zugasti (Pamplona: Eunsa, 2005), 521-33. 
738 Generally referred to as Lope de Vega.  
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cerco de Tagarete (1672) by Francisco Bernardo de Quirós; and finally in Antonio de Zamora’s 

Cada uno es linaje aparte (1744). Furthermore, textual references to Historia del emperador 

abound in Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra’s literature, including the famous Don Quixote (1605 

and 1615), published in two volumes.739 Carlos Gumpert claims that the inclusion of elements 

from Piemonte’s translation in Cervante’s Don Quixote could stem from “the immense 

popularity [Historia del emperador] attained.”740  

In an 1833 edition of Cervantes’s El ingenioso hidalgo don Quijote de La Mancha, 

Leonard notes that  

one of the foremost commentators of Cervantes’ writings inserted an interesting 
footnote to the effect that twelve of Cortes’ lieutenants banded together like the 
‘Twelve peers’ of chivalry, solemnly pledging themselves with the vows of 
knights-errant, ‘to defend the Holy Catholic Faith, to right wrongs, and to aid 
Spaniards and friendly natives!’741 

The desire to mythologize Charles V, and therefore the Americas also, unsurprisingly 

encouraged Spanish soldiers and conquistadors to identify with the Twelve Peers of France; if 

Charles V was to be a new Charlemagne, then his vassals would appoint themselves as his Peers. 

Márquez Villanueva’s chapter titled “El sondeable misterio de Nicolás de Piamonte” examines 

Historia del emperador in relation to its possible influences on the sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century explorers of the American territories.742 Goodman’s Chivalry and Exploration supports 

Márquez Villanueva’s assessments and connections while providing persuasive parallels 

between Hernán Cortés’s Cartas de relación and Fierabrás. She also produces evidence of the 

influence of the chivalric literary models on the conquistadors.743 Goodman concludes that 

“Cortes and his men were au courant with the most fashionable books of chivalry.”744  J. H. 

Elliott’s introduction to Anthony Pagden’s translation of Hernán Cortés’s letters claims that 

“success in arms, and resort to the highest authority of all, that of the king himself … were the 

                                                 
739 Its first part, El ingenioso hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha, was first published in 1605, and the second, El 
ingenioso caballero Don Quixote de la Mancha, appeared in 1615. An entremé is a very short play used as 
entertainment between the acts of an auto or another larger play. 
740 Carlos Gumpert Melgosa, “La Historia del emperador Carlomagno como fuente de Cervantes,” Dicenda: 
cuadernos de Filología Hispánica 7 (1988), 76. “la inmensa popularidad que logró” 
741 Leonard, Books of the Brave, 42 and 411, n. 13, citing Diego Clemencín, ed. Miguel de Cervantes, El ingenioso 
hidalgo don Quijote de La Mancha (Madrid, 1833), IV.274. 
742 Francisco Márquez Villanueva, Relecciones de literatura medieval (Sevilla: Servicio de Publicaciones de la 
Universidad, 1977). 
743 Goodman, Chivalry and Exploration. 
744 Ibid., 152. 
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aims of Cortes and his fellow conspirators.”745 Goodman points out that Cromberger, the 

publisher of both Historia del emperador and Cortes’s Cartas, “ensured that these volumes could 

appear on the same bookstall.”746 According to Goodman, 

[h]e printed Cortes’ second letter in November 1522, his third in March of 1523, 
while his printings of the Historia are dated April 1521 and April 1525. Nothing 
could be easier than to read these works alongside one another.747 

Her research provides support beyond coincidences in printing history, but suggests that “[a] 

familiarity with the Historia would help to prepare Cortes’ readers.”748 Both texts conform to the 

libros de caballería convention of beginning with the quest and the chivalric vow. Goodman’s 

investigation suggests that the popular literary form conditioned how Cortés approached his 

quest in America. Several sources cite Cortés as evoking the example of Roland upon his arrival 

in Mexico, stating “God give us the same good fortune in fighting … as he gave to the Paladin 

Roland.”749 

The conquistadors’ appropriation of Historia del emperador fueled its long-term vogue 

throughout the Americas. Peter Burke traces an extensive history of allusions to Historia del 

emperador Carlomagno throughout Latin America. He describes the literary work as “the key 

text in the Brazilian reception of the romances of chivalry.”750 Leonard’s research suggests that 

“[t]he chivalric tale of greatest longevity in Spanish America was, apparently, the Historia de 

Carlomagno y los doce pares.”751 According to the author, his monograph Books of the Brave  

serve[s] a threefold purpose: first, to explore the possible influence of a popular 
form of contemporary literature on the mind, attitudes, and actions of these 
sixteenth-century Spaniards; second, to describe the mechanics of the associated 
book trade in the New World, including the related legislation and routines of 
shipping and conveying these wares to purchasers in the Western Hemisphere; 

                                                 
745 John H. Elliott, “Cortés, Veláquez and Charles V,” introduction to Hernan Cortes, Letters from Mexico, ed. and 
trans. Anthony Pagden (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), xvi. 
746 Goodman, Chivalry and Exploration, 154. For the publication history of the Cromberger editions of the Historia 
del Emperador Carlo Magno see Clive Griffin, The Crombergers of Seville: The History of a Printing and Merchant 
Dynasty (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 236 and Appendix 1, nos. 231, 249, 360, and 531. For the Cromberger 
editions of Cortes, see page 237 and Appendix 1, nos. 239 and 242. 
747 Goodman, Chivalry and Exploration, 154. For the publication history of the Cromberger editions of the Historia 
del Emperador Carlo Magno see Clive Griffin, The Crombergers of Seville: The History of a Printing and Merchant 
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750 Peter Burke, “Chivalry in the New World” in Chivalry in the Renaissance, ed. Sydney Anglo (Woodbridge, 
1990), 257.  
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and third, to indicate the universal diffusion of Spanish literary culture throughout 
the expanded Hispanic world of that great age.752 

Leonard’s research provides evidence that conquistadors and members of exploring expeditions 

make references to Historia del emperador soon after its publication. For example, he cites the 

documented outcry of one participant of Pedro de Mendoza’s expedition to the River Plate as 

crying “some day things will be as God wills and the Twelve Peers will rule” before his 

execution in 1536.753  

Historian Fernández del Castillo compiled numerous customs inspections reports from 

the port of Veracruz, México, which include numerous libros de caballerías with specific 

mentions of Fierabrás or Carlomagno inscribed at least seven times between the years 1550 and 

1600.754 Leonard finds Piemonte’s Historia del emperador in other reports as far away as Manila 

and Lima.755 Juan Alfonso Carrizo cites early editions of the book in the province of Tucumán, 

Argentina.756 A Portuguese fleet that arrived in Brazil in 1599 brought seven boxes that 

contained forty books which included copies of Historia del emperador Carlomagno.757 

Likewise, in later centuries the colonizers transported the Portuguese translation of Piemonte’s 

text, printed in Coimbra in 1728, to Brazil.758 A folklorist in Puerto Rico names Historia del 

emperador as the chivalric romance with the widest influence and finds copies even today 

throughout the countryside.759 References to it can even be found in later Latin American 

literature such as the 1816 novel El periquillo sarniento written by Mexican author José Joaquín 

Fernández de Lizardi. In the third chapter the schoolmaster warns his pupils against reading this 

particular book. The teacher says that  

it was not convenient for me to read Soledades de la vida, the novels by Sayas, 
the Guerras civiles de Granada, La historia de Carlo Magno y doce pares, and 
other such nonsense which, instead of being formative [,] corrupt the children’s 

                                                 
752 Leonard, Books of the Brave, xlii-xliii.  
753 Ibid., 55. 
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 Leonard, Books of the Brave, 215 and 236-9. 
756 Juan Alfonso Carrizo, Antecedentes hispano-medievales de la poesía tradicional argentina (Buenos Aires: 
Estudios Hispánicos, 1945).  
757 See Luis da Câmara Cascudo, Literatura Oral, vol. 6 of Historia da Literatura Brasileria, ed. Alvaro Lins (Rio 
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sprit, dispose their hearts to lust, or fill their minds with fables, braveries and 
ridiculous fabrications.760 

This reference in an eighteenth-century novel attests to the prolonged popularity of the story of 

Fierabrás in the Americas. Piemonte’s Historia del emperador was continuously propagated in 

Spain and throughout its American colonies. Furthermore, Leonard states that “[t]hemes, 

incidents, and characters of this narrative recur again and again in the conversations of older 

people in many parts of Spanish America who were nurtured by it, and in the folk ballads which 

they still recite.”761 This suggests that later texts, such as folk ballads or oral traditions, based on 

Piemonte’s Castilian translation of Fierabrás also circulated and enjoyed popularity in the 

Iberian colonies.  

Los Doce Pares. Texts based on Piemonte’s translation circulated throughout Latin 

America. According to Ademir De Moraes Arias, 

[t]he Spanish and Portuguese translations [of Historia del emperador] were taken 
to their American and African colonies, where they gave place to décimas in 
Castilian recited by popular singers in Panama, Chile, and Puerto Rico. These 
works also favored the emergence of theatrical pieces, popular autos, as the Auto 
de Floripes in the island of Principe, in Africa, and the performance of battles 
between Moors and Christians on Brazilian soil.762 

Trapero explains that in America “those histories and those metric romances transformed into 

décimas.”763 Luna Mariscal’s “Gigante ausente” studies the changes between the prototypical 

scheme of the book of chivalry and its subsequent romances and brief stories.764 Many other 

authors also establish the popularity and dissemination of these subsequent texts. Of the many 

autos, décimas, and pliegos sueltos based on Piemonte’s narrative, one of the most popular texts 

                                                 
760 José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi, El periquillo sarniento [1816] eds. José Joaquín and Carmen Ruiz 
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was Juan José López’s Los Doce pares de Francia.765 Trapero suggests that “[s]urely the version 

[of Fierabrás] that was imposed and disseminated throughout all America from the eighteenth 

century, and the same in Spain, was that which Juan José López versified in romance meter in 

the style of chapbooks.”766 He also states that “no other history has been reprinted or so 

widespread through chapbooks as the history of Charlemagne and his Twelve Peers of 

France.”767 According to Trapero, romances based on legendary historic events were “always 

especially loved in oral tradition” in the Americas, first inspired by the gothic chapbooks of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, then based on chapbooks from the eighteenth century.768 

Lopez’s Romances de Carlo Magno y los doce pares de Francia put the Castilian version of 

Fierabrás back into verses, and divided it into eight separate relaciones. 

 In respect to the dissemination and popularity of Los Doce Pares in the American 

colonies, Trapero notes that those who have dedicated themselves to the collection of oral 

romances throughout all Latin American are well aware of the persistence of the story and are 

familiar with the opening lines of López’s romance.769 José Durand establishes that López’s 

pliegos passed from Spain to America and inspired the traditional Chilean décimas of the late 

nineteenth century.770 In respect to Chile, Julio Vicuña Cifuentes claims that the story of 

Emperor Charlemagne is even found throughout all the poor homes in Chile, and that it 

constitutes one of the biggest sources of inspiration for Chile’s popular bards.771 More recently, 

Pino Saavedra finds Fierabrás throughout Chile in romance verse, décimas, glosses and prose, 

as well as folkloric stories.772 Additionally, Durand mentions some incomplete stanzas and 

glosas containing references to Los Doce Pares in Puerto Rico, Colombia, and New Mexico.773 

López’s pliegos constitute one of the most disseminated stories in Mexico.774 
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 According to Grinberg, “[t]he sacralization of texts like Historia del emperador, where 

conversion and the relics are at the center of the narrative, becomes fundamental in the colonial 

propaganda to impose Christianity and, implicitly, to justify the remote administration of the 

Spanish Crown from the metropolis.”775 Grinberg claims that “Historia del emperador Carlo 

Magno traveled through time and space, both as a literary reference and as a major ideological 

substrate, to the limits of the Spanish Empire and beyond.”776 She further posits that “[i]t is 

possible that through López’s verse version Historia del emperador also became the basis for the 

‘La danza de los doce pares,’ a version of the representations of moros y cristianos [in which] 

Charlemagne and his twelve peers appear as the heroes of Christianity against the Muslim 

armies,”777 but that “[t]hese representations of moros y cristianos, related or not to Fierabras, 

were organized by the missionaries.”778 While Grinberg only hypothesizes that some texts of 

Fierabrás based on Historia del emperador may have influenced various representations of los 

moros y cristianos, the rural Panamanian version known as la danza Bugabita can be directly 

connected to the Castilian genealogical branch of the Chanson de Fierabrás with its textual 

source of Los Doce Pares. The link from la danza Bugabita to López’s Los Doce Pares back to 

its Castilian source text of Piemonte’s Historia del emperador forms, in the words of Jerusa Pires 

Ferreira, “a continuation between the present and the remote past, the relations of dependence 

and vassalage, [and] the knowledge of how to deal with forms of domination and violence.”779 

Conclusion 

The presence of the central character of Fierabrás in la danza Bugabita in this particular 

literary facet of the “Bugabita prism” challenges the established belief that it relates to the 

famous Chanson de Roland. Placing the rural Panamanian dance-drama within a new literary 

framework of the related French literary cycle of Chanson de Fierabrás reframes its historical 

context. A close reading of the textual adaptations in Piemonte’s Castilian version demonstrates 

the changing realities of the Iberian Peninsula toward the end of the medieval era and the 

beginning of the Renaissance. This version displaces conceptions of the Iberian Peninsula 
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779 Jerusa Pires Ferreira, “A cavalaria no Sertão,” in De Cavaleiros e cavalarias. Por terras de Europe e Américas 
(São Paulo: Humanitas, 2012), 302. “Há uma continuação entre o seu presente e o passado remoto, relações de 
dependência e de vassalidade, conhecimentos de como lidar com formas de dominação e violência.” 
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equated with “Otherness” by removing the setting from Spain and replacing the Saracen enemy 

with the contemporary Turks. These geographic plot updates support the appearance of a newly 

unified Catholic Spain unrelated its Islamic past where Charlemagne’s Iberian adversaries are 

carefully erased. Aside from the fact that Piemonte’s version of Fierabrás is the only adaptation 

that explicitly mentions riding as a Turk, other cultural practices including diet, weaponry, and 

clothing further reinforce the identity of the enemy as the Turk from the Ottoman Empire. All 

these adaptations present in Piemonte’s autoethnographic translation respond to the exoticism of 

Spain and its inhabitants and redefine the ways in which medieval Christian Iberians represented 

themselves vis-à-vis the Islamic “Other” and the rest of Christian Europe. 

By engaging in current discourses, Piemonte created an idealized conceptualization of the 

Iberian Peninsula as religiously and ethnically homogenous. Additionally, Historia del 

emperador proposes the unification of Christendom. From the sixteenth century forward, 

Piemonte’s translation became enormously popular throughout the Iberian Peninsula and spread 

this new image of Spain and Christianity in Europe through the diversity of translations and later 

literary references. For imperial Europe, expansion of Christianity was synonymous with 

conquest and colonization. Several scholars have examined Historia del emperador’s trans-

Atlantic passage and its influence on the Spanish explorers. The medieval crusade-like imagery 

in Piemonte’s narrative influenced the construction of an imperial reality in the American 

colonies. The story propagated the specific, purposely adapted ideas about allegiance to the 

sovereign, Christianity, and the “Other.” According to Grinberg, 

Piemonte’s text was part of a translatio imperii - an ideological transference from 
the Iberian metropolis to the Americas - together with conquerors, missionaries, 
and merchants. Piemonte’s text became part of the blueprint to build a new 
religious and culturally hybrid society in the Americas and the Philippines.780  

As one of the most important influences on the understanding of contact with religious and 

cultural “Others,” Piemonte’s consistent modifications of his source text deal with new ideas of 

race, ethnicity, religion, and identity. The widespread dissemination and propagation of Historia 

del emperador throughout the Iberian colonies led to several texts based on it, with López’s Los 

Doce Pares as one of the most famous.  

 López’s chapbook version of Historia del emperador circulated widely throughout the 

Americas. It inspired many popular décimas, but also the text of la danza Bugabita. The 
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investigation of literary source texts reveals a Castilian genealogical branch of the popular 

medieval European chanson de geste that the Panamanian script can now trace backward in time 

and space to Lopez’s popular text Los Doce Pares de Francia, to Piemonte’s Historia del 

emperador from 1521, to Bagnyon’s L’Histoire de Charlemagne dated circa 1470, and finally 

back to a now-lost original verse text of Fierabrás from the twelfth century. The continuous 

circulation of Historia del emperador through adaptations, literary references, versifications, 

romances, and décimas attests to its popularity. Furthermore, it suggests the more subtle 

ideological transmission from the Iberian metropolis that extends to the colonial periphery. 

Through Grinberg’s research on the Castilian version of Fierabrás, la danza Bugabita can now 

be directly linked to this enduring tradition, confirming the persistence of this legendary chivalric 

epic and further substantiating her suggestion of its influence in the “New World,” with a text 

based on it still used in Bugabita’s manifestation of los moros y cristianos today.  
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CHAPTER 5 

MATERIAL CULTURE MATTERS: DECONSTRUCTING LA POLLERA 

Introduction 

For a long time objects were regarded as mute and, consequently, often overlooked or 

neglected. Yet these articles hold valuable meanings. In this chapter a focus on the material 

culture object of the national Panamanian woman’s dress, la pollera, provides a glimpse into 

current social issues surrounding la danza Bugabita, as the costume simultaneously bears 

affective, cultural, historical, political, racial, sexual, and social connotations that entangle in the 

music and choreography of this particular Panamanian dance-drama. As early as the Middle 

Ages, the use of certain garments and fabrics was associated with occupation, religious belief, 

social status, and/or ethnic or racial classification of a person. Furthermore, the visual 

representation of clothing provided a means to distinguish disparate communities, with the 

intention of differentiating the “Other” apart from the imagined “Us” or “Self.” The drive to 

categorize different peoples was particularly important in areas where two or more cultures 

clashed, such as the Iberian Peninsula during the Middle Ages and early Renaissance and in the 

Americas upon the arrival of the Europeans. Sartorial elements provided a visual means of 

classification. The observance of la pollera also implies certain objective connotations, 

frequently in contrast to subjective views. 

This case study looks broadly and deeply at the recurrent themes throughout this 

dissertation by bringing together the previously applied methodologies and theoretical 

frameworks in examination of la pollera. Due to the relationship between la pollera and the 

dancing and acting throughout la danza Bugabita, theoretical frameworks from performance 

studies are applied. This chapter adopts the framework from Brenda Farnell’s “Theorizing ‘the 

Body’ in Visual Culture.” The three discourses she presents move from the objective to the 

subjective to invisible forms of cultural knowledge categorized as 1) discourses about the body, 

2) discourses of the body, and 3) discourses from the body.781 These classifications organize the 

presentation of material throughout this chapter in order to move toward a dynamically 

embodied meaning of la pollera. 

                                                 
781 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 136.  
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Throughout this chapter, la pollera stands as a participating subject rather than a passive, 

silent object, as it posits queries of its iconographical significance and triggers questions and 

assumptions about the bodies which it adorns. Therefore, its examination provides insights into 

how spectators and the community alike make sense of the performance in order to untangle the 

various meanings of la pollera and the discourses with which is intersects. This final facet of the 

“Bugabita prism” unpacks issues of center/periphery, race/ethnicity, and gender/sexuality 

embedded in the costume by illuminating 1) la pollera, drag, and the etic gendered gaze, 2) the 

changing social contexts of the dance-drama, 3) the historical precedent for la pollera in Panamá 

and the sixteenth-century “ethnic” cross-dressing in Piemonte’s text, 4) divergences between 

institutional sponsorship and non-governmental initiatives of la danza Bugabita, 5) the zapateo 

dance in the third act, and 6) participants’ national and racial perspectives, understood through 

historicizing the trajectories of “blackness” in Panamá. This information is woven together in 

order to create a hybrid method of representing the issues embedded in la pollera adequate to the 

complexity of the lived experience.  

 “About” the Body 

Farnell’s chapter, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” acknowledges the role of 

the body, instead of merely considering it a shell, by broadly charting a series of paradigm shifts 

from an observationist view of “the body” to a conception of the body as dynamically embodied. 

She divides the historical study of anthropological discourses of the body into three main 

sections that correspond to different theoretical foci. In her own words, 

The kinds of studies in which the body is positioned as a biological, cultural, or 
social object, I will call “discourses about the body.” In these, “it” is observed, 
classified, written about, and represented visually. The second section, 
“Discourses of the Body,” charts the “first somatic revolution” of the 1980s and 
1990s, a theoretical shift away from disembodied social science and toward a 
“paradigm of embodiment” … Influenced primarily by the existential 
phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, the focus here is on “I feel/experience” the 
subjective, lived body. … The third section, “Discourses from the Body,” 
describes a “second somatic revolution,” which moves toward a post-Cartesian 
conception of dynamic embodiment … This brings into studies of visual culture 
not “the body,” as object, but dynamically embodied persons in action.782  

Discourse “about” the body as a cultural object represents a long-standing convention. Western 

representations and studies of the bodies of non-Western “Others” date from the earliest 
                                                 
782 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 139-40. 
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encounters with “exotic” cultures. The body as a biological or physical object led to “scientific” 

taxonomies of the body. Farnell writes that 

[w]ithin the paradigm of a descriptive, empirically focused, positivist natural 
science, the recording of new facts about human physical variation that could be 
interpreted according to a racializing evolutionary theory was predicated upon 
describing, classifying and distinguishing human beings by their physical 
characteristics.783 

This regularly gave rise to dubious, ethnocentric generalizations about human races that often 

conflated cultural and biological characteristics.  

From the physical body as a marker of biological determinism, Farnell observes that 

“[t]hrough photographs, drawings, and written descriptions, early anthropologists and 

ethnologists often drew attention to visual phenomena such as masking, clothing, costuming, 

body ornaments and decoration, and notions of beauty, alongside art and material objects,” that 

marks the body as a component of visual culture and social phenomena.784 Sociocultural 

anthropologists Erica Reischer and Kathryn Koo assert that “[o]ur capacity for self modification 

and adornment is a central and essential feature of our humanity, though the particular ways in 

which we alter our bodies are clearly a cultural phenomenon,” as justification for the various 

studies that document and classify the body as a cultural object.785  Furthermore, Farnell notes 

that in addition to a body’s surface enticing attention, moving bodies also elicited commentary:  

Expressions of curiosity and disgust over alien bodily practices, such as 
unfamiliar domestic activities, “excesses” of gesticulation, “exotic” rituals, and 
“wild” dancing, frequent the accounts of early explorers, missionaries, and 
nineteenth-century amateur ethnologists. Such accounts provided a rationale for 
labeling non-Western peoples as “primitive.” On the whole, the greater the 
variation from acceptable European norms of physical behavior, the more 
primitive a society was judged to be. This line of reasoning provided justification 
for widespread colonial efforts to “civilize the savages” through the radical 
control of bodily practices (clothing, hairstyles, eating habits, sexual liaisons, 
social manners, work ethic and ritual activities).786 
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784 Ibid., 140.  
785 Erica Reischer and Kathryn S. Koo, “The Body Beautiful: Symbolism and Agency in the Social World,” Annual 
Review of Anthropology 33 (2004), 297.  
786 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 143.  
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Farnell’s article demonstrates that European colonizers attempted to transform visual appearance 

so that indigenous populations of the Americas would conform to European norms and facilitate 

“progress toward ‘civilization’ (that is, assimilation).”787 

La Pollera, Drag, and the Etic Gendered Gaze  

As discussed in Chapter 3, the six Moorish soldiers in la danza Bugabita wear a costume 

called la pollera, the official national Panamanian woman’s dress. The costume consists of a 

loose, often low-cut blouse with an extremely wide neckline that can allow for an optional off-

the-shoulder manner of wearing it. This blouse is paired with a wide, two-tiered full skirt with 

one or more handmade petticoats. Seamstresses sew polleras from high-quality, expensive white 

fabrics such as cambric, linen, or voile. La pollera requires a minimum of twelve yards of the 

white base material per costume. They are commonly hand-embroidered with elaborate, brightly 

colored motifs of indigenous designs, birds, flowers, fruit, or vines.788  

The word la pollera literally means “hen cage,” and, like many current Latin American 

national costumes and traditional dresses, it can trace its roots back to Spain. Several researchers 

have conducted investigations into the origin of the national costume with often contradictory 

results. Some theories trace it to Andalucía, while others claim that it was created in Panamá, 

inspired by the Spanish dresses worn by women from the Valencia region.789 Dora Pérez Zárate 

explains that 

[m]any people have spoken about the pollera. Some have indicated the exact point 
of origin for the costume, but such exactness is not compatible with folk material 
since one of the main characteristics of folklore is spontaneous and anonymous 
origin. When people become aware of the existence of a folk tradition, a great 
deal of time has already passed during which the tradition has grown and 
developed.790 

While its exact origin remains unknown, scholars agree that what now constitutes la pollera is an 

evolved version of an original that “descended from the Spanish dress of the sixteenth and 

                                                 
787 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 143. 
788 La Verne M. Seales Soley, Culture and Customs of Panama (Westport, CT: Greenwood Publishing Group, 
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789 For more information regarding la pollera and its origin, see Dora Pérez Zárate, The Pollera of Panama, trans. 
Richard A. Cheville and Lila R. Cheville (Panamá: R.A., 1973); Román B. Reyes, Origen E Historia de la Pollera: 
Disertación Patriótica (Panamá: Impr. de la Academia, 1954); Edgardo Abraham León Madariaga, Presencia y 
simbolismo del traje nacional de Panamá: la pollera (Panamá: Editorial Universitaria, 1996); and Seales Soley, 
Culture and Customs of Panama.  
790 Pérez Zárate, The Pollera of Panama, trans. Cheville, 12.  
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seventeenth centuries.”791 One of the most widespread and substantiated theories suggests that it 

was adapted from Roma dresses worn in Spain at the time of the conquest of the Americas, and 

brought to the isthmus by the servants of the colonial families. Throughout the colonial era, 

lower-class women wore la pollera in Panamá.792 

Almirante Balan’s Moorish soldiers in la danza Bugabita wear a simple pollera with only 

one petticoat lacking elaborate embroidery. Their costumes are adorned with two large pom-

poms centered at the chest and at the back. These Moorish soldiers also wear conical hats that 

they call turbans with fringe tassels attached to the point. Moreover, they use eye and lip make-

up and wear jewelry. It is important to note that la pollera is the customary feminine costume 

used in various Panamanian ritual and folkloric activities.793 No other Panamanian folkloric 

dance-drama features males in the traditional feminine pollera.794 Sartorial elements are used 

everywhere to signify aspects of the self and to construct various states of being and social 

relations.795 Beyond the actual textile itself, clothing can hide, disguise, or reveal the body which 

it adorns; in other words, the wearer gets noticed. In la danza Bugabita, the visual impression of 

la pollera being worn by men leads to a different interpretation and suggests a different meaning 

and social context than when worn by women. The most obvious assumption is that the men are 

dressed in drag. This supposition often leads to questioning whether the Moorish actors are gay. 

The public’s myopic focus on gender identity and sexuality in la danza Bugabita stems from this 

feminine costume worn by the six male Moorish soldiers.796 

Changing Social Contexts of the Dance-Drama 

The rise of gender and sexuality issues relates to the relatively new and changing 

performance contexts of the dance-drama. Until recently, the rural community of Bugabita 

preserved and guarded their local tradition of los moros y cristianos known as la danza Bugabita, 

and it remained largely unknown to outside of the small community. Its separation from the 

Catholic Church contributed to the disappearance of the social context in which it was 
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performed. Furthermore, it led to the withdrawal of financial support. Its productions now rely 

on community funding. Requena writes that now the practitioners of the dance-drama search for 

any performance opportunity but “as it does not count on the assistance of institutions, it 

becomes difficult to perform.”797 Faced with discontinuation as a result of economic realities, 

cultural promoters looked for ways to stimulate and revitalize the legacy of la danza Bugabita. 

One solution implemented to help secure the preservation of this waning tradition was to share it 

with the wider national audience, which led to the use of labels and associations of “drag” and 

“gay.”  

While “[t]he Moors, who are the ones that wear this costume (pollera), display it with a 

lot of pride,” subjection to a gendered gaze by a wider national audience led to the community’s 

preoccupation with these participants being perceived as “gay.”798 Such a label is viewed as 

negative in the predominantly Catholic, conservative country due to its immoral connotations. 

Requena conducted interviews throughout the community that approached these gender and 

sexuality topics and writes in her thesis that she 

wanted to talk about this aspect so that when reading [her thesis, the] community 
members [of Bugabita Arriba] will realize that everything that the [Moorish] 
members of the dance group perform is done in a natural way that conserves a 
historic legacy, of which [the community] should feel proud to currently possess, 
and [they should] value and protect it since it is a cultural phenomenon rarely seen 
in [the] Panamanian Republic.799  

The fear of being labeled as gay has led many community members either to withdraw their 

support for this tradition or to call for its removal from the national stage. Such concern has even 

led mothers to forbid their sons from participating. 

Requena also explains an initiative she began ten years ago to pass on this tradition to the 

children of the community by teaching them the music, dialogue, and choreography of this 

dance-drama. The young boys who formed the Youth Bugabita Arriba Dances troupe eventually 

                                                 
797 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 163. “se realiza en cualquiera oportunidad, ya que por no contar 
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presented it to the community, and it was “welcomed with a lot of pleasantness by the 

community in those moments.”800 However,  

[i]t is worth mentioning that … over the years, [the Youth Bugabita Arriba 
Dances] have not been performed, since nowadays, for moral principles, the 
mothers of this community do not look upon it favorably, afraid that their sons, 
with such a loss of moral values, could be changed. In folkloric terms we can say 
that they do not want their sons to become effeminate.801 

Requena then declares that “[i]n data compiled and confirmed by the interviews that were taken, 

a member of that category has NEVER participated in the dance group.”802 Her emphasis on the 

word “never” and the caution taken in avoiding the term “gay,” and instead using “a member of 

that category” to refer back to effeminate men, demonstrates the concern and fear that surrounds 

the visual impact of men donning dresses. In defending the masculinity of the men wearing la 

pollera, Requena indicates that “the Moors put on make-up, use necklaces [and] striking 

earrings, but their posture continues to feel masculine [with] rustic and natural movements, in 

agreement with their sexual position,” reaffirming that the men who participate in la danza 

Bugabita are heterosexual.803 Furthermore, she clearly states that “using the Panamanian pollera 

does not mean that [the Moorish actors] are women,” indicating that dressing in drag does not 

call into question their sexuality or gender expression.804 

 “Of” the Body 

Farnell’s second category of the body in visual culture moves from an observationist 

view “about” the body toward the subjective view “of” the body. Research into the management 

of corporeal performances in the presentation of the self within social interactions conducted by 

Erving Goffman proved significant in the transition to considering human activity as action. In 

contrast to the approach championed in the earlier paradigm “about” the body that defines 

movement as physical behavior, the preference for the term “action” over “behavior” implies an 

                                                 
800 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 54. “acogida con mucho agradó en esos momentos por la 
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804 Ibid., 55. “de utilizar la pollera panameña, no quiere decir que sean mujeres.” 
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entirely different definition of body and agency. Goffman investigated the socially constructed 

knowledge that humans utilize in conventions of body movement. This shift from behaviorism to 

an agentist perspective followed across the various social sciences. According to Farnell, “[i]n 

anthropology there was a further understanding that human action is best framed in accordance 

with the ideas of practice, discourse, and embodiment.”805 She expands her proposition stating 

that 

[f]or anthropologists such as Csordas and Jackson (1989), following the 
existential phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, “physical being,” refers explicitly 
to the subjective (lived) body, in contrast to the objective (mechanical) body. The 
“lived body” means the body as human beings themselves perceive it - felt, 
experienced, and sensed. The thread tying these three perceptual processes 
together is the feeling of doing.806 

This postmodern turn toward an interest in embodiment during the 1980s and 1990s encouraged 

a critique of “visualism,” that is, the overemphasis on vision and observation in ethnographic 

presentation, described by Farnell in the following passage:  

Conflating science with positivism, Jackson in anthropology and Bryan Turner 
(1984) in sociology position observation as necessarily objectifying, locating 
people as things or objects rather than sensory beings-in-the-world. However, this 
critique is based upon accepting an empiricist interpretation of what observation 
means in science. Already in the 1940s cultural philosopher Suzanne Langer, 
following Cassirer, had revolted against the tradition of positivist views of 
science, understanding that observation is always mediated by symbolic 
languages that require interpretation.807 

This explanation refers to the problematic and presumed objective discourses “about” the body. 

Following theoretical frameworks established by Michel Foucault that offered critiques of 

contemporary societies’ expression of power to objectivize various sections of humanity, Farnell 

cites many anthropological studies “of” the body that center on the physical body as a cultural 

construct and its regulation and restraint.  

Predating Langer’s arguments concerning the interpretive measures of observation, 

anthropologist Franz Boas also regarded culture as symbolic patterns of behavior. He argued that 

“body movement of any kind was a means of signifying one’s cultural identity and, as such, 

should be amenable to ethnographic description and analysis.”808 Boas’s work stresses the 
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learned, culture-specific nature of body movement “[i]n typical contrast to the universalist 

theories of gesture espoused by the [concurrent] evolutionists.”809 On 24 November 1930 Boas 

wrote a letter to his son, Ernst, about his work in the field, stating that “Julia [his field assistant] 

is learning the dance, but I believe it is too difficult to learn quickly. At any rate, through the 

criticism she receives I learn what it is all about.”810 In this excerpt Boas notes that “critical 

remarks from such practitioners provide important means for understanding those things that 

cannot be observed, such as indigenous concepts of the body, space, and time, as well as criteria 

for adequate performance.”811 This second category of discourse concerning the body in visual 

culture considers criticisms “about” the body and moves toward subjective assessments “of” the 

body that recognize the emic voice of the “lived” body. 

Historical Precedent for La Pollera 

Oral history from the community of Bugabita suggests that the Moors wore la pollera in 

the dance-drama from the earliest performances of los moros y cristianos, those based on Los 

Doce Pares brought by Calles to the province of Chiriquí and surrounding areas and performed 

in Las Mercedes and San Pablo el Nuevo Abajo.812 While this data dating to the mid-nineteenth 

century cannot be confirmed, la pollera has been utilized in Bugabita’s performances since the 

mid-1930s, when the dance-drama began annual presentations on Sabado Cuasimodo connected 

to the Catholic Church.813 The Moorish “costumes and accessories are expensive” and in the past 

the dancers had to rent las polleras to use.814 According to Requena,  

[i]n those times the six polleras for the Moorish dancers did not exist, but thanks 
to Deputy Julio Castillo [because] in the year 2002 he contributed the fabric for 
their assembly and Mrs. Damaris Castillo de Castrellon designed and sewed las 
polleras so that now they exist.815 
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Although the community has over one hundred years of precedent for the Moors donning 

dresses, even the dance-dramas’s sixteenth-century textual source includes various episodes of 

cross-dressing. 

 As explained in the Chapter 4, throughout the popular Historia del emperador Piemonte 

clearly recognized the function of cultural practices to distinguish the religious and ethnic 

“Other.” Piemonte defined identity through various visual markers, which were deliberate 

modifications of his French source of Fierabrás. In another departure from his source, Piemonte 

uses the sartorial markers to comment upon “ethnic” cross-dressing, defined by Barbara Fuchs as 

the use of garments of an ethnic “Other” by a member of a different culture. 816 All these 

practices denote identity and belonging, but can be used to mimic the “Other” in acts of “ethnic” 

cross-dressing that could undermine visual differentiation. Piemonte’s historical instances of 

ethnic cross-dressing expressed contemporary ideological changes concerning identity. Most 

sources do not treat Piemonte’s use of ethnic cross-dressing, but Márquez Villanueva mentions 

the textual departure in the scene when Floripes presents Oliveros with Moorish-style garments, 

denoting Floripes’s actions as “vivacious mischief” intended to make the narrative more 

accessible to Piemonte’s Spanish readership.817 Grinberg provides more analysis of Piemonte’s 

instances of ethnic cross-dressing and claims that their use “is not a casual deviation from his 

source.”818 She continues,   

[c]ross-dressing has frequently been associated with a transgender performance. 
But cross-dressing can also be a “transracial masquerade or sartorial event,” and 
even one that crosses boundaries of class. This implies that using clothing and 
other external markers of a different group - be it gender, religion, ethnicity, or 
culture - is an embodiment and appropriation of the Other.819 

Susan Crane demonstrates that during the Middle Ages and continuing into the Renaissance,   

“dress was becoming an important system of recognition in urban and mobile populations.”820 

Thus, dress served to mark diverse classes, ethnic/racial, and religious groups, which then, in 
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turn, “could serve to perform a different identity or to become unrecognizable - to go 

incognito.”821  

Grinberg’s dissertation focuses on Piemonte’s various uses of ethnic cross-dressing found 

in textual instances where the characters’ cultural practices, and specifically clothing, become 

markers of their religious and national identity, used to represent the “Other.” Appropriating 

Fuchs’s phrase “ethnic cross-dressing,” Grinberg suggests that these passages throughout 

Piemonte’s text comment on three issues:  

First, “ethnic passing” compromises the ability to differentiate between the 
diverse ethnic and religious communities on the peninsula. Also, though ethnic 
sartorial performance is only superficial, it jeopardizes blood purity or cleanliness 
(limpieza de sangre, in Spanish) because of possible “racial” intermixing. The 
separation of corporeal and cultural markers is blurry, since the “true nature” of 
the individual - his or her nobility by blood and lineage, reflected in one’s social 
station and high moral standards - is imagined to be evident regardless of clothes 
and armor. These three elements - sumptuary laws to separate social position and 
religious allegiance, efforts to prevent religious crossbreeding, and the association 
of an essential identity to nobility - are evidenced in the way that Piemonte’s 
version of Fierabras presents ideological changes about “what makes a man” and 
provides a critique of courtly fashions associated with the Islamic Other.822 

Grinberg proposes that these three issues are relevant to the contemporary religious and ethnic 

homogenization of Spain. 

 The performative use of these garments occurred in ceremonies, festivals, court events 

such as weddings, civic processions, and rituals, including mystery and miracle plays.823 Robert 

Clark and Claire Sponsler’s article titled “Othered Bodies: Racial Cross-Dressing in the Mistere 

de la Sainte Hostie and the Croxton Play of the Sacrament,” documents uses of disguise to 

denote Turks or Saracens during the Middle Ages and early Renaissance that include specific 

clothing, masks, and blackened faces to represent the “Other.”824 In Exotic Nation, Fuchs posits 

that Fernando del Pulgar and Alonso de Palencia, Queen Isabella’s chroniclers, advanced a 

                                                 
821 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 82. According to Robert Bartlett, while the medieval language of “race” focuses 
on biological aspects such as blood, lineage, and stock, it was realized almost entirely based on cultural aspects, or 
“ethnicity,” such as customs, language, laws, and religious affiliation. See Robert Bartlett, The Making of Europe: 
Conquest, Colonization and Cultural Change, 950-1350 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993), 197. 
822 Ibid., 16.  
823 Ibid., 84-93.  
824 Clark and Sponsler, “Othered Bodies: Racial Cross-Dressing,” 61-87. 
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version of Spanish history that expounded the Queen’s maurophobia, or the negative attitude 

toward Iberian Muslims.825 However, Grinberg’s research reveals that  

[t]hese textiles and clothing items seem to have been very popular during the 
reign of Isabella and Ferdinand. Andrés de Bernáldez wrote the chronicle 
Memorias del reinado de los Reyes Católicos around 1500 where he refers to an 
event in which Queen Isabella and her daughter Juana enter Illora, after a 
Christian victory during the war of Granada, wearing capes or cloaks with 
Moorish trimming … While wearing such rich cloaks might have been 
fashionable in court, it is quite shocking that the queen chose to wear this clothing 
for her arrival in Illora, as the enemy was the King of Granada, a Muslim.826 

The Queen’s first visit to Illora dates to June of 1486 and was intended to demonstrate her 

support of the War of Granada.827 Grinberg later posits that the Queen’s appropriation of 

Moorish sartorial markers implied her superiority over the cultural and religious “Other.”828 

 Other instances of intentional medieval ethnic cross-dressing occur in the juegos de 

cañas.829 In this popular pastime, described in Chapters 1 and 2, Spanish men dressed as Moors 

to perform in mock battles. In an example of ethnic cross-dressing, Fuchs, Silva Santa-Cruz, and 

Grinberg note that King Ferdinand and some of his noblemen are documented as participating in 

this game in Burgos toward the end of the fifteenth century.830 They cite a diary entry by Marino 

Sanudo dated 6 April 1497:  

His royal majesty and the prince rode on their very swift horses, with their 
shields, dressed in the Moorish fashion with brocade mantles and doublets, with 
various embroideries and ornaments, with their head veiled in the Moorish 
fashion. … With them were many other counts and knights, all with brocade 
doublets and mantles and silk over silk, with so much embroidery in gold and 
silver, with such varied and beautiful fashions, that it was a marvelous thing.831 

The Diarii of Sanudo, a Florentine historian, offers scholars a rich source of information about 

Europe from 1496 through 1533. While this is not the sole description of the king’s juego de 

                                                 
825 Fuchs, Exotic Nation, 17-9. 
826 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 88.  
827 Edwards, The Spain of the Catholic Monarchs, 112.  
828 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 88, fn. 99.  
829 Ibid., 83-4.  
830 Fuchs, Exotic Nation, 95; Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 83-5; Noelia Silva Santa-Cruz, “Maurofilia y 
mudejarísmo en época de Isabel la Católica,” in Isabel la Católica: La magnificencia de un reinado (Quinto 
centernario de Isabel la Católica, 1504-2004) (Madrid; Valladolid; Sociedad Estatal de Conmemoraciones 
Culturales; Junta de Castilla y León, 2004), 141-54. 
831 As quoted in Fuchs, Exotic Nation, 95. Translation hers. Original letter appears in I Diarii di Marino Sanudo, vol. 
I. “La regia megesta et il principe montanti in su cavali velocissimi, con le targe loro, vestiti a la morescha de salii et 
manti de brochato, cum diversi rechami et gale, con la testa velata al modo moresco. … Cum epsi erano multi altri 
conti et cavalieri, tutti cum salii et manti de brocato et seta sopra seta, cum tanti recami de oro et argento, con si 
varie et bella fogie, che era cosa de maraveglia.” 
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cañas, this particular entry provides a descriptive analysis of his visual disguise as a Moor, that 

is, his participation in ethnic cross-dressing. King Ferdinand and the noblemen from his court 

can be identified as the ethnic “Other” not only due to the Moorish fashioned outfits, but also due 

to the manner of riding. Regardless of Ferdinand’s participation in the juego de cañas and 

Isabella’s arrival in Illora, which demonstrate the Catholic Monarchs’ use of sartorial elements of 

the “Other,” Grinberg points out that they “were not especially known for their maurophilia — 

that has been defined as a late medieval fascination for the Islamic, which pervaded the quotidian 

courtly life from clothing to manner of sitting to amusements.”832 Yet Menéndez Pidal explains 

that 

[t]he Castilians, far from feeling any repulsion toward the few Muslims taking 
refuge in their last holdout of Granada, felt attracted toward that exotic 
civilization, that oriental luxury of dress … that mode of riding, arming oneself, 
and fighting … Maurophilia, in sum, became fashionable.833 

These assertions support Fuchs’s indication that the historiographical maurophobia propagated 

by Palencia, Pulgar, and others “was only one discourse among many, and coexisted with a 

widespread Moorish habitus in Spain.”834 The conflicting and changing sentiments toward the 

attraction to Moorish fashions and customs led to the later legal attempts to eradicate the Iberian 

Peninsula’s Islamic past. 

 These examples and the context provided in Chapter 4 facilitate a historic background 

and perspective in order to contextualize Piemonte’s use of ethnic cross-dressing in Historia del 

emperador. Regarding the scene when Richard approaches Charlemagne’s camp and the guard 

has trouble discerning if the approaching knight is one of the Twelve Peers of France due to the 

Turkish weaponry and horse in Richard’s possession, Grinberg provides the following analysis: 

This cross-dressing scene is not, however, just a literary resource to enhance the 
plot. The moment of hesitancy does not generate a different subplot or modify the 
narrative tone. Neither does it change the reader’s perception of the character, as 
the narrator and the reader share the knowledge about the true identity of Richard. 
Instead, it provides Piemonte with the opportunity to draw the readers’ attention 
to certain courtly practices he would like to critique: the use of [a] certain style of 
saddles and adornments in the horses, as well as Moorish-style garments [that] 

                                                 
832 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 89.  
833 Ramón Ménendez Pidal, España y su historia, vol. 2 (Madrid: Ediciones Minotauro, 1957), 276. “Los 
castellanos, lejos de sentir repulsión hacia los pocos musulmanes refugiados en su último reducto de Granada, se 
sintieron atraídos hacia aquella exótica civilización, aquel lujo oriental en el vestuario … aquel modo de cabalgar, de 
amarse y de combatir … la maurofilia, en fin, se hizo moda.” 
834 Fuchs, Exotic Nation, 20.  
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were objectionable to some during and after the reign of the Catholic 
Monarchs.835 

In another expansion of an example of cultural markers, Grinberg explains that “Historia del 

emperador is the only textual rendition where we find details regarding the clothes that were 

presented to the Christian knights.”836 In this narrative description, unique to Piemonte’s text, 

Oliveros wears a cloak embroidered with an Arabic passage from the Qur’an in an open act of 

ethnic cross-dressing. Grinberg explains that the incorporation of this scene “allows Piemonte to 

comment on ‘ethnic cross-dressing,’ to pass as the ethnic and religious Other, to disguise as a 

Moor.”837 In particular, Grinberg claims that the Turkish Princess’s comments suggest that ethnic 

cross-dressing causes visual hesitancy in assigning ethnic identity; ethnic passing requires fuller 

comprehension of the “Others’” culture.838 Piemonte’s inclusion of ethnic cross-dressing 

addresses contemporary Iberian sartorial policies regarding differentiation between religious and 

ethnic communities and the problematic nature concerning objective observations “about” the 

body and subjective views “of” the body. 

 While the use of disguise or identity concealment was a common element in literature 

during the Middle Ages, Piemonte’s additions and modifications made in translating Bagnyon’s 

L’Histoire de Charlemagne of ethnic cross-dressing refer to important political issues within 

Iberia. The aforementioned textual cases illuminate the apparent instability of identity, as         

“Historia del emperador focuses on [the] issue of the permeability of boundaries between an 

Other and the Self - both groups inaccurately deemed homogeneous.”839 According to Grinberg, 

“Richard’s appearance might cause hesitation, but not his customs and practices.”840 Her 

argument states that Richard is obviously Christian in his essence, regardless of wearing Moorish 

clothing or his use of Moorish style weapons and armor. Additionally, Grinberg asserts that  

Oliveros is also Christian from the inside, which is evident in his response to 
Floripes’s proposal of playful transvestism. What Oliveros claims is that his 
bodily interior is pure, i.e. Christian. Both moments, in their rejection of an 
identity slippage, signal a fascination with clothing as a marker of identity in the 

                                                 
835 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 83.  
836 Ibid., 86. 
837 Ibid., 94.  
838 Ibid., 94-101. 
839 Ibid., 99-100.  
840 Ibid., 100.  
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time period when Historia del emperador was translated: the preoccupation with 
how clothing fashions a man.841 

These noticeable narrative departures from Bagnyon’s text dealing with cross-dressing serve to 

identify the texts based on Piemonte’s Historia del emperador, such as Los Doce Pares, that 

circulated throughout the American continents. In the manner that Clark and Sponsler explain 

that cross-dressing can mark bodies as “Othered” in racial or ethnic ways, Piemonte attempts to 

define the emerging notions of race, ethnicity, and religious identification in the Iberian 

Peninsula, based partially upon visual markers of culture such as sartorial signs of identity.842 

Similarly to its sixteenth-century textual source, the cross-dressing observed in la danza 

Bugabita functions not as a performance of gender or sexuality, but rather as a performance of 

ethnicity or race. In the context of la danza Bugabita, race and ethnicity are often conflated with 

one another and sometimes used synonymously, and will be described in the final sections of this 

chapter.   

Institutional Sponsorship versus Non-Governmental Initiatives 

In order to address the possible disappearance of la danza Bugabita, The National 

Institute of Culture, known by its acronym INAC, appropriated the rural performance tradition in 

an attempt to preserve it. INAC’s mediation marks the first time that the Bugabita dance-drama 

was embraced by an institution since its separation from the Catholic Church. In the adaptation 

of the local practice to cosmopolitan aesthetics, the institutionally sponsored presentations 

reworked la danza Bugabita into a new presentational context that emphasizes the performative 

aspects of the dance-drama as opposed to the textual. INAC’s appropriation of the tradition 

repositions la danza Bugabita as a cultural representation that highlights the country’s diversity 

of dance-dramas and, subsequently, the cultural diversity of the nation. As Peter Wade contends,  

The elaboration of diversity feeds into the dynamic of appropriation, in which 
middle and upper class include in their cultural repertoires elements that they 
identify as originating from the lower and/or darker-skinned classes, often 
resignifying such elements, mystifying their origins, and repositioning them in 
value hierarchies.843  

Furthermore, INAC’s presentations are commonly staged for regional folkloric festivals that 

often function as a vehicle to increase tourism. These were the governmentally sponsored 

                                                 
841 Grinberg, (Un)stable Identities, 100.  
842 Clark and Sponsler, “Othered Bodies: Racial Cross-Dressing,” 61.  
843 Peter Wade, Race and Ethnicity in Latin America (London: Pluto Press, 1997), 266. 
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presentations of la danza Bugabita that led many Panamanians to view the costumes worn by the 

Moorish actors as drag, and to question their gender identity. To accommodate the need to make 

la pollera acceptable and to help lessen the public’s interpretation of the Moorish actors as gay 

that stemmed from the observation of the dresses, INAC has even staged the performance with 

girls as the performers who wear la pollera. The institutionalization of the tradition by INAC 

reoriented the dance-drama along lines of gender and sexuality. The public, inevitably 

constrained by their etic point of view, perceives these actors in relation to their concepts of 

normative sexual identities and how gender is encoded in la pollera. While the outsiders’ 

perspective views these dancers as cross-dressers, the subjective experiences of the dancers 

throws this observation into question, and this results in differing meanings and interpretations 

that exist concurrently. 

 INAC’s changes provoked many critical remarks by local practitioners of la danza 

Bugabita that provide significant insights into understanding meanings attached to la pollera that 

cannot be perceived solely through observation. It should be noted that “[t]he culture-bearers do 

not question whether INAC should be active in preserving the tradition, but rather how closely 

they should adhere to historical precedent.”844 In Requena’s thesis she “[r]equests that INAC 

perform thorough research of Bugabita, [in the] neighborhood of La Concepción, [which is the] 

center of these dances that enrich the cultural heritage of Panamá.”845 As INAC has denied the 

community of Bugabita Arriba a hand in its role in the transmission process, the governmentally 

sponsored initiatives risk being a flattened and distorted representation of la danza Bugabita that 

changes the contexts of la pollera. INAC’s use of females in the speaking roles of the male 

Moorish soldiers entirely resignifies the characters’ sartorial element. Moreover, it does not 

comply with standards of the community performances, as females are forbidden from 

participating in the dance-drama. These changes have caused a rift between INAC’s institutional 

sponsorship and the community’s non-governmental performances of la danza Bugabita:  

These perceived breaches in authenticity have led to INAC’s reinvention of the 
tradition, one that is loosely adapted from local practices to be put on the stage in 
a presentational context, formally creating two separate factions of la danza 

                                                 
844 Heather J. Paudler, “The Culture-Bearers vs. The National Institute of Culture: (Mis)Representations of 
Panamanian Folklore,” Ethnomusicology Review 19 (SEM Chapter Prize Winners) (Nov. 2014), 
ethnomusicologyreview.ucla.edu/journal/volume/19/piece/796 
845 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 171. “Que se solicite al Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INAC), una 
profunda investigación al regimiento de Bugabita, corregimiento de La Concepción, cabecera sobre estas danzas que 
enriquecen el Patrimonio Cultural de Panamá.”  
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Bugabita that do not communicate with one another, and that represent two 
completely different pictures. Rather than INAC’s interventions supporting 
continuity in the tradition, they have engendered great changes. The only form 
that can be seen by outsiders is actually the performance genre that emerged in the 
wake of INAC’s initiatives, … which raises fundamental issues related to the 
production, interpretation, ownership, and remuneration of festival as a 
commodified product.846 

INAC’s representations of the traditional dance-drama work against gaining back social spaces 

for the tradition. Their platform does not serve to create new contexts to share, experience, and 

promote the tradition in a manner amenable to the community of Bugabita Arriba. In an earlier 

article, I explained that 

[m]any culture-bearers view the misrepresentations of national government and 
institutional initiatives as imposing neo-colonial policies through their 
exploitations of la danza Bugabita, resulting in an uneven power dynamic that 
renders even less control for the community over their own cultural property. 
Community members interpret INAC’s irresponsible preservation and 
transmission of tradition as an ethical problem created through a lack of mediation 
and active relationship to the tradition itself.847  

Thus, INAC’s versions do not instill the tradition’s ascribed values into society, especially 

concerning la pollera and the meaning it contains within the context of la danza Bugabita. 

 “From” the Body 

 This final category stems from a theoretical principle that unifies the “of” the body 

concepts of action, discourse, and embodiment in what Farnell calls “the primacy of the 

signifying moving person,” constituting a dynamically embodied discursive theoretical 

framework.848 Farnell’s second category designated “of” the body concentrated “largely upon the 

body as a static object - albeit a social and cultural one rather than a biological or mechanistic 

entity.”849 Consideration of the body “as a moving agent in a spatially organized world of 

meanings” centers on the idea that action should be understood and gauged as dynamic, or 

“from’ the body.850 Moreover, Farnell proposed a way of interconnecting the three types of 

                                                 
846 Paudler, “The Culture-Bearers vs. The National Institute of Culture,” ethnomusicologyreview.ucla.edu/journal/ 
volume/19/piece/796 
847 Ibid.  
848 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 155.  
849 Ibid., 153.  
850 Ibid. 
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social theoretical discourse concerning the body.851 Instead of the presupposition that the 

approaches are separate, Farnell conceptualizes that the three distinct discourse are:  

complementary moments of everyday social-symbolic interaction. Each of the 
three moments can now be regarded as a situated option that persons may take up 
in reference to themselves or others as they contextually see fit, according to their 
ordinary or professional interests.852 

In order to understand discourse “from” the body within this framework, Farnell explains that 

one must envisage “a range of invisible systems of knowledge and ensuing practices and 

processes - cultural, perceptual, and cognitive - that provide the visible with meaning.”853  

Central to this third category of inquiry, projected to theorize the body as a component of 

visual culture, is the manner in which human agency operates in terms of signifying enactments 

of moving bodies, or understanding “from” the body.  In this manner, D. Soyini Madison 

explains the application to performance studies: 

Critical ethnography adheres to radical empiricism: the intersection of bodies in 
motion and space. Meanings and experiences in the field are filtered and colored 
through sensations of the body - that is, through body knowledge … In 
performative writing, words are inhered by a subject with a voice. To state that 
there is a subject and a voice is to state that there is a body.854 

Farnell refers to this new theoretical framework  “of persons enacting the body, that is, using 

physical actions - actions that may be out of awareness through habit or highly deliberate 

choreographies - in the agentive production of meaning,” as “from” the body.855  

The Zapateo Dance 

The practice of dancing provides clues to the underlying concepts and values embedded 

in la danza Bugabita’s culturally choreographed movements understood “from” the body that 

contradict observations “of” the body. Aspects of performance theory create a framework to 

examine and understand this dance-drama as both a visual art and a corporeal sensation. Requena 

explains that the Moors “utilize la pollera as the montuno,” that is, the masculine Panamanian 

                                                 
851 See Brenda Farnell and Charles R. Varela, “The Second Somatic Revolution,” Journal for the Theory of Social 
Behaviour 38/3 (Sept. 2008), 215-240. 
852 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 155-6.  
853 Ibid., 157.  
854 D. Soyini Madison, Critical Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2005), 
196.  
855 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 153. 
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national costume.856 However, this counterpart to la pollera has a very different history and 

cultural connotation; it is considered of indigenous origin. Requena further explains that la 

pollera in the context of la danza Bugabita represents “the beautiful and most valuable thing that 

we have in our Panamanian Republic.”857 According to interviews conducted by Requena in 

preparation for writing her document, the community agreed that the costume of la pollera worn 

by the Moors is meant to be interpreted as a powerful symbol of being Panamanian and to 

represent the continuation of their cultural heritage in the midst of imposed Spanish hegemony. 

Requena states that the intention and significance of the cross-dressing men is that “[las polleras] 

represent the possessors of the riches and power.”858 She aligns the costume with the 

“Otherness” of the Moorish soldiers declaring that “the gold, silver, and rich materials that are 

represented in la pollera” are symbolic of the Turkish “riches and power that was displayed, as 

we said earlier, to steal the relics of our Lord.”859 Requena believes that the use of la pollera 

displays the non-Spanish heritage of the province of Chiriquí, Panamá. In this sense, la pollera 

does not represent another gender but represents the ethnic “Other.” Therefore, la pollera can be 

assigned to the category of ethnic or racial cross-dressing rather than gender cross-dressing. It 

functions as a visual symbol of the “Other,” the Moors or Turks, and as described by Requena, is 

understood at another level as the “Other” in Panamá, representing the wide spectrum of 

indigenous and black races and ethnicities.  

In the description of the two separate ethnic bands, that of the Christians versus that of 

the Moors, Requena explains that in la danza Bugabita the limits between them are supposed to 

be ambiguous. In a recent investigation of los Congos, a related Panamanian conquest dance-

drama, Renée Jacqueline Alexander explains that while there are several shades of racial 

categories in Panamá due to five centuries of intermingling among Spanish, African, and 

indigenous populations, that “[c]ultural identification among and between these historically 

distinct groups in Panamá has allowed enough space for individual agency, even among people 

within the same immediate family, to construct their cultural identities differently.”860 Requena 

adds a level of hybridity after her account of the racial and ethnic demographics of the settlement 

                                                 
856 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 61. “utilizar la Pollera como el montuno” 
857 Ibid., 55. “lo bello y más valioso que tenemos en nuestra República Panameña” 
858 Ibid. “ellos representan ser los poseedores de las riquezas y el poderío” 
859 Ibid. “el oro, la plata y riquezas materiales que representadas en la pollera” and “las riquezas y el poderío que 
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860 Alexander, Art as Survival, 10.  
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of Bugabita in a personal elucidation: “We are already everything. We are all indigenous. We are 

all black. We are all Panamanian.”861 Moving beyond simply creating a space that honors the 

dualism of “black” and “Latino” without imposing a hierarchy or an erasure of one or the other, 

Requena honors all facets of Panamanian race and ethnicity. She acknowledges the plurality of 

Panamanian identities described by Alexander and confirms that Bugabeñas and the participants 

of la danza Bugabita also possess agency in how each individual constructs his racial, ethnic, 

and cultural identity. In the words of dance scholar Sally Ann Ness, “Nobody, ‘no-body,’ can 

learn unfamiliar neuromuscular patterns without being willing to acquire a new and perhaps 

startling insight into who it is they actually are - that is to say, a truly plural being or figure.”862  

One of the ways that the Moorish dancers display national identity and pride is through the 

celebration of ethnic diversity in Panamá is in the cross-dressing act of wearing la pollera. 

Throughout the three acts of la danza Bugabita, the participants express ritualized 

religious processional danza, line dancing, and the grand baile finale of the zapateo. The zapateo 

occurs toward the end of the performance after the conversion of the Moors to the Catholic faith. 

Both the Christians and newly converted Christians participate in this celebratory dance that lasts 

approximately twenty minutes. The zapateo is a pan-Latin American music and dance form. It 

has been defined in various sources as “an archaic dance associated, as its name suggests, with 

percussive footwork.”863 Susan Thomas indicates that “[a]nother Iberian element widely 

incorporated into Latin American musics is the use of zapateo, or rhythmic foot tapping, which 

originated in Andalusia and came to the New World with the earliest explorers.”864 Peter 

Manuel’s research of the zapateo in Cuba finds that it “was a popular rural instrumental dance-

music form, with standardized melodic figures in fast 6/8.”865 Gilbert Chase indicates that  

[t]he basic metrical pattern of six units to the measure, either in 3/4 or in 6/8 time, 
embodies the typical feature of the malambo, namely the zapateo (from the 
Spanish word zapato, meaning “shoe”), the name given to the energetic footwork 

                                                 
861 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 45. “Ya somos todos. Todas somos indígenas. Todos somos 
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862 Sally Ann Ness, Body, Movement, and Culture: Kinesthetic and Visual Symbolism in a Philippine Community 
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863 Peter Manuel, “From Scarlatti to ‘Guantanamera’: Dual Tonicity in Spanish and Latin American Musics,” 
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864 Susan Thomas, “Latin American Music,” Grove Music Online (Oxford: Oxford University Press) web, accessed 
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865 Peter Manuel, “The ‘Guajira’ between Cuba and Spain: A Study in Continuity and Change,” Latin American 
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of this virile rustic dance, generally danced by a man alone, or by two men in 
competition with each other.866 

However, the Dominican zapateo may also appear in duple meter.867 Manuel labels the zapateo 

“as a creole Cuban genre of primarily Hispanic derivation.”868 Susan Thomas explains that the  

zapateo was “creolized,” or hybridized, energetically with other local musical 
styles, particularly in regions with large African populations, where the 
movements and hard-soled shoes of Andalusian dance merged with African 
rhythmic sensibilities. Today its influence can be found in Cuban música 
guajira as well as in some of the virtuosic dancing associated with Afro-Cuban 
rumba and regional Mexican folk dances.869 

Carolina Robertson and Gerard Béhague argued that in regard to the Costa Chica area of México, 

the traditional musics of the Afro-mestizo communities that live there exhibit the most apparent 

African-related percussion practice. They state that “the complex rhythmic structures of the … 

zapateo [have] been assigned some African influence, mostly in relation to the frequency of the 

hemiola pattern and the reliance on percussive effects.”870 

While most of the research about the zapateo has been conducted in Cuba, there are 

references to its location in other areas of the Hispanic Caribbean Basin, but no studies exist on 

the tradition in Panamá. Manuel conveys that “[g]enres like the zapateo have all but         

perished,” noting that scholars must locate obscure folkloric recordings in order to hear the 

zapateo.871 In a different publication by Manuel, he reiterates his findings: 

Similarly, Cuban traditional genres in ternary meter, from the zapateo to the 
punto, have either remained marginal or died out altogether, drowned out in the 
popular music sphere by duple-metered son, salsa, rumba, mambo, danzón, and 
rap. The same process, indeed, can be seen in the Americas as a whole, wherein 
triple-metered or 6/8 traditional forms, … while perhaps surviving in folkloric 
capacities, give way to duple-metered mainstream commercial genres.872 

Yet a music and dance tradition of a zapateo continues in the Panamanian la danza Bugabita. 

Robertson and Béhague note, 
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[i]n Panama a large number of people of African descent (both slaves during the 
Colonial period and Caribbean blacks) play an important role in contemporary 
folk music. This African musical heritage is best expressed in the mimetic dance-
theatre known as los congos, performing congadas, coming from a black colonial 
tradition, and also in the types of drums accompanying most Panamanian folk 
dances and in their dancing style (Afro-Hispanic sensual choreography), including 
the national dance, the tamborito, and the well-known Afro-Panamanian and 
Afro-Colombian cumbia.873 

The Panamanian version of the zapateo found in la danza Bugabita is a hybrid, or creole, mix of 

Spanish and African cultures and considered a genre of masculine national folkloric dance, 

distinguished as an expression of “black” dancing. The sentiment throughout Requena’s thesis 

that incorporates the opinions and expressions of the dancers of the Bugabita Arriba troupe and 

the small community demonstrates that they are committed to the lived, historical, political body 

as a site of knowledge production, consumption, and re-production. The participants’ claim that 

the ethnic cross-dressing that the Moors engage in helps them to experience multiple layers of 

“blackness.” Robertson and Béhague’s aforementioned quotation indicates two distinct black 

groups: colonial slaves and Caribbean blacks. For the practitioners of la danza Bugabita, 

embodying “blackness” references these two culturally distinct “Afro-Panamanian” 

communities: the Afro-Colonials, or Costeños, and the Afro-Antilleans, or West Indians. The 

tradition’s evolving relationship to African heritage must be understood through the 

historicization of the conception of “blackness” in Panamá. 

Historicizing the Trajectories of “Blackness” in Panamá 

Since la danza Bugabita’s establishment in the 1930s, the zapateo dance has consistently 

been identified by the community as a black folkloric dance, even though the Panamanian 

government demographically categorizes the bodies of its practitioners as mestiza. In the words 

of E. Patrick Johnson, “blackness, like performance, often defies categorization.”874 Throughout 

most Latin American and Caribbean countries, centuries of intermarriage between African, 

indigenous, and Spanish populations generated various mixed race classifications. In the 

mestizaje in Colombia, Peter Wade explains that  

black people (always an ambiguous category) were both included and excluded: 
included as ordinary citizens, participatory in the overarching process of 
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mestizaje, and simultaneously excluded as inferior citizens, or even as people who 
only marginally participated in ‘national society.’875 

Paul Gilroy argues in The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness that “[t]he 

history of the black Atlantic yields a course of lessons as to the instability and mutability of 

identities which are always unfinished, always being remade.”876 He further posits a challenge to 

examine the “routes” of black identity rather than the pursuit of that identity’s relationship to 

situated “roots.”877 Within this conception of black identity as a route of movement and 

mediation, Alexander explains that “[i]n the micro-diaspora of Panamá, blackness forks at the 

place where a sixteenth-century Spanish colonial legacy meets a twentieth-century neo-colonial 

United States force.”878  

Race, as a social construct, conveys meaning based on the term’s definition within the 

context of a specific history of ideas that may not indicate the same extrapolation in a different 

social context. Jeffrey J. Cohen describes race “as a shifting, ultimately unreifiable category that 

nonetheless passes itself off as possessing an essence and a historical durability.”879 Therefore, 

the notions of race transported from the United States to Panamá collided with an entirely 

different conception of race. While the United States imported  a socially constructed category of 

race based strongly on phenotype, due to the well-documented mestizaje from the first decades 

of the 1500s in Panamá, concepts of race more closely resembled a definition of ethnicity and 

were based on culture aspects, including language, religion, customs, and geographical place.880 

Rather than take for granted that “black” identity indicates “Afro-American” or “Afro-

Panamanian, Alexander problematizes the contested terms and labels they evoke in Panamá. She 

explains, 

“Race” and “culture” produce and circulate within their own unique political 
economies. Like all currency, their value in local markets is not necessarily the 
same as their value in global ones. Like the Balboa, Panama’s official currency, 
and the dollar, the country’s practical one, race and culture sometimes stand in for 
each other and have the same structural effect even though they may have 
radically different affects.881  
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Because the two categories are non-exclusive and rely on each other to make their 
meaning, their material consequences are similar. Further, the Republic justified 
its asymmetrical distribution of resources … through ethnic/cultural discourses 
with veiled racial undercurrents. In Panama, as in other parts of Latin America, 
“nation” superseded “race” whereas the reverse was true in the United States. … 
Twentieth-century Panamanian blackness evolved through a dialectical tug-o-war 
between Anglo and Latino ethnoracial politics.882 

The “tug-o-war” began with the 1846 Mallarino-Bidlack treaty between Columbia and the 

United States, in which the later gained full transit rights in Panamá, then a “department” of the 

Columbian government, in exchange for yielding official sovereignty of the isthmian territory to 

Colombia.883 While providing the U.S.’s national capital gain through inter-American trade, this 

treaty also set the precedent for all future United States-Panamá relations. 

Under the guise of “Panamericanism,” the United States asserted their power and 

dominance throughout the Western Hemisphere, aligned with a geopolitical motive to 

differentiate itself from Europe. President James Monroe declared that the United States would 

not tolerate European interference in the affairs of American republics in 1823. In 1904, 

Theodore Roosevelt created an amendment to the Monroe Doctrine that granted the U.S. the 

right to intervene in other American republics in order to stabilize the economic affairs of 

smaller nations, often used to justify invasions of various Latin American countries.884 At the 

time of the 1846 Mallarino-Bidlack treaty, the United States was engaged in a war with México. 

Upon the U.S. victory, México conceded California, New Mexico, and south Texas to the U.S. in 

the 1848 Guadalupe-Hidalgo treaty. When gold was discovered in San Francisco, the ensuing 

Gold Rush led to numerous prospectors traversing Panamá en route from New York to 

California. This inspired the construction of a railroad spanning the isthmus, with the two 

aforementioned treaties facilitating the United States’ role within the territory and affirming its 

Manifest Destiny expansionist mentality. The United States imported a labor force comprised of 

black West Indians from various English-speaking Caribbean islands with them to facilitate the 

construction of the Panamá railroad. Thus, the trajectory of blackness in Panamá divided with the 

new, predominantly English-speaking immigrant community of West Indians associated with the 

labor forces of the banana plantations, the Panamá railroad, and later, the Panamá Canal.  
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Additionally, Alan McPherson claims that the workers and entrepreneurs from the United 

States “who were the flesh and blood of U.S. hegemony” brought their blatant racism and “wild 

west” lawless attitudes.885 Stephanie Stallings indicates that  

[t]hough many in Latin America were clearly impressed with the United States 
asserting its power, negative feelings between the U.S. and its Spanish- and 
Portuguese-speaking neighbors also intensified in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, beginning with the U.S.-Mexican War (1846-48). As the first 
war to be fought by the U.S. on foreign soil, this was also the first major political 
event that drew Latin America into the national consciousness of the United 
States.886 

The United States’ neo-imperialist attitudes largely fostered bitterness from Panamanians.887 

McPherson details a crucial juncture in the countries’ relationship with one another known as the 

Watermelon Riot of 1856. In this confrontation that pitted Panamanians against foreigners, a 

traveler from the United States refused to pay a local watermelon vendor. Two Panamanians and 

fifteen North Americans died in the battle that followed, with many more injured.888 In 

retaliation, the United States government sent “160 soldiers, its first armed intervention ever on 

the Isthmus, and obtained reparations of more than $400,000 from Colombia … Between the riot 

of 1856 and the proclamation of independence in 1903, the United States intervened fourteen 

times in Panama.”889 Alexander explains that “[b]y their November 3, 1904 (in)dependence, 

Panamanian nationalism included a ripening resentment of United States’ attitudes and fear of 

United States’ force.”890 Michael Conniff contextualizes the United States’ underlying 

motivations: 

The United States had long sought to become the preeminent hemispheric and 
then world power. These two dreams began to merge with the U.S. - built Panama 
Railroad in the 1850s and became permanently joined in 1903, when the United 
States abetted Panama’s independence in exchange for the right to build and 
operate a ship canal.891 
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In essence, Panamá had shifted from a department of Colombia that had granted all transit rights 

to the U.S., to a protectorate of the United States. Many Panamanians refer to this date as “The 

Separation” rather than as their “Independence.”892  

The United States fashioned Panamá and other Latin American and Caribbean countries 

as symbolically black and female; defining the “Other” helped to construct itself as white and 

male. Denise Von Glahn explains that the United States’ “meaning derived in large part from its 

size and variety, but no less from the physical prowess required to confront, control, and conquer 

its nature,” and further demonstrates that early artistic works “gendered the United States, via its 

rugged, muscular, natural phenomena and the pioneer spirit it required, male.”893 Historian Gail 

Bederman explains: “To prove their virility, as a race and a nation, American men needed to take 

up the ‘strenuous life’ and strive to advance civilization - through imperialistic warfare and racial 

violence if necessary.”894 Political theorist David Theo Goldberg emphasizes that “[t]he racial 

state trades on gendered determinations, reproducing its racial configurations in gendered terms 

and its gendered forms racially.”895 Furthermore, Von Glahn indicates that “[w]hile the earth 

could be gendered female, America, the nation-place, was decidedly male. In the early years of 

the twentieth century Teddy Roosevelt reinforced such a reading.”896 The United States’ 

articulation of and claim to whiteness and manhood strongly influenced its resulting nationalism, 

intertwining nationalism, race, and gender. Seduced by power, Roosevelt’s imperial interests and 

ideological proclivities charted discourses of race and gender in Panamá, and the canal helped 

the United States engineer itself as white and male. Alexander claims that “[t]he same ideology 

that allowed white men to rape black women with no material consequences allowed the United 

States to effectively rape Panama, which it discursively constructed as savage, uncivilized, and 

available.”897  

The depiction of Latin America, and specifically Panamá, as black and female occurs in 

numerous artistic works. Stallings provides an example from the PanAmerican Exposition held 

in Buffalo, New York in 1901: 
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The official logo for the exposition, designed by artist Raphael Beck (1848-1957) 
and used on stationery and commemorative coins, shows two women whose 
respective garments overlay both North and South America. North America’s 
representative is blonde and fair-skinned; she extends her hand down to Ms. 
South America, who is noticeably darker in complexion. In some renderings, [it 
contains] a caption [that] reads, “To Unite the Americas in Bonds of Prosperity 
and Peace.”898 

Another example of an illustration found in Leslie’s Illustrated, reporting on the 1856 

Watermelon Riot, depicts pristine white figures being attacked by shabbily dressed black bodies 

accompanied with a written description that claims that the battle was instigated by “natives” and 

“negros.” McPherson’s research of the event suggests that the rioters may have been from the 

new immigrant population of West Indians rather than black Panamanians.899 Regardless of the 

identity of the black bodies depicted in the illustration, it clearly asserted the United States’ 

whiteness in contrast to Panamá’s savage blackness. Furthermore, the portrayal of Panamá in 

Leslie’s Illustrated suggested that it was in need of a civilizing operation, and therefore 

supported the U.S.’s imperialist expansionism.  

 Discourses of race in contemporary Panamá cannot be comprehended without an 

understanding of the birth of the republic in relation to the role of the United States-owned and 

operated former Canal Zone. In Panamá and the United States: The Forced Alliance, Conniff 

contextualizes the Panama Canal as a strategic means by which the United States and Panamá 

engaged in separate, yet interconnected, nation-building itineraries.900 Alexander reports,  

In 1904, two parallel governments were established, one for the United States 
controlled, economically reproductive womb of the Zone and the other for the 
fenced off Republic it tore through. The United States impaled Panama at its core, 
effectively segregating it from its most valuable resource. The Canal’s Theodore 
Roosevelt mythology would have us believe that the United States gave birth to 
Panama, when, in fact, Panama was an unhappy surrogate whose natural resource 
helped deliver the States as a leading actor on the world stage. Following from the 
Monroe Doctrine in 1823 to discourses of “manifest destiny,” which began 
circulating in the 1840s, the creation of the Canal made the United States 
imperialists’ aspirations unquestionably tangible.901 

After the U.S. secured Panamá’s separation from Colombia, Alexander claims that the Canal 

functioned as “an umbilical cord, a life-line, an assurance of survival through connection to a 
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more established other.”902 The zone itself extended over an area of more than five hundred 

square miles from the city of Colon on the Caribbean coast to Panama City on the Pacific.  

As Panameños coalesced as a nation, a series of treaties and an article in their first constitution 

permitted the United States to intervene in issues of public peace, order, and sanitation that 

ensured the empowerment, and ultimately implied the superiority, of the United States in relation 

to Panamá. 

 Due to the anger over the symbolic blackening and feminizing of Panamá, much of its 

national project pushed back against the racialized and gendered form of U.S. imperialism. In 

this space, the black Panamanian population labeled Costeños with roots associated with slavery 

more than five centuries deep, entered into the era of U.S. intervention in Panamá as Spanish-

speaking native Panamanians with a worldview shaped largely by their identities as Latinos. At 

this juncture they met the contrasting, English-speaking West Indian immigrants who lived in 

and understood the world primarily as Blacks. The dynamism of contemporary Panamanian 

blackness exists around the politics of Costeño and West Indian identities and the nations’ 

conflicting and evolving ethnoracial ideologies. Michael Hanchard’s article, “Racial 

Consciousness and Afro-Diasporic Experiences: Antonio Gramsci Reconsidered,” establishes the 

following:  

Racial consciousness is defined here as the dialectical result of antagonisms 
between two or more groups defined as “races” in a given society. Out of this 
dialectic emerges the collective and individual recognition of power relations 
between socially defined racial groups. These power relations are grounded in 
cultural and structural processes that intersect, correlate and distribute meanings 
and practices of racial difference. These meanings and practices are manifested in 
asymmetrical relationships between groups and individuals in specific historical 
contexts. Racial consciousness represents the thought and practice of those 
individuals and groups who respond to their subordination with individual and 
collective action designed to counterbalance, transpose or transform situations of 
racial asymmetry.903 

The United States significantly influenced the development of Panamá’s racial consciousness 

and the shifting contexts of racialized categories in Panamá’s nationalist discourses through their 

imperialistic relationship with Panamá and the importation of Jim Crow racial ideologies with 

their accompanying racialized social biases and socioeconomic structures. 
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 U.S. intervention helped create a Panamanian nationalism aimed against the United 

States and other non-Hispanicized Canal laborers. According to Alexander,  

[p]art of this animosity was caused by Canal Zone Jim Crow policies, which not 
only segregated West Indian workers as “black” and therefore inferior, but also 
constructed a blackness elastic enough for Panamanian workers, regardless of 
ethnicity, to fit uneasily and resentfully alongside them.904 

Panamanians were treated as black immigrants inside the Canal Zone; as a redressive effort, 

Panameños collected themselves under a shared Latino cultural identity separate from the Anglo 

neo-imperial space. Within this emerging Panameñismo national identity, West Indians 

eventually shared a space with the U.S. as targets of the “Panama for the Panamanians” 

campaign of the 1930s started under Harmodio Arias’s administration.905 West Indians fluctuated 

between “undesirable” and “prohibited immigrants” during this era as “race” was teased apart 

from “ethnicity.” In 1941, during Harmodio’s brother Arnulfo Arias’s first administration, the 

rage against the U.S. was legally projected onto West Indians. An article in the Panamanian 

Constitution listed West Indians as “prohibited immigrants” because they did not add to the 

“ethnic improvement” of the country.906 This legal mandate considered West Indians as a racial 

category that existed outside of what it meant to be Panamanian, threatening even those whose 

legal citizenship was Panamanian. West Indians immigrant workers were subjected to 

Panamanian law outside of the Canal Zone, United States law within it, yet possessed citizenship 

in neither. During Arias’s demonization of West Indians associated with the Canal, the black 

Costeño communities that were classified as “negra” on the census at the turn of the century 

became ethnically demarcated as “mestiza” when “race” was officially removed from the 

national census and Costeños were considered a Panamanian “ethnicity.” Thus, “black” was 

made to mean “West Indian.” This brand of nationalism protected Costeños as assimilated ethnic 

compatriots and created a distinct awareness of “West Indian-ness” as a black race, which was 

punishable by the loss of citizenship. The socially constructed label of “black,” rather than visual 

dermal identification of blackness, became the marker of “Otherness” that distinguished the 

black Costeños and the black West Indians.  

 Under Omar Torrijos’s nationalist agenda in the 1960s and 1970s, Panamanians 

demonstrated intense patriotism. The signing of the Carter-Torrijos Treaty, or Panama Canal 
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Treaty, in 1977 guaranteed the full transfer of the canal to Panamá by the end of the twentieth 

century. In tandem with increasing patriotic attitudes, the Panamanian government shifted away 

from legal punishment against those classified as “black,” especially in light of the “black” 

revolutionary movements of black power and negritude of the 1960s. Alexander notes that 

following this nationalist sentiment “West Indian descendants embraced the classification ‘Afro-

Panamanian’ as a tactical method of integration.”907 This also coincided with Panamá’s 

nationalization of ethnic folklore and demonstrated a tangible shift in attitudes regarding “etnia 

negra” identities. Finally, the stipulations of the Panama Canal treaty were realized on 31 

December 1999 with the complete hand-over of the canal to Panamá, the dismantling of the 

Canal Zone, and the departure of U.S. military. In response to the integration efforts of the West 

Indian community, the government instituted El Dia de la Etnia Negra into law as a national 

celebration in recognition of the culture and contributions of peoples of African descent to the 

Republic of Panamá on 30 May 2000.908 The choice of date coincides with the the abolishment 

of slavery in Spain and its colonies, including Panamá, by King Fernando VII in 1820. The 

historic inauguration of the civic event marks the first time in Panamá’s history that the nation 

recognized black culture and history at the level of the State. Furthermore, it marked the first 

time that the government juxtaposed the disparate African-descended populations, the Costeños 

and West Indians, as black and equally Panamanian. From its inauguration in 2000, the 

celebration has facilitated a space for racial and ethnic dialogues at local and national levels.  

Conclusion 

This chapter examined the mise en scene of Bugabita Arriba with a case study of the 

material culture object of la pollera contained in the ritualized performance of la danza Bugabita 

in order to understand the iconographical significance of the costume. In many social contexts, 

certain types of sartorial elements represent visual repositories of meaning, frequently linked to 

its specific historical context. Within different contexts and over protracted periods of time, these 

implications often change. From an observationist standpoint, clothing functions as a visual 

means of classification with implications and assumptions about the body which it adorns. Since 

medieval times, clothing was variously associated with the occupation, religious belief, social 
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status, and/or ethnoracial classification of a person as a means to distinguish the “Other” from 

the “Us.” The utilization of the “prism” trope throughout this chapter allowed for the inspection 

of the various intersecting issues surrounding la pollera. Examination of the juxtaposed 

affective, cultural, historical, political, racial, sexual, and social connotations of la pollera that 

entangle in the music and choreography were charted from objective observations to 

contextualized subjective viewpoints to experiences from body. The analysis of the overlapping 

discourses and corresponding fields of knowledge through which la pollera is subjected, 

negotiated, and codified negates its characterization as a mute and marginalized object. It reveals 

meaning in the tradition of la danza Bugabita, providing insight into how participants and 

spectators alike make sense of the performance. 

Until recently, the rural community of Bugabita guarded their performance tradition of 

los moros y cristianos, and it remained largely unknown to outside communities. In the move 

from local religious sponsorship to governmental sponsorship, the tradition was “packaged” and 

annotated for presentations to the wider community. The INAC presentations led to sexual and 

gender connotations concerning the use of la pollera in contrast to the subjective views of the 

community. Positing la pollera as the “text,” outsiders who “read” the dress raised questions 

about the sexuality and gender identification of the performers, because of their understanding of 

the costume as the feminine national dress and their social construction of gender. It resulted in 

ambiguity and misunderstanding, as these issues are not addressed or answered in the dialogue of 

the dance-drama. Many outsiders viewed it as a transgender performance, since the men’s bodies 

were noticed for displaying la pollera, and the dancers were identified and labeled as “gay.” 

Noticeably, the public projected conceptions of gendered cross-dressing only for the Moors 

wearing la pollera, and not the use of a white dress for the male angel. The allegation of cross-

dressing applied unequally to males wearing dresses in the dance-drama demonstrates the 

cultural construction of gender and the garments associated with it. The dress worn by the angel 

is seen as a ritual garment and occurs within an expected frame of reference; la pollera is seen as 

a female garment, leading to questions of gender and sexuality orientation when worn by the 

male participants. Thus, the Moors were reduced to a single gendered representation, which left 

the rest of the dance-drama less significant than the gender/sexuality question. In order to make 

the dance-drama less controversial, INAC used girls in the traditional male roles, drawing even 

more attention to its reorientation of la danza Bugabita along lines of gender and sexuality. The 
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misunderstanding led to fear in the community of participants being labeled gay, which is 

negative within the present Panamanian social context. In consequence, many community 

members withdrew their support, forbade their sons from participating, and many did not want 

INAC to stage performances.  

The ways in which the governmentally sponsored performances differed from the 

tradition as performed in the community provided insight into what exactly the community 

contested. The central polemic among residents regarding INAC’s performances concerns 

interpretation of la pollera and the meaning and importance that it holds. Dress often signifies 

aspects of the self and constructs various states of being and social relations, and it meant 

something very different to those outside the community than those inside it. INAC had removed 

the agency of the community and the context of what la pollera represented from the perspective 

of the culture-bearers’ presentations. Upon first encounter seeing the Moors dressed in drag, a 

transgender performance is a dangerously easy misunderstanding. Such an assumption carries a 

lot of baggage with it in present-day Panamá. Thus, INAC’s versions do not instill the tradition’s 

ascribed beliefs of la pollera to their audiences.  

Yet the nature of the conflict within los moros y cristianos is not a matter of simple 

opposition between the Spanish and the representative “Other.” Homi Bhabha’s postcolonial 

critiques warn against telling the histories of cultural groups in ways that create dichotomous 

oppositions.909 The tradition re-presents centuries of sites of resistance that have changed over 

time. A too narrow interpretive lens ignores other responses and accommodations that may not 

necessarily fall within the diametrically opposed categories of resistance or submission. 

Mercedes Díaz Roig calls attention to festivals of Moors and Christians as dramatizations of 

ambivalence toward the conquest that brought the Amerindians a foreign domination they have 

resisted and a Catholicism they have largely embraced. The encounter between two worlds is not 

“external, but internal: [their] indigenismo and [their] catolicidad; neither one nor the other can 

be conquered.”910 The adoption of this festival in Bugabita occurred centuries after the conquest 

and has survived because successive generations of practitioners continue to find value in them. 

However, the community made some changes from the textual source of Los Doce Pares and its 
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source text Historia del emperador in the adaptation of la danza Bugabita. One of the main 

differences is the elimination of females, both from the story and from the performance. Not only 

is the character of Floripes removed, but females are also forbidden from participating in the 

dance-drama. Still Requena states “that all the community, whether man or woman, lives this 

tradition. That is, in the community of Bugabita Arriba, the women also know and live these 

dances.”911 Furthermore, other changes include that the line of “Others” wear the traditional skirt 

known as la pollera and a zapateo, a masculine, albeit indigenous or black dance is featured in 

the finale.  

Grinberg argues that Piemonte’s adaptations are not casual deviations from his source. 

Likewise, I believe that the specific changes in la danza Bugabita were purposeful and are best 

understood in the context in which they were implemented. Harris theorizes that in the various 

conquest dances that a “hidden transcript” of resistance can been alluded to within the “public 

transcript.” As outlined in this chapter, cross-dressing, while often associated with a transgender 

presentation, can also be a transracial or transethnic performance. As such, cross-dressing can be 

used as an external, visual marker of a different group, be it the typically associated gender, or 

other appropriations and embodiments of an “Other” ethnicity, race, culture, or religion. Clark 

and Sponsler demonstrate that cross-dressing can designate bodies “as ‘other’ in ways that 

demonstrate the performativity of racial categories and the deployment of racial thinking.”912 

Like its sixteenth-century textual source, I argue that the cross-dressing observed in la danza 

Bugabita is not about performing gender or sexuality, but rather about performing the 

multifarious Panamanian ethnoracial categories. 

In la danza Bugabita la pollera challenges the official contemporary discourse, which 

states that it should be worn by a woman, and reveals an alternative reading that is at odds with 

the explanation offered through observations “about” the body. Community performances of la 

danza Bugabita function as a critique of the the U.S.’s representation and classification of 

Panamanian “Others.” This context comments upon the neo-colonizing gaze at work in the racial 

and gender contexts in which Panamanians lived in the first decades of Republic, and constitutes 

an important part of a critical visual anthropology of the body. The United States constructed the 

gendered relationship between the two countries. The erasure of females from the story and 

                                                 
911 Requena, “Las danzas de moros y cristianos,” 54. “que toda la comunidad sea hombre o mujer viven esta 
tradición. Así es, en el poblado de Bugabita Arriba, las damas también conocen y viven estas danzas.” 
912 Clark and Sponsler, “Othered Bodies: Racial Cross-Dressing,” 61.  
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performance during the 1930s when the dance-drama was created and established in the rural 

community of Bugabita Arriba, occurred within the context of a strong nationalistic movement 

that spread through the country with the call to arms, “Panamá for Panamanians!” The 

nationalistic agenda pushed back against the feminine gendered construct imposed by the United 

States. Furthermore, in the performance the Moors, or “Others,” wear la pollera, a sartorial, 

visual representation of the Panamanian “Other.” However, while this costume is situated as 

“Othered,” the subversive transcript illuminates that the real meaning of the use of the official 

Panamanian dress that the Moorish soldiers wear with pride represents the power, riches, and 

beauty of the Republic of Panamá. In the community the traditional use of la pollera is 

interpreted as a powerful symbol of being Panamanian and represents the continuation of their 

non-Spanish cultural heritage. In this context, la pollera does not represent another gender, but 

represents the ethnic Panamanian “Other.” Of course, the United States also constructed the 

ethnoracial relationship between the two countries, “blackening” its depiction of Panamá. The 

incorporation of la pollera by the Moorish line aligns with and demonstrates that the U.S. 

constructed Panamanians as the black, female “Other.”  

The deliberate use of the marginalized zapateo music and dance provides an underlying 

“hidden” transcript that critiques the U.S.’s gendered and racial constructs despite the official 

transcript of the Moors representing the “Other.” In regard to sartorial practices, identity is 

performed through the element, yet it is a corporeal performance. The practice of dancing 

provides clues to the “hidden” transcripts and meaning embedded in la danza Bugabita’s 

culturally choreographed bodily performances imperceptible through observation “of” the body. 

According to Farnell,  

In positioning dynamically embodied persons as components of visual culture, 
however, there is a somewhat ironic proviso - analysis and interpretations must be 
grounded in the multiple and complex invisible forms of cultural knowledge that 
make that which is visible meaningful to its practitioners.913 

Performance theory frameworks provide a means to examine and understand this dance-drama as 

both a visual art and a corporeal sensation as described by Farnell’s category “from” the body.  

As surveyed in this chapter, race, ethnicity, and nation have not been fixed concepts 

throughout the history of la danza Bugabita, or its sources, and each marks a different 

contingency and specific historical moment. The changing contexts create particular moments of 

                                                 
913 Farnell, “Theorizing ‘the Body’ in Visual Culture,” 140.  
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meaning that give way to more meanings, which all have helped create the tradition as it 

currently exists. The histories of both Panamanian black groups, the Costeños and West Indians, 

contain the realities of displacement, exploitation, and resistance, like all black Atlantic 

populations. Their identities collided and shifted according to concepts of race and ethnicity 

largely determined by the gendered color line effected by the United States and the dynamic 

U.S.-Panamanian relationship throughout the mid-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Not until 

the year 2000 did the Panamanian government recognize both communities’ shared space as 

refractions of “etnia negra” and support their equal access to power, privilege, movement, voice, 

and agency. The participants of la danza Bugabita claim that the ethnoracial cross-dressing that 

the Moors engage in helps them to experience the multiple layers of “blackness,” understood 

through the historicization of the conception of blackness in Panamá.  

In this complex of “Othering,” it was easy for onlookers to label the event as a drag 

performance, as six men do wear la pollera, especially in the context of the current focus on 

homosexuality in Panamá, and likewise throughout the world. The standardized framework of 

cross-dressing led to assumptions of the actors’ personal gender and sexual orientation. 

However, the generalizations and preconceptions that underlie the normative queer gaze and 

performances of cross-dressing instilled by one’s own cultural background and constructions of 

gender cannot be applied to all manifestations of cross-dressing equally without regard to its 

specific cultural context; cross-dressing is more than what meets the eye. Bracketing these ideals 

challenges Western knowledge making practices and ways of knowing phenomena of others’ 

culture and facilitates understanding of the “in-body” experiences of the dancers. This chapter 

helps to overturn this unsubstantiated perspective and provide a path for the ideas of the culture-

bearers of la danza Bugabita to comment on the dance-drama’s evolving relationship in 

discourses of race. 

Throughout this chapter the concurrent and differing perspectives of the use of la pollera 

are woven together in order to create a hybrid method of representing the issues embedded in la 

pollera adequate to the complexity of the lived experience “from” the body. The material culture 

object of la pollera within the “Bugabita prism” presents its own prism of race that allows for the 

wide range of the dancers’ polyvalent identities that bend with contextual changes. As a category 

of ethnoracial cross-dressing, the layers of meaning in this local tradition allow the dancers to 

experience bodily the many strata of their own histories. Lived experiences and memories of the 
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hybridity of ethnoracial identities sewn into la pollera are expressed in la danza Bugabita, 

especially in the zapateo music and dance that even the Christians participate in during the 

celebration of the Moors accepting the Catholic faith. In highlighting the role of performance in 

Panamanian identity formation and agency within la danza Bugabita, the story of the Conquest 

is rewritten, as today’s dancers continue to resist complete assimilation into mainstream 

Panamanian culture by performing their traditional dance-drama with ethnoracial cross-dressing, 

just as these dancers’ ancestors fought to maintain their culture under colonial rule. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSION: THE HISTORY AND PERFORMANCE OF                     

LOS MOROS Y CRISTIANOS FROM SPAIN TO BUGABA, PANAMÁ 

Relatively little scholarly research, especially musicological, has been conducted on the 

various manifestations of los moros y cristianos festivals throughout Spain and its former 

colonies. One reason for this neglect can be summarized in the following quotation by Doudoroff 

which reflects the overwhelming sentiments toward this dance-drama:  

The popular and semi-popular plays on the moros y cristianos theme are certainly 
among the least attractive verbal artifacts of Hispanic folk culture. They are 
generally humorless, crudely written, verbose and bombastic, historically 
inaccurate, culturally anachronistic, stereotype-laden, and they reinforce execrable 
prejudices.914 

Notwithstanding these prevalent preconceptions of los moros y cristianos, examination of 

particular dance-drama expressions provide acknowledgment, comment, elucidation, 

explanation, and interpretation of the aforementioned negative assessments. Many of the 

anachronistic cultural and historical contexts reflect specific temporal and geographical 

junctures. They are verbose because they are rooted in literary epics and bombastic due to the 

nature of medieval chivalry and conquest. Some of these damaging reflections have profound 

implications on present performances; the so-called prejudices and stereotypes reflect these 

earlier historical contexts, but also serve as a contemporary rebuttal or refutation in which 

various groups negotiate their contested meanings. As such, Doudoroff’s assessment is 

reductionist because it does not take into account the agent-centered perspective of the multiple 

planes of meaning and understanding woven into the representations of los moros y cristianos. 

These inaccuracies must be examined within a discourse of conquest with great historical 

significance that has been recirculated and reinvigorated over centuries, raising questions about 

appropriation and identity. 

Positioning the Study 

 This dissertation centers around la danza Bugabita, a rural Panamanian dance-drama 

expression of los moros y cristianos. In an effort to abate the diachronic/synchronic dichotomy 

of the study of this dance-drama, I provide various facets of investigation to contextualize the 
                                                 
914 Doudoroff, “’Moros y Cristianos’ in Zacatecas,” v.  
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dance-drama’s text, choreography, and music in order to reveal the dynamic implications in the 

contemporary performance that have unfolded through time and space. To facilitate a theoretical 

and methodological approach that combines an examination of la danza Bugabita as it exists at a 

particular point in time with a historical study that evaluates changes between successive points 

in time, I engage the trope of “prism.” Inescapable with this merger, a myriad of movement 

through a chronological timeframe, geographical place, and themes occurs within the “Bugabita 

prism.” This mobility brings the past into the present throughout this study. Refracted through a 

prism, the interdisciplinary dance-drama reveals diverse frameworks that bring different facets 

into focus in each chapter. Rather than simply what meets the eye and seems transparent, the 

many refractions can be synthesized to allow for connections among its themes through temporal 

and geographical transpositions. The movements and intersections of these concepts throughout 

this dissertation build a story in both time and space that portrays the historical tradition from 

which la danza Bugabita emerged.  

 For a topic that is inherently interdisciplinary, I have employed various theoretical 

approaches and diverse methodologies appropriate for investigating the different inquiries that 

comprise this study. The concept of prism allows for a more comprehensive treatment and 

contextualization of the performance. Rather than one specific lens, a prism enables the 

multifaceted methodologies and theoretical frameworks, from archival research to code mapping 

of video transcriptions, and from new historicism to performance theory that I have utilized. My 

theoretical frameworks proceed from an intersection of contemporary critical theories and 

contribute to considerations of imperialism, human agency, and the lived experiences of hybrid 

colonial societies. Critical readings of primary sources and archival documents, published 

contemporary reports by folklorists and various scholarly studies from a wide variety of 

disciplines, along with previous histories and unknown sources, enriched further by material 

cultural artifacts and documented oral history ethnographies, yield a rich contextual network for 

constructing a history of los moros y cristianos and its movement from Spain to Bugaba, 

Panamá. Inclusion of both social context and acknowledgment of specific historical 

contingencies, essential to the interdisciplinary aspects of this research, directed me to examine 

the historical and geographical constructions of this dance-drama comparatively over time. 

Furthermore, the incomplete nature of historical evidence also dictated the wide geographical 

scope and timeframe of this work. At the same time, this approach has given me the freedom to 
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confront the fragmentary testimonies found in archival documents with ethnographies, written 

historical narratives, and oral histories, and to read these texts considering contemporary 

discourses surrounding the Panamanian expression of la danza Bugabita.  

By moving a marginalized dance-drama and a marginalized geographic location to the 

center of this study, I reframe the historiography of this festival, the “New World,” and the use of 

this festival in the “New World.” This “new” historical framework problematizes ideas of center 

and periphery, and demonstrates that the “fringes” of Panamá cannot justifiably be dismissed as 

merely marginal within the broader spectrum of los moros y cristianos worldwide and across 

centuries. Furthermore, in an effort to be intersectional, I adopted a perspective that recognizes 

multiple aspects that compound and complicate oppressions and marginalizations. I have 

positioned this project within postcolonialist frameworks that emphasize the agency of 

indigenous populations in the Americas as historical actors, rather than as passive subjects, in an 

aim to decenter Europe in global and imperial contexts. I endeavor to unravel the complex and 

dynamic relationships between the colonizers and colonized among the Muslims and Christians 

in the medieval reconquest of Spain, the Spanish and indigenous Panamanians in colonial times, 

and finally, the United States and Panamá from the mid-nineteenth century forward that are 

constituted in various manifestations of los moros y cristianos. As the participants of these 

dance-dramas create and re-create practices based on lived experience, I employ the insights 

gained through embodied knowledge and previous oral histories of the living music culture of la 

danza Bugabita to understand and reconstruct its historical past and evolution over its 

chronological length and geographical breadth. These include the importance of los moros y 

cristianos in creating collective identity, the use of the dance-drama as both a means of social 

control and resistance, and the power of the performance to communicate and contest issues of 

difference between and within groups. By demonstrating how integral music and dance were to 

the way of life in Spain, and then in their imperial territories, I can examine what can be learned 

about these societies and their histories from this dance-drama. The remaining sections of the 

conclusion bring the various refractions of the dance-drama back together through the historical 

and current descriptions of los moros y cristianos into narratives that broaden, clarify, and 

correct what has been understood about this phenomenon. 
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Recontextualizing Los Moros y Cristianos in the Medieval Iberian Peninsula 

 Robert Ricard, one of the first researchers of the phenomenon of los moros y cristianos, 

defines this traditional dance-drama as follows: “Stripped of all adventitious elements, the 

morismas are built around a very simple theme, essentially a mock combat, with dialogue, 

supposed to represent a battle between Moors and Christians, who are divided into two groups of 

opposing dancers.”915 The incunabula of the celebrations of los moros y cristianos can be traced 

to a type of medieval European dance that emphasized battle and the triumph of good over evil, 

known as morismas. There are two forms: a solo dance derived from Moorish court 

performances and a dance of two or more performers that emphasizes swordplay between 

Christians and Muslims. The prevalence of this theme must be understood through its historical 

contextualization, as the Spanish were engaged in reconquest of the Iberian Peninsula under 

Moorish control intermittently starting in 722.  

 Scholars note that the lengthy battle scenes of epic poems were renowned as the peaks of 

jongleur and troubadour performances. As early as the twelfth century, performances of the 

poem of El mio Cid enacted dramatic battle scenes between Moors and Christians, either by a 

single minstrel or a small company of singers and actors, were performed for diverse audiences 

in the squares, castles, at festivals, and weddings throughout the reconquered Christian regions of 

the Iberian Peninsula. Another popular type of mock battle referred to as juegos de cañas 

featured two teams, one representative of Christian knights and the other of Moors dressed in 

Moorish-style attire and armor, in simulations of battles where the knights threw canes at the 

other team. Concurrently while these performances simulated, represented, or embellished 

conquests, the various kingdoms of Iberia were involved in actual battles during which Saint 

James, along with his shrine, became intrinsically associated with the Christians’ attempts at 

regaining territory from Muslim control. Claims that he was called upon and intervened on 

behalf of the Christians in several battles led to his politicization. The apostle had been adopted 

as the patron saint of many of the Iberian kingdoms by the end of the twelfth century and was 

known as St. James Matamoros, or slayer of the Moors.  

As the saint par excellence in the Christian War of Reconquest, St. James sanctioned and 

legitimized the reconquest efforts of the Iberian Christians and strengthened the unification 

                                                 
915 Robert Ricard, The Spiritual Conquest of México: An Essay on the Apostolate and the Evangelizing Methods of 
the Mendicant Orders in New Spain, 1523-1572, trans. Lesley Byrd Simpson (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1966), 185.  
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between Church and State. Due to this close identification of military and spiritual reconquest in 

medieval Spain, morismas and juegos de cañas became integrated into religious celebrations, 

particularly during Corpus Christi. While the earliest examples of morismas seem to be 

occasional staging in plazas or courts for royal events, the first evidence of a sustained tradition 

of local performances dates to the fifteenth-century Barcelona Corpus Christi processions. 

According to clerical documentation, these processions typically included a dance by Turkish 

infantry accompanied by Christian hobby horses. Lasting into the Renaissance and thus attesting 

to its immense popularity, morismas were the most frequently mentioned European dance during 

the fifteenth century.  

From these earliest traces of the celebrations of los moros y cristianos in Spain that 

emerged in the context of real battles of reconquest against the Moors, it is clear that the roots of 

today’s festivals date back before the major dissemination of the dance-drama by Spanish 

missionaries for conversion purposes in the “New World” between 1650 and 1700. Rather, these 

incunabula demonstrate that skits, battles, and games on the theme of los moros y cristianos were 

performed by jongleurs, minstrels, troubadours, and Christian civilians and Spanish military 

alike, indicative of a perspective founded upon the centuries-long Christian reconquest of the 

Iberian Peninsula and the chivalrous character connected with it. As these manifestations became 

a common part of Spanish custom and identity, the morismas set the scene of what los moros y 

cristianos became. In the performances the Spanish boast of their military accomplishments and 

spiritual superiority, which helps in creating collective identity and in defining the “Us” in 

opposition of the Moors. This reinforces the “Othering” of the Moors, with special attention paid 

to physical deportment and costume meant to underscore the redundancy across social domains 

for affirming and naturalizing notions of the Moorish “Other.” 

Recontextualizing Los Moros y Cristianos in the Early Renaissance Iberian Peninsula 

 Attesting to the widespread and longstanding popularity of early examples of morismas 

in the Iberian Peninsula, several accounts in extant manuscript sources identify mock battles and 

dancing that continues throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, albeit with implicit 

reference to the theme of los moros y cristianos. In 1414 a documented description of an 

allegorical los moros y cristianos occurred during a banquet that celebrated the coronation of 

Fernando I in the Aljafería in Zaragoza. Just ten years later in 1424, an elaborately detailed 

account referred to as los moros y cristianos occurred in a Corpus Christi processional dance and 
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mock battle in Barcelona that continued annually throughout the fifteenth century. From this 

point on in history, Spanish morismas are frequently documented and explicitly named or 

referred to as moros y cristianos, morismas, or moriscas. For example, in 1638 the citizens of 

Alcoy fashioned a dance-play titled baile de los moros y cristianos to honor their community’s 

role in the War of Reconquest.916 Near the town of Alcoy in the thirteenth century, Alfonso X of 

León, Ferdinand III of Castile, and James I of Aragón-Catalonia joined forces to battle the 

Andalusian Moors. Their success resulted in the ratification of the Treaty of Almizra, signed near 

Alcoy; it established the boundaries of the modern provinces of northeastern Spain.917 Over the 

next two centuries Alcoy became an epicenter from which Christian armies initiated attacks to 

the south, considered a major factor in the eventual Christian control of the entire Iberian 

Peninsula. To this day Alcoy has maintained a version of the celebratory moros y cristianos 

festival. Likewise, a version of the second form of morismas emerged in the Spanish kingdom of 

Valencia following the expulsion of Moors from neighboring Andalusia after 1492. 

 At this same time a further crusade began with dramatic suddenness across the Atlantic as 

Columbus unknowingly came upon the “New World,” altering all aspects of life on both sides of 

the ocean. The exploration and colonization across the Atlantic Ocean amplified the Christian 

zeal for reclaimed territory in the name of God that occurred throughout the Iberian Peninsula. 

Pope Alexander VI’s Papal Bull Inter caetera of 1493 led the Spaniards to believe they had 

Divine right to all unknown territory they encountered and to civilize and evangelize to native 

inhabitants. This God-given discovery extended Spain’s mission to assume the leadership of the 

Catholic faith from their home territories to the indigenous populations they met in the Indies. 

For imperial Europe, the spread of Christianity was synonymous with conquest and expansion. 

The tales of the “New World” and the treasures brought back to the “Old World” by the earliest 

explorers delighted the Catholic Monarchs, and the frugal King Ferdinand, financially devastated 

from the War of Reconquest waged throughout Iberia, funded the Splendid Armada to go to 

Panamá in anticipation of great remuneration.  

 Following the deaths of the Catholic Monarchs, eventually Charles V became king and 

emperor. With Charles as monarch, the consanguinity to Charlemagne further paired Spanish 

                                                 
916 Max Harris, “Muhammed and the Virgin: Folk Dramatizations of Battles Between Moors and Christians in 
Modern Spain,” The Drama Review: The Journal of Performance Studies 38/1 (1994), 45-7. 
917 Ibid., 45-7. James I, or Santiago I, was a popular Spanish military figure of the thirteenth-century period of the 
War of Reconquest. As he became a mythic-historic folk hero, he was often conflated with the saint. 
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identity with a conquering spirit. Padrón indicates that in this period “Oviedo finds the 

geographical counterpart of a providentialist historiography, one that saw in Charles V the 

divinely ordained successor to the emperors of Rome, and in his monarchy, the new empire that 

would serve as God’s instrument in the spread of Christianity throughout the globe.”918 Thus, the 

great historical mission of the new Emperor Charles V was to be a new Charlemagne: the 

universal monarch to unite all Europe and the New World. Promulgation of this image reinforced 

the epic, chivalric nature of a past era. It is within this context that the Spanish affinity for and 

significance of the theme of los moros y cristianos came to the American continent with Spanish 

conquistadors, merchants, and missionaries. Not surprisingly, the Valencian version of morismas 

traveled across the Atlantic, as the Reconquista was not only centered in this southeastern part of 

Spain but also occurred shortly before the Spanish and Portuguese contact with the Americas.  

 Due to the changing contexts of the religious and ethnic construction of peoples in both 

Spain and its former colonies, manifestations of los moros y cristianos reinforced the concept of 

the “Other.” As these notions had been evolving throughout the War of Reconquest, many of the 

terms used to depict the “Other” had overlapping meanings, understandings, and conflations with 

one another that did not remain fixed. In the wake of these rapid changes on the Iberian 

Peninsula and the sustained interest in chivalric epics, Piemonte translated Fierabrás to reflect 

his contemporary situation and changing realities of the Iberian Peninsula toward the end of the 

medieval era and the beginning of the Renaissance. A close reading of the textual adaptations in 

Piemonte’s Castilian version displaces conceptions of the Iberia equated with “Otherness” by 

removing the setting from Spain and replacing the Saracen enemy with the contemporary Turks. 

The geo-political updates support the appearance of a newly unified Catholic Spain unrelated to 

the Islamic past and carefully erases Charlemagne’s Iberian adversaries. Piemonte’s version of 

Fierabrás is the only adaptation that explicitly deletes the Saracens, mentions riding as a Turk, 

and emphasizes other cultural practices, particularly in terms of diet, weaponry, and clothing to 

differentiate the Christians and the non-Christians and further reinforce the identity of the enemy 

as the Turks from the Ottoman Empire. All these changes and modifications helped define the 

ways in which Christian Iberians represented themselves vis-à-vis the Islamic “Other” and the 

rest of Christian Europe in order to cleanse the image of Spain as a new European power which 

had previously been exoticized.  

                                                 
918 Ricardo Padrón, The Spacious World, 148-9. 
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By engaging in current discourses, Piemonte created an idealized conceptualization of the 

Iberian Peninsula as religiously and ethnically homogenous and proposed the unification of a 

catholic Christendom. From the sixteenth century forward, Piemonte’s translation became 

enormously popular throughout the Iberian Peninsula and spread this new image of Spain and 

Christianity throughout Europe. Moreover, in Historia del emperador’s trans-Atlantic passage, 

the medieval crusade-like imagery influenced the construction of an imperial reality in the 

American colonies. The narrative, and other books of chivalry and romance based upon it, 

champion the Christian crusading effort that helped to foster its further sacralization in the “New 

World.” Variations of the text became fundamental in the colonial agenda to impose Christianity 

and justify the remote administration of the Spanish Crown. Eventually Spanish missionaries 

utilized representations of los moros y cristianos throughout diverse geographical areas in Asia 

and the Americas as a means to convert the indigenous populations to Catholicism. 

Subsequently, the widespread dissemination of Piemonte’s version became a powerful 

instrument for the propagation of these emerging ideas concerning race, religion, and the 

“Other,” and demonstrated how the twelfth-century Fierabrás participated in the interpretation 

of history and in the circulation of the aforementioned discourses prevalent in the culture from 

which the translation emerged. As this period marked Spanish forays into “new” territories, the 

isthmus that forms present-day Panamá figured foremost in their quest.  

Recontextualizing Panamá 

 The “New World” frontiers marked areas where indigenous communities encountered 

European conquistadors, missionaries, merchants, governors, and slave hunters. Canonical 

history has standardized its focus on the “major” conquistadors of the known civilizations of the 

first large-scale successful Spanish conquests of the Aztec and Incan civilizations. However, 

these locations were not the first places explored by the Spanish, and the brutal conquests of the 

Aztec and Incan empires had their roots in the former Spanish explorations and exploitations that 

occurred in present-day Panamá. While the Spanish had explored the many islands of the 

Caribbean, the Catholic Monarchs’ interests were drawn to Tierra Firme, or the Spanish Main, 

with the knowledge of a vast continent. The early explorations of Panamá yielded great capital 

gain. The expeditions that originated in Panamá because of its strategic geographic position as an 

isthmus with access to the two vast American continents established a standard for all subsequent 

conquests in the Americas.  
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Various histories were written that detailed Spain’s interventions in Tierra Firme. Of 

these, Dille concludes that Oviedo’s providential mission was to become the chronicler to reveal 

the “New World” to the “Old World” through his personal experience living in the first mainland 

settlement of Santa María del Antigua del Darién, or the farthest point west that was presently 

known, in present-day Panamá. Appointed as the Official Chronicler of the Indies in 1532 with 

the royal mandate to produce his General and Natural History, Oviedo was well-informed of 

everything happening in the “New World” because he was privy to all public and private 

documents. Dille contextualizes Oviedo’s History: 

Because of Oviedo’s obsession with recording and interpreting all he experiences, 
the text shifts from discussion of an Indian woman’s hairdo to Semiramis and 
Babylon, from the court to indigenous villages, from strange fish to bedbugs, 
from extreme privation to sapphires as big as eggs, from examples of incredible 
valor and resourcefulness to those of obscene cruelty and cynical self-interest. 
The memoirs of Darién give us a sample of why Oviedo has been credited with so 
many New World firsts - first ethnographer, geographer, sociologist, botanist, 
zoologist, mineralogist, comprehensive historian, and autobiographer. As if these 
accomplishments were not enough, we should add to the list first novelist and 
poet and first to propagate visual representations of the Indies.919 

Furthermore, “[h]is cartographic observations correct those of the first explorers of the Pacific 

Coast and emend the master chart of the official cosmographers in Seville.”920 In relation to 

Panamá, his History includes the unmitigated oppression and exploitation of the Spanish toward 

the indigenous populations; accounts of all the expeditions sent from Darién and the resulting 

land held in demesne of the Spanish; a verbatim copy of the Panamanian Requirement; its 

numerous injunctions during early explorations; and how its misuse set a standard for later 

applications during expeditions. Dille summarizes that Oviedo’s “General and Natural History 

of the Indies … is undeniably the most complete source of information for a seminal period in 

the history of Western civilization.”921 

Yet through the course of history, Oviedo’s Historia has been relegated to the margins 

and has taken with it the fundamental importance of Panamá in Spain’s expanding empire. The 

contemporary critical theoretical frameworks employed in this dissertation prompted me to read 

critically what is operative in the discourse of history. The use of Oviedo’s “sub-literary” text in 

conjunction with the canonical works that impact the current understanding of the “New World” 
                                                 
919 Dille, “Introduction,” 25. 
920 Ibid. 
921 Ibid., 26. 
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aimed to remedy the under-representation of marginalized sources. It revises the construction of 

the history and significance of Panamá by problematizing and reframing the historiography of 

the “New World.” These sources contextualize the importance of Tierra Firme and the first 

mainland settlement of Santa María del Antigua del Darién in present-day Panamá. Regarded as 

documents of historical discourse, incorporating Oviedo’s History back into the larger narrative 

illuminates expressions of “Other” Americas. His “new” information along with other lesser 

known documents plot an altered chronological and spatial history of the Americas and in 

Panamá in particular, problematizing the canonical notions of the dichotomous “core versus 

periphery” that prompts a multifaceted paradigm shift in the study of Latin American and its use 

of los moros y cristianos. While history has shaped and marginalized the significance of Panamá, 

relegating it as the forgotten frontier, this reframing creates a more accurate depiction of the 

history of the “New World,” and consequently its use of los moros y cristianos.  

Los Moros y Cristianos within the Recontextualization of Panamá 

In accordance with the incorporation of Oviedo’s History into the “New World” 

narrative, his document and other lesser known accounts reframe the use of los moros y 

cristianos throughout Tierra Firme. In Panamá peripheral regions developed networks of 

exchange with and dependency on the centers of Spanish viceregal authority, first in Darién, then 

in Panamá City when Pedrarias moved to the Pacific coast. Cynthia Radding explains that  

[c]olonialism gave rise to multilayered political hierarchies because, in practice, 
the sites of imperial power were decentralized across distinct nodes of military, 
administrative, and ecclesiastical authority in the colonies. Imperial ambitions to 
maintain centralized control over the colonies became diffused through these 
multiple webs and hierarchies, contested and shaped by colonial elites and 
indigenous communities.922 

Much of the framework of center-peripheral relations created hierarchies for caciques, the 

Spanish designation for indigenous leaders, that had not existed in this way before European 

contact. The Spanish brought with them the early manifestations of los moros y cristianos to the 

“New World.” Use of los moros y cristianos had a profound impact in mediating the encounter 

between Spanish and indigenous cultures throughout the Americas, especially in internal 

                                                 
922 Cynthia Radding, Landscapes of Power and Identity: Comparative Histories in the Sonoran Desert and the 
Forests of Amazonia from Colony to Republic (Chapel Hill: Duke University Press, 2005), 8. 
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provinces distant from centers of Spanish governmental and religious authority, as is seen in the 

earliest example in Acla.  

An event documented as el juego de moros y cristianos in the diary of Captain Julián 

Gutiérrez in the village of Acla in Panamá on 16 September 1532 repositions the current 

understanding of the historical record as it pertains to European dance-dramas in the Americas. 

Before incorporation of this “sub-literary” archival material, the earliest evidence of a dance-

drama specifically referenced by chroniclers as los moros y cristianos was not performed in the 

Americas until sometime between 1759 and 1788 during the reign of the Spanish monarch 

Charles III, whereas the first dance-drama documented by the Spanish occurred in Tlaxcala, 

México in 1538. Gutiérrez’s document marks this performance as not only the earliest known 

moros y cristianos in the “New World,” but also the earliest dance-drama documented by the 

Spanish after initial contact in the Americas. Like Oviedo’s History, this primary source calls for 

a multifaceted paradigm shift in the study of this dance-drama because it challenges many of the 

assumptions of los moros y cristianos representations. In contrast to previous assumptions, this 

occurrence was used by the Spanish military, documented by the Spanish military, demonstrates 

a common usage to enact collective Spanish identity, was improvisatory, and occurred outside 

centers of governmental and ecclesiastical power. Supporting this sort of manifestation of los 

moros y cristianos, even Oviedo refers to the use of mock battle with Spaniards dressed as 

Moors matter-of-factly in his Historia.  

These multifarious strands of history reframe the historiography of the “New World” and 

its use of los moros y cristianos theme through the contextualization of the Spanish arrival of 

church and state in Panamá. These little-known sources map a new chronological and spatial 

history of the “New World” and its use of quasi-religious dance-dramas. This information 

demonstrates that the utilization of parts of Spanish culture facilitated the consolidation and 

centralization of power throughout Tierra Firme. Respecting these sources as documents of 

historical discourse encourages a more accurate depiction of the history of this dance-drama. In 

Acla, the utilization of this aspect of Spanish culture was used to delineate the “Other” in relation 

to the Spanish. The presentation helped to consolidate power in this area. As had been used in 

Spain during the Reconquista and Inquisition, religion stimulated and reinforced a political 

agenda in the Americas, and within this context los moros y cristianos comprised an essential 

role. 
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Marginalization and La Danza Bugabita 

Not only did the earliest known representation of los moros y cristianos occur in rural 

Panamá, but the only contemporary manifestation that exists in the Republic occurs on the 

outskirts of central authority. Like Acla, the small, rural village of Bugabita Arriba constitutes a 

marginal area of Panamá today. Its structural relationship to Panamá City aligns with Acla’s 

relative distance from the viceregal pole of the Panamanian colonial state. The district of Bugaba 

developed historically as a Franciscan mission province on the periphery of the principal centers 

of Panamá. Throughout the “New World,” power relationships between colonizers and colonized 

demonstrated the full spectrum of responses from the subjugated including acceptance, 

negotiation, resistant adaptation, and in the case of Bugaba, outright rejection. Like many 

mission frontiers, the power relations between the sparse Spanish settlement in the frontier 

province of Chiriquí and surrounding indigenous groups involved a complex process in which 

the indigenous populations regularly verified themselves to be as important as the missionaries 

and colonizers through firm resistance to Spanish hegemony and Catholicism. Such an approach 

had a curiously high impact in manipulating the terms under which Christianity was permitted to 

take root in this rural location. Although the Spanish had declared their possession of the 

province of Veraguas, where Bugaba is located since the first decade of the 1500s, and the 

Spanish had established a presence in the province of Chiriquí since the late 1500s, the 

indigenous Changuinas in rural Bugaba resisted assimilation into the colonizer’s society for 

nearly three centuries until almost 1800. From this point forward the area developed as a 

Franciscan mission province and submitted to Spanish rule through the institution of the Catholic 

Church. The rural Panamanian village of Bugabita Arriba, located in the district of Bugaba in the 

northwestern province of Chiriquí, retains the only manifestation of los moros y cristianos in 

Panamá today, known locally as la danza Bugabita.  

The dance-drama indicates medieval realities in which the actors engage in dance, 

dialogue, song, and musically accompanied mock battle between the Christians and Moors 

during the era of Charlemagne and his Twelve Peers of France. The text itself, with a strong 

religious character, celebrates emperor Charlemagne’s virtues and exploits. The celebration of la 

danza Bugabita stands as the most important fiesta celebrated in the small, rural community and 

is considered a part of popular open air theater, full of folkloric characters from the oral tradition. 
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The storyline of their vernacular expression of los moros y cristianos centers around the 

character of Fierabrás. Robert Francis Cook explains that 

Andre de Mandach shows in detail the wide variety of versions of the highly 
popular epic legend of Fierabras - a “Cinderella” text today, but one to be found 
in over a hundred medieval versions in languages as diverse as Middle English, 
Irish, and Dutch, besides the still incompletely edited and studied French 
chansons.923 

Yet the presence of the character of Fierabrás in la danza Bugabita challenges some long-

standing beliefs concerning the literary framework from which their local manifestation of los 

moros y cristianos originates.  

Problematizing what the community believed about the textual origins of their 

performance and how they used those assumptions indicate that its unsubstantiated conflation 

with the Chanson de Roland served to legitimize their marginalized dance-drama. Many written 

sources, as well as oral histories, specify that the dialogue used in the presentations was a 

creative appropriation of the text from a book titled Los Doce Pares. This popular chapbook 

written by López circulated widely throughout the Americas. It inspired many popular décimas, 

but also the text of la danza Bugabita. The investigation of literary source texts creates a 

Castilian genealogical branch of the popular medieval European chanson de geste that the 

Panamanian script can now trace backward in time and space from Lopez’s Los Doce Pares to 

the earliest Castilian translation by Piemonte in 1521. Tracing this textual source corrects the 

misconception that conflates the local Panamanian version with The Song of Roland and 

recontextualizes it within its proper literary framework of a different, but related, French literary 

cycle of the epic of Fierabrás. 

Placed within this literary framework and historical context, la danza Bugabita can now 

be directly linked to this enduring tradition. It confirms the persistence of this legendary chivalric 

epic and suggests the more subtle ideological transmission from the Iberian metropolis to the 

“New World.” The widespread dissemination, propagation, and continuous circulation of 

discourses of “Othering” prevalent in the culture from which Piemonte’s version emerged are 

reconfigured in the Panamanian culture in which the Bugabeña text is interpreted. William 

Beeman notes that “Richard Bauman has been a leader in developing a careful model of oral 

                                                 
923 Robert Francis Cook, review of Romance Epic: Essays on a Medieval Literary Genre, ed. Hans-Erich Keller, 
Speculum 66/3 (July 1991), 653. By “Cinderella” text, Cook implies a centuries-long story with variants across 
cultures. 
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literature as communication. In this model he analyzes performance events as a means of 

identifying the fusion of text and context.”924 The religious expressions of folk Catholicism 

demonstrated in los moros y cristianos are traditions that are themselves historically changing 

and reinvented over time. This particular performance tradition uses costumes, dancing, and 

music to reflect meanings understood in the text within the specific historical contexts in 

response to Spanish, Columbian, and then United States forms of subjugation, rule, and 

domination. Whereas the Acla performance was used by the Spanish as a means of social 

control, Bugabita performances demonstrate resistance. 

Recontextualizing La Danza Bugabita 

Despite an common theme in los moros y cristianos performances, interpretation of each 

individual performance remains open to varied local meanings. Derrida described meanings as 

being constantly deferred, and argued that signifiers do not point to objective meanings, but 

rather refer to other signs. These signs, in turn, point to yet other signs. Foucault also 

demonstrated how meanings change over time, and thus create power relationships and form 

identities. La pollera worn by men works against Panamanian gender norms, and subsequently la 

danza Bugabita was interpreted as a transgender performance. Of course, the “meaning” of 

gender is located in discursive, interpretive social-cultural practices in which the representation 

of gender is formed through a sign system that simultaneously produces and reflects a particular 

local system of ideas and epistemology of gender. Within this sign system and drawing upon 

these hegemonic normative gender identities, the dress signals a feminine construction of gender. 

Butler, in relation to gender, argued that, similarly to signs, gender does not have a fixed essence; 

rather, gender is performed. So while la pollera neither comments on gender identity nor 

references the performers themselves, it does reference the construction of Panamanians, and 

Latin Americans in general, as feminized by the United States. In the context of representing 

non-Spanish cultural heritage, la pollera does not represent gender, per se, but represents the 

ethnic Panamanian “Other.” The suggestion of a transgender performance based on the 

observance of the Moors’ cross-dressing subjugates what it means to the people who practice this 

traditional dance-drama in favor of one’s own beliefs and paradigms. 

                                                 
924 William O. Beeman, “The Anthropology of Theater and Spectacle,” Annual Review of Anthropology 22 (1993), 
371. 
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Bhabha examines hybridization, such as that seen in la danza Bugabita, as a process of 

subversive opposition through which minorities refashion, and thereby thwart, imperialist 

power.925 In this context, hybridization does not function as a mere confluence of disparate 

traditions, but rather as an active practice that challenges authority and shapes how voices are 

written into performances. The community does not view la danza Bugabita as a transgender 

performance, even though the costume draws attention to gender, but rather as ethnoracial cross-

dressing, as in its textual source. The contemporary context comments upon the racial and gender 

contexts in which Panamanians lived during their obligatory relationship to the United States. 

The community subrogates their minority races, or “Others,” into the line of the Moors. Despite 

the official transcript which aligns with the U.S.’s blackening and feminizing of the Panamanian 

“Other,” the deliberate use of the marginalized zapateo, designated as black music and dance, 

provides an underlying “hidden” transcript that critiques these imposed constructs. This music 

and dancing provides clues to the “hidden” transcripts and meaning embedded in la danza 

Bugabita and how race is encoded and constructed through performance.  

Unlike the clear distinction between the two contrary lines of the Moors and the 

Christians in this dance, the nature of the conflict does not represent simple opposition between 

the Christians and the representative “Other.” The participants of la danza Bugabita claim that 

the ethnoracial cross-dressing that the Moors engage in helps them to experience the multiple 

layers of “blackness” in a manner that deconstructs the binary of “Us” and “Other” by showing 

the interplay between them. The power of the zapateo music and dance transforms the dancers’ 

sense of his/her personal racial identity, understood through the historicization of the conception 

of blackness in Panamá. The histories and identities of the two disparate Panamanian black 

groups, the Costeños and West Indians, have collided and shifted according to concepts of race 

and ethnicity largely determined by the United States. Like its sixteenth-century textual source, 

this rural Panamanian expression of los moros y cristianos communicates and contests issues of 

difference and “Othering” between and within groups. The performance untangles themes of 

gender and race within the tension between representations of the body and the live body in 

performance, demonstrating how music, dancing, and performance bring prior constructions of 

race and gender roles into question. 

                                                 
925 Bhabha, The Location of Culture. 
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The “Bugabita Prism” 

The tradition of los moros y cristianos re-presents centuries of sites of resistance that 

have changed dramatically over time. My dissertation constructs a new chronology for these 

manifestations in the Americas, and in Panamá in particular, that overturns Panamá’s historical 

marginalization and casts Tierra Firme as a dynamic epicenter of the Americas. Reframing the 

historiography of the “New World” helps to re-envision the past, while the trope of “prism” 

underscores the reality of divergent perspectives encountered in performances of los moros y 

cristianos. La danza Bugabita is shaped by the coexistence of several separate exigencies of 

given times and places. The “Bugabita prism” exposes the multiplicity of factors that shape the 

dance-drama’s discourses of race, ethnicity, and gender. In relation to the juxtaposition of 

interpretations, discourses “from” the body work against assumptions by emphasizing an “agent-

centered” perspective that moves away from an empiricist and observationist view. These 

insights comment on the importance of los moros y cristianos in creating collective identity, the 

use of the dance-drama as a means of both social control and resistance, and the power of the 

performance to communicate and contest issues of “Othering.” As illustrated in the dissertation, 

race and ethnicity have not been fixed concepts throughout the history of la danza Bugabita, or 

its sources, and each marks a specific historic contingency that creates particular moments of 

meaning that give way to more meanings. Through the demonstration of how integral morismas 

and los moros y cristianos were to the way of life in medieval and Renaissance Spain, and then 

in their imperial territories, this study examines these societies and their histories of the dance-

drama. The constituent parts of the “Bugabita prism” can be brought back together into a 

synthesized whole that broadens, clarifies, and corrects what initially seemed transparent about 

the phenomenon. 

The metaphor of a prism can be useful in historical narratives where ethnography occurs 

and as a tool to tell the story of a musical tradition in which multiple narratives come together 

and change over time. The transparency of a prism suggests that one can know what he or she is 

seeing, but a prism is not just transparent. When held to light, the prism’s refractions reveal a 

more colorful context. While still the same prism one initially saw, the light reveals that it is not 

what it initially appeared to be. The multiple refractions that are present within the prism are 

important to seeing the whole picture. I use the “Bugabita prism” to focus on single refractions 

of the dance-drama in succession. This approach illustrates the paradox of seeing and learning 
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about la danza Bugabita; in order to understand the dance-drama clearly, I had to restrict my 

focus in a way that highlighted certain refractions of the prism while others faded into the 

background. The underlying premise of this trope is that a prism allows a greater capacity to 

think, research, and write broadly and deeply about any historically informed musical tradition. 

Its purpose is to illuminate the phenomenon and make it readable in valuable new ways. Such an 

approach allows for a diachronic and synchronic merger that facilitates an explanation of the rich 

density and varied shades of meaning found in la danza Bugabita.  

This model can be applied to other “ethnohistorical” studies that attempt to build links 

between a present situation and its historical roots. A prism allows for a constantly shifting 

perspective between multiple points where synthesis or mediation may be difficult. The concept 

of a prism provides rapport between its multiple perspectives, as each functions as a refraction of 

the same phenomenon that can move in different temporalities and spaces. A move from one 

refraction to another is purely a shift in perspective. Changing the perspective provides a new 

line of sight caused by a change in observational position of the subject of the prism. What exists 

then is not multiple perspectives, but a single perspective and what eludes it. The other 

refractions fill the void of what could not be seen from the first perspective. In turn, these various 

perspectives are always mediated, meaning that an epistemological shift in perspective reflects 

an ontological shift of the prism itself. By stopping the diachronic approach of la danza Bugabita 

at this moment in time I can examine the synchronic meaning. It is clear to me that the issue of 

cross-dressing that currently affects the community is a product of this specific moment in 

history. Thirty years ago la pollera was not a disruptive issue in the context of the dance-drama. 

Yet today, when LGBT issues are at the forefront of national Panamanian and world debate, the 

use of this sartorial element has been questioned in a way that it had not been and most likely 

will not be thirty years from now.  

Because events occur and are recorded in both time and space, the prism model serves as 

valuable tool to examine my project that encompasses a geographic trajectory from Spain to 

Panamá that spans centuries. Once the light passes through the dance-drama, it is clear that these 

refractions have had an enormous impact on the tradition itself. The community of Bugabita 

Arriba silenced itself and withdrew from this tradition for many reasons from the outside 

including misunderstandings, misrepresentations, and misappropriations. My research has 

already had an impact on the community and resonated in a number of ways. After I discovered 
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that the tradition had stopped being performed annually, my interest in understanding la danza 

Bugabita helped to inspire its reconstruction. Requena restarted her initiative of the Youth 

Bugabita Arriba Dances Troupe that she had abandoned a decade ago. Two years after I began 

my investigation with barely two weeks notice, I was invited to watch the participants perform. 

Such short notice prevented me from obtaining the correct IRB forms to be able to incorporate 

ethnographic data from a group of minors. Not only was this dissertation limited by the 

circumstances that led to the abandonment of contemporary performances, but also by the lack of 

correct paperwork. Regardless, the tradition continues to evolve; since my last research trip, the 

young troupe has performed in regional folkloric festivals. 

A prism model allows for different theoretical frameworks and methodologies across 

multiple disciplines to be used in conjunction with one another and brought back together to 

produce a synthesized understanding and interpretation of a phenomena. The distinct refractions 

of the “Bugabita prism” provide insight into the study of contemporary festivals that have their 

origins in history, tradition, and the religious celebrations of the past, and ultimately reveal the 

underlying motivations and transcripts that challenge public discourse present in these 

performances. La danza Bugabita, while drawing on los moros y cristianos of the historical past, 

is powerfully informed by the creative articulations of its participants and the aesthetics of the 

present. Yet the “Otherness” of the past remains ubiquitous, and it allows practitioners to 

interpret and to challenge, as Doudoroff states in the opening quotation of this chapter, the 

stereotypes and prejudices, shifting ethnic identities, and the historical and cultural inaccuracies 

and anachronisms found in the verbose, bombastic, and humorless los moros y cristianos 

performances, which continue to have profound implications for present performances. La danza 

Bugabita is clearly not transparent, and the reconstruction of the prism allows me to grasp a 

better whole of its reality. 

Through the documentation, analysis, and contextualization of the music, text, 

choreography, and history of the festival of los moros y cristianos in present day Bugabita 

Arriba, Panamá, my dissertation focuses on an understudied rural geographical area that 

deconstructs the dichotomy of diachronic/synchronic studies within musicological discourse. It is 

oriented toward using the oral and documented past to comment upon its present state and the 

implications of change. Like Doudoroff, most people see los moros y cristianos festivals as 

flawed. Seen initially as a transparent prism, I could argue that la danza Bugabita is a sexist, 
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racist, classist, homophobic, colonialist dance-drama that romanticizes the evils of war and 

glorifies an ethnocentric perspective. Moreover, it creates an indeterminate reading experience 

for the audience that invites them to project their own beliefs and desires onto the performance. 

Historical awareness and cultural sensitivity illuminated in the tradition’s various refractions are 

necessary to read the signs in the contemporary performances of la danza Bugabita and to 

understand its simultaneous narratives.  
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APPENDIX A 

COMPARISON OF LA DANZA BUGABITA TEXTS 

The transcript of the dialogue that follows comes from the community’s mid-twentieth-

century typewritten performance script. The handwritten notes and changes are contained in 

brackets. The stage directions and non-spoken text are italicized. Strike-throughs specify 

crossed-through deletions. Any changes in the text or punctuation that occur in Luz del Alba 

Pérez de Pinilla and Sonia Pérez de Soberón’s article “Las danzas de Bugabita” from 1987 are 

indicated to the right in brace brackets. Further changes found in the textual transcription in 

Ángela María Requena Otero’s thesis “Las danzas de moros y cristianos del poblado de Bugabita 

Arriba, corregimiento de la Concepción, distrito de Bugaba, provincial de Chiriquí” written in 

2011 are contained in parentheses to the far right. Lines that are omitted from the original 

performance script in the later transcriptions are shown with strike-throughs and are underlined. 

[Danza de Bugabita] 

Cuando ya están formadas las dos filas, moros y cristianos, inician un paseo guiados por sus 

respectivos reyes, a medida que caminan, cruzan espadas y cantan los siguientes versos: 

Entremos juntitos al templo de Dios  {Rey cristiano: Entremos juntitos} (Todos cantan:) 

 {al templo de Dios,} 

a hacer reverencia a nuestro señor  {a hacer reverencia}  

 {a Nuestro Señor. (bis)} 

entren todos juntos y todos tras [mi]  {Rey moro: Entren todos juntos} (Todos cantan:) 

 {y todos tras mí,} 

hin[quen] las rodillas y adoren [aquí]  {hinquen las rodillas} 

 {y adorénle aquí. (bis)} (y adoren aquí. (bis)) 

A la Concepción quién pudiera dar  {Rey cristiano: A la Concepción,} (Todos:) 

 {quién pudiera dar,} 

perlas y diamantes a su santo altar  {perlas y diamantes,} 

 {a su santo altar. (bis)} 

oh/ Concepción Bendita bellísima rosa {Rey moro: Oh, Concepción bendita,} (Todos:) 

 {bellísima rosa,} 
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cándida azucena, fragrante y hermosa  {cándida azucena,} 

 {fragante y hermosa. (bis)} 

Ángeles del cielo pongan atención {Rey cristianos: Ángeles del cielo,} (Todos:) 

 {pongan atención,} 

que pasa Jesús [con la] Concepción  {que pasa Jesús,} 

 {con la Concepción. (bis)} 

así pues que sois vuestro [norte y día]  {Rey moro: Así, pues, que sois,} (Todos:) 

 {vuestro norte y día,} 

recíbele el obsequio pues es hoy tu día.  {recibe el obsequio,} 

 {pues es hoy tu día. (bis)} 

Al finalizar de cantar quedan en su posición original y comienza el diálo[go] parte de la fila 

mora, que son los que provocan. Sale primeramente Fierabrás y se postra ante su rey, y le dice: 

Fierabras: 

 Me llamo Fierabrás  {Yo me llamo Fierabrás,} 

 el más temible de Alejandría  {el más temible de Alejandría,} (el más terrible de Alejandría,) 

navego por estos mares  {navego por estos mares,} 

 pues soy el rey de la Tirquía.  {pues soy el rey de la Turquía.} 

 en solicitud buscando  {En solicitud buscando,} 

 al afamado Oliveros  {al afamado Oliveros,} (al afamado de Oliveros,) 

para darle fin a su vida  {para darle fin a su vida,} 

 en los filos de mi acero.   

 En solicitud buscando   

 a Oliveros y a Roldán {a Oliveros y a Roldán} 

 Qué se han hecho?  {Qué se han hecho?} 

 Dónde están ..?  {Dónde están ..?} 

 [Solo quiera encontrar]  {Solo quiera encontrar} 

 a los doce pares de Francia {a los Doce Pares de Francia,} 

para jugar par y nones  {para jugar pares y nones,} 

 a mi soberbia [y] arrogancia. 

 Para mi mayor concepto  {Para mi mayor concepto,} 

 tienen miedo los cristianos  {tienen miedo los cristianos,} 
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 [Pues] No hay en este sitio  {no hay en este sitio,} (pues no hay en este sitio,) 

 quien se llama Carlos Magno. {quien se llama Carlomagno.} 

 [Y] Si en este sitio [lugar] lo hallará 

 [Juro] por mis soberanos pies [dioses] {juro por mis soberanos pies} (juro por mis soberanos  

                 dioses,) 

Que su [mil] vida le quitara.  {que mil vida le quitará.} 

Rey: Moro:  {Rey Moro:} 

 Retiraos Fierabrás, 

 que tu valor reconocido está 

Brutamonte: quien sale y se enfrenta as rey diciéndole:  

 Brutamonte soy áquel 

 a quien [que] todos le temieron {a quien todos le temieron,} 

 por sus hechos y hazañas  {por sus hechos y hazañas,} 

 que en la campaña se vieron,  {que en la campaña se vieron.} 

 Sólo quisiera encontrar  {Sólo quisiera encontrar,} 

 los doce pares de Francia  {los Doce Pares de Francia,} 

para que vean y reconozcan  {para que vean y reconozcan,} 

 mi soberbia arrogancia.  {mi soberbia y arrogancia.} 

Sale Galafre y Dice: 

 Galafre soy gran señor  {Galafre soy gran señor,} 

 el más temible de Argel  {el más temible de Argel,} (el más terrible de Argel,) 

 he venido a este sitio  {he venido aquí a este sitio,} 

 en solicitud de Reinel. 

 En solicitud buscando  {En solicitud buscando,} 

 a Oliveros y a Roldán  {a Oliveros y a Roldán,} 

 para que vean y reconoscan  {para que vean y reconozcan,} 

 mi soberbia y afan.  {mi soberbia y afán.} 

Sale Ténebre:  {Tenebre:} 

 Todos los cristianos tienen 

 a lado sus corazones  {al lado sus corazones,} (helado sus corazones) 

 piensan que se van a escapar  {piensan que se van a escapar,} 
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 de las garrass de estos leones  {de las garras de estos leones.} 

 pero no se escaparán,  {Pero no se escaparan;} 

 todos tendr´n que morir  {todos tendrán que morir,} 

 a manos de Fierabrás, 

 y así soldado valiente,  (y así soldados valientes,) 

 tocar la guerra tocar.  {tocar la guerra, tocar.} 

Afilsoy: 

 Afilsoy armado al punto  {Alfilsoy, armado al punto,} 

 y enojado le disparo  {y enojado le disparo,} 

 que si alguno me maltrata  {que si alguno me maltrata,} 

 dirigo mi dura flecha  {dirijo mi dura flecha,} 

contra liras, contra troncos  {contra liras, que los troncos,} 

 los esprimo y los destrampo. 

Rey Moro: 

 En una hermosa falda  {En una hermosa falda,} 

 donde fue compuesta la rosa  {donde fue compuesta la rosa,} 

 la vegetal y la esmeralda 

 [en] una y otra competencia 

 de mi alcance  {de mi alcance.} 

 Oh rústica columna {¡Oh rústica columna!} 

 pongo mi cabeza  {pongo mi cabeza,} 

 al orden de la luna. 

 Valiente soldado mio  {Valiente soldado mío,} 

 pues aquel [este es] mi parecer {pues aquí mi parecer.} 

 dónde está el valiente {¿Dónde está el valiente} 

 [de] Bravonel.? {Bravonel?} (de Bravonel?) 

Bravonel: 

 A tus pies estoy gran señor  {A tus pies estoy, gran Señor,} 

 [de] qué se te ofrece?  {¿qué se te ofrece?}  (¿de qué se te ofrece?) 

 [y] en que he de servir yo?  {¿en qué he de servir yo?}  (y ¿en qué he de servir yo?) 

Rey Moro: 
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 Con la embajada al emperador te envío {Con la embajada,} 

  {al emperador te envió,} 

  {quiero que sea tan presto} 

 quiero que seas tan presto [para que el honor] {para que el honor} 

 que en tí reconozcan a extraños [en tí]? {que en tí reconozca} (para que el reconozca en tí) 

                (vuestro honor.) 

Galafre [Bravonel]:  {Galafre} 

 Aquí, esta espada señor  {Aquí, esta espada mía señor,}  (Aquí, esta espada señor,) 

 brazo y aliento están por tí  {brazo y aliento están por ti,} 

 siempre que se muevan  {siempre que se muevan,} 

 serán vientos que me llevan  {serán vientos que me llevan,} 

 o alas que me volarán más,  {o alas que volarán,} 

 [más os] Dígame el emperador.... {más os dígame el emperador.} (más os diga el emperador.) 

Rey MORO:  {Rey Moro:} 

 he recelado secreto de mi a vos.. {En recatado secreto}     (He reservado) 

  {de mí a vos …} 

Galafre [Bravonel]: 

 Señor, vos me lo darás [direis] {Vos me lo diréis, señor,} 

 en una ocasión más decente. 

Rey Moro: 

 Desde luego [, y luego sea.] le sea {Desde luego lo será,}   (Desde luego y luega sea,) 

 quiero que el emperador 

 vea en tí, vuestro espíritu valiente {vea en ti} 

  {vuestro espíritu valiente.} 

Ahora el dialogo es por la fila de los cristianos, comenzando por Oliveros que se postra ante su 

rey y le dice: 

Oliveros:  

 Muy noble y esclarecido señor {Muy noble y esclarecido Señor,} 

 Oliveros está a tus pies  {Oliveros está a tus pies,} 

 para pedirte merced. 
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Rey Cristiano: 

 Noble conde a mi presencia  {Noble conde a mi presencia,} 

 está[s] bien formado  {estás bien formado,} 

 pide lo que [te] quisieres  {pide lo que quisieres,} 

 que nada te será negado. 

Oliveros: 

 Señor, suplícote me des licencia  {Señor, suplícote} 

   {me des licencia,} 

 para con mis voces poder corresponder {para con voces,}   (para con mis voces,) 

 al valiente fierabrás  {al valiente de Fierabrás,} 

 que tantas veces me ha llamado a campaña {que tantas veces,} 

  {me ha llamado a campaña,} 

 y con esto serán mis servicios bien galadornados. {y con esto serán,} 

 {mis servicios,} 

 {bien galardonados.} 

Rey Carlos:  {Rey cristiano:} 

 Oliveros vuelve en tí  {Oliveros, vuelve en tí,} 

 ten presente, mira, 

 que estás herido de muerte  {que estás herido de muerte,} 

 pues no dare tal licencia. yo.  {pues no daré tal licencia yo.} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelón:} 

 Oh señor no se ordenado {¡Oh, Señor! No se ha ordenado,} (¡Oh, Señor! No está  

            ordenado,) 

 ni establecido en tu corte  {ni establecido en tu corte,}           (y establecido en tu corte) 

 que si alguna cosa que se supiese {que si alguna cosa se pidiese,} 

 se dijese.. [dijase de hacer]  {se dejase de hacer;} 

 Por eso es justo que Oliveros  {por eso es justo que Oliveros} 

 alcance aquí tal merced.  {alcance aquí, tal merced.} 

Rey:  {Rey cristiano:} 

 Ganalón tú tienes  {Ganelón, tú tienes malas entrañas,} 

 malas entrañas  {malas entrañas} 
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 me lo dice el corazón  {me lo dice el corazón,} 

 más por lo que dices  {más por lo que dices,} 

 te daré la licencia yo.  {daré la licencia yo.} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelon:} 

 Oh si supiera la lengua {¡Oh, si supiera la lengua,} 

 que tal les informara....  {que tal le has informado …!} 

Rey:  {Rey cristiano:} 

Habla más ../  {Habla más …} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelon:} 

 Hablando más te diré  {Hablando más te diré,} 

 que lo hubieses arrancado.....  {que la hubiera arrancado.} 

Rey:  {Rey cristiano:} 

 Oliveros ruega a Dios  {Oliveros, ruega a Dios,} 

 que por tu gran misericordia 

 te de gracia y gran valor  {te dé gracia y gran valor,} 

 y que a mi presencia te traigan  {y que a mi presencia te traiga,} 

 donde te vea yo. 

 Le dirás al Almirante  {Le dirás al Almirante,} 

 que esta es mi disposición  {que ésta es mi disposición:} 

 ver sus campos destruídos  {ver sus campos destruídos,} 

 en [m]enos de un cuarto de hora  {en menos de un cuarto de hora,} 

 y de tu parte le dirás  {y de tu parte le dirás,} 

 lo que mejor te diese gana  {lo que mejor te diese gana.} 

Oliveros: 

 Deteneos señor / {¡Deteneos, Señor!} 

 se lo que doeis [debo decir]  {sé lo que debo decir,}  

 pues vivo agradecido[viado] a Dios. {pues vivo agraviado yo.} 

 Adios nobles caballeros / {¡Adiós, nobles caballeros!} 

 cuidad del emperador {¡Cuidad al emperador!} 

 no va a ser que por mi ausencia  {No vaya a ser que por mi ausencia,} 

 Suceda alguna traición.  {suceda alguna traición.} 
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 Adios nobles caballeros.../  {¡Adiós, nobles caballeros!} 

todos:  {Todos:} 

 Adios Noble caballero../  (¡Adiós, nobles cabellero!}        (¡Adiós, nobles cabelleros!) 

Oliverio se dirige a Galafre [Bravonel] que era el gigante que cuidaba el Puente Amantible, que 

servía de puesta a la vivienda de Balan. 

Oliverios:  {Oliveros:} 

 A la guarda caballero .../  {¡A la guarda, caballero!} 

Galafre [Bravonel]:  {Galafre:}      (Bravonel:) 

 Que se te ofrece embajador?  {¿Qué se te ofrece, embajador?} 

Oliveros: 

 le dirás a tu señor  {Le dirás a tu señor,} 

 que le quiero hablar solas  {que le quiero hablar a solas,} 

 de parte del embajador [emperador].      (de parte de emperador.) 

[Bravonel:]  {Bravonel:}  (Bravonel:) 

 [Deteneos señor]  {Deteneos señor}  (Deteneos, señor,) 

 [mientras doy parte yo]  {mientras doy parte yo}  (mientras doy parte yo.) 

Rey Moro pregunta a Bravonel, su secretario: 

 Bravonel, que es eso?  {Bravonel, ¿Qué es eso?} 

  {Bravonel:} 

  {Deteneos, señor,} 

  {mientras  doy parte yo.} 

Galafre [Bravonel] al Rey:  {Galafre:}  (Bravonel:) 

 Señor que a tu palacio  {Señor, que a tu palacio,} 

 ha llegado un valeroso soldado  {ha llegado un valeroso soldado,} 

 que viene de embajador  {que viene de embajador,} 

 atrevido y muy osado  {atrevido y muy osado.} 

Rey: [Moro] 

 Con política sobrada  {Con política sobrada,} 

 lo saldrás a recibir  {lo saldrás a recibir;} 

 que diga su embajada  {que diga su embajada,} 

 y presto se vuelva a ir.  {y presto, se vuelva a ir.} 
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Galafre [Bravonel] a Oliveros:  {Galafre a Oliveros}  (Bravonel:) 

 Señor, dice mi rey  {Señor, dice mi rey,} 

 que entres y no le seas molesto  {que entres y no seas molesto;} (que entres y no le seas  

   molesto;) 

 lo que quiere que le digas  {lo que quiere, es que le digas,} (lo que quiere, es que te     

                                                                                                              digas,) 

 le que es que sea, presto, presto.  {lo que seas, presto, presto.}      (que seas, presto, presto.) 

[Bravonel] Oliveros ante el rey Moro: 

 Aquí vengo de parte de Dios y del emperador {Aquí vengo de parte} 

  {de Dios y del Emperador} 

 Carlos Magno mi señor  {Carlomagno, mi Señor,} 

 el cual dice que te bautice  {el cual dice, que te bautice,} 

 y luego al punto le envies  {y luego al punto le envíes} 

 las reliquias que de Rome te trgiste {las reliquias, que de Roma te trajiste} 

 y paran en tu poder. 

 Si a esto faltas juro por mi Dios  {Si a esto faltas, juro por mi Dios,} 

 que de tus tierras has de salir  {que de tus tierras has de salir,} 

 en cenizas convertido.  {en ceniza convertido.} 

 Esto me mandó que os diga  {Esto me mandó que os diga,} 

 y tu como prudente y sabio  {y tú como prudente y sabio,} 

 tomarás el mejor acuerdo  {tomarás mayor acuerdo,} 

 que yo la respuesta aguardo. 

Rey Moro: 

 Oh noble embajador [,] {¡Oh, noble embajador!} 

 presto ve con diligencia 

 y quítate de mi presencia  {y quítate de mi presencia;} 

 le dirás a ese loco viejo  {le dirás a ese viejo loco}           (le dirás a ese loco viejo) 

 que le es muy difícil 

 poner sus pies sobre mi cabeza  {poner sus pies sobre mi cabeza.} 

 Y que es reliquias que pide  {Y que esas reliquias que pide,} 

 [No] son de muy buen parecer  {son de mi buen parecer,} 
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 que las gane a sangre y fuego  {que las gane a sangre y fuego,} 

 que así las he ganado yo..  {que así, las he ganado yo.} 

Regresa Oliveros ante su rey con la respuesta: 

Oliveros a su rey: 

 Estuve en Argel 

 en donde habiendo presenciado 

 las usadas ceremonias de aquel reino {las usadas ceremonias de aquel reino,} 

 estuve en la audiencia ordinaria 

 y hablando al rey en su nombre tan favorable {donde hablé al rey en tu nombre,} (donde hablo  

             al rey en tu nombre,) 

 a su intento [-instante], tan justo como cristiano {tan favorable a tu intento,} (tan favorable a su  

                   intento,) 

  {tan justo como cristiano,} 

 Escuchadme  {escuchóme …}          (escuchadme …) 

 Luego lleno de cólera y rabia  {Luego, lleno}          (Luego, al instante lleno) 

  {de cólera y rabia,} 

 me dijo que te dijese  {me dijo que te dijese,} 

 que es muy difícil 

 poner tus pies sobre su cabeza  {poner tus pies sobre su cabeza;} 

 y que esas reliquias que pides  {y que esas reliquias que pides,} 

 no te las dará no  {no te las dará, no …} 

 que las ganes a sangre y fuego  {que las ganes a sangre y fuego,} 

 que así las ha ganado él. 

Todos: 

 Así la ganaremos / ...  {¡Así las ganaremos!} 

Roldán: 

 En vista de esta respuesta  {En vista de esta respuesta,} 

 que piensas gran señor {¿qué piensas, gran Señor?} 

 cuando tienes a tu lado  {cuando tienen a tu lado}        (cuando tienes a tu lado) 

 hombres de tanto valor  {hombres de tanto valor,} 

 No le temas al almirante  {no le temas al Almirante,} 
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 ni aunque venga toda Turquía. 

 Que a tu presencia señor  {Que en tu presencia, Señor,} 

 no rendiré esta espada mía..  {no rendiré esta espada mía …} 

 Que turco podrá traer {¿Qué turco podrá traer,} 

 el almirante Balam  {el Almirante Balam,}  (el Almirante Balan,) 

 que a tu presencia señor  {Que en tu presencia, Señor,} 

 {no rendiré esta espada mía …} 

  {¿Qué turco podrá traer,} 

  {el Almirante Balam,}  (el Almirante Balan,) 

  {que a tu presencia, Señor,} 

 no le de muerte Roldan...  {no le dé muerte a Roldán?} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelón:} 

 Pongamonos pues en armas  {Pongámonos, pues, en armas,} 

 y afrontemonos pues ya  {y afrontémonos pues ya,} 

 que en menos de un cuarto de hora {que en menos de un cuarto de hora,} 

 he de ver el bien y el mal  {he de ver el bien y el mal;} 

 he de poner a tus pies  {he de poner a tus pies,} 

 la cabeza del Balam  {la cabeza del Balam,}  (la cabeza del Balan,) 

 que tanto nos priva en Argel. 

Guy de Borgoña: 

 No nos paremos Señor  {No nos paremos, Señor,} 

 demosle batalla almoro  {démosle batalla al moro,} 

 que Dios con su misericordia  {que Dios con su misericordia,} 

 nos mandará socorro..  {nos mandará socorro.}  (nos mandará el socorro.) 

 Oyenos en esta oración  {Óyenos en esta oración} (Óyenos en esta ocasión) 

 y aclamemos al señor  {y aclamemos al Señor,} 

 que Dios con su divina gracia  {que Dios con su divina gracia,} 

 nos sacará vencedor  {nos sacará vencedores.}  (nos sacará vencedor.) 

Duque de Daime:  {Duque de Daime:} (Duque de Dayme:) 

 Duque de Daime me llama  {Duque de Daime me llama}(Duque de Dayme me llaman) 

 la guerra ha de esperar comenzar  {la guerra ha de esperar comenzar} (la guerra he de  
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      comenzar,) 

      (tocar cajas y clarines,) 

 tocar la guerra tocar  {tocar la guerra tocar}   (tocar la guerra, tocar.)  

 Por mi última gota de sangr  {Por mi última gota de sangr}  (Por mi última gota de  

         sangre,) 

 por mis reglas [rey de] derramar  {por mis reglas [rey de] derramar} (por mi rey he de  

         derramar,) 

 [Que] Viva Dios y su madres  {[Que] Viva Dios y su madres} (que viva Dios y su Madre,) 

 [y] que mueran los moros todos.. {[y] que mueran los moros todos..} (y que mueran los moros  

           todos.) 

Ojer de Danois:  {Duque de Daime:}  (Ojer de Danois:) 

 [Despues] Ve pues a la batalla  {Sea pues a la batalla,}  (Despues a la batalla,) 

 que esto ya mucho [y] tarda[r]  {que esto ya mucho tarda,}   (que esto es ya mucho tardar,) 

 quiero ver en este acero  {quiero ver en este acero,}  (quiero ver en los filos de mi  

   acero,) 

 al valiente Fierabrás  {al valiente Fierabrás.}  (al valiente de Fierabrás.) 

 y así soldado valiente  {Y así soldado valiente,} 

 tocar la guerra tocar.  {tocar la guerra, tocar.} 

Rey Carlo Magno:  {Rey Carlomagno:} 

 Valientes soldados mios  {Valiente soldados míos,} 

 valerosos capitanes  {valerosos capitanes;} 

 los unos nobles vasallos  {los unos, noble vasallos,}  (los unos, nobles vasallos,) 

 los otros mios bellos pajes  {los otros, mi bellos pajes.}  (los otros, míos bellos pajes.) 

 Fuente maestro de campo  {Fuerte maestro del campo,}  (Fuerte maestros de campos,) 

 noblísimo[s] generales  {noblísimos generales,} 

 gente famosa y bizarra  {gente famosa y bizarra,} 

 por cuyos pechos  {por cuyos pechos,}  (por cuyos pechos leales,) 

 sustentados con fervor  {sustenta nuevo fervor,}  (sustentados con fervor,) 

 pues oidme todos igual  {pues oídme todos igual,}  (pues oídme todos iguales,) 

 aquí a mi parecer  {aquí a mi parecer,}  (que este es mi parecer,) 

 que la batalla se de  {que la batalla se dé} 
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 guerra cerrada. 

Se inicia la guerra, y en medio de la batalla, Ganalón traiciona a sus amigos y se pasa a la fila 

enemiga, llega ante el rey Moro y le dice: [guerra se cambia Ganalon para donde el rey Moro] 

Ganalón:  {Ganelón:} 

 Sujeto y puesto a tu ley  {Sujeto y puesto a tu ley,} 

 cautivo me considero  {cautivo me considero,} 

 la ley de Dios he dejado  {la ley de Dios he dejado,} 

 y yo reniego, yo reniego {y yo reniego, yo reniego;}  (yo reniego, yo reniego;) 

 he dicho y estoy resuelto  {he dicho y estoy resuelto,} 

 que crujan los hechos  {que crujan los hechos y sus elementos,} 

 y su elemento y que vengan  {y que vengan a tener un tiempo,} 

 a tener un tiempo  {a tener un tiempo} 

 la muerte su sepultura  {la muerte y la sepultura,} 

 siendo yo el túmulo funesto.  {siendo yo, el túmulo funesto.} 

 Tanto agua, tanto fuego, tanto rubí {Tanta agua, tanto fuego, tanto rubí!} 

Rey Moro: 

 Levanta[te] y ven a mis brazos  {Levanta y ven a mis brazos,} 

 valiente renegado  {valiente renegado.} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelón:} 

 Puesto en ellos /  {Puesto en ellos!} 

Rey:  {Rey Moro:} 

 Yo te pongo mi corona 

 en señal de este Imperio  {en señal de este imperio.} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelón:} 

 Soy el Rey / {¡Soy el Rey!} 

Todos los moros contestan:  {Los Moros:} 

 Rey Nuestro / {¡Rey nuestro!} 

Ganalón:  {Ganelón:} 

 No puedo verma más alto  {No puedo verme más alto,} 

 solo que suba al cielo  {sólo que suba al cielo,} 

 por supuesto que soy el rey  {por supuesto que soy el rey,} 
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 a la batalla volvamos  {a la batalla volvamos;} 

 Estoy condenado ya  {estoy condendado ya,} 

 y desbocado sin freno  {y desbocado en un freno,} 

 si era vuestro el horror  {si era vuestro el horror,} 

 que tanto espero ...  {¿qué tanto espero?} 

 Cuánto contiene el azufre  {Cuánto contiene el azufre!} 

 cuánto consume el fuego  {Cuánto consume el fuego!} 

 ahorro mi mayor espanto  {Ahorro mi mayor espanto,} 

 grito mi mayor contento  {grito mi mayor contento;} 

 no hay mas clara luz que el caos  {ho hay más clara luz en un caos,} 

 [ni] no más gloria que un infierno{no más gloria en un infierno;} (ni más gloria que en el  

            infierno;) 

 he de poner a tus pies  {he de poner a tus pies,} 

 la cabeza del emperador soberbio {la cabeza del emperador soberbio,} 

 para que el ejecute  {para con él ejecute}  (para que en él ejecute) 

 lo que fuese su intento  {lo que fuese su intento,}  (lo que fuese de su intento,) 

 y al instante lo verás 

 en afiles te trompetas  {en afiles de trompeta,} 

 tocar la guerra tocar..  {tocar la guerra, tocar.} 

Fierabrás, hijo del almirante Balam, se da cuenta de que alguien superior cuida a los cristianos 

por que a pesar de ser tantos los moros no pueden terminarlos, convencido de que hay un Dios 

se cruza a la fila de los cristianos y lucha de su lado. 

Fierabrás ante el rey Cristiano: 

 Rey, poderoso señor  {Rey poderoso señor,} 

 a tus pies rindo mi espada  {a tus pies rindo mi espada,} 

 sólo en tu Dios [confió]  {sólo a tus pies concedo}  (sólo a tu Dios confió) 

 y sacrifico mis aras       (y sacrifico mis aras.) 

 Estoy pronto a dar por tí  {Estoy pronto a dar por ti,} 

 corazón, vida y alma. 

Rey Carlos:  {Rey cristiano:} 

 Levanta y ven a mis brazos  {Levanta y ven a mis brazos,}(Levántate y ven a mis brazos,) 
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 valiente Fierabrás  {valiente Fierabrás,} 

 ya que convertido confesais  {ya que convertido confesáis,} 

 un solo Dios verdadero  {un solo Dios verdadero.} 

 esto me causarán un regocijo  {Esto me causa un regocijo,}   (Esto me causa gran regocijo,) 

 por eso recibirás por mi mandato {y por eso, recibe, por} 

 el bautismo.  {mi mandato, el bautismo.} 

Mientras tanto al ver el rey moro que su hijo lo ha abandonado, considera que Ganalón es el 

culpable y lo manda apresar y matar. Pero antes le dice.: 

Rey Moro: 

 Oh renegado y [maldito] atrevido {¡Oh renegado y atrevido!} 

 que mal me has pagado a mi  {que mal me has pagado a mí,} 

 ya conozco la traición  {ya conozco la traición,} 

 pues a fierabrás he perdido [perdi]{pues a Fierabrás perdí.} 

 cautivo entre los cristianos  {Cautivo entre los cristianos,} 

 que será de él, Ay de [que será de mi.] {¿qué será de él?} 

  {¡Ay de mí!} 

 en este vejez caduca [y]  {En esta vejez caduca,} 

 y en este imperio si[n] él  {y en este imperio, sin él.} 

 Has de morir sin remedio  {Has de morir sin remedio,} 

 con una muerte cruel. 

Rey llama a Galafre [Bravonel] y a Brutamonte para que se lleven a[l] reo.  

 [E a Galenos] Bizarros...  {Vengan, bizarros!}  (¡E a! ¡Galenos bizarros!} 

[aquí este traidor coged]  {aquí este traidor coged} 

[Galafre y Brutamonte:] 

[Señor, en tu presencia]   {¡Señor! ¡Señor!} 

 {Rey Moro:} 

 {Aquí este traidor coged.} 

  (Galafre y Brutamonte:) 

  (Señor, en tu presencia) 

[prisionero lo tenemos]  {prisionero lo tenemos}  (prisionero lo tenemos.) 

[en los garfios los dejamos.]  {en los garfios los dejamos.} 
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[Rey Moro:]  {Rey Moro:} 

 [aqui esta traidor]  {aqui esta traidor} 

[Galafre y Brutamonte:]   {Galafre y Brutamonte:}  

[Señor en tu presencia] {Señor en tu presencia} 

 [prisionero lo tenemos]  {prisionero lo tenemos} 

[Rey Moro:] 

[Mas pónganlo en la plaza, en]  {Mas pónganlo en la plaza,} 

[alto y gordo madero por su]  {en alto y gordo madero,} 

[cuerpo han de pasar doce garfios]{por su cuerpo han de pasar,} 

[de fino y templado acero y allí]  {doce garfios de fino y templado acero,} 

[lo han de dejar hasta que se haya]{y allí lo han de dejar,} 

[muerto.]  {hasta que se haya muerto.} 

  (Galafre y Brutamonte:) 

  (Señor, en los garfios lo  

  dejemos.) 

[Ganelón:] 

[Alto Dios omnipotente, yo no he de morir renegado] {¡Alto, Dios omnipotente!} 

 {yo no he de morir renegado,} 

[por misericordia te pido pues reconozco mis pecados,]{por misericordia te pido} 

 {pues reconozco mis pecados.} 

[A tí celestial princesa, fuerte y hermosa, intercede con tu]{A tí, celestial princesa,} 

 {fuerte y hermosa,} 

 {intercede con tu hijo} 

[hijo, que se conduela de esta alma, que sé que]  {que se conduela de esta alma,} 

 {que sé que mis pecados son tantos,} 

[mis pecados son tantos, que la arena del mar]  {que la arena es poca de enumerar;}  

    (que la arena del mar,  

    es poca de enumerar;) 

[sea pocas de enumerar, pero, que por misericordia]  {pero, que por misericordia,} 

[a Dios, a nadie le falta.] 

[¡Ea perverso Rey!]  {¡E a, perverso rey!} 
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[Venga el castigo mas cruel, que entre más y más mal]{venga el castigo más cruel,} 

 {que entre más y más mal me  

  maltratan,} 

[me maltratan, mas gustoso lo padezco.] {más gustoso lo padezco.} 

[Ángel:] 

 [yo te conjuro maldito]  {Yo te conjuro maldito,} 

 [para que al infierno vayas]  {para que al infierno vayas,} 

 [donde está tu destino]  {donde está tu destino.} 

 [Por ser tu soberbia tanta]  {Por ser tu soberbia tanta,} 

 [el reino de Dios perdiste]  {el reino de Dios perdiste,} 

 [la gloria más elevada]  {la gloria más elevada} 

 [de las criaturas que habitan 

 [en aquella cárcel estancia.]  {en aquella cárcel.} 

 [¡vete maldito infernal!]  {¡Vete, maldito infernal!} 

 [no cuentes con esta alma]  {no cuentes con esta alma,} 

 [que Dios con su ruegas]  {que Dios con su ruegos,} 

 [la tiene perdonada.]  {la tiene apersonada.}  (la tiene perdonada.) 

Diablo:  {El Demonio:} 

 Por supuesto que no he podido 

 lograr el intento que tenía  {lograr el intento que tenia,} 

 de llevarme esta alma a las cavernas  {de llevarme el alma a las cavernas,} 

 donde tengo mi habitancia. 

Ganalón se sabe salvado y da alabanzas a Dios. {Ganelón:} 

 Vivan los altos misterios {¡Vivan los altos misterios!} 

 viva la fe de Jesucristo {¡viva la fe de Jesucristo!} 

 y mueran vuestros peterbos  {y mueran vuestros peterbos, (sic)} (y mueran  

              vuestros peterbos,) 

 los que por el pesar de Mahoma  {los que por el pesar de Mahoma,} 

  {su virginidad perdieron,}      (pudieron haber dejado) 

 pudieron dejar doncellas pariendo  {dejando doncellas pariendo.}(doncella pariendo.) 

 Viva Jesús {¡Viva Jesús!} 
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 Viva María {¡Viva María!} 

 Viva, viva Jesús..../  {¡Viva, viva Jesús!} 

Fierabrás maravillado por esta milagro corre a los suyos con la buena nueva. 

Fierabrás: 

 Señor estoy admirado de este [,] caso  {Señor, estoy admirado de este caso,} 

 al ver [- y digo] tanto vale el hombre  {al ver, tanto vale el hombre,} 

 tanto hace Dios por él. 

Bravonel: 

 Señor estoy admirado  {Señor, estoy admirado} 

 de este caso y digo  {de este caso, y digo:} 

 vale más servir a Dios  {vale más servir a Dios,} 

 pues pidamos el bautizmo..  {pues pidamos el bautismo.} 

El ángel imparte el bautizmo a todo diciendo: 

 Oh si cu Deo cosa grande {¡Oh, si cu Deo, cosa grande!} 

Quien como Dios con esta agua  {quién como Dios, con esta agua,} 

 con este rocio, agua a todos los moros cristianos {con este rocío, agua a todos los moros  

                cristianos,} 

 para que gocen de la gloria 

 y en el cielo nos veamos. 

Después del bautismo, todos cantan los siguientes versos: 

 Oh señor de las alturas  {Oh señor de las alturas!} 

 soy capitán general (bis)  {soy capitán general … (bis)} 

 Consédenos señor virtud[es]  {Concédenos, señor, virtudes} 

 y tu bendición final (Bis)  {y tu devoción final … (bis)} 

Al Señor con reverencia, 

brindémosle adoración bis   {brindémosle adoración … (bis)} (rindámosle adoración … (bis)) 

que nos de una santa muerte  {Que nos dé una santa muerte,} 

y nos alcance el perdón Bis  {y nos alcance el perdón … (bis)} 

Purísima Concepción  {Purísima Concepción,} 

te pedimos sin cesar (Bis  {te pedimos sin cesar … (bis)} 

llevanos de este mundo (raro  {Que cuando de este mundo vamos} 
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donde pueda descansar Bis  {llevéis a descansar … (bis)}   (nos lleves a descansar … (bis)) 

Un pastoricillo me ha dicho, 

que Jesucristo se llama (Bis {que Jesúcristo se llama … (bis)} 

señor de cielo y tierra  {Señor de cielo y tierra,} 

el salvador de las almas (Bis  {el salvador de las almas … (bis)} 

Oh [que] aquella caja de arco de plata {aquella arco de plata,}   (Oh, que aquella arca de plata,) 

de cuya llave de cristal (Bis    {cuya llave es de cristal … (bis)}   (cuya llave de cristal … (bis)) 

del divino sacramento,  {Del divino sacramento,} 

sacrosanto del altar Bis  {sacrosanto del altar … (bis)} 

Sacramentado lo miré vi  {Sacramentado lo vi,} 

en la iglesia esta mañana (Bis)  {en la iglesia, esta mañana … (bis)} 

todo aquel que lo recibe  {Todo aquel que lo recibe,} 

con la boca abierta esta (Bis)  {con la boca abierta esta … (bis)} 

Viene luego el zapateo en celebración de la converción total de los moros, finalmente hay una 

despedia al público espectador. Así: 

Rey Cristiano: 

Antes que demos fin  {Antes que demos fin,} 

aquí esta danza y forzosa  {aquí esta danza forzosa,} 

aplaudirlas muy amable  {aplaudidla muy amables.} 

también al señor cura  {también al señor cura}  (También, al ser cura,) 

 que hoy luce prendas muy notorias. {quien luce prendas muy notorias.} 

 {Rey Moro:} 

 {También, al señor alcalde} 

 {por su acertado gobierno,} 

 {nos promueva la gloria.}     (que Dios les promueva la gloria.) 

 {Oliveros:} 

 {A la plebe, que se digna} 

 {atender aquí este obsequio,} 

 {señor, prudent y sabio,}           (señores, prudentes y sabios,) 

 {perdonad los defectos de esta danza,} 

 {por ser tan rústica,} 
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 {y de mal poéticos ejemplos.} (forzosa y de mal manpuesticos  

             ejemplos.) 

 {Fierabrás:} 

 {Al devoto que promueve,} 

 {esta célebre función,} 

 {concédele, padre mío,} 

 {en el cielo, un galardón.} 
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APPENDIX B 

THE PANAMANIAN REQUIREMENT 

The Requirement is the written declaration of sovereignty and foundation for religious 

conversion read by the Spanish military forces to indigenous populations when entering a new 

territory. The following is a verbatim transcription of the Panamanian Requirement and its 

injunctions that traveled with the Splendid Armada to present-day Panamá:  

The Requirement Ordered Made to the Indians 
I. On behalf of the very high, powerful, and Catholic defender of the Church, the 
ever victorious great King Ferdinand (fifth of that name), King of the Realms of 
Spain, of the Two Sicilies, of Jerusalem, of the Indies, Islands, and Tierra Firme 
of the Ocean Sea, etc., subjugator of barbarians, and on behalf of the very high, 
powerful, Lady Queen Doña Juana, his dear and beloved daughter, our lords: I, 
Pedrarias Dávila, their servant, messenger, and captain, notify you and make 
known to the best of my abilities that God, Our Lord, three in one, created heaven 
and earth, and one man and one woman, of whom you, we, and all persons on 
earth were and are descended and procreated, as well as all those who will come 
after us. But because of the multitude generated since the world was created some 
five thousand years ago, it was necessary that some men went one way and others 
went another and were divided into various kingdoms and provinces because in 
one they could not sustain or conserve themselves. 
II. Over all these people God, Our Lord, gave dominion to one who was called 
Saint Peter and who was named to be prince, lord, and superior of all men on 
earth, whom all were to obey and who was to be head of all human lineage 
wherever they may live and of whatever sect or belief; and He gave them the 
whole world as his kingdom, realm, and jurisdiction. 
III. And even though Saint Peter was ordered to place his throne in Rome as the 
site most suitable to rule the world, he was also permitted to place his seat in any 
other part of the world and to judge and govern all people, Christians, Moors, 
Jews, Gentiles, and of whatever sect or belief they may be. 
IV. This man they called pope, which means “admirable,” “great father,” and 
“protector,” because he is father and protector of all men. 
V. This Saint Peter was obeyed and held as lord and king and universal superior 
by those who lived in that time and likewise all the others after him elected to the 
pontificate; and so it has continued until now and will continue until the end of 
the world. 
VI. One of the previous pontiffs who succeeded to the aforementioned seat and 
dignity as prince or lord of the world made a donation of these islands and Tierra 
Firme of the Ocean Sea as well as all they contain to our lords the said king and 
queen and to their successors in these kingdoms according to certain documents 
that you may examine if you wish. Thus, their highnesses are monarchs and lords 
of these islands and Tierra Firme by virtue of said donation. Almost all those who 
have been notified of this have received their highnesses as monarchs and lords of 
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these islands and Tierra Firme and have obeyed and do obey them and have 
served and do serve as befits a subject. With good will and without resistance or 
delay, as soon as they were informed of the aforesaid, they obeyed and received 
the men and clerics whom their highnesses sent to preach and teach our Holy 
Catholic faith and of their free will without condition or reward became and 
remain Christians; and their highnesses received them happily and kindly and 
ordered them treated like their other subjects and vassals and you are obliged to 
do the same. 
VII. Therefore, to the best of my abilities, I beg and require you to understand 
well what I have said and to take a reasonable amount of time to understand and 
deliberate the matter; and to recognize the Church as Lord and Superior of the 
universe and the Holy Pontiff, the pope, in its name, and the king and queen as 
lords, superiors, and monarchs of these islands and Tierra Firme by virtue of the 
said donation; and that you consent and permit these clerics to explain and preach 
to you concerning the aforesaid. 
VIII. You will do well if you comply with what you are obliged and required and 
their majesties and I, in their names, will receive you with all love and charity. 
You will not be enslaved but be allowed your wives, children, and possessions to 
enjoy and to use as you see fit. You will not be compelled to become Christian 
unless, on receiving instruction in the truth, you wish to receive our Holy Catholic 
faith as have practically all the inhabitants of the other islands. In addition, their 
highnesses will grant you many privileges, exemptions, and rewards. 
IX. If you do not comply or maliciously delay complying, I declare that with 
God’s help I will move fiercely against you and will make war on you with all 
available resources at my command. I will subject you to the yoke and obedience 
of the Church and to their highnesses. I will enslave you, your wives, and children 
and will sell or dispose of you as their highnesses order. I will confiscate your 
goods and do all the damage and harm that I am able as to vassals who do not 
obey and do not accept their lord but resist and contradict him. I declare that 
whatever deaths and damages that may ensue will be your fault and not that of 
their highnesses, of mine, or of any of these knights of my company. To attest to 
all that I have said and required I request a signed affidavit from the notary 
present. 
Signed: Episcopus Palentinus, comes. F. Bernardus, Trinopolitanus espiscopus. 
F. Tomás de Matienzo. F. Al. Bustillo, magister. Licenciatus de Sanctiago. El 
doctor Palacios Rubios. Licenciatus de Sosa. Gregorius, licenciatus.926  

                                                 
926 Oviedo, Historia, trans. Dille, 51-4. 
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